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SUMMARY
Computer programs have been developed capable of calculating
detailed aerodynamic loadings and pressure distributions acting on
pitched and rolled supersonic missile configurations which utilize
bodies of circular or elliptical cross section. The applicable range in
angle of attack is up to 20°. Mach number may range from 1.3 to about
3.0.
The theoretical approach described in this report is based on repre-
senting the components by three-dimensional singularities associated with
supersonic, linear flow theory. The body with circular cross section is
modeled by a distribution along the centerline of supersonic line sources
or sinks to account for volume effects and supersonic line doublets to
account for effects of angle of attack. If the body cross section is
elliptical, supersonic body source panels are placed on the body surface
accounting for both volume and angle of attack effects. Constant u-
velocity panels are distributed over the lifting fins or wings to account
for lift. Fin thickness is modeled by planar source panels. The fins
may be arbitrarily deflected. In order to account for fin-body inter-
ference, a shell with constant cross section is placed around the body
over a length equal to the fin rootchord. Constant u-velocity panels are
distributed on this interference shell to account for lift carryover onto
the body. Behind the trailing edges, fin-body interference is accounted
for by the inclusion of the effects of fin trailing vorticity, determined
from slender-body theory, in the calculation of body pressures. Body
nose vortex shedding is modeled by potential flow vortices whose
strengths and positions in the cross flow plane are determined from an
analytical-empirical approach. If the body cross section is circular,
the body nose shedding vortex data is built into the main program. For
bodies with elliptical cross section, this data is input to the body flow
modeling program and must be determined from other means. Body nose and
canard fin vortex paths along the configuration are calculated by the
vortex chasing program based on slender-body theory including effects of
fin deflection.
Over the body nose section, the calculated pressure distribution can
include effects of vorticity shed from the body nose. Through the canard
or monoplane wing section, the pressures acting on the body and lifting
surfaces can be influenced by the body vortices as they travel along the
body. From the canard to the tail section, the body pressures can be
affected by body and canard fin vortices. The effects of the vortices
may also be included in the calculation of the loads on the tail fins.
A description is given for the procedure required to calculate, in a
series of steps, pressure distributions and loadings acting on complete
configurations. Two calculative examples are shown. The.first case
involves a cruciform canard-body with circular cross section-cruciform
tail. The second case is concerned with a monoplane wing-elliptical
cross section body-interdigitated tail configuration. The computer
orograms are described and documented in the appendices of this report.
1. INTRODUCTION
Methods for computing the supersonic pressure distributions on mis-
siles having monoplane or cruciform fins or missiles with bodies of
elliptical cross section are not well developed, and much work is re-
quired to produce programs that can be used for design purposes. It is
the purpose of the work reported here to extend an existing three-dimen-
sional, supersonic, lifting-surface computer program to include various
options required for missiles of the above types. The work was jointly
supported by Langley Research Center and the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratories. Langley technical directors were Wallace C. Sawyer,
Raymond L. Barger, and Jerry M. Allen; Air Force technical director was
Calvin L. Dyer.
Before describing the extensions to the preexisting program, a
brief description of it will be given. The program was developed under
ONR sponsorship and is described in references 1 and 2. In reference 1
supersonic planar or cruciform wing-body combinations with round bodies
were treated, and fin loadings were determined using panel methods and
linear theory. No vortices were included, and a tandem set of lifting
surfaces was not covered. In reference 2 the full Bernoulli pressure
equation was used in determining fin loadings. The paths of vortices
behind cruciform fins were studied for a cylindrical afterbody using
both slender-body theory and the full wave equation. It was decided that
slender-body results were sufficiently accurate. Provision to account
for specified nose vortices on the fin loading was included. Preliminary
leading- and side-edge suction calculations were implemented for the
purpose of modeling separation vortices from the leading- and side-edges
of the fins using the Polhamus vortex lift analogy described in reference
3. Furthermore, the effects of body nose and canard vortices on the
cruciform tail were determined. The applicable range of included angle
of attack was increased to about 20°.
The additional scope of the present report covers extensions to the
computer program of reference 2 to two missile types, cruciform wing-body
combinations with an axisymmetric body and a combination with elliptic
body cross sections, monoplane wing and cruciform interdigitated tails.
With regard to the first configuration the following items have been
added to the computer program:
(1) Add option for determining body nose vortex characteristics
explicitly.
(2) Calculate body pressure coefficients for entire missile.
(3) Explicitly determine the positions of all vortices at the
canard trailing edge including nose vortices and vortices from canard
fin leading edges, side edges, and trailing edges.
(4) Add an option to calculate the trajectories of all vortices
over the entire length of the missile.
,(5) Include effects of canard and tail fins deflection on vortex
paths and fin loadings.
(6) Add option to include effects of canard fin thickness.
With regard to the missile with a body of elliptical cross section, the
following tasks are addressed herein:
(1) The three dimensional, supersonic, lifting-surface computer
program is to be extended to monoplane wing - combinations for elliptical
cross-section missile bodies with cylindrical and boat-tailed aft ends
having various conventional wing planform shapes. Pressure distributions
shall be calculated including thickness and vortex effects. The result-
ing forces and moments are to be determined. .
(2) The program is to be extended to include provisions for
handling a cruciform interdigitated tail that can be located at various
cant angles to the body surface. The loads on the tail fins are to be
calculated including tail fin-body interference effects together with
wing vortex effects. No thickness need be included for the tail fins.
The fin contributions to the overall forces and moments are to be
determined.
In this report the general approaches are described first for
determining the pressure distributions on the two configurational types
under consideration. Then a more detailed description of the approach
is given with the bulk of the analytical material given in a series of
appendices. Next, detailed procedures are given for applying the com-
ponent computer programs to complete configurations, followed by two
calculative examples. Some comparisons between predictions and experi-
ment are then given. Complete descriptions of the component computer
programs are given in appendices together with input and output format.

















chord of a fin panel through its centroid
chord of fin panels at fin side edge






pitching moment, yawing moment, and rolling moment for
unit dynamic pressure of single body source panel in
XB, yB, z coordinates
component moments for unit dynamic pressure along y, z











components in XB, yB, ZQ coordinates of CN
over all body panels
summed
panel
components of CN panel
along x_, yD, and ZD, respectively
o o - a
force normal to body panel for unit dynamic pressure,
(C ) • (panel area)




components in x, y, z coordinates of CL,
over all body panels
summed
panels
C fin normal-force coefficient due to leading-edge suction
NLE
C fin normal-force coefficient due to side-edge suction
SE
suction coefficient, suction force divided by qSR
pressure coefficient, (p-p )/q
min
AF,
pressure coefficient for vacuum
force in -x.- direction acting on lifting vortex element
of fin panel





force in yw direction acting on trailing vortices along
side edge of a panel for a distance "c2" between succes-
sive trailing vortex element intersections with the edge
GAMT nondimensional body vortex strength, equation (7)
KLE' Kv,LE CN /CSLE LE
KSE' Kv,SE CN /CSE
M free-stream Mach number
SYMBOLS EXCLUSIVE OF APPENDICES (Continued)
summation index for all constant u-velocity panels
NCW number of fin panels along the chord




sum of panels on horizontal and vertical fins
number of panels on right horizontal fin
NWBP total number of panels on cruciform fins and body .inter-
ference shell
N3P number of constant u-velocity panels on upper vertical









SUMFX sum of all forces acting upstream on vortex elements of





SYMBOLS EXCLUSIVE OF APPENDICES (Continued)
u, v, w components of the flow velocity along axes xfi, y , and
z_, respectively
B
u* axial velocity on outward surface of constant u-velocity
panel
u, v, w components of velocity V_ along wind axes corresponding
to x_, y_, and z for a = 0 and <|> = 0
a a O C
VN velocity normal to body interference panel due to
constant u-velocity panels of fins and interference
shell
VM velocity normal to body interference panel due to fin
t thickness source panels
VD total resultant velocity at point on the body surfaceK
v velocity induced normal to vertical fin by all constant
W
u-velocity panels of fins and interference shell
vr, velocity induced normal to vertical fin by body axisw.
1
 singularities and external vortices
V^ free-stream velocity
w., velocity normal to body source panel with orientation
N
angles 6 and 6
w-, velocity induced normal to horizontal fin by all constant
w
u-velocity panels of fins and interference shell
w velocity induced normal to horizontal fin by body axis
i •
singularities and external vortices
SYMBOLS EXCLUSIVE OF APPENDICES (Continued)
a angle of pitch, equation (12)
a included angle of attack, angle between free-stream
c
velocity vector and body longitudinal axis
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. /'
B angle of sideslip, equation (12) • .:
Y ratio of specific heats of air
T strength of right body nose vortex
6 pitch of panel about y1 axis positive in direction x'-»-z'
6H L deflection of left horizontal fin, positive trailing edge
down
<$„
 R deflection of right horizontal fin, positive trailing
edge down
<$v D deflection of lower vertical fin, positive trailing edge
right • ' .
<$v y deflection of upper vertical fin, positive trailing edge
right
9 polar angle in y_, z plane
o o
6 streamwise slope of bevelled leading edge of fin
62
 Blp angle between trailing edge of body panel and y or y
axis
index of all control points on cruciform fin and body
interference shell
roll angle of missile, positive for clockwise rotation
looking toward the nose
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SYMBOLS EXCLUSIVE OF APPENDICES (Continued)
X,,, y^' zo Cartesian coordinates fixed to missile with the origin at
o B 13
the body nose tip; x is positive rearward, y is positive
JD 13
to right looking forward, and ZR is positive upward
x, y, z wind axes corresponding to x^, yn, z when a = o, <J> = 0
D D 13 C .
x', y1 , z1 set of axes obtained by first rotating yfi and z about XB
by angle 9 in positive sense followed by rotating angle 6
about new y (=y") axis
XT, „, y,, „/ coordinates of body vortex in x0, y_, z coordinatesOf V D / V 1 3 1 3 1 3 '
ZB,V
x axial distance behind body nose
B
x_ distance from body nose to body separation locationB, s
xn value of x at leading edge of tail fin root chordB, TLE 13
xn mmT, value of x at trailing edge of tail fin root chordB , TTE 13
XD ITTT, value of x at leading edge of wing root chordB f Wlj£* 13
XB T^ pj, value of xfi at trailing edge of wing root chord
XST axial distance parameter, equation (6)
XM, YM, ZM coordinates of moment center in x,,, y,,, z_ coordinates;
13 D D
YM = 0
yv, zv coordinates of right body vortex with yv measured posi-




2.1 Body of Revolution with Cruciform Fins
The basic methods employed to represent an axisymmetric body with
cruciform fins have been described in reference 1. The computer program
of that reference is based on the wave equation associated with super-
sonic, linear flow theory. The program models axisymmetric bodies and
the fins accounting for mutual interference by the inclusion of an
interference panel shell around the body where fins are attached. This
program served as the starting point for the determination of the aero-
dynamic characteristics at higher angles of attack by the inclusion of
nonlinear features in the methods initially developed in reference 2.
They include the full Bernoulli relationship for the pressure coefficient
and the capability to account for specified or hand calculated vorticity
shed from the body nose and the fins. In the computer program of
reference 2, the body nose vortex strengths and positions for the case
at hand were extracted from the experimental data presented in reference
4 and added to the program input.
The present wing-body program, designated DEMON2, incorporates the
data for body nose vorticity as a function of axial distance from the
nose if the body is circular in cross section. These data, used if the
included angle of attack exceeds 4°, are tabulated in this report. The
calculation of the vorticity shed from the edges of the fins is now
performed by program DEMON2, as described in Appendices B and C. Results
include the distribution of vorticity along the leading and side edges,
which contribute to one or more concentrated vortices at the trailing
edge on each side. A program designated VPATH2, based on slender-body
theory, is used to track body nose vortices past the canard section, and
to track body nose vortices and canard vortices past the afterbody and
tail section for the case involving an axisymmetric body. The fins can
have arbitrary deflection. This program serves as a companion to program
DEMON2. The crossflow plane solutions are given in Appendix I. For
cases involving axisymmetric bodies, program DEMON2 then computes, in a
series of steps, the pressures acting on the body surface, fins and the
part of the body covered by the interference shell including the effects
of body and fin vortices where applicable. A detailed description of the
procedure is given subsequently in section 5.1.
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2.2 Elliptical Body with Monoplane Wing and Interdigitated Fins
For the purpose of handling a body with elliptical cross section, a
separate program designated WDYBDY has been developed. This program
serves as a companion to program DEMON2 and performs the body-alone
modeling when the cross section of the body is elliptical. The method
makes use of supersonic body source panels distributed on the surface of
the body to account simultaneously for volume and angle of—attack effects.
In addition, program DEMON2 has been generalized.to treat an interference
panel shell with elliptical cross section to which either a monoplane
wing or interdigitated tail fins can be attached. The required geomet-
rical transformations and extended flow tangency condition are described
in Appendix E. For a body with elliptical cross section, the body nose
vorticity characteristics are read in to program WDYBDY, and are deter-
mined from a separate method since no data base is available as yet. A
combined theoretical-empirical computer program for this purpose was
developed for the spin-entry studies.described in reference 5. This
program was specialized to determine the strengths and positipns of
vortices shed from noses with elliptical cross section at supersonic
conditions. For the sake of illustrating the use of the programs, an
application of it is included in the second calculative example described
later. The vortices are tracked by. program VPATHL, based on slender-body
theory, past the monoplane wing section and along the body with ellip-
tical cross section up to the tail section if the length of the body is
long enough. < .
For configurations involving bodies with elliptical cross section,
program WDYBDY computes the pre'ssures on the body surface up to the
forward lifting surfaces (monoplane wing) and between the forward
surfaces and tail surfaces (interdigitated tails) including effects of
body and wing vortices where applicable. In the monoplane wing and
interdigitated tail regions, program DEMON2 determines the pressures on
the lifting surfaces and the part of the body covered by the interference
panel shell including the effects of vortices where applicable.
By using the above mentioned programs in sequence it is possible to
compute the pressure distributions and fin loadings acting on complete
configurations by.treating first the nose section, then the forward
lifting surface section, followed by the afterbody and the tail section.
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3. DETAILED APPROACH FOR BODIES OF REVOLUTION WITH CRUCIFORM FINS
In this section, the paneling method used to model lifting surfaces
and the line singularity distributions used to model axisymmetric bodies
will first be summarized. The method used to account for body-fin mutual
interference is described. Features added to the boundary condition, to
be shown below, include an account for fin thickness and arbitrary fin
deflection. The separation vorticity data associated with axisymmetric
body noses is tabulated and the pressure calculation method is described.
3.1 Modeling of Fins by Constant u-velocity Panels
Each fin of a cruciform fin-axisymmetric body combination is divided
into trapezoidal area panels. The geometrical layout is accomplished by
subroutine LAYOUT of program DEMON2. These panels are called constant
u-velocity panels for supersonic flow and are located in the chordal
planes of the lifting surfaces. When the full Bernoulli equation is
used to calculate pressure, these panels are no longer constant pressure
panels as referred to by Woodward et al. in reference 6. The solution
for a given panel is generated by a superposition of the basic solutions
for semi-infinite triangles with their apexes at the panel corners. The
basic solution and superposition schemes, as implemented in subroutines
VELO and VELNOR of program DEMON2, are described in great detail in
sections 3.3.2 through 3.3.6 and Appendix II of reference 7. In addi-
tion, the effects of fin thickness are accounted for by the use of
constant strength source panels located in the chordal planes of the
fins. Their solutions are also obtained by a superposition scheme of
semi-infinite triangles as described in section 3.3.4 and Appendix II of
reference 7. in program DEMON2, the basic solution and superposition
schemes associated with the constant strength source panels for fin
thickness are programmed in subroutines VELOTH and THKVEL, respectively.
3.2 Modeling of Body of Revolution Alone
The potential flow model used to represent an axisymmetric body in
supersonic flow is described in detail in section 3.2 and Appendix I of
reference 7. Such a body can be represented by a distribution of line
sources/sinks and line doublets along the body centerline to account for
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volume and angle of attack effects, respectively. The strengths of these
singularities are determined from the flow tangency condition applied at
points on the body surface using a marching procedure from the nose tip
to body base. Subroutine BDYGEN of program DEMON2 is concerned with the
layout and strength determination of the line singularities. It is
possible that a portion of the body nose contour lies outside ti.e Mach
cone from its apex at the nose tip. This can occur for high Mach
numbers. In this case, the present version of subroutine BDYGEN has been
programmed to move the origins of the line singularities up towards the
body nose. The result is to minimize the inherent error in the solution
near the nose if the Mach cone from the nose tip intersects the body
contour. The part of the nose contour outside the Mach cone is then
replaced by a cone. This constitutes a limitation to the method. An
illustration of this scheme will be discussed later in connection with
the pressure distribution on an ogive-cylinder using the Bernoulli
pressure expression.
3.3 Body Interference Shell for Fin-Body Interference
An interference shell is positioned around the body over the length
covered by the fins to account for fin-body interference. Constant
u-velocity panels are distributed oh this, shell by subroutine LAYOUT in
addition to those on the fins. The panels on the interference shell and
fins contain one control point each, which is located at the 95 percent
chord containing the panel centroid. A typical distribution of constant
u-velocity panels is shown in figure 1. The body and wing coordinate
system, (xB,yB,zfi) and (xw,yw,zw), respectively, are also shown. The
axial location on the centerline of the origin of the latter is at the
axial location of the leading edge of the fin root chords. Both coordi-
nate systems can be the reference coordinate system. Fins in the z = 0
or ZB = 0 plane are called horizontal fins. Fins in the yw = 0 or yB.= 0
plane are called vertical fins. Angle of pitch, a,, and sideslip, 3, are




3.4 Wing-Body Interference Solution
For the cruciform fin-axisyiranetric body combination shown in figure
1, the strengths of the line singularities representing the body itself
are solved for by subroutine BDYGEN in program DEMON2. Body on fin
interference is accounted for as follows. The velocities normal to the
fins at the control points induced by the body line singularities are
computed by subroutine VELCAL in program DEMON2. On the horizontal fins
these velocities are added to the free-stream component normal to the fin
surface including the effect of fin deflection. On the vertical fins,
the body induced normal velocity is added to the free-stream component
normal to the vertical fin surface. These additions are performed in
routine CRFWBD of program DEMON2. If external vortices are present,
their effects are determined separately by program VPATH2 and added to
the body induced velocities by an exchange of data sets between VPATH2
and DEMON2. The flow tangency condition applied to the control points on
the horizontal fins is built up in routine CRFWBD of program DEMON2 as
follows. Let the number of panels laid out over the cruciform fins and
interference shell be NWBP and let NRP be the number of panels on the
right horizontal fin only. Then, with v as index for all the control
points and n the summation index for all the constant u-velocity panels,
the flow tangency condition for the right horizontal fin is given by
NWBP
I w = -sin (a + 6 ) - w , v = 1,2,...NRP (1)
n=l Wv,n H'R Wi'v
where a is the angle of pitch and 6U 0 is the deflection of the rightn , K
horizontal fin. The term on the left-hand side represents the summed
velocity component (for unit VOT) normal to the horizontal fin induced by
all constant u-velocity panels on the fins and interference shell of the
finned section under consideration. The method for calculating the terms
on the left-hand side of equations (1) through (5) is given on page 6 of
reference 1 or section 3.3.4 of reference 7. The first term on the
right-hand side is due to the free-stream velocity, and the second term
ww< v is induced by the body singularities and external vortices if
present. Setting NHP equal to the number of constant u-velocity panels
on both horizontal fins, the flow tangency on the left horizontal fin is
expressed as
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I w = -sin(a + 6 ) - w , v = NRP+1,...NHP (2)
n=l v,n ' ' i'
where $„ _ is the deflection of the left horizontal fin. Let N3P be
n
 f Li
equal to the number of constant u-velocity panels on the upper vertical
fin plus the number on the horizontal fins. The flow tangency condition
applied at the control points of the upper vertical fin is written as
follows:
NWBP
, I v = sin(3 + 6V „) - vw , v = NHP+1,...N3P (3)
n=l v,n V'U Wi'v
Angle $ is angle of sideslip and <SV is the deflection of the upper
vertical fin. The term on the left-hand side represents the summed
velocity normal to the upper vertical fin induced by all constant u-
velocity panels on the fins and interference shell. The first term on
the right-hand side is due to the free-stream velocity, and the second
term vw. v is induced by the body singularities and external vortices if
present. The flow tangency applied at the control points of the lower
vertical fin is
NWBP
I v = sin(g + 6 ) - VH „ , v = N3P+1,...NPANLS (4)
n=l Wv,n V'D Wi'v
Here 6 is the deflection of the lower vertical fin and NPANLS is the
sum of the panels on the horizontal and vertical fins.
For cruciform fin-axisymmetric body combination the fins lie in
mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry of the cylindrical body (at
least for the fins at "zero cant angle). Consequently, thickness effects
of one fin cannot influence the loading on other fins but they can affect
the panels on the interference shell. Therefore, if fin thickness is to
be accounted for, the flow tangency condition applied at a control point
on the interference shell is now stated as follows:
NWBP
I VM = - V.. , v = NPANLS+1,. . .NWBP (5)<•, N N.,v
n=l v,n t
In this instance, the term on the left-hand side is the summed velocity
normal to the body interference panel with index v induced by the
constant u-velocity panels on the fins and the shell itself. The term on
the right-hand side is the velocity normal to the v body interference
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panel induced by all the source panels laid out over the fins to model
thickness effects. In this way, fin on body interference is accounted
for. Note that vortex induced velocity components are not included in
the boundary condition associated with the interference shell, equation
(5). The two-dimensional approach used to track vortices past bodies
and body-fin combinations already insures that there is no flow through
the body surface and fins due to the presence of external vortices. J
However, to satisfy the fin boundary condition in a three-dimensional
sense, the loading on the fins due to the vortices is accounted for on
the basis of tne panel method from the known vortex paths. Thus, the
vortex paths from the leading edge of the cruciform canard on to the
tail are first calculated by program VPATH2 on the basis of slender-body
theory accounting for the geometry of the configuration. Then, for the
axial location of each control point on the fins, subroutine WELS of
program VPATH2 also calculates the velocities at the fin control points
induced by the external vortices and their images for the body alone.
In this approach, the reaction of the fins to the effect of external
velocities comes from two sources. First, the strengths of constant
u-velocity are affected by the vortex induced effects in the boundary
condition. Second, the pressures calculated subsequently by subroutine
SPECPR of program DEMON2 at points on the fins contain all induced
velocity components from the external vortices. Further discussion of
fin pressures can be found at the end of this description. Pressures
as calculated by subroutine BDYPR at the control points of the constant
u-velocity panels on the body interference shell also include contribu-
tions from the external vortices and their images for the body alone as
calculated by program VPATH2.
Equations (1) through (5) form a set of simultaneous equations from
which the unknown constant u-velocity panel strengths can be solved.
The number of unknown in the set of simultaneous equations is given by
NWBP. The matrix solution is performed by subroutines LINEQS and SOLVE
in program DEMON2. Constant u-velocity panel strengths are expressed
1 u+in terms of the axial perturbation velocity component — r=—. It has a
» vm
constant value for all points in the constant u-velocity panel.
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3.5 Nose Vortex Characteristics
For configurations involving body noses with circular cross section,
program DEMON2 is now equipped to determine body nose vortex character-
istics up to the cruciform canard section from a data base built into
subroutine BDYVTX. The data base is extracted from the compiled experi-
mental data displayed in figure 5 of reference 4 . The shed vorticity is
represented by two concentrated symmetrical vortices whose strengths and
positions in the cross flow plane are given as a function of axial
distance from the nose. The separation distance, x , measured from the
D, S
nose is obtained from either equation (5), reference 4, for sharp noses
or equation (6), reference 4, for noses with cone semi-apex angles in
excess of 30°.
The vorticity characteristics are to be determined at some axial
distance from the nose, x_. The axial location aft of the separation
D
point is nondimensionalized by the body radius at the base of the nose
designated RB in subroutine BDYPR. This subroutine calls subroutine
BDYVTX and computes the pressure distributions on the body nose (and the
portion of the body between the canard and tail fin regions) . In sub-
routine BDYVTX, the nondimensionalized axial distance is multiplied by
sin a , where a is the included angle of attack, and the result is
named XPAR. This subroutine then proceeds to interpolate in a table
containing a finite set of values for the axial distance parameter called
XST.
XB " XB sXST = -2 - B-i^  sin a (6)
rb c
Vortex strengths are designated GAMT and are nondimensionalized by the
free-stream velocity V^ and the local body radius, a, which is a function
of axial distance. As a function of the axial parameter XST, the table
contains values for GAMT taken off the lower curve of figure 5 (a) in
reference 4.
This curve contains data for both supersonic and subsonic speeds. The
coordinates in the cross flow plane are also divided by the local body
radius with zv aligned with the component of the free stream in the
18
cross flow plane and yv normal to it, positive to the right. The tables
in subroutine BDYVTX contain yv coordinates for both subsonic and super-
sonic flow conditions denoted YAl and YA2, respectively. The latter is





Thus, for a given axial distance from the nose, x0, ahead of the forward
D
lifting surface region, the vortex strengths and positions are determined















































The coordinates yv/a and z /a obtained from the above table by interpola-
tion for given x0 are transformed into the body fixed coordinate system
o
by a rotation through angle of roll <j>. This process is performed in sub-
routine BDYPR and it is followed by a call to subroutine VRTVEL to calcu-
late all velocity components induced by the separation vortices at points
on the axisyiranetric body at axial location XB< These velocity components
are then combined with the velocity components induced by the line
sources/sinks and line doublets of the body of revolution itself for the
purpose of determining the pressure distribution, as described below.
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3.6 Pressure Distribution Calculations
The resultant velocity at a point on the body surface, including
effects of free stream, is given by
V
cos ac " v" sin ac sin
u2 + v2 + w2
sin ac cos
(9)
where flow angle a is the included angle of attack and <|> is the angle of
roll. This result is obtained by applying the pitch-roll transformation
shown in table 1-2 of reference 8 to the velocity components (u,v,w)
aligned with the body coordinate system (x_,y_,z_). The resultant
O D D
velocity calculated in subroutine BDYPR using equation (9) is then sub-










The pressure coefficient has the limiting value corresponding to vacuum
pressure (p = 0} so that it is equal to
(11)
nun
The above pressure calculations at points on the surface of an axisymmet-
ric body are performed by subroutine BDYPR of program DEMON2. For the
parts of the body covered by the interference shell, the pressures are
calculated by program BDYPR also in the same manner using ENTRY BDYAFT.
The resultant velocity calculated by means of equation (9) then includes
contributions from the constant u-velocity panels on the fins and inter-
ference shell in addition to the contributions from the body line singu-
larities and external vortices when applicable. Pressures on the fin are
also computed with the Bernoulli pressure equation (10). The velocity
component contains contributions from the constant u-velocity panels
distributed over the fins and interference shell, contributions from the
body singularities.and external vortices where applicable. Special care
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must be taken in the calculation of the discontinuous velocity components
immediately above and below the control points of the constant u-velocity
panels on the fins. In subroutine SPECPR of program DEMON2, they are
related directly to the strength of the panel under consideration.
Some comparisons with measurements are given in the results compari-
sons, section 7, for the case of an ogive cylindrical body without body
nose vorticity. These comparisons serve to test the body modeling method
and the pressure expression used.
In determining the effect of the canard vortices on the pressure
distribution, it is first necessary to establish the strength and posi-
tion at the canard fin trailing edges. This is accomplished as described
in Appendices B and C. The vortices are tracked back to the empennage
using a vortex tracking program based on slender-body theory. The veloc-
ities included in this calculation.are described in Appendix I.
4. DETAILED APPROACH FOR ELLIPTICAL BODY WITH MONOPLANE
WING AND INTERDIGITATED CRUCIFORM TAIL
This section of the report gives a short description'of the method
using body source panels to represent a body with elliptical cross
sections at combined angle of pitch and sideslip. Extensions to the flow
tangency conditions are pointed out. The method used to include effects
of specified body nose vorticity is described. The flow angles and the
velocity components used in the pressure expression are given. Figure 2
shows a body source panel layout for a body with elliptical cross sections,
4.1 Modeling of Monoplane Wing, Interdigitated Tails
and Elliptical Body by Body Source Panels
Basically, the layout of constant u-velocity panels on the monoplane
wing or interdigitated tails is performed in the same way as for cruci-
form fins by subroutine LAYOUT of program DEMON2. For interdigitated
tails, additional geometric transformations are required to express panel
corner coordinates and induced velocities in the reference coordinate
system which can be either the body (xB,yB,zfi) or wing (xw/yw,zw) coordi-
nate system shown in figure 1. These transformations are discussed in
Appendix D. At the present time thickness effects are included only for
the monoplane wing using planar source panels mentioned earlier in
connection with cruciform fins. Program DEMON2 has been extended to
allow for an interference shell with elliptical cross section. The
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additional analysis required with regard to the load calculation is given
in Appendix G concerned with body interference panels on a shell with
elliptical cross section. As far as the attitude of a given body inter-
ference panel is concerned, the angle between the panel trailing edge and
the yfi or y axis is now calculated in accordance with the expressions
for 0-
 DTT, shown in figure 3. This angle is used in the transformation
^ f ij-Lir
from the body interference panel coordinate system to the wing or body
reference coordinate system (and vice versa) as performed by subroutine
TRBIPW of program DEMON2.
The body itself with elliptical cross section is modeled by program
WDYBDY using supersonic body source panels which can be inclined to the
flow. A typical layout of body source panels on a body with elliptical
cross section is shown in figure 2. The angle of inclination between a
body source panel and the body centerline is limited to the semi-apex
angle of the Mach cone associated with the free-stream Mach number.
Thus, there is a limit to which body noses can be modeled by the body
source panel method. The solution for such a panel is based on super-
sonic, linear theory as described in reference 9. As is the case for
constant u-velocity panels, the influence of one body source panel (not
to be mistaken for the planar source panel used to model fin thickness)
is also obtained by summing the influences of the four panel corners.
The basic expressions for perturbation velocity components are given on
page 35 of the cited reference. Program WDYBDY consists of body modeling
subroutines extracted from the computer program described in reference 10
and modified to account for combined angles of pitch and sideslip. The
subroutines affected by this modification are SOLVE, PRESS, and FORMOM in
program WDYBDY. The specific modifications will now be described.
Angle of pitch, a, and angle of sideslip, 6, are related to the
included angle of attack, a , and angle of roll, <J> (positive right fin or
wing down), in accordance with the pitch-roll sequence described in
reference 8, Table 1-2. As a result, the pitch and sideslip angles are
determined from the following expressions.
sin a = sin a cos 4>
c




The orientation angles, 6 and 9, associated with an inclined body source
panel and the flow angles, a and $, are shown in the sketch below. Also
indicated are the local coordinate systems x1, y', z1 associated with the
source panel and the reference coordinate system x.,,y_,z^ . The orienta-ls 13 B
tion angles 6 and 9 are shown in their positive sense if the panel corner






In subroutine SOLVE of program WDYBDY, the contribution from the free
stream to the flow tangency condition has been modified to include
components due to pitch and sideslip. The component from-the free stream
normal to the body source panel inclined at angle 6 to the x',y' plane and
inclined to the z_ - 0 plane at angle 6 is expressed below.
a
This
quantity is designated W
SOLVE .
and is programmed as NB(I) in subroutine
WN
^j- = sin a cos 9 cos 6 + sin 8 sin 9 cos 6 - cos a sin 6 (13)
With the contribution from the free stream given by the above equation,
the flow tangency condition is applied at the control points (centroids)
of the body source panels. The result is a set of simultaneous equations
from which the panel strengths are obtained. The matrix solution is an
iterative one if the number of source panels is in excess of 60.
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4.2 Pressures, Forces, and Moments on Body
with Elliptical Cross Section
The pressure coefficient is computed at the body source panel con-
trol points by subroutine PRESS in program WDYBDY using the Bernoulli
pressure-velocity relationship, equation (10). In subroutine PRESS the
resultant velocity VR was originally determined from the velocity compo-
nents in the wind-axis system for the unrolled case. Using the transfor-
mations indicated in Table 1-2 of reference 8 for the combined pitch and
roll case, the components in the wind-axis system (u,v,w) are related to
the components (u,v,w) aligned with the body axis system (XB'VB/ZB^ as
follows.
u
 =; — cos ex — TT— sin $ + TT— sin a ^ .
00 OO co
v
 = ——- cos 4* + TT— sin
\7 V *
CO 00 00
-"- = - r"- sin ac - ^- cos <XG sin 41 + j-f- cos ac cos
60 00 00 00
(14)
The last quantity is denoted Q2 in subroutine PRESS of program WDYBDY.
The angles associated with the trigonometric functions are described in
connection with equation (12).
In order to add the capability of including effects from specified
body nose vorticity in the body pressure calculation, program WDYBDY is
equipped with additional subroutines. Subroutine READVX reads in an
array of axial locations measured from the body nose, ELBDVT reads arrays
containing the lateral coordinates and strengths of the vortices. For
the axial location of a given control point in a body source panel, these
subroutines interpolate for the coordinates in the cross flow plane and
strengths of the vortices. Subroutine WELS then proceeds to compute the
velocity components induced by the set of external vortices and their
images inside of an elliptical cross section at the control point. This
application of slender-body theory is a degenerate form of one of the
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crossflow plane solutions described in Appendix I in connection with
vortex path calculations. The flow tangency condition at the body sur-
face is therefore satisfied and the body source panel strengths are not
affected. The vortex induced velocities are calculated in the body ref-
erence coordinate system and added to the v and w velocity components in
equation (14). In connection with the application of slender-body theory
to elliptical cross sections, a special procedure is followed to avoid
numerical problems leading to unrealistic values for the velocity compo-
nents at the body source panel control points. Essentially, the control
points are moved just outside the actual body circumference as described
in detail in Appendix H.
Once the pressures on the body are known, subroutine FORMOM, as
applied to the body modeling program WDYBDY, computes the overall forces
and moments acting on a body with elliptical cross section. This sub-
routine was extended to include calculating the side force and yawing
moment for the pitched and rolled case. First, a normal-force "coeffi-
cient" is defined for one body source panel as follows.
"N Area panel (15)panel
By first resolving through the panel inclination angle 6 and then through
the azimuthal orientation angle 6, the forces on the panel expressed in








cos <5 sin 0
panel
= CN cos <S cos 8panel J
(16)
panel
Angles 6 and 6 are shown in the sketch discussed above.
The contributions from one body source panel to the moments are
determined as follows. The pitching and yawing moments are first calcu-
lated in terms of the body coordinate system. In this way, the pitching-
moment vector is normal to the yfi = 0 plane and the yawzlng-moment vector
Normal force per unit dynamic pressure.
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is normal to the ZR = 0 plane. Rolling-moment vector lies along the x
•D B
axis. For one body source panel, the contribution to the pit'ching-moment
coefficient in the body coordinate system is stated below.





(Zf, R - ZM)c »t> (17a)
The contribution to yawing moment in the body coordinate system is given
by
n = - Cpanel fB
(xc,B
panel









(ZC,B * ZM)' (17c)
right fin down positive
In the above equations, (x
 R, y R, z ) are the coordinates of the
centroid or control point of the body source panel. The moment center is
given by (XM, 0, ZM) in the body coordinate system. In subroutine
FORMOM, the quantities defined by equations (16) and (17) are designated
DCXB, DCYB, DCZB and DCMB, DCNYAW, DCLROL, respectively. The contribu-
tions to the forces from all the panels are then added and divided by a
reference area designated REFA. The contributions to the moments are
also added and divided by reference area REFA and reference length REFD.
For the pitched and rolled case, an additional transformation is
performed in subroutine FORMOM to finally determine the forces and
moments in the wind-axis system. Thus, let C~ I . . be in the planez|wind axis
formed by the body centerline and the free-stream velocity vector and lie
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in the direction normal to that vector. This quality is in fact the lift
in coefficient form acting on the body and it is obtained by applying the
body to wind axis transformation indicated on page 12 of reference 8.
C_ = CL z
wind axis
-C sin a - C
XB C *
cos a sin
+ C cos a cos <{>
ZB c
(18a)
Let CvI . , . be the force normal to the plane formed by the bodyy|wind axis J
centerline and the free-stream vector, positive to the right.
C
wind axis




The axial force in the wind axis system, Cx
free-stream vector. It equals the drag-force coefficient CD.




= C cos a - C sin a sin <j>
B
+ C sin a_ cosc (18c)
In the wind axis system, the pitching-moment vector is normal to the
plane formed by the free-stream vector and the body centerline, positive
nose up. The pitch-roll transformation is applied again to the moments
in the body axis system.
m
= C
wind axis m .body axis
cos <b - C
n body axis
sin <f> (19a)
The yawing-moment vector in the wind axis system lies in the direction of





cos a sin <j>
+ C
n body axis
cos a cos <J>
c
(19b)
In equations (18) and (19) , angles a , cf>, a and 3 are discussed above in
connection with equation (12). They are designated ALPHAC, PHIR, ALPHA
and BETA, respectively,.in subroutines FORMOM, SOLVE and PRESS of program
WDYBDY.
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4.3 Wing-Body and Tail-Body Interference
Once the body with elliptical cross section is modeled by program
WDYBDY for given included angle of attack, a , angle of roll, $, andc
Mach number, the velocity components induced by the body source panels
with known strengths are computed at the control points on the monoplane
wing or interdigitated tail fins by an added subroutine BDYVEL of program
WDYBDY. In this way, body to wing or fin interference is accounted for.
This is accomplished by interchanging data sets between programs WDYBDY
and DEMON2. Note that for axisymmetric bodies, program DEMON2 performs
both the body modeling and fin modeling and no such data set exchange is
required.
For the monoplane wing attached to the interference shell, the flow
tangency condition for the right wing is given by equation (1). If the
configuration is rolled in addition to pitched, the flow tangency condi-
tion must also be set up for the left wing, equation (2). The flow tan-
gency condition applied at the control points of the constant u-velocity
panels in the interference shell with elliptical cross section is given
by equation (5). This boundary condition accounts for wing or fin on
body interference. 'The strengths of the constant u-velocity panels dis-
tributed over the monoplane wing and the interference shell with
elliptical cross section are then solved from the set of simultaneous
equations generated by the flow tangency condition. Effects of external
vorticity can be included in the wing boundary condition by exchanging
data,sets between programs DEMON2 and VPATHL. The latter program deter-
mines the paths of the body nose vortices as they pass through the mono-
plane wing section up to the tail section. It also computes velocity
components induced at the control points of the constant u-velocity
panels on the monoplane wing by the external (body nose) vortices in the
presence of the body only. In this way the monoplane wing is influenced
by the external vorticity in the boundary condition and in the calcula-
tion, of pressures acting on the wing as performed by subroutine SPECPR
in program DEMON2. The reason for this procedure is increased accuracy
as mentioned in the previous section 3.4 concerned with cruciform fins on
an axisymmetric body.
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5. PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION OF PROGRAMS TO COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONS
5.1 Circular Body with Cruciform Canard and Tail Fins
The following is a description of the step-wise use of programs
DEMON2 and VPATH2 for handling a complete configuration with a body of
circular cross section.. The manner in which the programs are used
sequentially and the exchange of data sets are indicated. The first
three steps are concerned with the part of the configuration from the
body nose to the trailing edge of the canard section. The remaining
steps deal with the body aft of the canard and with the cruciform tail-
fins. Finally, the procedure required to assemble pressure distributions
acting on the entire configuration is given. The steps at which fin
forces and moments are calculated are also indicated.
5.1.1 Sequential use of programs
Step l(a). Run lifting-surface- program DEMON2, with index NCPOUT set
equal to 2 in namelist INPUT. This step generates the
.coordinates of the control points associated with the
constant u-velocity panels distributed on the. fins of the
cruciform-canard and the'body-interference shell. The number
of control points and the sets of coordinates are stored in a
data set designated TAPE4 = CPTS1. There are NWBP sets of
coordinates where NWBP is the number of control points on the
canard fins and the interference shell. This shell has
constant circular cross-sectional area and covers the body
from the leading-edge to the trailing-edge of the canard
section. This step can be combined with step Kb) discussed
next by setting NCPOUT equal to 1 instead of 2.
Step l(b). Consider the canard fins mounted on the body. The body is
modeled from its nose to the trailing edge of the canard fin
as a minimum. Run lifting-surface program DEMON2 with index
NCPOUT set equal to zero in namelist INPUT. This step can''be
combined with step l(a) by setting NCPOUT =1. If the latter
value is used, the program not only generates the data set
containing the control point characteristics, CPTSl, but will
also proceed to compute.the pressure distributions on the
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body nose up to the canard section. If the included angle of
attack is sufficiently high, the effects of body nose vorti-
city will be accounted for in the body pressures. In addi-
tion, the strengths of the constant u-velocity panels and
subsequently the pressure distributions and loadings acting
on the canard fins and interference shell are calculated
without the effects of body nose vorticity. The output
includes information concerning fin leading- and side-edge
separation vorticity.
Step 2. Vortex path program VPATH2 is now employed to track the body
nose vortices over the canard section. Input includes the
data set designated CPTS1 containing the number and sets of
coordinates of the control points on the cruciform canard
fins and interference shell. This data set was generated in
either step l(a) or Kb). In the input to program VPATH2,
indices NCPIN and NVLOUT are set equal to 1 -for this run.
The former causes data set CPTSl to be read in and the latter
generates a data set designated VELOS1. The input to this
program also includes the strengths and coordinates in the
crossflow plane of the body npse vortices at the axial
station corresponding to the start or leading edge of the
canard section. These vortices are tracked back to the end
*
or trailing edge of the canard section. Effects of fin edge
vorticity (kept stationary) can be included in the determina-
tion of the paths of the body nose vortices. Fin leading-
and side-edge vortex strengths (if comparable in magnitude to
the body nose vortices) and locations are read-in by the
program separately from the input associated with the vorti-
ces whose paths and effects are to be calculated.
After the vortex paths have been calculated, program
VPATH2 calculates the perturbation velocities induced by the
body nose vortices at the control points of the canard fins
and interference shell. The velocity components are stored
in data set TAPE? = VELOS1 mentioned earlier. In this
velocity calculation, the effects of the vortices are calcu-
lated in the presence of the body only, or in other words as
if the canard fins are not present.
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Step 3. Program DEMON2 is run again with NVLIN = 1 and NCPOUT = 0 in
namelist INPUT. The value of the first index tells the pro-
gram to read in velocity components induced by the body nose
vortices at the control points on the canard fins and the
interference shell as the vortices pass by the canard section.
This information was generated in step 2 by program VPATH2
and stored in data set TAPE? = VELOS1. The strengths of the
constant u-velocity panels are then recalculated including
the effects of the external body nose vortices. As a result
of this calculation, the pressure distributions, forces and
moments on the canard fins and pressures on the body aft of
the leading edge of the canard root chord include effects
induced by the body nose vortices.
At this stage, the output also contains specifications
for the concentrated vortices associated with the fin trail-
ing edges. Specifications calculated on the basis of
Bernoulli-type loading pressures will be used in a later
step. Furthermore, the distributions of fin leading- and
side-edge vorticity calculated on the basis of linear (u/V^
type loading pressure) theory will be considered in the
calculations that follow.
Step 4. Program DEMON2 is applied to treat the tail fin section
mounted on the body. The body is modeled from the nose to
its base. In this step, effects of external vortices are not
accounted for. Index NCPOUT = 1, NVLIN = 0 and ITAIL = 1 in
namelist INPUT for this run. In addition, quantity XSTART
must be set equal to the axial location of the trailing edge
of the canard section.
The first index causes the program to generate a data
set designated CPTS2 which contains the number and sets of
coordinates associated with control points on the tail fins
and interference shell. Additionally, this data set contains
the sets of coordinates specifying points on the body surface
between the canard and tail section at which pressures will be
calculated. At this stage, the calculated pressures on the
body do not include effects of external vorticity. The tail
fin loadings do not include effects of body nose and canard
fin vorticity so far.
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Step 5. The vortex path program VPATH2 is now used to chase external
vortices from the canard section, along the aft body, past
the tail section, to the body base. Index NCPIN = 1 and
NVLOUT = 1 for this run. The value given to the first index
causes the program to read in data set CPTS2 containing
control and body pressure points. Velocity components
induced by the external vortices are calculated at the points
whose coordinates are in data set CPTS2. The value given to
the second index results in the generation of data set
TAPE? = VELOS2 which contains the induced velocity components.
The strengths and positions of the vortices at the trailing
edge of the canard section as required by the input to pro-
gram VPATH2 for this run include the following:
1. Body nose vortices whose characteristics are available
at the trailing edge of the canard section as a result of
step 2 calculated by program VPATH2.
2. Concentrated vortices emanating from the trailing edges .
of the canard fins. Strengths and locations of these
vortices are available from the results (based oh
Bernoulli pressures) generated by program DEMON2 at the
end of step 3.
3. Fin leading^ and side-edge separation vortices, if their
strengths are comparable to the strengths of the vortices
of 1 arid 2. Their strengths and spanwise positions
(based on linear pressures) at the fin trailing edge are
also calculated by and appear in the output of program
DEMON2. The user may input a distance off the fin plane
equal to the product of the root.chord and the tangent of
half the angle of attack seen by the fin in question.
After the paths of the above vortices are calculated, program
VPATH2 proceeds to compute their effects at points on the aft
body and on the tail section as mentioned above. In this
process, the velocity components induced by the external
vortices are calculated in the presence of the body only, or
in other words as if the tail fins are not present.
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Step 6. Finally, program DEMON2 is applied again to the tail fins on
the body. Index NCPOUT =0, NVLIN = 1 and ITAIL =1. The
program reads in data set TAPE? = VELOS2 which contains
vortex effects calculated in the previous step at points on
the aft body and the tail section including the fins.
The strengths of the constant u-velocity panels are
. recalculated including the effects of body- and canard-fin
vortices. As a result of this calculation, the pressure
distributions, forces and moments acting on the tail fins and
the pressure distributions on the body from the canard
section to the body base are affected by the body and canard
fin vortices.
5.1.2 Assembly of pressure, force and moment data
The results obtained in the stepwise manner described above allow
for the determination of the pressure distributions on the body and
forces and moments acting on the fins as follows.
Nose section: 0 < XB < xfi/WLE
At the end of step 1, the output of program DEMON2 includes circum-
ferential pressure distributions at a finite number of axial stations
from the nose tip to the leading edge of the canard section. From this
information, meridional pressure distributions can also be obtained.
Effects of body nose vorticity are accounted for in the velocity, compo-
nents used to compute Bernoulli pressures.
Canard section: xBfWLE < xfi < Xg^
Pressure distributions on the body aft of the leading edge of the
fin root chords (up to the trailing edge) and on the fins are calculated
by program DEMON2 in step 3. The results include effects of body nose
vorticity. Normal forces and moments acting on the fins including the
influence of body nose vorticity are also calculated and output by the
program (refer to quantities under Bernoulli-type loading pressures).
Any augmentation to the fin normal force due to fin leading- and side-
edge separation can be determined from the following hand calculation
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using the quantities printed under the U/VINF (linear) type loading
pressure. Consider the right horizontal fin (the other fins are treated





If KTT, and K0_, are not input, then the following
LtCt OCi
values are used in obtaining vortex.strengths:
KTT, = 0.5; K__,= 0.5 (default value)
Lib O£>





In the above SUMFX is the sum of all the forces acting upstream .in
the plane of the fin. For example, if NRP equals the number of constant
u-velocity panels on the right horizontal fin ;








The axial in-plane force AF for one panel is shown in the second sketch





The in-plane side force AFy_ acting at the outboard aft corner is also
,shown in the second sketch of Appendix C. For all the panels on the fin





where NCW is the number of panels along the chord. Then by adding the




SUMFT2 = ^ —
 (24)
n=NRP-NCW+l
Section behind canard section: *BfWTE < XB < XB,TTE
Pressure' distributions on the aft body from the canard section up to
the tail section are calculated in step 6 using program DEMON2. From the
leading edge of the tail section to the trailing edge (assumed to be at
the same axial location as the body base) , the pressure distributions on
the body appear under the heading AFT OF LEADING EDGE OF FIN ROOT
CHORDS . Normal forces and moments acting on the tail fins including
influence of body nose and canard vorticity are also calculated and
printed by the program (refer to quantities under Bernoulli-type loading
pressure) . Any augmentation to the fin normal force due to fin leading-
and side-edge separation can be determined from the hand calculation
discussed earlier in connection with the canard fins, equations (20)
through (24).
5.2 Elliptic Cross Section Body-Monoplane
Wing-Interdigitated Tail Fins
The following is a description of the stepwise use of programs
DEMON2, WDYBDY and VPATHL for handling a complete configuration with a
body of elliptical cross section. The manner in which the programs are
used sequentially and the exchange of data sets are indicated. The first
five steps are concerned with the part of the configuration from the body
nose to the trailing edge of the monoplane wing. The remaining steps
deal with the body aft of the monoplane wing section and with the tail
fins. Finally, the procedure required to assemble pressure distributions
and overall forces and moments acting on the entire configuration is
indicated.
5.2.1 Sequential use of program
Step 1. Run lifting-surface program DEMON2 with index NCPOUT = 2 in
namelist INPUT. This run generates the coordinates of the
control points associated with the constant u-velbcity parfels
»£
distributed on the monoplane-wing and the body-interference
shell. The number of control points and the sets of coordi-
nates are stored in a data-set designated TAPE4 = WCPTS.
There are NWBP coordinates where NWBP equals the number of
control points on the monoplane wing and the interference
shell. This shell has constant elliptical cross section and
covers the body from the leading edge to the trailing edge of
the monoplane wing.
Step 2. Run body source panel program WDYBDY for the elliptical body
alone with index NCWPT = NWBP in the input. This causes the
data set containing control point coordinates designated
TAPE4 = WCPTS to be read in. The body length' should extend
at least up to the trailing edge of the monoplane wing if the
trailing edge is supersonic. If this edge is subsonic, the
body length should extend past the monoplane wing section in
order to account fully for body-wing interference. This ,
program can also read in forebody separation vorticity
characteristics calculated by a separate program mentioned in
section 2 entitled GENERAL APPROACH. Results of,this run
include pressure distributions along body meridians up to the
wing section including effects of body nose vorticity if
applicable. In addition, perturbation velocities induced by
- body source panels alone at the specified control points are
. calculated. These velocities are stored in another data set
designated TAPE4 = WVELS and passed to program DEMON2.
Step 3. Program DEMON2 is run again for the monoplane wing/elliptical
interference shell with NCPOUT = 0 and NVLIN =0 in the name-
list INPUT. The program proceeds to calculate the constant
u-velocity panel strengths including the effects induced by
the body source panels. Output includes the strength and
lateral positions of the leading- and side-edge vorticity
associated with the monoplane wing as a function of axial
location. So far, effects of body nose vortices have not
been included. :'•
Step 4. Run program VPATHL with indices NVLOUT = 1 and NCPIN = 1 in
the input. It is applied to the monoplane wing/elliptical
cross section body. The axial starting point is at the
leading edge of the monoplane wing rootchord. Vortices to be
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tracked to the trailing edge are the body nose vortices whose
' strengths and positions are known at the leading edge of the
monoplane wing root chord from results obtained with a sepa-
rate program. The effects of wing leading- and side-edge
vorticity (kept stationary) can be included in the calcula-
tion of the paths of the body nose vortices. The values
given to the indices NCP and NCPIN causes program VPATHL to
read in data set TAPE4 = WCPTS containing coordinates of the
. control points distributed on the monoplane wing and inter-
ference shell. After the body nose vortex paths have been
calculated, perturbation velocities induced by the body nose
vortices at the control points are computed and stored in
data set TAPE? = VRTVEL. In this velocity calculation, the
effects of the. vortices are calculated in the presence of the
elliptical body only.
Step 5. Use program DEMON2 again with indices NVLIN =1 and NCPOUT =0
* in the namelist INPUT. The value of the first index tells
the program to read in velocities induced by the body nose
vortices at the control points on the wing and interference
shell as the vortices pass by the wing section. This infor-
mation is stored in data set TAPE7 = VRTVEL. The strengths
of the constant u-velocity panels are then recalculated
. including the effects of the external body nose vortices, and
the body itself. The output includes pressure distributions on
the monoplane wing and the length of body spanned by the wing
. section accounting for all vortices. In addition, strengths
and positions of the trailing-edge vorticity of the monoplane
wing are calculated from the spanwise load distributions. At
this stage, the configuration, has been treated from the body
nose up to the trailing edge of the monoplane wing section.
Strengths and locations of the body nose vortices, wing
leading- and side-edge vortices and wing trailing-edge
vortices are now known at the end of the wing section.
Step 6. If the tail section is located aft of the wing section by
some length of body, this and the following step must be
taken in order to track body nose and monoplane wing vortic-
ity along the body up to the tail fin section. Program
WDYBDY is run for the elliptic body only to generate
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coordinates of control points associated with the source
panels laid out from the wing section to the tail section.
These coordinates are stored in another data set designated
TAPE4 = BCPTS, which is passed to program VPATHL.
Step 7. Program VPATHL is applied again to the elliptical body alone
from the wing section to the tail section. If there is no
body length between the wing rootchord trailing-edge and the
tail fin rootchord leading-edge, this step is omitted.
Vortices to be tracked over this length along the body
include the body vortices, wing leading- and side-edge
vortices and the wing trailing-edge vortices. Strengths and
positions of these vortices are known at the monoplane wing
trailing-edge location (see steps 4 and 5). Once the vortex
paths have been determined, program VPATHL calculates the
velocities induced by the vortices at the control points on
the body passed through by means of data set TAPE4 = BCPTS
generated by step 6. These velocities are to be passed back
to program WDYBDY using data set designated TAPE? = VRTVEB
(step 9).
Step 8. Program DEMON2 is applied to the interdigitated tails to
generate the coordinates of the NWBP control points distrib-
uted on the fins and the interference shell. Index NCPOUT is
set equal to 2 in namelist INPUT and the coordinates are
stored in a data set designated TAPE4 = TCPTS. This step is
essentially a repeat of step 1 applied to the tail fin in
this instance.
Step 9. The body program WDYBDY is applied to the entire body length
of the configuration. Index NCWPT is set equal to NWBP, the
number of control points on the tail fin and interference
shell. As in step 2, a data set designated TAPE4 = TCPTS
containing control points is read in. Velocities induced by
the body source panels at the control points are calculated •
by program WDYBDY. They are stored in a data set designated
TAPE4 = TVELS to be passed back to program DEMON2. in addi-
tion , by setting index NVLIN = 1 in the input to program
WDYBDY, data set TAPE4 = VRTVEB generated in step 7 is read
in. It contains velocities induced by external body and wing
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vortices. Their effects are included in the calculation of
pressure distributions on the body from the wing section
trailing edge to the leading edge of the tail fins. If there
is no body length between these two stations, no such pres-
sure distributions are calculated.
Step 10. In this final step, program DEMON2 is applied to the inter-
digitated tail fins with NCPOUT set equal to zero. This
index signals the program to read in the body source panel
induced velocities stored on data set TAPE4 = TVELS. For any
case involving interdigitated fins, set NDRAG equal to zero.
Strengths and positions of forebody vorticity, wing leading-,
side- and trailing-edge vorticity are known at the leading
edge of the tail section as a result of step 7, or 5 if there
is no body length separating the wing and tail sections.
Their influences are calculated at the tail fin control
points assuming that the vortex paths are not disturbed by
the presence of the fin surfaces. Pressure distributions are
calculated on the fins and the part of the body spanned by
the tailfin section. In addition, forces and moments acting
on the fins are computed.
5.2.2 Assembly of pressure, force and moment data
The results obtained in the stepwise manner described above allow
for the determination of the pressure distributions and overall forces
and moments acting on the entire configuration by adding those calculated
for the separate sections as follows.
Nose section: 0 < x_ < x^
 rTr_,B B,WLE
Pressure distributions along body meridians, normal- and side-
force, pitching- and yawing-moment contributions are calculated by
program WDYBDY up to the leading-edge of the monoplane wing root chord.
This is accomplished by step 2. Forces and moments are referred to the
body-axis system with x~ directed back along the centerline, yR to the
right along the horizontal semi-axis viewing forward and z upwards
along the vertical semi-axis for an elliptical body. In this way, the
normal force Cz points along the positive ZR direction and side force C
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in the positive yB direction. Pitching moment is measured in the yn = 0
plane. If the pitching moment acts to bring the nose up in this plane,
the sense of this moment is positive. Yawing moment is measured in the.
ZB = 0 plane. If this moment acts to move the nose into the positive y_
direction, the sense of this moment is positive.
 ;
Canard section: XB<WLE < xfi < xfifWTE
Pressure distributions along body meridians are calculated by pro-
gram DEMON2 over this body section in step 5. Normal- and side-force,
pitching- and yawing-moment contributions from this body section and the
monoplane wing are also computed as a result of step 5.
Section behind canard section up to tail fins (if applicable):
XB,WTE < XB < XB,TLE
Over this length of body, the pressure distributions along body
meridians are calculated by program WDYBDY as part of step 9. Normal-
and side-force, pitching- and yawing-moment contributions are also com-
puted. If there is no body length, XD ITmT? - XD _T_ <. 0, this part of theI> , n 1 £i D , 1 iiCi
procedure is not applicable.
Tail section: xfi>TLE < *E < *BfwE
Over this last body section, pressure distributions along body
meridians are calculated by program DEMON2 in step 10. In addition,
contributions to the normal- and side-force, pitching- and yawing-moment
from this body .section and the tail fins are also calculated as part of
step 10.
In general it is advantageous to let the number of source panels on
the body circumference read into program WDYBDY match the number of cir-
cumferential constant u-velocity specified in namelist $INPUT of program
DEMON1. In this way, the meridians on which pressures are computed are
essentially the same. Reference areas and lengths must be the same in
the inputs to programs WDYBDY and DEMON2. Force and moment coefficients
calculated for the individual sections of the entire configuration can
then be added to obtain overall forces and moments.
Note that force and moment coefficients associated with the inter-
ference shell as calculated by program DEMON2 are only representative of
lift carryover from the lifting surfaces to the body; refer to Appendix J.
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6. CALCULATIVE EXAMPLES;
In this section, two sample cases will be described. The first con-
cerns a configuration designated B,W4T?4 associated with UPWT Project 1126,
for which unpublished data was made available by NASA/Langley. This
model consists of a cruciform canard and a cruciform tail attached to a
body with circular cross section. The second case involves a wind tunnel
model consisting of a monoplane wing and interdigitated tail section
mounted on a body with elliptical cross section described in reference 11.
These models are used in the sample cases to illustrate the use of the
computer program described in this report.
For both cases, first the procedures used to determine the effects
of body nose vorticity on the forebody pressures are indicated. Second,
canard or monoplane loadings are determined including effects of the body
nose vorticity. Third, the calculated canard edge vortices and the body
nose vortices are tracked back through the tail section for the first
sample case. Finally, the tail fin loadings are calculated including
effects of all vortices. Special care must be taken in the positioning,
of the interference shell around a body with elliptical cross section as.
will be discussed below.
References will be made to the steps listed earlier in section 5.
The method used to hand calculate the augmentation to normal force due
to wing.edge vorticity is indicated in section 6.2.3. •
6id Sample Case 1: Axisymmetric Body-Cruciform
Canard-Cruciform Tail Fins
The configuration of a model including a .body with circular.cross
section and an ogive nose is shown in figure 4. The cruciform canard and
tail fins are identical and details of the bevelled sections are indi-
cated. Programs DEMON2 and VPATH2 are used to treat this configuration
rolled 45° and at included angle of attack of 14.216°. Under these
conditions the angle of pitch and sideslip are both equal to 10°. The
Mach number, is 1.70. Note that there will be no symmetry with respect to
the wing-axis system x.., yw, zw in terms of aerodynamic loading. Thus,
all fins must be modeled. However, there will be symmetry in loading
with respect to the direction of the free-stream component in the cross-
flow plane. In other words, the configuration is in the X-position
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relative to that direction. This condition serves as a check on the
programs. For example, the loads on the upper vertical and left hori-
zontal fins, indicated in figure 4, must be equal. Likewise, the vortex
paths must be symmetrically positioned relative to the free-stream
velocity component in the crossflow plane.
6.1.1 Geometry and singularity layout
The following geometrical specifications and singularity distribu-
tions will be used for the axisymmetric body and fins. The specified
numbers of singularities along the body centerline and on the fins may
not be sufficient for precise calculated results but serve to generate
this sample case. Refer to figure 4 for geometrical details.
Namelist $BODY in subroutine BDYGEN of program DEMON2 includes
specifications for the body:
number of line sources/sinks and line doublets, NXBODY = 39
nose length, LNOSE =7.8
body length, LBODY =39.0
The body radius for the cylindrical section, RB, is specified in the.
following.
Namelist $INPUT in main routine CRFWBD of program DEMON2 includes
specifications for either the canard or the tail fins and the correspond-
ing body interference shell.
rootchord, CRP = CRPV =3.6
exposed semi-span, B2 = B2V = 2.34
leading-edge sweep, SWLEP = SWLEV =30.0°
. trailing-edge sweep, SWTEP = SWTEV = 0.0°
number of constant u-velocity panels along a chord, NCW = 3
number of planar source panels along a chord, NCWT = 8
number of constant u-velocity panels along the span, MSWR = 5
(right horizontal fin)







number of planar source panels along the span is specified in
subroutine THKIN of program DEMON2, MSWT = 5 for all fins
length of body interference shell, BIL =3.6
radius of body interference shell, RB = 1.3
number of body interference panels on the circumference
(ring) , NBDCR =16
number of body interference panel rings, NCWB = 3
distance from body nose to leading edge of lifting surface
section, XWLE =19.8 for canard, XWLE =35.4 for tail
The thickness slopes are read in by subroutine THETIN of program DEMON2
and are determined as follows. The layout specified above for the planar
source panels is shown by the thin lines superimposed on the fin planform
in figure 4. At the centroid of each panel, the streamwise slope is to
be specified. If the centroid lies on a bevelled portion of the fin, the
streamwise slope equals the slope of the fin surface measured parallel to
the fin rpotchord. For centroids on the bevelled portion near the
leading edge, the streamwise slope is given by
THET = tan 9s = Q° 'gs = 0.122 (25)
On the unbevelled portion, the slope equals zero. Near the trailing
edge, the streamwise slope equals
THET » tan eo -.- TrrJI- - -0.141 (26)S • U • O 3£
Near the side edge, the streamwise slopes are chosen on the basis of the
location of the source panel centroid on the fin. The above input
parameters will be used in all runs with program DEMON2 described in the
procedure for an axisymmetric body configuration, section 5.1.
6.1.2 Body nose vortices, pressure distributions on forebody
In accordance with step ib described in section 5.1.1, program
DEMON2 is run using the input data shown in figure 5 . These data include
the geometrical specifications and numbers of singularities laid out to
represent the body-canard section of the complete configuration. The
input data required by program DEMON2 is described in detail in Appendix
J. Note that control index NCPOUT must be set equal to 1. The output of
this run is shown in figure. 6. It includes a printout of the data set,
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designated CPTS1, containing the 108 sets of coordinates of the control
points distributed over the canard fins and the interference shell. This
data set will be used later. The output also includes pressure coeffi-
cients as a function of polar angle for 10 axial locations from the body
nose. The polar angle is named THETA and is measured positive counter- ..
clockwise from the positive yD or y axis. The number of axial stations
- . " " - • D W
on the ,forebody at which the pressures are calculated is equal to one
half of the body line singularities up to the canard section. Subroutine
BDYVTX of .program DEMON2 calculates the separation point to be at xfi =
17.2 inches or at about the fifth axial station. From that location on
to the canard section, the shed vorticity is represented by two concen-
trated vortices growing in strength and moving in the crossflow plane in
accordance with the data base built into subroutine BDYVTX.
The pressures acting on the forebody are calculated in subroutine
BDYPR using the Bernoulli pressure expression, equation (10) in coeffi-
cient form. In terms of p/pm, where p^ is the free-stream static pres-
sure,, the pressures are plotted in figures 7 (a) and 7(b) as a function of
axial distance x from the body nose for several polar angles. The solid
line represents pressures including body vortex effects. Pressures
computed without effects of body vorticity are indicated by the crosses.
From the onset of the body vortex shedding modeled by two discrete
vortices, the Bernoulli pressures include effects induced by the external
vortices and their images inside the body. Along the symmetrically
located meridians, at 9 = 45° and 225° on figure 7 (a), the effect of the
body vortices is to increase the pressures slightly. Note that the
pressure distributions along these meridians are identical due to flow
symmetry. However, the meridians at 6 = 135° and 315°, figure 7 (b) show no
effect from the body vortices. On account of flow symmetry, the vortices
and their .images inside the body induce zero lateral velocity components
along these meridians. Thus, the pressures are not affected by the body
nose vortices along these meridians.
At the leading edge of the canard section, the body nose vortices
are fully developed. •The paths of the vortices as they pass through the
canard section will now be determined and the canard fin loadings calcu-
lated.
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6.1.3 Pressures and loads acting on the cruciform
canard^body section
The pressures, forces and moments acting on the fins and body
covered by the interference shell excluding body nose vortex effects are
available in the output of the run performed with program DEMON2 just
described. To account for the body vortices requires knowledge of their
lateral coordinates as a function of axial distance through the canard
region. In accordance with step 2 of the procedure, section 5.1.1,
vortex tracking program VPATH2 is now employed to accomplish that task.
In order to improve accuracy, the strengths and positions of the
body nose vorticity at the leading edge of the canard section are
obtained from figure 5, reference 4, instead of the body pressure output
mentioned above. For the last axial station, XB = 18.98, at which body
pressures are calculated as a result of the previous step, the body
vortex strength, r/V^, equals 0.71. The canard leading edge is at XR =
19.8 and the value for the body vortex strength equals 0.8024 in accord-
ance with the cited figure. The lateral positions of the vortices are "
also determined at the canard leading-edge location. Body nose vortex
strengths and lateral coordinates, in the body reference coordinate














For this run with program VPATH2, indices NCPIN and NVLOUT are set equal
to 1. After the vortex paths are calculated, the vortex induced veloci-
ties are determined at the control points on the canard fins and the
interference shell. In this process, the vortices are in the presence of
the body only. The purpose for this approach is described in section 3.4.
The input for program VPATH2 for this run is shown in figure 8. The
output is shown in figure 9. It includes the lateral positions, in the
body reference coordinate system, of the body nose vortices at the




0.8024 . -0.68451 1.9192 23.4
-0.8024 -1.9192 0.68451 23.4
Comparison with the previous table indicates a small amount of lateral
movement of the body vortices as they travel through the .canard section.
The vortices are located symmetrically with respect to the free-stream
component in the crossflow plane. The output also shows the vortex
induced velocities at the 108 control points associated with the canard
fins and interference shell. Control point coordinates and vortex
induced velocities are stored in a data set designated VELOS1 .
In order to determine the effects of the body nose vortices on the
canard section, program DEMON2 is run again in accordance with step 3 of
section 5.1.1. The input for this run is the same as shown in figure 5
except for index NVLIN now set equal to 1 and index NCPOUT set equal to
its default value 0. The forebody pressures appear unchanged in the
output shown in figure 10 . Vortex induced velocity components designated
WEL and WVEL are printed out under the heading POINT COORDINATES AND
PERTURBATION VELOCITIES CALCULATED BY PROGRAM VPATH2 or VPATHL . These
velocity components are included in the boundary conditions, equations
(1) through (4) , and the strengths of the constant u-velocity panels are
recalculated. The pressures calculated at the control points on the fins
and interference shell are changed because of the recalculated panel
strengths and the inclusion of vortex induced velocities in the Bernoulli
pressure determination.
Figures 11 (a) and 11 (b) show the pressure distributions on the fore-
body and over the length of the canard section. The latter are taken
from program DEMON2 output under the heading AFT OF LEADING EDGE OF FIN
ROOTCHORDS. As before, the solid line represents pressures calculated
including the body nose vorticity; the crosses are pressures without body
vorticity. For the symmetrically located meridians at 0 = 56.25° and 0 =
213.75°, the effects of body nose vorticity are negligible over the
canard section. Along the symmetrically located meridians at 0 = 101.25°
and 6 = 168.75°, the effects of the body vorticity are to increase the
pressures. The output shown in figure 10 includes loadings for all fins
based on linear pressure and Bernoulli pressure. In both cases, due to
flow symmetry the loadings on the right horizontal and lower vertical
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fins are identical as are the loadings on the upper vertical and left
horizontal fins. On the right horizontal fins, figure 12 shows slight
effect of the body nose vorticity on the span loading. .Due to the closer
proximity of the upper vertical fin to the vorticity, the span loading is
reduced significantly in the inboard region. In figure 13 the dashed
curve (with vortices) exhibits a maximum and drops off in magnitude
towards the fin root. In accordance with the analysis in Appendix B,
this type of span load distribution gives rise to an inboard and outboard
concentrated vortex at the trailing edge of this canard fin. The right
horizontal fin does not show any extrema off the root and only one
concentrated vortex results at the trailing edge. The leading edges of
the fins are supersonic for the Mach number at hand so there is no
leading-edge separation vortex in accordance with the analysis in
Appendix C. The side edges of the fins give rise to a separation vortex
with negligible strength as shown below. Thus, at the trailing edge of
the canard section, the strengths and locations of body and canard
vortices are assembled for the purpose of determining their paths to the
base of the body. Their characteristics are taken from the output of
program DEMON2 as a result of step 3, section 5.1.1. The body nose
vortex specifications are taken from the output of program VPATH2 as a
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In this table, the trailing-edge vortex characteristics, GAMMA/VINF and
Y.C.G. or Z.C.G., are obtained from the loading output under the heading
BERNOULLI TYPE LOADING PRESSURE. The side-edge vortex characteristics,
GAMMA,SE/VINF and YEAR or ZBAR, are obtained from the loading output'
under the heading U/VINF LOADING PRESSURE. The strengths of the side
edge vortices are negligible compared to the strengths of the body nose
and trailing edge vortices and will not be included in further analysis.
- At the top of figure 14, all the vortices excepting the side-edge
vortices listed in the above table are shown in position at the canard
trailing edge, XR = 23.4. They will eventually be tracked down the body
through the tail section. However, before determining the vortex paths
over .the aft body, the body tail section must be dealt with in accordance
with step 4 of section 5.1.1. Program DEMON2 is used again to model the
body and the cruciform tail fins without-accounting for the presence of
body nose and canard fin vortices. The input for this run is the same as
shown in figure 5 except that the distance from the nose to the tail sec-
tion, XWLE, is now set equal to 35.4. Also, indices NCPOUT = 1, NVLIN = 0
and ITAIL = 1 in .namelist $INPUT. Quantity XSTART is set equal to the
trailing-edge location of the canard section, XSTART = 23.4. With these
specifications, the program generates a data set, designated CPTS2,
containing 268 sets of coordinates. Of this set, the first 108 sets
pertain to the control points on the tail fins and interference shell..
The remaining 160 are associated with points on the body aft of the
canard section up to the tail section at which pressures will be calcu-
lated. The output for this run is not shown. The calculated pressures
on the body meridians and the tail fin loadings do not include effects of
body nose and canard vortices so far.
6.1.4 Vortex positions at body base, pressure distributions
on aft body, tail fin loadings
" Using program VPATH2, the vortices shown in the upper part of
figure 14 are chased from the trailing edge of the canard section, past
the aft body, through the tail section to the body base. In accordance
with step 5 in section 5.1.1, the input to program VPATH2 for this run
includes index NCPIN = 1 and index NVLOUT = 1. The input for this run
is shown in figure 15. Under the influence of the free stream, the
mutual interaction between the vortices and the effects of the presence
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of the body and tail section, the vortices move as a function of axial
distance.
After the vortex paths have been determined, the vortex induced
velocity components will be calculated at the 268 sets of coordinates
associated with points on the aft body, tail fins and interference shell.
Again, in this process the vortices are in the presence of the body only.
The output of program VPATH2 is shown in figure 16. The bottom half of
figure 14 shows the vortices at the base of the body as taken from the
output at the xn = 39.0 station (x-station no. 26). Comparison with the
D
upper half shows that the body nose vortices did not move nearly as much
as the vortices associated with the fins. The output also includes the
velocity components induced by the vortices at the set of 268 points
read in to the program. The control point coordinates and the induced
velocity components are stored in a data set called VELOS2. • ,..,
As described in the last step 6 of section 5.1.1, program DEMON2 'is
applied one more time to the tail fins and body. However, in this
instance the input to program DEMON2 includes index NVLIN = 1 and
ITAIL = 1. The input is shown in figure 17. Vortex induced velocity
components are now included in the flow tangency condition applied at 'the
control points distributed over the fins, equations (1) through (14). L
They are also included in the Bernoulli pressures calculated by sub-
routine BDYPR over the aft body and the part of the body covered by the
interference shell associated with the tail fins. The output of this run
is shown in figure 18. The pressure distributions and forces and moments
acting on the tail fins now include effects induced by the body and '
canard fin vortices.
The pressures calculated along meridians at 6 = 11.25°, 56.25° and
101.25° are shown in figure 19. The solid lines are the pressure distri-
butions calculated including vortex effects and the crosses are calcu-
lated with vortices absent. The 11.25° and 101.25° meridians are on the
suction sides of the right horizontal and upper vertical fins, respec-
tively. Therefore, through the tail section, the pressures on these
meridians are lower than the pressures on the 56.25° meridian. In
general, over the aft body and through the tail section, the calculated
effect of the body nose and canard vortices is to increase the pressures
along the meridians shown.
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The effect of the presence of vortices on the span loadings acting
on the right horizontal and upper vertical fins are shown in figures 20
and 21. The tail fins are identical in geometry to the canard fins.
Without vortices, the solid lines indicate that the span loading on the
right horizontal and upper vertical fins are practically identical to
those on the corresponding canard fins; see figures 12 and 13. However,
In the tail region the body nose and canard vortices have larger influ-
ence in reducing the loadings on the two fins as shown in the figures by
the dashed lines. On account of symmetry about the component of free
stream in the crossflow plane, the loadings on the left horizontal fin
are reduced to the same extent shown for the upper vertical fin in
figure 21. Likewise, the loading on the lower vertical fin is reduced to
the same extent indicated in figure 20.
6.2 Sample Case 2: Elliptic Cross Section Body-
Monoplane Wing-Interdigitated Tails
The configuration of a model including.a body with elliptical cross
section is shown in figure 22. The body has an ellipticity ratio of 3.
A monoplane wing and interdigitated tail fins with bevelled streamwise
sections are attached to the body. Programs WDYBDY, DEMON2 and VPATHL
are used to analyze this configuration at angle of attack of 10° and zero
roll angle. The Mach number is 1.70. Under these conditions, there will
be a symmetry plane at yB = 0 in terms of the aerodynamic loading. Thus,
only the right monoplane wing and the right upper and right lower inter-
digitated tail fins need to be modeled by program DEMON2. For the same
reason, only the right half of the body needs to be modeled by source
panels by means of program WDYBDY. Any vortices analyzed by program
VPATHL will also be symmetrically positioned with respect to the yR = 0
plane.
6.2.1 Geometry and singularity layout
The following geometrical specifications and singularity distribu-
tions will be used for the elliptical cross section body with monoplane
wing and interdigitated tail fins. The specified numbers of body source
panels to model the body and the numbers of chordwise and spanwise
constant u-velocity panels to model the wing and tail fins give rise to
a sparse layout. As such they may not be sufficient for precise
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calculated results but serve to generate this sample case. Refer to
figures 22 in connection with input to program WDYBDY and figure 23 in
connection with input to program DEMON2 for geometrical details.
The input to program WDYBDY includes the following specifications
for the body with elliptic cross section. There will be two sets, depend-
ing on which lifting-surface section the effects of the body are to be
determined.
Set #1..- Monoplane Wing Section
Body length to be modeled = 25.6 (covers the monoplane wing
section)
Number of body source panels on the half circumference or half
ring + 1 = KRAD, KRAD = 9 (8 panels/half ring)
Number of body source panels in the axial direction or number
of rings + 1 = KFORX, KFORX = 11 (10 panels axially)
Body length over which pressures and loads are to be computed
by program WDYBDY, XWLE = 18 (Program DEMON2 covers .the winged
section).
)
Set #2 - Interdigitated Tail Section '
Body length to be modeled = 28.0 (covers the interdigitated tail
section)
Number of body source panels on the half circumference or half
ring + 1 = KRAD, KRAD = 9 (8 panels/half ring)
Number of body.source panels in the axial direction or number
of rings + 1 = KFORX, KFORX = 12 (11 panels axially) )•
The step for which this data is the partial input, no pressures
and loads are computed
The first set will be used for the run with program WDYBDY in accordance
with step 2, section 5.2.1, and the second set will be used for the run
in accordance with step 9, section 5.2.1. The body source paneling lay-
out associated with both sets is shown in figures 24 (a), 24 (b) and 24(c)
in planview, sideview and cross section, respectively. Note that onlyi the .
right half of the body will be modeled.
Namelist $INPUT in main routine CRFWBD of program DEMON2 includes
specifications for the lifting surfaces and their associated interference
shells. If the'body is modeled by means of body source panels, as is the
case here, it is important that the entire interference shell be exterior
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to the body source panels. If the shell were made to lie partially on
the inside of the body outline, some of the control points distributed
on the interference shell may lie on the interior side of one or more
body source panels. In this case, the velocity components induced- by the
source panels at those points would be invalid.* As a consequence, the
interference shells are laid out and the monoplane wing is idealized as
shown in figure 23. For the monoplane wing attached to its interference
shell with elliptic cross section, the input includes the following
(refer to figure 23):
rootchord, CRP =7.55
exposed semispan, B2 = 1.0935
leading edge' sweep, SWLEP =75.0°
trailing edge sweep, "SWTEP = 30.016°
number of constant u-velocity panels along a chord, NCW = 2
number of planar source panels along a chord, NCWT = 4
number of constant u-velocity panels along the span, MSWR = 3
number of planar source panels along the span is specified in
subroutine THKIN of program DEMON2, MSWT =3
length of body interference shell, BIL =7.55
horizontal semi-axis of elliptical interference shell, RB =
3.4641
vertical semi-axis of elliptical interference shell, RA =
1.155
Note: the ellipticity ratio, RB/RA =3.0
number of body interference panels on the circumference (ring),
NBDCR = 16
number of body interference rings, NCWB = 2
distance from body nose to monoplane wing section, XWLE = 18.0
The thickness slopes are read in by subroutine THETIN of program DEMON2.
They are determined in the manner described for the first sample case,
section 6.1.1. Using the detailed streamwise sections available from
reference H, the following streamwise slopes are used. For.centroids of
planar source panels near the leading edge, the streamwise slope is given
by
The solution associated with body source panels, reference 9, is
valid only in the plane of the panel and along the outward normal.
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THET = tan 0.1252.516 = 0.049692 (27)
On the unbeve.lled portion, the slope equals zero. Near the trailing
edge, the streamwise slope equals
THET = tan 9 = 0.1251.5845 = -0.07889 (28)
For the upper right and lower right interdigitated tail fins attached-to
its interference shell, the input includes the following (refer to







rootchord, CRP = CRPV = 3.6
exposed semispan, B2 = B2V = 3.6
r
 leading-edge sweep (varies with distance along the span),
VSWLER = 45.0° up to YRT =2.0
VSWLER = 14.04° up to YRT = 3.6
Note.: since leading-edge .sweep varies, the trailing edge must
also be specified as if it varies with distance along the span
trailing-edge sweep, VSWTER = 0.0 for all YRT
f leading-edge sweep (varies with distance along the span),
VSWLEU = 45.0° up to ZUT =2.0
S VSWLEU = 14.04° up to ZUT =3.6
I see note above
^.trailing-edge sweep, VSWTEU = 0.0 for all ZUT
number of constant u-velocity panels along a chord, NCW = 2
number of constant u-velocity panels along the span, MSWR = 4
(upper right fin)
' ' MSWU = 4
(lower right fin)
length of body interference shell, BIL =.3.6 /
horizontal semi-axis of elliptical interference shell,
RB = 3.129
vertical semi-axis of elliptical interference shell,
RA = 1.043
Note: the ellipticity ratio, RB/RA = 3.0
number of body interference panels on the circumference (ring),
NBDCR =16
number of body interference panel rings, NCWB = 2
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distance from body nose to tail section, XWLE = 24.4
angle of the location of the fins on the interference shell
measured from positive y -axis, THETIT = 22.545°
Wf
dihedral angle of the fins, PHIDIH = 30°
Angles THETIT and PHIDIH are also indicated in figure 3. The above sets
of input parameters will be used in the runs with programs WDYBDY and
DEMON2 described in the procedure for a body with elliptical cross sec-
tion, section 5.2.
6.2.2 Body nose vorticity, pressure distributions on forebody
After running program DEMON2 in accordance with step 1, section
5.2.1, to generate data set WCPTS, program WDYBDY is then run to model
the body with elliptical cross section. The input to program WDYBDY
includes the parameters in the first set described above and index NCWPT
which must be set equal to the sum of all constant u-velocity panels on
the monoplane wing and the interference shell. The length of body, to be
modeled for this run, is taken to the trailing edge of the interference
shell' associated with the monoplane wing. The input for this run is
shown in figure 25. For this case, the geometry of the body with ellip-
tical cross section is given in terms of the horizontal semi-axis, FUSBY,
and the vertical semi-axis, FUSAZ, as a function of axial location XFUS.
Also included are the body nose vorticity characteristics, if indices
NVTX and NXVTX are nonzero, provided by a separate program; see section
2.2. The axial stations at which this data is to be specified are read
in from subroutine READVX and the lateral locations and strengths of the
vortices are read in by subroutine ELBDVT. The output of this run is
given in figure 26. Included in the output are the pressure coefficients
designated CP and printed on the page identified with **FORMOM**. They
are plotted in figures 27 (a) and 27 (b) from the body nose up to the
leading edge of the monoplane wing section.
Figure 27 (a) shows pressure distributions on the upper half of the
body. The open symbols include effects of body nose vorticity. Pressure
distributions without vortex effects are also shown by the solid symbols.
In the legend, the first column of symbols are for meridians on which
pressures are calculated over the forebody, the second column are for
the monoplane wing section and the third for the tail section. For the
moment, the forebody .only is considered. The pressures shown in
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figure 27 (a) are below free-stream static pressure. The effects of the
specified body nose vortices are to increase the pressures along the 9 =
9.07° meridian and to decrease the pressures along the 6 = 31.41° merid-
ian. On the lower half of the body, figure 27 (b) shows that the effects
of the body vortices are much less. Only one result is shown without
vortex effects and there is little difference between the dark and light
triangles. The output also includes the contributions from the forebody
to the overall forces and moments under the heading TOTAL COEFFICIENTS ON
THE BODY FROM XSTART = 0.0 to XWLE =18.0. In order to improve the accu-
racy of these contributions, especially with vortex effects, the number
of source panels should be larger than used here in this sample case.
Program WDYBDY also computes velocity components, induced by the
body source panels only, at the control points distributed over the mono-
plane wing and interference shell read in by means of data set WCPTS.
These velocity components are stored in a data set designated WVELS for
later use by program DEMON2.
6.2.3 Pressures and loads acting on the monoplane
wing-body section
After completing the calculations of pressures and loads acting on
the forebody, program DEMON2 is applied to the monoplane wing-body section
in accordance with step 3 of section 5.2.1. As a result of this run, the
loadings acting on the monoplane wing section are calculated excluding
effects of body nose vorticity. The output also includes the strength,
r/Vro , , and lateral position, yw, of the leading- and side-edge vor-
ticity as a function of axial coordinate x.-. Values for these character-
istics are taken from the loading output under the heading U/VINF TYPE
LOADING PRESSURE. Leading-edge vorticity is designated GAMMA,LE/VINF,
side-edge vorticity is GAMMA,SE/VINF, and the lateral location appears as
YBAR. Along the leading-edge, the axial coordinate is XLE, along the
side-edge it is XSE, both are in the wing coordinate system. The values
shown in the following table are taken from the output of program DEMON2
for the right monoplane wing half. They are calculated with KV LE =
K =0.5 (refer to Appendix C, equation Cll, etc.). Note that XM is
the axial coordinate in the wing coordinate system.
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• Following step 4 of section 5.2.1, the vortex"chasing program VPATHL
is then employed to determine the paths of the two body nose vortices
from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the monoplane wing section.
The input for this run is shown in figure 28. Characteristics of the two
symmetric body nose vortices at the start of the wing section are speci-
fied on the 9th line. Note that these two sets of characteristics are
also shown in the input to program WDYBDY indicated in figure 25 at the
last axial station associated with the forebody, XV = 18.0, on the cards
marked YVRTXl, ZVRTX1, GAM1, and YVRTX2, ZVRTX2, GAM2, respectively.
Also, the characteristics of the symmetric vortices on the opposite side
of the plane of symmetry, y_ = 0 plane, must also be input to VPATHL.
13
The starting values of the symmetric body hose vortex strengths and
lateral positions are given in the following table with XB, yfi and zfi in








ZB V» Body nose
1.673 1.52.
1.673 -1.52
The body nose vortex characteristics as a function of distance from the
nose were determined by an adapted version of the program associated with
reference 5 as mentioned earlier in section 2.2. Although the magnitude
of the body nose vortex strength is at least 2.5 times the magnitude of
the edge vorticity strength, for illustrative purposes the edge vorticity
will be included in the determination of the body nose vortex paths.
Thus, the input to program VPATHL shown in figure 28 also includes the
edge; vorticity specifications listed in the first table above. At this
stage, the edge vorticity characteristics are only approximate in that
the body nose vortex effects have not been included in the wing loading
nor the edge vorticity distribution as calculated in step 3.
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After the body nose vortex paths are known and the wing loading
recalculated in step 5, described later, the updated edge vorticity dis-
tribution should be compared with the one given in the first table. If
differences are sufficiently large, the calculations performed by steps
4 and 5 should be repeated until the edge vorticity distribution is con-
verged .
Figure 29 shows the output of program VPATHL. The geometry of the
monoplane .plane..wing .in< planf orm appears under the heading FIN GEOMETRY.
The specified strengths and lateral coordinates of the leading- and side-
edge vorticity .as a function, of axial distance measured from the body nose
also appears on the first page of the output. The horizontal and vertical
semi-axes of,the body are held constant over the monoplane wing section.
In fact, the.body nose vortices pass over the idealized monoplane wing
attached to the interference shell as indicated in figure 23. At the
Ipcation.corresponding to the trailing edge of the monoplane wing section,
XB = 25.5,. , the ^ coordinates in the crossflow plane of the body nose vor-














Comparison with the preceeding table shows that the body nose vortices
move upward and outboard by a small amount. If the monoplane edge vor-
ticity is neglected in the calculation of the body nose vortex paths, the
results shown in the table below would be generated by program VPATHL.
It is seen that, for this illustrative example, the body nose vortices
move higher but do- not move as much outboard when the effects of edge
XB
25.5
' 2 5 . 5










vorticity are not included. In an actual calculation, the characteristics
of the leading- and side-edge vorticity must be determined with a larger
number,of panels than is used in step 3. The last part of the output
generated by program VPATHL contains the velocity components induced by
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the body nose vortices at the control points of the monoplane wing. These
data are stored in data set VRTVEL.
In accordance with step 5 of section 5.2.1, program DEMON2 is run
again to obtain the pressures acting on the monoplane wing-body section
including effects of body nose vortices. In this run index NVLIN is set
equal to 1 thereby causing data set VRTVEL to be read in. The input of
program DEMON2 is shown in figure 30 for this run. Output generated by
program DEMON2 is shown in figure 31. The I'aW paWcontains the pres-
sures acting along meridians on the interference shell under the heading
AFT OF LEADING EDGE OF FIN ROOTCHORDS. Figures 27(a) and 27(b) include
calculated pressures along 4 meridians on the interference shell. They
are indicated by the second column of symbols and correspond to axial
locations xg = 21.58 and x = 25.36. These meridians are essentially the
same as the meridians for which pressures are plotted on the forebody.
Over the upper half of the body/ figure 27(a), the pressures through the
monoplane wing section continue below free stream. Open symbols include
effects of body nose vortex effects and the solid symbols are calculated
excluding the body nose vortex effects. Along the 6 = 11.25° meridian
the effects of the vorticity is to increase the pressure appreciably and
along the 6 = 33.75° meridian the pressure is decreased. On the lower
half of the body, the results shown on figure 27(b) show little effects
fromtthe body nose vorticity including the axial locations at XB = 21.58
and 25.36.
The span-load distribution associated with the monoplane wing is
shown in figure 32. The calculated results include body nose vortex
effects. The solid line represents the potential span-load distribution
which does .not exhibit a maximum off the wing rootchord in contradistinc-
tion with the results computed for the cruciform canard of Sample Case 1
shown in figure 13 and discussed in section 6.1. For the indicated Mach
number, the leading edge of the monoplane wing lies aft of the Mach cone
with- its vertex at the leading edge of the rootchord. Therefore, the
leading edge is subsonic and the program calculates the suction distribu-
tion* along that edge. Using the Polhamus vortex-lift analogy with the
proportion of the leading edge suction converted to normal force equal
Slight differences in polar angle are due to differences between
geometry of body source panel layout and body interference panel layouts.
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to 0.5 (refer to Appendix C) , the dashed line represents the augmented
span loading up to the side edge. The increments added to the potential
span loading are obtained from the spanwise distribution CS*C/(2*B) for
the right wing. They are calculated on the basis of linear pressure
loading under the heading U/VINF TYPE LOADING PRESSURE, and must be
multiplied by 0.5. The side edge also contributes to the calculated
additional normals-force distribution which would be concentrated near
the tip but is not shotwn in _f igure 32.
The augmentation to the normal-force coefficient for one wing .half
can be determined by multiplying the suction coefficient €„ ,„ for the
leading edge by the appropriate factor K and adding it to the suction
V g Xj2j
coefficient for the side edge Cg I _„ multiplied by the appropriate factor
Kv SE' Tlle sucti°n coefficient for the leading edge is proportional to
the accumulated quantity CSINT(I) with index I equal to the number of
panels in the spanwise direction. This number. is equal to the quantity
MSWR, specified in the input for program DEMON2, for the right wing half.
In other words, the last value under the heading CSINT is taken from the
spanwise distributions calculated on the basis of linear pressure loading
of the lifting surface under consideration. This value must be multiplied
by 2b where b is twice the exposed semispan, b/2, specified in the input
of program DEMON2 <and divided by the reference area S^ ,,^ . The suction for
rvtiT
the side edge can be obtained from a numerical integration of the quantity
SUCTION FORCE PER UNIT LENGTH/ (Q*TIPCHORD) which appears under the heading
SIDE EDGE DISTRIBUTION in the loading output calculated with linear pres-
sure loading. Setting this quantity equal to cg jcp' the suction coeffi-





In the above expression, c_lp is the chord of the side edge or wing tip,
S___ is the reference area and NCW is the number of constant u-velocityKtr
panels in the chordwise direction. Thus for one wing half, the augmenta-
tion to the normal-force coefficient due to leading- and side-edge vor-
ticity can be computed as follows.
CN LE+SE KV,LECS|LE + KV,SECS|SE (28)
vorticity
The vortex lift factors K,r TT? and K CT, are discussed in Appendix C.V , LiEi V,o£j
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The above process for the calculation of the augmentation to normal
force due to leading- and side-edge vorticity must be repeated for each
wing half. Since the flow conditions (including the presence of body nose
vorticity) and configuration geometry are symmetric with respect to the
yfi = 0 plane, the resulting loading on the body and lifting surfaces are
also symmetric. Thus, the augmentation given by equation (28) must be
doubled.
Finally, the updated characteristics of the monoplane wing leading-
and side-edge vorticity also appear in the loading output under the head-
ing U/VINF TYPE LOADING PRESSURE. They are listed below and at this
stage (step 5) include effects of body nose vorticity. Comparison with
the results excluding body nose vorticity shown in the first table of
this section indicates an appreciable drop in strength and a slight out-






















iteration would be recommended for an actual calculation. Note that a
drop in edge vorticity strength would result in less influence in the
body nose vortex path calculation. This should speed up the convergence
mentioned earlier in this section.
6.2.4 Pressures and loads acting on the
interdigitated tail-body section
According to figure 23, the monoplane wing-body section actually
overlaps the interdigitated tail-body section. Thus, there is no after-
body separating the former from the latter. Consequently, steps 6 and 7
described in section 5.2.1 are omitted.
In dealing with the overlap situation, the following approximate
procedure is adopted. The strengths and positions of the body nose vor-
tices and the monoplane wing vortices are calculated by the preceding
steps 4 and 5. The axial locations at which these characteristics are
now known vary a little. The body nose vortices are known at XQ = 25.5.
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The monoplane wing vortices are calculated somewhat aft of this location
on or slightly above the trailing edge at different spanwise locations.
For the purpose of determining the effects on the interdigitated tails,
the vortices are assumed to pass through the tail section in a direction
parallel to the body centerline. Their lateral positions are taken from
the results obtained earlier. The following table contains the coordinates
in the crossflow plane and the strengths of the external vortices influ-
encing the pressures and,loads acting on the interdigitated tails and
" - » . " : ' " i
body section. They will be part of the input to program DEMON2 applied
. -
 VB ' ZB . ^ '" . ' " '•' '-
2.4609 1.8792 1.52 \ . , ,.. -
-2.4609 1.8792 -1.52 . j body nose vortices
4.41828 0.661 0.47179 "^ combined LE and SE vorticity
-4.41828 0.661 -0.47179 f at TE of monoplane wing
4.38465 0.0 0.59704 ^ TE vortices on TE of mono-
-4.38465 0.0 -0.59704 J plane wing
to the tail section. Note that the strengths and positions of the
symmetry vortices must also be specified. The body nose vortex charac-
teristics appear in the output of program VPATHL for the last axial
station at x_ = 25.5 as a result of step 4. The combined leading- and
O •' ' • • _ •
side-edge vorticity characteristics at the wing trailing edge are obtained
from.the output of program DEMON2 as a result of step 5. They are taken
from the distribution of vorticity along the side edge under the heading
U/VINF TYPE LOADING PRESSURE. The accumulated value of the side-edge
vorticity added to the leading-edge vorticity is taken at the wing trail-
ing edge. In other words, the last values in the columns headed YEAR and
GAMMA,SE/VINF are listed above. The vertical displacement is determined
on the basis of the leading- and side-edge vorticity leaving the monoplane
wing surface at an angle equal to half the angle of attack seen by the"
wing, with a rootchord equal to 7.55, refer to figure 23, the vertical
displacement at the trailing edge is given by
zn = (7.55)tan 5° = 0.661 (29)O . ' •
The trailing-edge vortex characteristics are taken from the loading
information output generated by program DEMON2 as a consequence of step 5
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described in section 5.2.1. Trailing-edge vortex strength(s) and
position(s) are taken from the results calculated on the basis of
Bernoulli type loading pressures. They appear under the heading T. E.
FIN VORTEX INFO.
Before the loads on the interdigitated tail section can be determined,
program DEMON2 must first be run in accordance with step 8 of section
5.2.1 for the purpose of generating the data set TCPTS containing the
coordinates of the control points distributed over the tail fins and the
interference shell. Index NCPOUT must be set equal to 2 for this fin.
The input is otherwise the same as the input to be discussed in connection
with step 10. Once data set TCPTS has been generated, step 9 involves
the application of program WDYBDY to the entire body length (i.e. up to
the base of the tail section). The primary function of this run is to
calculate the store in data set TVELS the velocity components induced by
the body source panels at the control points on the tail fins and body
interference shell. This last data set will be passed back to program
DEMON2 in accordance with step 10.
The loads acting on the interdigitated tail-body section are calcu-
lated by program DEMON2 as per step 10 of section 5.2.1. Effects of the
body nose and monoplane wing vortices will be included. The strengths
and positions in the crossflow plane of these external vortices are listed
in the discussion above. The input is shown in figure 33 and includes
the break in sweep of the tail fins as described in section 6.2.1. For
this run involving interdigitated tails, control index NDRAG must equal
its default value 0. With this control, the program will not compute in
plane forces used in the determination of edge suction. Note that with
the Mach number at hand (1.7), the leading edge of the tail fin is super-
sonic for both sweep angles. Thus, the leading edge would have zero
suction in this case. At the present time, program DEMON2 cannot compute
in plane forces nor span loadings if the lifting surfaces under considera-
tion 'involve interdigitated fins.
The input in figure 33 also includes the 6 external vortices listed
in the table above. Index NVRTX=6 in namelist $INPUT causes the program
to read in the strengths and lateral coordinates of the 6 body nose and
monoplane wing vortices. In figure 33, the vortex specifications start
on the 9th line from the end of the input. The listed ZB (or ZM) coor-
dinates of the two body nose vortices are slightly in error. The number
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1.8809 should have been 1.8792. The output generated by program DEMON2
using the latter value appears in figure 34. As mentioned earlier, the
influences of the external vortices are accounted for in the loading cal-
culations on the basis' of their paths being aligned with the body center-
line.
Pressure distributions along the meridians of the interference shell
indicated in figure 23 appear under the heading AFT OF LEADING EDGE OF
FIN ROOTCHORDS. The outline of the interference shell is the idealization
of the actual body contour. Figure 27(a) contains calculated pressure
coefficients for two meridians, at 6 = 5.64° and 9 = 16.91°, respectively,
on the upper half of the body. Both correspond to locations on the body
contour below the right upper tail fin; in fact they lie on the impact
side of that fin at axial stations x = 26.11 and 27.91. The pressures in
this region rise rapidly from the leading edge of the tail section to the
trailing edge. On the lower half of the body, figure 27(b), pressure
coefficients are shown for the 6 = 298.09° and 6 = 354.36° meridians
P P
through the tail section. These two meridians lie on opposite sides of
the right lower fin. Consequently, the pressure on the body below the
fin (6 = 298.09°) is higher than the pressure above the fin
(6 = 354.36°).
The pressure loading distributions for the upper and lower right fins
appear under the heading PRESSURE LOADING AT CONTROL POINTS. Results are
available on the basis of linear pressures under the heading DELTP,LIN.,
and on the basis of Bernoulli pressures under the heading DELTP,BERN.
Forces acting on the fins in coefficient form are shown in the loading
information output also for both types of loading pressures. If the
effects of the body nose vortices are omitted, the loadings on the upper
fins of the interdigitated tail section would be increased.
7. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
During the development of the axisymmetric body modeling and pressure
calculation methods described in section 3, some comparisons were made
with experimental data. The ogive cylinder model shown at the top of
figures 35, 36 and 37 is in fact the pressure distribution model used in
connection with the store separation work associated with references 12,
13, and 14. This model is equipped with 19 pressure taps and the dimen-
sions in inches are shown below. At the angle of attack under consideration
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(5°), very little if any body vprticity will be generated. Thus, calcu-
lations were performed using program DEMON2.
The ogive cylindrical body is modeled with 30 line sources/sinks to
account for volume effects and 30 line doublets to account for angle of
attack. The calculated results are computed by subroutine BDYPR in con-
junction with subroutine BDYGEN of program DEMON2. They are represented
by a solid line in figure 35 for M^ = 1.5, in figure 36 for M^ = 2.0 and
in figure 37 for M^ = 2.5. Program DEMON2 is not capable of modeling a
body alone in its present state. Thus, near the body base a set of fins
are attached as far as that program is concerned. The solid line is









All dimensions in cm.
In general, the calculated results match the data well for all three
Mach numbers. Near the body nose, some differences are evident for the
two lower Mach numbers, figures 35 and 36. It is interesting to note
that if the linear pressure relationship is used instead of the Bernoulli
expression, the results near the nose tip are improved. However, at other
locations, the agreement is then diminished. At the highest Mach number,
M =2.5, the Mach cone at the nose tip intersects the body. The part
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of the body nose outside of the Mach cone is then idealized by a conical'
surface, in fact by the Mach cone itself. In addition, as described in
section 3, subroutine BDYGEN moves the line singularities up towards the
nose in an effort to minimize the errors attendant to this approximation
and.the method of body modeling employed. Even so, if the pressure were
\
calculated on the body between the nose tip and the location where the
1 s • • , *
Mach cone emerges, the body singularities would have no effects. Thus,
this constitutes a limit to the applicability of the body modeling method.
Note that in figure 37 the most forward static pressure tap, lies behind
the intersection of the Mach cone and the body so that this location is
affected by the forward line singularities.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Existing cruciform wing-body computer programs have been extended
and additional programs developed to compute, in a stepwise manner, pres-
sure distributions acting on complete missile configurations. The appli-
cable flow regime is supersonic and the configuration can be at combined
angle of pitch and sideslip. The body can be circular or elliptic in
cross section. The lifting surfaces can be a cruciform canard and/or
curciform tail or a monoplane wing and interdigitated tail fins. Effects
of body nose- and canard- or monoplane wing-vortices, tracked along the
configuration, can be accounted for in the body pressures and tail fin
loadings. For cases involving axisyinmetric bodies, the body nose shed
vortex characteristics are built into the program. Two calculative
examples are given: the first concerns a cruciform canard-axisymmetric
body-cruciform tail configuration and the second involves a monoplane
wing-elliptic cross section body-interdigitated tail configuration.
Limited comparisons between calculated and measured pressures are shown
for an ogive cylinder at 5° angle of attack. Fin loads comparisons are
described in earlier work. Fin edge vorticity characteristics are calcu-
lated by the program from the suction distributions using Polhamus1 vortex
lift 'analogy. Some comparisons with other theories are shown for leading-
and side-edge suction forces in an appendix. .
Some of the limitations of the program in their range of applica-
bility are pointed out in this report. The limitations discussed herein
are consequences of the basic linear methods used to model the components
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or to account for effects of vortices on the components. The limitation
in applicability with regard to flow conditions is estimated to be about
20° in included angle of attack and supersonic velocities up to Mach
number 3. A better estimate of the limitations of the program must await
detailed pressure distribution data not now available.
The-precision of the calculative method is associated with the num-
ber of body source panels used to model bodies with elliptical cross
section, the number of discrete vortices used to represent body nose vor-
tex shedding, and the number of constant u-velocity panels used to model
;
t h e lifting surfaces. , • . . - . . -
The behavior of a vortex in the close proximity of a lifting surface
can be a limiting factor in accuracy of prediction. It is possible to
include a core in the model for the purpose of reducing the effect of the
singularity in tangential velocity associated with the potential vortex
model. To the best of our knowledge, there are no data available as yet
for the vortex-shedding characteristics associated with bodies with
elliptical cross section. A predictive program is available, as discussed
herein, but must be thoroughly tested against experimental data not yet
available.
At the present time, the programs are used in a sequential manner
without the benefit of an executive program. Running time is a function
of the number of panels used. Some decrease in running time is possible
by further refining the program. ...
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APPENDIX A
SUPERPOSITION OF. CORNER SOLUTIONS FOR A CONSTANT u-VELOCITY PANEL
AT ARBITRARY DIHEDRAL ANGLE
In representing fin configurations by a distribution of constant
u-velocity panels, questions arise concerning the coordinate system used
in the panel corner superposition scheme. The superposition scheme is
described in references 1 and 7. Furthermore, if the configuration
geometry and flow conditions dictate symmetry in the flow field around-
the configuration, the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix must
reflect that condition. This appendix addresses these two topics in
relation to the wing-body program DEMON2 only.
For simplicity consider only the corners on the leading edge of a
constant u-velocity panel. Corners on the trailing :edge are treated in
the same manner. The following sketch shows the plan view and end view
of the leading- and side-edges. Also indicated are the local panel
coordinate systems with origins at panel corners 1 and 2. Axes XT











The end view shows the local lateral coordinates (yM ,z- ) and (yM ,zr. ).•-.
W "I W"i "2 W O ' "
with origins at corners 1 and 2, respectively. They are parallel to the
reference wing coordinate system (xw, yWfZw) , and we will need velocity
components in this system. Coordinate systems (xF,,yF ,ZF ) and
(KW, ,yw /ZH ) are different by a rotation about the XF or xw axis
through fin dihedral angle 4>p. The same is true for the two systems at
corner 2. The leading edge shown above has positive sweep. The super-
position principle states that the solution for this infinitely long
panel is given by the solution associated with the semi-infinite triangle
with its apex at corner 1 minus the solution associated with the semi-
infinite triangle with its apex at corner 2. Thus, in terms of flow
velocity components, the superposition scheme specifies the velocity
components in the x-./y-jZ., directions as follows for the semi -infinite
r r r
panel .
UF,TOT = UF1 ~ U
VF,TOT
T*7 — WWF,TOT
The corresponding velocities in the wing coordinate system are obtained
from those given by equation (Al) by means of a rotational coordinate
trans formation.
VW,TOT = VF,TOT COS * + WF,TOT
WW,TOT = WF,TOT COS * - VF,TOT Sin
(A2)
In equation (Al) , the superposition principle is applied to the veloci-
ties expressed in the panel coordinate system (xF,yF,zF) . These
velocities are then transformed to the wing coordinate system (xw,yw,zw)
as indicated in equation (A2) .
Alternately, velocities VF ,WF , and VF ,WF can first be trans-
formed into the wing coordinate system and the superposition applied to
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the result. The lateral velocity components in the wing coordinate
system are obtained from the ones in the panel coordinate system as
follows.
v = v cos <{> + w sin
Wl Fl , . Fl
w = w cos <|> • - v sin
Wl F2 Fl
vw = vp cos <J> + w sinW2 *2 2
. = w cos <fr - v sin
2 F2 F2
(A3)
'Applying the superposition scheme to the velocities in the wing system





Or rewriting in terms of the quantities shown in equation (Al) then
gives
VW,TOT = VF,TOT COS WF,TOT
WW,TOT = WF,TOT COS * ' VF,TOT
(A4)
This result is the same as the expressions shown in equation (A2). The
conclusion is that the superposition scheme and the coordinate rotation
can be interchanged. However, in program DEMON2, the actual procedure
employed is as follows: In subroutine VELNOR, the coordinates of a given
field point are first calculated relative to corner 1 in the wing
reference coordinate system (xw,yw/zw). These relative coordinates are
then transformed to the local panel, coordinate system (Xp,yF,Zp) and the
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influence of the semi-infinite triangle with apex at corner 1 is calcu-
lated at the field point by a call to subroutine VELO. The induced
velocities are returned in the local coordinate system and transformed
back to the wing reference system. Before proceeding to corner 2,
however, subroutine VELNOR checks on the possibility of symmetry, that
is, for the case of zero sideslip or symmetry in the external vortices
if present. If affirmative, the effect of the image corner on the
opposite side of the body must be taken into account. To accomplish
this, the field point instead is moved to its image point on the other
side of the fuselage. The effect of the actual corner 1 is computed
there in the wing coordinate system. The velocity components calculated
in this way are then transferred to the actual field point with a change
in sign on the side wash, v, aligned with the y -axis, if corner 1
belongs to a panel on the right horizontal fin. Thus, the procedure used
to account for flow symmetry depends, on expressing the velocity componr
ents in the wing reference coordinate system. The same procedure applies
to all corners of panels at any dihedral angle. Thus, these panels
include the constant u-velocity panels on cruciform fins, interdigitated
fins, monoplane wings and the interference shell.
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DETERMINATION OF STRENGTHS AND POSITIONS OF CONCENTRATED
VORTICES AT THE FIN TRAILING EDGE
Consider a fin or a wing attached to a body as shown in the follow-
ing sketch. An external vortex passes over the fin. The resulting span
load distribution is indicated. The distribution at the trailing edge of
the trailing-edge vorticity is also shown. It is desired'to determine
the strength(s) and location(s) of the concentrated vortex (vortices)
representing the wake.
Case associated with















In order to represent the distributed trailing-edge vorticity by
concentrated vortices, the spanwise load distribution based on the
Bernoulli pressure expressions must be calculated first. For the case
when this distribution exhibits extrema in between the end points, the
number of concentrated vortices is given by the number of extrema plus 1.
The trailing-edge vortex strength and position for the inboard portion of
the normal-force distribution are then given by
max 'max
TE,1 1 8 , . , 1










The basic relationship between the trailing-edge vorticity and the span-
loading used here is described in detail in section 9.1 of reference .15.
Fundamentally, it is shown that the rate of change.in trailing-edge
vorticity with spanwise distance equals the negative of the rate of
change of the difference in potential between the upper and lower
surfaces of the wing or fin. This is obtained by performing a contour
integration parallel to the fin plane just behind the trailing edge.
With simplifying assumptions, the potential difference (jump) at the
trailing edge can be related to the span load distribution. The combi-










and integration of equation (B2) by parts results in
yl=
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fhe strength and position of the outboard vortex is obtained in the same











Since the spanwise loading is zero at the side edge, equation (B6) sim-
plifies to
**^= I ccV_ 2 CCn (B7)
The spanwise location at the trailing edge is given by equation (B2) with
the proper limits of integration
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If the span-load distribution exhibits additional extrema, equations (B3)
and (B5) must be applied again with the appropriate limits of integration
Ymax,l to Ymax,2' For the °utboa..rd vortex, equations (B7) and (B9) hold.
For the sake of completeness, expressions for the strength and span-
wise location of the trailing-edge vbrticity will be given for the case
of spanwise load distributions such as the one shown below. Only one







Equations (Bl) and (B2) are applied again with the upper limit of inte-
gration changed to r_ + =-. The results are
o z. ;
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Integrating equation (.BIO) gives
TE 1
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After integration by parts, equation (Bll) becomes
y =
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Making use again of the fact that the wing load is zero'on the side edge
















Subroutine SPNLD in program DEMON2 generates discrete values for the
spanwise loading c c/2b at specific y locations. The extrema are
searched for. The integrals appearing in equations (B5) and (B9) can
then be represented by finite summations. For example, if for a fin the
number of y stations up to y is MSW and the total number of y sta-
max max
tions is MSWR then the integrals are rewritten as follows.
Wmax MSWmax













Subroutine SPNLD then proceeds to compute r /V^ designated as GAMMA and
y as YCG in accordance with equations (B5) and (B9). Note again that in




CALCULATION OF LEADING- AND SIDE-EDGE VORTICITY DISTRIBUTIONS
This appendix contains a description of the improved method used to
calculate leading- and side-edge vorticity characteristics associated
with cruciform fins on bodies in supersonic flow. First the distribu-
tions of suction force acting on these edges must be determined. Then
Polhamus' leading-edge suction analogy, reference 3, is used and applied
also to the side edges. As a consequence of this analogy, the normal
force acting on a lifting surface in supersonic flow is augmented by an
amount proportional to the suction force acting on the leading- and side-
edges for sharp edges. Consider the following sketch. It shows a
general planform of a fin attached to a body. A schematic distribution
of the suction force along the leading- and side-edge is also indicated.
The objective is to determine the position and strength of the shed
vortex from knowledge of the suction distribution. Note that if the
leading edge is supersonic (this occurs when the Mach cone lies between
the leading edge and the fin root chord), the suction force acting on







The method used to calculate the suction forces is described below
in some detail. The subroutines in program DEMON2 concerned with the
\ suction calculations are identified. The new procedure used for the
side-edge suction calculation is pointed out. Calculated leading-edge
thrust and suction-force distributions are compared with conical theory
>for the case of a slender delta wing. The predicted variation of side
force along the side edge of a cropped delta wing is compared with two
other theories. The side-edge suction factor, obtained using results
computed by program DEMON2, is compared with conical theory for a case
involving a rectangular wing.
After the suction distribution along the leading- and side-edges is
described, the method used to convert the suction to edge vorticity is
indicated.
Calculation of Suction Distribution
The present method used to calculate forces acting in the plane of a
fin or wing in supersonic flow was first described in reference 1. For
the sake of completeness, the important features and improvements to the
method will be described here in the application to the determination of
the suction forces acting on the leading edge and side edge of a fin.
First, the constant u-velocity panel strengths are recast in vor-
ticity strengths. In fact, an equivalent vortex lattice is constructed
using the same geometric paneling layout. The bound portion of each
horseshoe vortex passes through the centroid of each constant u-velocity
panel while the trailing legs extend in the streamwise direction as shown









A vertical fin attached to a body is treated in a similar manner. The
above sketch also shows the in-plane force AF (acting in the negative
x -direction) and side forces AFV and AFV . The quantity AF is the
w •* 1 •* 2 . j 2
side force acting on the side edge for a distance c2/2 forward of point 2
and a distance c2/2 downstream of the point. It should be noted that the
resultant in-plane forces must appear at the edges of the fin. The
trailing edge has no such forces by virtue of the Kutta condition if
subsonic, and in no event if supersonic. Thus, the elemental forces
AF , AFV , and AFV summed over all the panels and vectorially added onx
 •*! *2
a given fin appear either as leading- or side-edge suction forces.
The strength of the constant u-velocity panel is taken as the u-
velocity in and immediately above its plane and is denoted u . The
perturbation velocity immediately below, u , equals -u . The equivalent
circulation can then be determined from the closed path (clockwise) inte-
gral of the product of the total velocity tangential to the path and the
path length shown in the following sketch. Neglecting terms of higher
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V cos a + u
Fin surface
w - V sin a
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In subroutine LOADS of program DEMON2, the linear loading pressure acting
on a panel is used instead of the panel strength u in the determination
of the equivalent circulation strengths. The linear loading pressure is




The circulation strengths are calculated using equations (Cl) and (C2).
The velocity normal tp the panels induced by the constant u-velocity
panels distributed on all fins and the body interference shell are then
calculated and added to the contribution to the velocity normal to the
fin induced by the singularities modeling the body. The in-plane forces
can be calculated using the Kutta-Joukowski law for lift acting on a
vortex filament. The forces acting on the bound vortex with sweep angle
A and the side force acting on the outboard trailing leg of one panel are
given by the following expressions. Angle a is the sum of the angle of
pitch added to the fin deflection angle if applicable.
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sin a + ^ - (C5)
\ OO'
In equation (C5) AT is the sum of all the trailing vorticity along the
panel side edge for all panels in the chordwise: row ahead of the outboard
aft corner. For the last panel c_ is replaced by c-/2. The above panel
forces apply to panels on a horizontal fin. For panels oh the vertical
fin, y^ and y2 are replaced by z, and z2, w, and w- are replaced by v,
and v^t sin a is replaced by sin B and the sign inside the brackets is
changed to negative. Perturbation upwash velocity w, :is computed at the
centroid of the panel and w- is computed at the aft outboard corner. The
forces at the centroid, F and Fv divided by the dynamic pressure arex JTI
computed in subroutine LOADS. The side force on the outboard leg is cal-
culated in subroutine SPNLD of program DEMON2.
The forces calculated for every panel in accordance with equations
(C3) through (C5) can be summed to obtain the net in-plane forces acting
on a column (strip in chordwise direction) of panels and on the entire
fin. If the number of panels in a given column is large, the vector sum
of forces AF and (AFV + AFV ) equals the suction force for that columnX jf j_ Jr 2
acting in the direction normal to the leading edge. In order to obtain
good results for the leading edge without having to resort to a large
number of panels it was found advantageous to calculate the suction force
from the sum of the F forces and the leading-edge sweep of the fin
X
under consideration. The section coefficient for suction, c , is the
O
suction force per unit span divided by qc, where c is the local chord.






~2b" ~ s <2b) cos-A... (C6)
by subroutine SPNLD of program DEMON2. The index NCW is the number of
panels in the chordwise direction. Panel width s is constant for a
column of panels but can vary from one column to the next. By adding
the contributions from all constant u-velocity panels distributed on a
fin, excluding the outboard leg side forces of the panels at the tipchord,
the summed in-plane forces F , Fv and F for the leading edge arex i]_ y 2
computed in subroutine SPNLD. When divided by q^, they are designated
SUMFX, SUMFY1 and SUMFY2, respectively, for horizontal fins (a horizontal
fin lies in the z_ = 0 plane; see figure 1). Total forces F , Fz and
Fz are designated SUMFX, SUMFZ1 and SUMFZ2, respectively, for the
vertical fins (a vertical fin lies in the y_ = 0 plane). The forces
D
acting on the outboard legs of panels at the fin tipchords are added
separately and designated SUMFT2 in subroutine SPNLD. The sum represents
the suction force on the side edge of the fin. Velocity components
v^ /V,,,, (for horizontal fins) and v2/Voo (for vertical fins) calculated
at points on the side edge of fins with subsonic leading edges are
calculated in accordance with the special procedure described next.
Consider a basic semi-infinite triangle with its apex at one of the
corners of a constant u-velocity panel. The sketch below shows one semi-
infinite triangle-with two Mach lines corresponding to two free-stream
Mach numbers. When the leading edge of the triangle lies inside the Mach
cone, it is a subsonic leading edge. If it lies outside the Mach cone,
the edge is supersonic. The outboard aft corner points of panels at the
side edge, marked 2 on the second sketch of this appendix, lie on the
extended leading and extended trailing edges of many panels inboard of
the side edge panels. In particular, the point lies on the trailing







contributions to the upwash from the semi-infinite triangles on whose
leading edge the point lies are in fact singular as shown in figure
II-l(a) in reference 7. TO avoid numerical difficulties, subroutine VELO
in program DEMON2 sets the downwash equal to zero. As a consequence, the
points on the side edge of a fin with subsonic leading and trailing edges
only receive upwash contributions from those basic semi-infinite triangles
whose leading edges do not pass through the points. It was found that the
side force calculated on the side edge of a cropped delta wing using the
upwash, w2, calculated this way was underestimated. By moving the points
on the side edge off the fin a distance equal to'the width of the nearest
panel width, the values of the upwash are increased and more reasonable
values for the side edge forces are obtained. For a cropped delta wing
with supersonic leading and trailing edges the above problem does not
exist. The upwash at the leading edge is discontinuous in this case;
refer to figure II-l(c) in reference 7. The mean value is used.
A few examples will now be discussed. Consider figure C-l first.
It shows the distribution of thrust and suction along the leading edge of
a delta wing with aspect ratio equal to 1. The Mach number is /2. The
conical theory results for the linear thrust distribution shown by the
lower dashed line, is based on the thrust coefficient calculated from the






r TCL q Cr (b/2)
For a delta wing, page 292 in reference 8 contairis expressions for lift
and drag. The slope of the spanwise thrust distribution cc./2b for the
half wing is then related to the thrust coefficient by
r
(C8)
where c is the rootchord. The suction coefficient of one wing half is





cos A = cr (b/2) q , (C9
therefore, the linear slope of. the spanwise suction distribution is given
by
-
 CS°r _ kT
kS 2b~ ~ cos A ' (C10)
The results calculated by subroutine SPNLD in program DEMON2 with a lay-
out of five chordwise and 20 spanwise panels agree well with the linear
thrust distribution from conical theory. The suction coefficient is
actually calculated on the basis of vectorially adding the forward and
side forces acting on all the constant u-velocity panels. The results
calculated from the program are higher than the conical result from the
70 percent spanwise station on although the curve tends to return to the
conical value near the tip. Nevertheless, the resultant suction force
calculated this way was almost exactly normal to the leading edge. If
the values of (c.c)/2b are simply divided by cos A, the resulting
(c c)/2b values, as indicated by the crosses, are very close to the
S • •
conical results. However, the suction as calculated in the program is
away from the normal to the leading edge by a few degrees.
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The distribution of the suction force along the side edge of a
cropped delta wing is shown in figure C-2 . Results calculated by sub-
routine SPNLD of program DEMON2 are indicated by the solid circles. The
solid line is a distribution calculated on the basis of conical theory
and given by an adapted version of equation 10 on page 8 of reference 16.
Certain restrictions are imposed on the application of the expression
shown in figure C-2. For example, the Mach lines from the leading edges
of the tip chords must not intersect the opposite wing tip. The dashed
line represents an exact linear theory result obtained by J. N. Nielsen
using some of the results derived in reference 17 and the lift-cancella-
tion method. Other than close to the leading and trailing edges of the
tip chord, the program results match the exact theory well. Overall
suction force along the side edge calculated by the program is slightly
below that calculated by the linear theory. For this case, the leading
edges and trailing edges of the panels along the side edge are subsonic
near the leading edge of. the side edge and supersonic near the trailing
edge. This is a mixed case and the offset scheme described above may not
apply to all of the points on the side edge.
The last example of suction force calculation is shown in figure C-3
for the case of a rectangular wing. The result shown by the dashed line
is based on conical theory and can be obtained by the methods employed by
Lamar in reference 18 for rectangular wings. The solid line is the
result calculated by the program using the following definition of K ,
V
 f Ou
the side-edge suction coefficient.
2(Fy2 + VK = - ^ - ?_
Quantity Fy /q (SUMFY2 in subroutine SPNLD) is the sum of the in-plane
forces, divided by the dynamic pressure, in the y -direction acting at
the outboard aft corner of all the panels except those next to the side
edge. Quantity FT /q (SUMFT2 in subroutine SPNLD) is the sum of the
forces, divided by the dynamic pressure, in the y -direction acting on
the outboard aft corners of the panels at the side edge. Results were
calculated for five panels in the chordwise direction as a function of
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the number of panels in the spanwise direction. The solid line
approaches the conical theory result as the number of spanwise panels is
increased. Increasing the number of chordwise panels also improves the
agreement. With 10 along the chord and 15 along the span, the point
marked by the cross corresponds to K
 c_, = 1.099.
V / OlJ
Conversion of Suction to Edge Vorticity
With the distribution of suction along the leading and side edges
of a given lifting surface calculated by the methods described above,
the Polhamus analogy is used to convert the suction to additional normal
force and accompanying edge vorticity. The analogy is described in
reference 3 and states that at high angles of attack the normal force
acting on a delta type wing is augmented by an amount proportional to
the suction force acting ..on the leading edge. The additional lift is
associated with flow separation along swept leading edges. This analogy
is extended to the side edges of a wing or fin of general planform.
Section 6.2.3 contains a description of the procedure used to com-
pute the increment in normal force due to edge vorticity from the suction
force coefficients calculatable from quantities in the output of program
DEMON2. In the following, the method for relating the distribution
along the leading and side edges of suction force to the distribution of
augmented normal force is indicated. Then, a discussion follows con-
cerning the analysis required to relate the distribution of edge vor-
ticity to the distribution of augmented normal force.
For the leading edge, the spanwise distribution of suction is given
uation (C6) . Define K
 TT?, assu
V f ±JJ?j
the suction converted to normal force
by eq med constant, as the proportion of
Ac c
n
Kv,LE " I (C12)
This factor is called the vortex lift vector for the leading edge. It
is a function of leading edge sweep, Mach number and leading-edge geome-
try. For sharp edges, figure 9 (a) in reference 4 contains graphs from
which estimates can be obtained for K




ratio and Mach number. In accordance with equation (30), the vortex lift
factor K is also applicable to the suction coefficient associated with
viLE ' • •
the entire leading edge to give the increment in normal force due to lead-







Refer now to the sketch below. Schematic distributions of suction
VISE
are shown for the leading and side edge of the wing or fin attached to
a body. Up to given spanwise position yw T subroutine SPNLD of program
DEMON2 integrates the spanwise suction distribution. The integrated quan-
tity is named CSINT. It is equal to the suction force divided by 2b






The moment of the suction force divided by factor 2b is formed as follows.
I.
Ayw . (CIS)CSMOM = .^ yw/i -21
The spanwise location of thei.-1 center of gravity" of the suction distribu-
tion along the leading edge up to yIT T is given by the ratio of the momentw, i
over the force.
'• • ' " • " • CSMOM
YW CSINT
(C16)
A horseshoe vortex is laid-out on the wing or fin attached to the
body. The outboard trailing filament is at spanwise position yw. The
lift acting on the bound or spanwise leg is made equal to the increment in
normal force due to leading-edge vorticity. Up to spanwise location y..
 T,
" > J-
the increment in normal force in coefficient form is given by equation
(CIS) in conjunction with equation (C14) .
CN L.E. vorticity V'LE
= K __ (CSINT)2b (C17)
Taking the component in the direction of the lift force results in
CL L.E. vorticity V'LE
= K __ (CSINT)2b cos a (C18)
where a is the angle of attack seen by the lifting surface in question.
Then, with the. Kutta-Joukowski law for lift on a vortex filament, the
vortex strength rT,, associated with the added lift can be obtained fromLir.
the following approximate relation.




This relation is correct for a wing alone (r^ = 0) for which the span of
the horseshoe vortex would be equal to 2 y~w or 2 YEXp. However, for a
wing or fin attached to a body as shown-in the sketch above, the span or
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width of the horseshoe vortex is the difference between yw and the distance
from the body centerline to the image (shown dashed) of the outboard
2 _ '
trailing filament, r^ /y^ . At the present time, equation (C19) is pro-
grammed in subroutine SPNLD of program DEMON2. In any event, equation
(C19) provides the spanwise distribution of r_._ and its location yri is
.. J_iCj W
given by equation (C16). ,
A similar procedure is followed for determining the strength and
spanwise location of vorticity along the side edge. The summing process
indicated in equation (C14) to calculate quantity CSINT is continued along
the side edge using the side force designated FTo^TIP^ an<* computed in
accordance with equation (C5). The vorticity associated with the added
normal force is also determined by expressions (CIS) and (C19) replacing
K
 Tt, with K „„. The same remarks made above in connection with theV, IxCi V , O£i
 (
spanwise width apply. In addition, it is recommended to set K __ = K
 T_V , o£i V , lj£*
for use in the program as written at the present time. Note that these
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Figure C-l.- Spanload distribution of suction and
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Figure C-3.- Side-edge suction factor 1^
 SE for a
rectangular wing. . '
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TRANSFORMATION FROM FIN COORDINATES TO WING OR BODY
REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM AND VICE VERSA
In the calculation of the influence of one constant u-velocity panel
at the control point of another or at a given field point, the following
procedure is used. The coordinates of the four corners of all the
constant u-velocity panels are calculated by subroutine LAYOUT, in program
DEMON2 in the wing coordinate system (x.,, yw, ZM) . The coordinates of
the control points (or field points) are also determined by subroutine
LAYOUT (or specified) in the wing coordinate system. The first step is
to calculate the coordinates of the point relative to the corners of the
influencing panel under consideration. Then these local coordinates
(xw £, Yw £» zw g) f which are parallel to the.wing coordinate system, are
transformed to a panel coordinate system with the y and xp axes in the
plane of the fin. In this process the origin at one corner of the
constant u-velocity panel remains fixed. Thus, the transformation is a
simple rotation through the applicable fin dihedral angle. Only one




fin 3 or U
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For the right upper and left lower fins, fin 1 or fin R and fin 2 or
fin L, the local wing to local fin coordinate transformation is stated
as follows.
yF,l or 2 = yW,£ cos *i or 2 + ZW,£ sin *1 or 2 ^
/ (Dl)
ZF,1 or 2 = ZW,£ COS *1 or 2 " yW,Ji sin *1 or 2 J
Fin dihedral angles <(>.. and <j>2 are taken equal to the specified fin
dihedral angle, +4>v, also shown in figure 3. The coordinate system
rotation for the left upper and right lower fins, fin 4 or fin D and
fin 3 or fin U is given by
yF,3 or 4 = yW,Jl COS *3 or 4 - ZW,£ sin *3 or 4 *l
> (D2)
ZF,3 or 4 = ZW,£ COS *3 or 4 + yW,Jl sin ^3 or 4 J
Fin dihedral angles <f>, and 4>. are taken equal to negative specified fin
dihedral angle, -<J>F« Thus, the transformation given by equations (Dl)
and (D2) are in fact the same provided the negative dihedral angle, -4>F,
associated with fins 3 and 4 is substituted in equation (Dl). The local
fin to local wing coordinate transformation is given by the following
expression. For the right upper and left lower fins, fin 1 or fin R and
fin 2 or fin L, the transformation is
yW,£ = yF,l or 2 cos *l or 2 ~ ZF,1 or 2 sin *l or 2
F,1 or 2 cos *1 or 2 + yF,l or 2 1 or 2
Fin dihedral angles <t>, and <j>_ are equal to positive fin dihedral angle,
+4>p. The local fin to local wing coordinate transformation for the left
upper and right lower fins, fin 4 or fin D and fin 3 or U can be
expressed as
yW,£ " yF,3 or 4 cos *3 or 4 + ZF,3 or 4 sin *3 or 4 *) ', „ %
V (D4)
ZW,£ = ZF,3 or 4 cos ^3 or 4 - yF,3 or 4 sin *3 or 4 J
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Fin dihedral angles <Ju and <f>. are equal to negative specified fin dihedral
angle, -$&• Again, equation (D4) can be obtained from equation (D3) by
accounting for the negative dihedral angle, ~<J>p/ associated with fins 3
and 4.
The transformations indicated by equations (Dl) and (D3) are pro-
grammed in subroutine ROTATE of program DEMON2. The former is accom-
plished through entry point ROTWF and the latter through entry point
ROTFW in subroutine ROTATE.
The transformation given by equation (Dl) also applies to the flow
velocity components in the wing coordinate system v , w aligned with the
y and z axes. After calculating the components v and w , the velocity
w w w . vv .
components vp and w in the local panel or fin coordinate system can be
determined. Conversely, equation (D3) is used to transform velocities in
the local panel or fin coordinate system to the local wing coordinate
system which is aligned with the reference wing coordinate system (x ,
yTT, z ). The following appendix concerned with the flow boundary condi-w w
tion makes use of the above equations.
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INTERDIGITATED FINS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The flow tangency condition states that the net flow velocity normal
to the fin must equal zero. Besides the free-stream component, there are
external contributions from the body source panels calculated by program
WDYBDY and effects induced by vortices associated with the body nose and
the monoplane wing calculated by subroutine WELS in program DEMON2.
For all of these external contributions, the coordinate system in which
they are expressed is the body or wing reference coordinate system. Body
and wing coordinate systems are parallel to one another; see figure 1.
The former has its origin at the body nose while the latter has its
origin on the body centerline at the axial location of the wing or fin
rootchord leading edge. Thus, in order to determine the external
contribution to the flow velocity normal to the fin, the components must
be resolved .and added as follows.
Referring to figure 1, the sidewash, v or vfi is aligned with the
yr7 or yD axis. Upwash WIT or wn is in the zT1. or z -direction. The
W D W D W o
component of the flow normal to the fin surface at the j'th control
point (*.-,__ ^ / VCPT i' ZCPT ' ^  can ke ^eterm;i-ned from the transformations
discussed in Appendix D. For example, the normal velocity components on
the right upper fin, fin 1 or fin R are obtained from
v.T . = wrT . cos d), - vr, . sin d>, (El)N,D W,3 Yl W,D rl
In this instance the fin dihedral angle 4>, equals the specified fin
dihedral angle 4>p listed as PHIDIH in namelist $INPUT of routine CRFWBD
in program DEMON 2. Angle ((>„ is also indicated in figure 3. The velocity
normal to the left lower fin, fin 2 or fin L is also given by equation
(El) with fin dihedral angle <j>» taken equal to dihedral angle <(>„. For the
right lower fin, fin 3 or fin U, the velocity normal to the fin surface
at the j'th control point is obtained from the velocity components
expressed in the wing coordinate system as follows.
v . = wrT . cos <j>_ + v.T . sin <}>- (E2)W T W ~ l X W " I XIN / J VV,J J VV,J O
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In this equation, angle <|>3 is taken equal to. negative specified fin
dihedral angle, -<(>„. The velocity normal to the left upper fin is also
given by equation (E2) substituting angle <J>. for angle $,. Angle <J>4
equals negative fin dihedral angle, -<f>F-
Expressions (El) and (E2) cause the normal velocity component to be
aligned with the direction of the normal load CN shown in figure 3. for
each fin. The contribution from the free stream can be expressed in
components directed along the wing or body coordinate system.
WTT = V sin a 1
" " :<E3>
VW = -Va, Sln B .7"
where a is angle of pitch and B is angle of sideslip. These angles are
calculated from the combined angle of attack, a , and the angle of roll,
4>, in accordance with the pitch-roll sequence described in the section
entitled GENERAL APPROACH, equation (12).
All external contributions to the normal velocity component are
added and substituted directly into equations (El) and (E2). The sum of
all the external contributions to the normal velocity at a control point
on a fin must be offset by the sum of the normal velocity components ,,
-induced by all constant u-velocity panels on the fins and the body
interference shell. In computer program DEMON2, the contributions from
the constant u-velocity panels on the fins or interference shell are
determined in a coordinate system associated with the plane of the panel
in question and then transformed to the wing or body coordinate system.
Equations (El) and (E2) together with the transformations discussed in
Appendix D are subsequently employed to determine the normal component
induced by one panel at the control point of another. The result is a
set of simultaneous equations from which the unknown panel strengths can
be calculated. Thickness effects from the interdigitated tail fin are
not accounted for. For the case of cruciform fins, thickness effects
can be accounted for and detailed expressions for the boundary condition
are given in section 2 entitled GENERAL APPROACH.
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INTERDIGITATED FINS, FORCE AND MOMENT CALCULATIONS
The following force-and moment-coefficient calculations are pro-,
grammed in subroutine LOADS of program DEMON2. Each fin of an inter-
digitated fin configuration is dealt with separately.
Right upper fin;
Let CXT . be equal to the normal-force coefficient for one constantN, 3
u-velocity panel with control point coordinates XCPT ., yCpT . and ZCPT .
specified in the wing coordinate system (KW, yw, z^ ). The positive sense
of the normal force is shown in figure 3. Then the components j.n the
positive zT7 and yT, or z_ and y_ directions are given by
W W O a
i
c_ . = c.. . cos <!>..,
Z,3 N,D
C . = -C • sin *y/j • • w-/ j
in accordance with the rotational coordinate transformation discussed in
Appendix D. The pitching moment in the body coordinate system about a
specified moment center (XM, 0, ZM) is defined as a moment with its axis
normal to the yB = 0 or yw = 0 plane. Clockwise rotation about the yR or
yw axis when viewing along its positive direction corresponds to positive
pitching moment (positive pitching moment causes nose up). For one




m/j z/j Aref , .
The yawing moment in the body coordinate system about a specified moment
center (XM, 0, ZM) is defined as a moment with its axis normal to the
ZB = • 0 or zw = 0 plane. Clockwise rotation about the z or z axis when
viewing along its negative direction corresponds to positive yawing










Rolling moment measured about the body centerline is positive if the
right fin(s) move in the clockwise direction viewing upstream. Both
components C . and C . contribute to the rolling-moment coefficient.z
 / j y i j , . -.
Thus, the contribution from one panel is
"
Cz,j YCPT,j + Cy,j ZCPT,-j
£ref
(F4)
By adding all contributions from the constant u-velocity panels on the
right upper fin, the total force and moment coefficients acting on that
fin can be determined. Thus for the upper right fin designated Fin 1 or
Fin R, the forces acting on it in the zw and yw directions, respectively,






r Cy,R CN,j Sln *F
(F5)
Here NRP is the number of constant u-velocity panels on the right upper
fin. The pitching-, yawing- and rolling-moment coefficients are
obtained from the following expressions, respectively.
NRP
or C
m, jii CN,j C°S *F
'
CJL,I or C*,R T£
(CN>.
NRP (






The reference length A - as well as the reference area S _ are speci-
fied in namelist INPUT of routine CRFWBD in program DEMON2 as REFL and
SREF, respectively. Fin dihedral angle, <J>, or <|)R, is defined as shown in
figure 3 and equals positive angle <)>_,. Angles <{>„ and 0 are specified in
namelist $INPUT in the main program CRFWBD of program DEMON2 as PHIDIH
and THETIT, respectively.
Left lower fin;
All expressions shown and discussed above for the right upper fin
apply except for equation (E5) which gives the forces acting on the left
lower fin. They are changed to
NHP






where NHP is the number of constant u-velocity panels on the right upper
fin plus the number of panels on the lower left fin. Likewise, the














1 C . sin <J>.
j = NRP+l /:)
NHP (C.T . cos<b_V N , } r







Note that in accordance with the convention indicated in figure 3, the
dihedral angle, <(>., or <)>_ , associated with this fin equals positive anglet. LI





Referring again to figure 3, the dihedral angle of this fin, <j>3 or
<J> , equals the negative angle, ~<J>F- The positive sense of C is also
indicated. For this fin, the fin location angle, 0., or 6.., equals the
negative angle, -8. All expressions shown and discussed above for the
right upper fin apply except equations (F5) and (F6) for which the index
of the summations is changed and also accounting for the change in sign









where N3P equals the number of constant u-velocity panels on the right
upper fin added to the number on the left lower fin added to the number
on the lower right fin. The pitching-, yawing- and rolling-moment coef-
ficients are
N3P


















Left upper fin :
The dihedral angle for this fin, <j>. or <j>D, and its location angle,
6. or 6 , have the same sense as those for the right lower fin. Thus, <j>.
equals negative angle, -<J>p, and <j>. equals negative angle, -6. The
expressions for the forces and moments acting on this fin are the same as
equations (E5) and (E6) except for a change in the index and accounting
for the change in sign for terms involving „.










Here, NPANLS equals the sum of the number of constant u-velocity panels





C or C = - CN i







If the aerodynamic loading is symmetric about the vertical or yn = 0hi
plane as is the case for an unrolled configuration with symmetric body
nose vorticity, only the right upper and lower fins are considered and
the overall sideforce, C , and yawing moment, C , are zero.
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BODY INTERFERENCE PANELS.IN SHELL OF ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTION,
FORCE AND MOMENT CALCULATIONS
The following force and moment coefficients are computed in sub-
routine LOADS of program DEMON2. Let C._ . be equal to the normal-force
N / K
coefficient for one body interference panel (a constant u-velocity panel)
with control point coordinates xcpT/k, y_cp k, ZCPT k specified in the
wing coordinate system (xw, yw, ZM). The positive sense of the normal
force corresponds to a force pointing outward from the body as shown in
figure 3. The components in the z and y.. or z_ and y_, direction are
w w a H
given by
C ,, = CM . cos 6_ ~Sz,k N,k k
) (Gl)
Cy,k=CN,k Sin62k J
when e_ is the angle between the'panel trailing edge and the yr7 axis. It
£t ' W • '










W ]2+[yw ~yw I2 r,i wk,i-lJ I wk,i wk,i-lj J
Subscript i and i-1 refer to the two parallel panel side edges as shown
in figure 3. Note that panel location angle 6RTP positions the side edge
designated i on the body circumference (BIP stands for body interference
panel).
For the k'th body interference panel, the contribution to the






c = -C , CPT'k - (G3)Sn,k z,k
where as discussed earlier in connection with the right upper fin, posi
tive pitching corresponds to nose-up motion. The contribution to the
yawing-moment coefficient from the k'th body interference panel equals
XCPT k ' ™ • • • • • •
~ — * - • •
where positive yawing corresponds to nose to right motion. As is the
case for the interdigitated fins, both components of the normal -force
coefficient contribute to the rolling-moment coefficient.
' ~
C
Z,k yCPT,k + Cy,k(zCPT,k-ZM) .'.; (G5)
"
By adding all contributions from all the constant u-velocity panels laid
out on the interference shell, the total force and moment coefficients
acting on the part of the body covered by the interference shell can be
calculated. Thus, the contributions to the overall forces acting in the
zt and yTT directions are given in coefficient form asw w
. .. . . NBIP
C = y C,T , cos 9_
-
 nn




C = y C '.' sin 9-
y,BIP j^ N,k 2k
Here, the number of constant u-velocity panels in the interference shell
if given by NBIP. The contributions to the overall pitching-, yawing-
and rolling-moment coefficients are specified as follows, respectively.
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Cm,BIP - £ CN,k COS 0" -S22JL
NT












As mentioned earlier, the reference length A
 f and the reference
area Sr f are specified in namelist $INPUT of routine CRFWBD in program
DEMON2 as REFL and SREF, respectively.
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EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL VORTICITY ON BODY
WITH ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTION
The sketch below shows the circumference of an elliptical body.
Also indicated are eight panels in end view as an example of a sparse
body paneling layout. The panels can be source panels as employed in
program WDYBDY to account for body volume, angle of pitch and angle of
sideslip. However, in program DEMON2, these panels are constant u-veloc-
ity panels to account for wing-body or tail fin-body interference. In
either case, the panel control points designated CP in the sketch lie
inside the actual body circumference. In the calculation of pressure
distribution on the body, it is desired to account for external vortices
at the control points. Let FR and T be body nose vorticity idealized to





The solution for the flow field around a body with elliptical cross
section in the presence of specified external vortices is given in
Appendix I. This solution is programmed in subroutine WELS in both
programs WDYBDY and DEMON2 and provides valid flow field velocities at
points on and outside the body circumference. However, the control
points, CP, are inside the body by virtue of the method resulting in a
layout of inscribed panels. For the purpose of accounting for the
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presence of the vortices, their induced velocities are calculated at
points CP ' instead. They lie on the intersection of the body radius
which contains control point CP and the body circumference. In actuality,
points CP1 are displaced further out a distance equal to one percent of
the body radius F in the programs using subroutine WELS . This is done
to prevent numerical problems encountered when computing velocities on
the body surface if the coordinates of the body points are calculated and
specified to subroutine WELS. To accomplish this, the polar angle 6p
designated THETP in the computer program is calculated first as follows .
9 = tan"1 (HI)
yCPT
The coordinates of a given control point CP are XCPT YCPT and ZCPT in
either the body or wing reference coordinate system. Then to determine




Here AB is the horizontal semi-axis and BB is the vertical semi-axis of
the elliptical cross section for given axial body station. The coordi-
nates of the corresponding body surface point CP1 displaced one percent
of the radius r., outside the actual body circumference are
o ,
yCPB = 1'01rB COS 8P
(H3)
ZCPB = 1'°lrB Sin 9P
Thus, subroutine WELS computes the vortex induced velocities at points
CP1. These velocities are added to all other velocity component contri-
butions calculated at the panel control points, CP. The pressure is then




VELOCITY COMPONENTS IN CROSSFLOW PLANE REQUIRED TO
CALCULATE VORTEX TRAJECTORIES
In order to calculate vortex trajectories using slender-body methods,
it is necessary to know the two velocity components in the crossflow plane
at the vortices. The lateral movement between two axial stations a distance
Ax apart can be calculated from these quantities. Since a number of dif-
ferent cross sectional shapes in the crossflow planes are of interest in the
present computer program, a number of different solutions are needed.
Specifically the following eight velocity fields are used.
1. Velocity field induced in crossflow plane by a set of vortices
in the presence of a cruciform wing-body combination on one
member of the set.
2. Velocity components in crossflow plane due to pitch and bank of
a cruciform wing-body combination including volume effects.
3. Flow field in crossflow plane due to symmetrical deflection of
two panels of a planar wing-body combination.
4. Flow field in crossflow plane due to deflection of a single
panel on a cruciform wing-body combination.
5. Velocities on a vortex due to other vortices in the crossflow
plane in the presence of a monoplane midwing mounted on a body
of elliptical cross-section.
6. Velocity components in crossflow plane due to pitch and bank of
a monoplane midwing mounted on a body of elliptical cross-
section.
7. Velocities on a vortex due to other vortices in the presence of
a monoplane midwing mounted on a body of elliptical cross-
section including effects of angles of pitch and sideslip.
8. Velocity components in the crossflow plane due to expansion of
a body with elliptical cross sections.
The expressions for all these velocity fields are given in this
Appendix. Although some of the expressions have been published elsewhere,
they are all being presented here for completeness and to collect the
results in one place.
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1.- Velocity Field Induced in Crossflow Plane by a Set of
Vortices in the Presence of a Cruciform Wing-Body
Combination on One Member of the Set
This solution is required to determine the trajectory of a vortex in
the presence of a cruciform wing-body combination. The solution for v
and w will be determined using slender-body theory. The following trans-
formation of a cruciform wing-body into a circle of radius R is used.
-s


















We omit center vortices to keep the solution regular for large a. The
complex potential for the set of vortices is '
N o - a..
a
 -
The complex potential in the T plane is given by equation (15) with the
substitution o = O(T).
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x ^rl - 2R4
X 2 + - I | - 4R4
(113)
Equations (II) , (12) and (13) yield the following relationships.
do _ (x4 - a4)o3
d T
" x
3 ( o 4 - R 4 )
(114)
d2o _ o3(x4 + 3a4) o 5 (x 4 - a4) (a4 + 3R4)
, 2 ~7~4 ^4. 4 6,4 ,,4.3dx (a - R )x x (a - R )
(115)
dx dfa _ x 2 (o 4 - R 4 ) 2 ( x 4 + 3a4) - g 2 (x 4 - a 4 ) 2 (o 4 + 3R4)
"
dx x3(o4 - R 4 ) 2 ( x 4 - a4)
(116)
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With these results, we find the desired velocity
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= strength of vortex, the velocity components of which
are being calculated
= velocity component of vortex F
= strength of any vortex except T ; i=l,2,...N
= position of r in T plane
= position of T in 0 plane
= position of F. in a plane
2.- Velocity Components in Crossflow Plane Due to Pitch and Bank of
a Cruciform Wing-Body Combination Including Volume Effects
For a pitched and banked cruciform missile the induced flow field can





The flow field about a planar wing-body with horizontal wings is described
by complex potential W corresponding to V^ cos <J> sin ac along the positive
axis of z. The complex potential W0 is associated with velocityP
-V^sin ()> sin ac along the negative axis of y. The total potential is then
Cj_1
In T + W (T) + WO(T) (118)a p
If <J> = 0, the perturbation complex potential is given in equation
5.3 of reference 8. Using the small angle approximation:
fr 2 2
^ • v*> «• •(£] *• * - H [(' + V] - (• * V] - * > "»>
The velocity v-iw for $ = 0 is then
v-iw _1_ dW _ fda] 1 .
V V dx Idxl T
CO CO v ^
- ia (T4-a4)s
 = Q ___ (J20)
2-v/ I 2 2T V T - s ) f^2 - *4)
and
' v-iw ->• 0 as T '-»• °°




v — iw . / 4 4.
a a. -ja (T_ra )s _ 4. ^ • *,':•
 (I21)
T 2VlT 2-. alftV- "] [
From this expression we can determine the perturbation velocity v- - iw«
associated with the velocity V^g along the negative axis of y.
Consider a set of coordinates y' and z1 as shown with velocity com-





The perturbation velocity v'-iw' is given analogous to equation (121) as
v'-iw - ig (T 4 4' - ^
, 2 -V/T72 21 [ ,2 2 4jV T' - s T ' s ~a
A A
- ig (T - a )s (122)
-i(v'-iw1) -
4 4
- 3 (T - a^) (123)
It is possible to add vg - iwg to the results of equation (120) for
<J> = ,0 to obtain the total complex potential for the cruciform wing-body
combination since the sum satisfies the boundary condition. Accordingly





 aHx-<7> + i«+8-
• I Nia (T - a )s
V(r2 - s2] (T2s2 - a4]
(124)




3.- Flow Field in Crossflow Plane Due to Symmetrical
Deflection of Two Panels of a Planar
Wing-Body Combination
3.1 Introduction
In determining, the perturbation velocity components in the flow
field of a cruciform wing-body combination, we must have flow field
solutions (1) for no fin deflection at a ^  0, (2) for symmetrical fin
deflection of opposing panels at a = 0, and (3) for the deflection of a
single fin,of a cruciform configuration at a = 0. The first two flow
fields for a cruciform wing-body can be formed by superimposing solutions
for a planar wing-body combination at right angles to each other. The
first solution is given in the preceding sections; the second solution is
the subject of this section, and the third solution is the subject of the
next section.
3.2 Boundary Value Problem
Consider a planar wing-body combination with a circular body of
radius a and a fin of total semispan s.
z
-s \ / +s
y + iz
The left and right fins are deflected trailing edge down by an angular
deflection 6 such that the normal velocity on the fins due to the free
stream is Vo<>6. The complex velocity in the crossflow plane is v + iw.
We have to find perturbation velocity components u,v,w at a point x,y,z
in the crossflow plane. The complex variable in the crossflow plane is
T = y + iz.
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3.3. Method of Solution
Let W(T) be the complex potential for crossflow about the wing-body
combination in the crossflow plane at x = constant. Let the missile cross
section in the T plane be transformed to a circle of radius R in the a
plane. We will find a complex potential W(o) which when transformed back
to the T plane satisfies the boundary condition in this plane. If
= V - iWdo
fS - v-i» = (v - an
(125)
The transformation taking the missile cross section into the circle
2 R2T '
of radius R is
with 2
.ZRQ = s + ^ - (127)
where a is the body radius and s the fin semispan. In this transformation
the field far from the cross section is undistorted. The reciprocal
relationships between corresponding points in the o and T planes are
obtained from the equations for the upper half plane
2
Vl - 4R2 <1 2 8 )
9 / 2 2
if R } i /r R i 9
• I °+ -? * H°+ -f -4* < I 2 9 1
i A
On the circle a = R e , we have
T = R cos 9 + R Vcos e - ^T . ( I 3°)
"o . .
if e = oe
T = S (131)
If cos 6 = a/R , then
T = a (132)
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To obtain the complex potential, we follow a variation of the method
of Adams and Dugan (ref. 21) . Consider points on the upper and lower
surfaces of the right wing at the same y location between y = a and y = s.





Let a sink of strength dm exist,at the point R e and a source of
opposite strength exist at R e °. The complex potential due to the
sum of these two singularities is
rtW — ^^ fnQW_ — T; — -CnR 2i\




a - R e °i. o J
(133)
The circle R e
o
ie is a streamline of the flow except at the singular
points. In the x plane an amount of fluid dm/2 enters the fin from above
and an amount of fluid dm/2 goes out beneath the fin. Since the. upwash
thr-jugh the fin &Vm must be countered by the source-sink combination, we
have
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a - R e
o
a - R e
o
'-16
a - R e
o
ie




a + R e
o
ie
a + R e
o
dy (136)












a - R - 2iR asin 6
o o o
a2 - R2 + 2iR asin 6
o o o
dy (137)
•To solve equation (137) for W(o), we first assume that a is real,
and integrate equation (137) on this basis. We then invoke the principle
of analytic continuation, and assume the result is valid for a complex.
The complex velocity in the T plane is determined by
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v - iw = dW doda dT (138)







A - i sin 9






x - n/i - -
o
s s
r y d(sin 6 •) r y d(sin 9 )
1
 j A - i sin 6 + 1 JA + i sisn
r Y en
ci = J F^T
y d(sin 0 )
sin 6.
_ I^Uin
~ J A + i sis n 6
(141)
With the help of subsequent results in section 3.6 for I. + I_, we
obtain
r / 2i
A - iVl - S_
6V
W(a,a,Ro) = - -a in
(equation continued on next page)
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- 2iR V X + 1 tan-!
R
R
- iR irVX2 + 1 - ^j +
Ro
2XRoi
+ cos -1 > (142)
3.5 Crossflow Velocity Components
Having the complex potential, we may now obtain the velocity com-
ponents in the a plane and the T plane.
dW [dXV - iW = ^r- -5-•dX [da






















































 na - R
V(a2
 + R2)2 - 4a2a2
The expression in complex form for V - iW is
6V
4iaRQ(o2 + R2) 4iaRQ(a
V - iW '= -

















 R«) i (a2 + R2)
2 2 ° 2
TT -if
2 + COS [l {QJ
(a + R ) - 43'a
o
We now determine v - iw in the T plane
v - iw = (V - iW) -j0-
From the transformation we find the following relationships
- > ' • ' . * • ' " ••
?






The following results are needed to accomplish the transformation of the
results to the t plane
a2
 + R2o




2 2T - a
- 4a










da [T - a (153)
we find
2













2 2) - 4a a
fda][dTj (r
2
 + a2) (155)
a2 + R2 .o da _
_2 dx




These results yield the complex velocity in the T plane.
} «V,














5 + cos"1 (157)
The expression can be broken down into real and imaginary parts to
obtain v and w, but .is probably more convenient to obtain v - iw on the
computer using complex calculations.
3.6 Evaluation of Certain Definite Integrals
The following integrals are to be evaluated









y = R cos 0 + V1 - i -
We want the sum I, + I~ in particular
o /
I + !„ = 2XR cos
-2 X2 + sin20
(160)
*o
- sin20 )d(sin 0) (161)
= 2XR (1+X2) Ir ^0 _ r d0
cos 1a/R v ' cos a/R













d0 . 1 _-i Yx2(X2 + l)tan 0
(a/Ro)^.
2+sin20j VX2(X2 + 1) 1 X" J
1 -i
xY x2 + 1
r F-^ - "Vx2 + 1 V Ko







(t)\ o/ 1 (164)
The third integral can be evaluated with the help of the following













X~Wl - — - sin20
o
The fourth integral is
(166)
*o
d(sin 6) . -1
/











I, + I0 = 2XR tan
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4.- Plow Field in Crossflow Plane Due to Deflection of a
Single Panel on a Cruciform Wing-Body Combination
4.1 Introduction
For a cruciform wing-body with no panel deflection, the flow field
based on slender-body theory is given in section 2. However, the general
flow field due to panel deflection is not known. From the results for
single panel deflection, the effect of arbitrary deflections of all four
panels can be obtained by superposition. This result will now be derived.
4.2 Boundary Value Problem
Consider the cross section of a cruciform wing-body combination at
zero roll angle and zero angle of attack but with the right fin deflected
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by angle, 6, positive trailing edge down. The crossflow plane is desig-
nated by the complex variable
T = y 4- iz
-s
The body radius is "a" and the fin semispan is "s". The vector velocity
in the crossflow plane is v + iw, and the axial component of velocity is
"u". Let the right panel be deflected by the angle 6 so that free-stream
velocity Vro causes ah uniform upwash V^sin 6 through the fin. We must
find a potential <J> which produces equal and opposite downwash on the right
fin and at the same time causes no flow normal to the other fins or the
body. We then are to find the flow velocity components u and w at points
x,y,z in the field due to this potential. The quantities a and s can be
functions of x.
4.3 Method of Solution
The method of solution is to find the complex potential W which
produces unit velocity at a given point on the deflected wing in the
range a <, y <. s and zero at all other points. Then .the effect of all
such fundamental solutions over the range is summed by integration. The
fundamental solution is that given by Adams and Dugan in reference 21.
The velocity components are found by differentiation of W.
In obtaining the solution, recourse will be had to the theory of
conformal transformation. In this connection let the cross-section of
the cruciform wing-body combination in the T plane be transformed into a
circle of radius R in the o plane with
a = C + in (169)
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In these relationships we confine our attention to the upper half plane.
In equation (170) we have put the fields at °° into the identity relation-
ship
18
a ->• T as T •>
i6
(173)
A point Re on the circle Re . corresponds to y in the physical
plane. From equation (170)
2i6 - -2i6
,2 fe ° + e <2R 2 a (174)
so that
-- = cos 26
R2 o •Vicos 26 - ^  cos 29+^5-o R2Jl o R2 (175)
and
R /2
.2e 2 / 2- ?- + ycos 2 6 + ^ -•D * O T5R (176)
If y = s, then from equation (174) and (171)




eo = o; y = s' (177)
iY
Let the point Re correspond in the a plane to y = a in the T plane.
Then from equation (174)
2
cos 2Y = ^  (178)
4.4 Complex Potential
To obtain the complex potential for the fundamental solution, we fol-
low the method of Adams and Dugan. Consider points on the upper and lower
surfaces of the wing at y = yo and consider a sink of strength dm at
rt ^ X \/^
Re and a source at point Re in the a plane, corresponding to the
two points at y=y_ in the T plane.
The complex potential for the sink is (assuming dm is positive)
(a - Re °)dWl = ~ ?







It can be shown that the circle
ie
a = Re
is a streamline of the complex potential given by equation (179) although
-ie.
the points Re and Re are singular points since many streamline
converge at these points, with a net mass flow through the circle at
these points. Since <j> and ty are equal at corresponding points in the T
and a planes in the conformal transformation of the flow, we can evaluate
ty on the wing panel in the T plane. Let the velocity components in the
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-_ = -w = (180)
Now since only half the source or sink flow passes through the fin
(181)
and we have
dm = 2d^ = 26V dy
o °° o (182)
Now summing all sources and sinks along both sides of the right


















* •* a2 - 2aRcos 6 + R2
o o
(184)
We now evaluate ^ by integrating equation (180)
* = fiV y + k
O oo O
(185)
where k is an arbitrary constant which we will set equal to zero,
thus find the Complex potential
6V
We
W(a) = a In
- i/2 R2
o - Re1Y
[a - ReiY j











The expression of equation (186) is the one which will be used to
determine u, v and w. Several approaches are possible. First we might
consider a as a real quantity, and integrate equation (186) to obtain
W(o). Then invoking the principle of analytical continuation, we would
assume o was complex again, and separate W(o) into <f> and <j>. Differentia
tion of <J> then leads to u, v, and w. This approach was tried and the
part of the second integral involving Vcos 26 - a2/R2 yields complete
elliptical integrals of the third kind. The second part involving
V 2 2cos 26 + a /R yields incomplete elliptic integrals of the third kind.
To separate such an incomplete elliptic integral into real and imaginary
parts was considered too formidable a task so that an alternate approach
was decided. In this approach W(a) is differentiated, and an expression
for V - iW is obtained. Complex integration then yields V and W, the
velocity components in the 0 plane.
4.5 Determination of V and W






on equation (186) and evaluating the complex integral. Carrying out the
operations yields
V - iW a a
0-Re
iY
(a2+R2)cos eQ - 2R0|rVcos 29Q + a2/R2 +Vcos 26Q - a2/R2 |de.
2 2 2
o (o - 2aR cos 6 + R )
(188)
Equation (188) is solved numerically.
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5.- Velocities on a Vortex Due to Other Vortices in the Crossflow
Plane in the Presence of a Monoplane Midwing Mounted on
a Body of Elliptic Cross-Section
5.1 Conformal Mapping '
As the first step in the analysis, we transform the elliptical con
figuration into a circle of radius R.
real plane: Z = x + iy transformed plane: t, = C + in
Bryson (ref. 22) has presented the desired conformal mapping for an
elliptical body with wings and vertical tail. Bryson's configuration is
rotated 90° from the present one. The conformal mapping for the config-
uration shown below is:
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For a configuration consisting of a monoplane midwing attached to the
body with elliptical cross section (i.e. no vertical surfaces), we get
the following special results.
= t - = s
a1 = a
b1 = b






In addition, we obtain
Tl = T2 = 2
= T
^,
s - a + b
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(1101)
o = ~ (b + a)
k = - (a + b) - 2(a + b) = °
2
h = f = T + —
The required conformal mapping without the tail fins is






a = i (a + b)
T = I |s +Vs2 - a2 + b2
The radius of the circle in the transformed plane is
2
R - h - I
 ~ 2 ~ 4 s +Vs
2
 - a2 + b2 + (a + b)
+Vs2 - a2 + b2
From equation (1106)











also, from equation (1105)
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W = | fz +VZ - a2 + b2 (1112)
and, from equation (1106)
r _ ±_
C
 ~ 2 w W w - h (1113)
The choice of signs in equations (1111) and (1113) will now be
addressed. When evaluating these equations, use of the positive (+) sign
will produce the correct result if the square root function is evaluated
properly. The rule to follow in evaluating the square roots, is that the
result should be a complex quantity in the same quadrant as the complex
quantity appearing in the argument. This is particularly important if




 + b)2=A2 - (a + b)2
2 2Assuming A » (a + b) , the square root of this is positive, and
~ ± A. Then, for equation (1111)
1
w s [- A ± A] = 0
This does not follow from equation (1106) which suggests that if
f h /2 ^
+ v ' '— is large, then w should also be large. Thus, the proper




For body with elliptical cross section it can be shown that w =
Set s = a in equation (1110), then compare equations (1111) and (1113)
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- (a + b)2 = A2e i27T - (a + b)2
A - (a + b) 12TT
so that
(h/2)
- (a + b)2 = V A 2 - (a + . b ) ' e2 iir
- (a + b)
5.2 Velocity of Vortex in Plane of Elliptical Wing-Body
In the circle plane, the complex potential for a set of vortices in
the presence of the circle of radius R is given by equation (15) as
follows
N
* ,1 T> (1114)
To find the motion of vortex r_ in the Z plane .the proper complex poten-
tial must take account of the fact that P induces no velocity on itself
w
- V (1115)
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Z - Z, 2TT
Z - Z,
Z - Zrt dZ ( Z - Z )
2TT Z - Z, dZ (1118)
Expand ? in a Taylor series about Z-.
(z
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 zo) if Z0 2 0
 dz2
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Applying the limiting process to equation (1118), the result is






- (z - ZQ) dz
by substitution from equation (1119) and (1120). Since
(1121)
lim
J0 _ dZ (1122)










Carrying out the remaining differentiation yields an expression for the








z ' 2n - _ 2 dZzo eoco
1 S
c — c — 2
_° 3 ^0Cj ~ R_
dC
dZ 2 (1124)
5.3 Evaluation of Certain Derivatives
2
We now evaluate the derivatives If- and —| required in equation
dZ(1124). From equations (1105) and (Illl)
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dZ _ dZ dw _ 1
d£ dw d£ 2
2 .21 a - b
24w
[I R1L dL <•* 1i v 2l2R I 2C + ^- - (a + b)^ (1125)
From equations (1112) and (1113)
2d_5 _ d£ dw 1









dZ 2 1 + V
(1126)
(1127)
For the second derivative, we thus find
d ["del _ dw. d [del






























6.- Velocity Components in the Crossflow Plane Due to Pitch
and Bank of a Monoplane Midwing Mounted on a
Body of Elliptical Cross Section
The sketch below shows a monoplane wing mounted on a body with
elliptical cross section. The upwash is V^ sin a and the sidewash is
V^sin B in the negative x-direction.
1 1
VooSin
Z = x + iy
Consider the transformation of the wing-body combination into a
circle of radius R in the £ plane as described in section 5.1. For the
pitch flow, the complex potential in the ? plane is:
= - i V sin a R
The velocity in the Z plane is then
dw dwa
va - iwa = dZ = -dT dZ
or




For the sideslip flow the complex potential in the C plane is
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= - i V sin 3 e
(1131)
= - V. sin 6 [? + i-
The associated velocity components in the Z plane are given by
f -2
v- - sin dZ (1132)
7.- Velocities on a Vortex Due to Other Vortices in the Presence of a
Monoplane Midwing Mounted on a Body of Elliptical Cross-Section
Including Effects of Angles of Pitch and Sideslip
We follow the same conformal transformation described in section
5.1. The complete potential for the flow in the t, plane is









c - e •1
i ' -?
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and the velocity at ZQ is:









 Vro sin 3
,
 iro ^o dc








(equation continued on next page)
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The derivatives -s— and —^ are given in section 5.3.
8.- Velocity Components in the Crossflow Plane Due to
Expansion of a Body With Elliptical
Cross Sections
Assume that the expansion occurs with constant a/b ratio.
(4-30) of reference 8 gives the desired complex potential
Vz) .= ¥
- a2 + b2
Equation
(1135)
S = IT ab
a = a(x)
b = b(x)
If = 1/k then S = Trka and S' = 2irkaa' = 2Trka .
Carrying out the differentiation yields the velocity components,




- a2 + b2
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM DEMON2
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the supersonic lifting
surface-body computer program in sufficient detail to permit understand-
ing and use of the program. The present program is an extended and
improved version of a pre-existing wing-body program as described in
section 1 of this report.
i- Program DEMON2 computes pressure distributions on lifting surfaces
and along the meridians of the body if it is circular in cross section.
In this case, the program is equipped with body nose shed vorticity data
modeled by two symmetric, discrete potential flow vortices. The effects
of this vorticity are accounted for in the calculation of pressures on
the body and lifting surfaces. If the body is elliptical in cross section,
program WDYBDY described in Appendix K is employed to model the body and
to compute pressures acting on it. Program WDYBDY also serves as a com-
panion to DEMON2 for the purpose of calculating body induced velocities
at the control points on the lifting surfaces through an exchange of data
sets. The lifting surfaces can be cruciform canard fins or cruciform
tail fins, a monoplane wing or interdigitated tail fins. For all but the
last case, edge vorticity characteristics are calculated by the program.
By repeated application, program DEMON2 in conjunction with other
programs can be employed to handle complete configurations including for-
ward and tail lifting surfaces mountec? on bodies with circular or ellip-
tical cross section. Detailed descriptions of the required procedures
are given in section 5.
The theoretical basis of program DEMON2 and its usage will first be
summarized. Configuration parameters taken into consideration are listed.
The general calculation procedure is given and it is followed by a
description of the program operation. Program limitations and precautions
are pointed out. The input required and the output generated by the pro-
gram are described. Program listings appear at the end of this appendix.
Program Description
Fundamentally, the program is based on representing the lifting
surfaces by constant u-velocity panels and the body with circular cross




centerline. Fin or wing thickness effects are modeled by planar source
panels. The body source/sink and doublet strengths are determined
explicitly from the flow tangency condition at points on the body surface.
The body singularities and body nose vorticity, if applicable, induce
velocity components at points on the lifting surfaces. The strengths of
the constant u-velocity panels associated with the lifting surfaces and
those laid out in a shell around the body to account for interference are
obtained from a set of simultaneous equations which result from applying
the flow tangency condition at a finite set of control points distributed
over the lifting surfaces and interference shell. Thus, mutual inter-
ference between one lifting surface and another and between the lifting
surfaces and the body are fully accounted for. Further details are gi-ven
in section 2 and 3 of this report. !
If the body is elliptical in cross section, a companion program -
designated WDYBDY, described in Appendix K, models the body using body
source panels. In the main routine CRFWBD of program DEMON2, the effects
induced by the body source panels and body nose vorticity, if applicable,
are included in the flow tangency condition applied at points on the
lifting surfaces. The program has been arranged to allow for an inter-
ference shell with elliptical cross section. The lifting surfaces
attached to this shell can be a monoplane wing or a set of jnterdigitated
tail fins. Mutual interference is accounted for in the manner described
above. Refer to section 4 for more detail.
In the case involving an axisymmetric body, the program first treats
the forebody and the forward or canard-body section. Effects of body
nose vortices can be included in the calculation of pressures on the body
and fins. The afterbody., and tail fins are treated by another application
of this program. Effects of body nose vortices and the canard edge vor-
tices can be included in the calculated pressures acting on the aft body
and loads on the tail fins. A separate program VPATH2, based on slender-
body theory and described in Appendix L, is employed to determine the
vortex paths along the complete configuration from the leading edge of
the canard section back to the body base. The required procedure is
described in section 5.1.
When the body is elliptical in cross section, the program first
treats the forward or monoplane wing-body section. The forebody is
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handled by program WDYBDY. Effects of body nose vortices can be accounted
for in the calculation of pressures on the body and the monoplane .wing.
The part of the body between the monoplane wing and tail section is
handled also by program WDYBDY. The interdigitated tail-body section is
treated by another application of program DEMON2. Effects of body nose
and monoplane wing edge vortices can be included in the calculated pres-
sures acting on the afterbody and on the interdigitated tail fin-body
section. A separate program VPATHL, based on slender-body theory and
described in Appendix L, is used to track vortices from the leading edge
of the monoplane wing section to the leading edge of the interdigitated
tail section. Section 5.2 describes the required procedure in detail.
As far as the lifting surface sections are concerned, program DEMON2
computes pressure distributions, forces and moments including effects of
external vortices, if applicable. The pressures on the fins or wing are
calculated on the basis of linear and Bernoulli pressure relationships.
For all cases except those including interdigitated tails, leading- and
side-edge suction distributions are calculated for the purpose of model-
ing separation vorticity characteristics at these edges using Polhamus"
analogy as described in Appendix C. At the trailing edges, one or more
concentrated vortices are computed from the span load distribution using
the method described in Appendix B.
Two calculative examples are described in section 6. It should be
noted here that the program can also treat wings or fins alone. However,
axisymmetric bodies alone cannot be handled. In the latter case, the
program can still be used to obtain forebody pressures by including a set
of artificial lifting surfaces at the base of the body of interest. Note
that the program WDYBDY treats bodies alone. However, in the application
of WDYBDY to axisymmetric bodies, computation time far exceeds the time
required by program DEMON2 on account of the different type and number of
singularities used to represent the body.
Geometrical Characteristics
Program DEMON2 contains the subroutines required to flow model bodies
with circular cross section. The body is composed of a nose section
followed by a cylindrical section. The nose section may have the follow-
ing shapes (the choice is set by control index BCODE in namelist $BODY
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The geometrical characteristics of the lifting surfaces that can be










Straight line which may be swept or it
can be composed of straight line '
elements with different sweeps.
Straight line which may be swept or it
can be composed of straight line
elements with different sweeps.
Accounted for by specifying streamwise




Streamwise (not essential). j
Arbitrary, set by angle PHIDIH (see
figure 3).
Arbitrary, set by angle THETIT (see
figure 3).
The lifting surfaces can be cruciform canard fins, cruciform tail fins,
a monoplane wing or a set of interdigitated tails. In all instances,
there must be a vertical plane of symmetry (yfi = 0 plane) as far as the
geometry is concerned.
Ashley, H. and Landahl, M. : Aerodynamics of Wings and Bodies,




Program DEMON2 proceeds through various stages as follows. After
reading in the run identification, namelist $INPUT is read in by main
routine CRFWBD. Basically, this list contains wing or fin geometry data,
flow conditions, geometry specifications for the interference shell and
specifications for the distribution of constant u-velocity panels on the
fin and the shell. In addition, moment-center coordinates and the vortex
lift factors are specified. The wing- and body-coordinate systems are
shown in figures 1 and 2.
The wings or fins of any fin-body combination are covered with a
constant u-velocity panel layout with the panel side edges parallel to
the fin root chords which, in turn, are made to be parallel to the body
centerline. An optional input allows for unequal spanwise spacing of the
side edges and breaks in sweep. The actual construction of the panel
sweeps, centroid and control point coordinates is performed in subroutine
LAYOUT. All coordinates are expressed in the x. y , z or wing coordinate
Vr Vr Vr
system. Coordinate transformations relating a fin coordinate system with
origin on the fin rootchord to the wing coordinate system are implemented
in subroutine LAYOUT by means of function statements FYROT and FZROT.
Subroutine LAYOUT also computes the geometrical characteristics of the
body interference panels. Note that the leading and trailing edges of
the interference panels are unswept, see figure 1.
As an option, the above process is repeated in subroutine THKLYT for
the layout of planar source panels. They are used to account for thick-
ness associated with the wings or fins of a cruciform, planar but not an
interdigitated configuration such as the combination shown in figure 3.
Streamwise thickness slopes are read in by subroutine THKIN. Depending
on the procedural steps described in section 5, main routine CRFWBD can
write a data set containing the coordinates, in the wing coordinate
system, of the control points associated with the wings or fins and the
interference shell. If control index NCPOUT is set equal to 2 in namelist
$INPUT, the run is stopped at this stage. Otherwise, the program continues
as follows.
If the body is circular in cross section, main routine CRFWBD calls
subroutine BDYGEN. This subroutine proceeds to read,in namelist $BODY
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which contains body nose length and length of body to be modeled as well 
as control indices governing the number of line singularities distributed 
along the body centerline and the shape of the body nose. The layout and 
strengths of the line sources/sinks and line doublets employed to flow 
model the body are then computed for the flow conditions read in by name- 
list SINPUT. Main routine CRFWBD then calls subroutine BDYPR which com- 
putes pressure distributions at points along the meridians on the body 
with circular cross section. The, Bernoulli pressure, equation (lo), is. 
used for this purpose on this process, effects of body nose vorticity and 
body line singularities are accounted in the pressures calculated on the 
forebody. Over the length of body covered by the lifting surfaces, the 
pressures are computed at the control points of the body interference, 
panels in the interference shell. This is performed following entry , 
point BDYAFT after the panel strengths are calculated. The velocity 
components used in the pressure calculation include contributions from 
the body line singularities, external vortices and constant u-velocity 
and source panels distributed over the fins or wings. The effects of 
external vortices (such as body nose vortices) can be accounted for on the 
basis of the vortices moving parallel to the body centerline (subroutine 
VRTVEL) or the vortices moving in the crossflow plane (program VPATH2 or 
VPATHL). Subroutine BDYPR also calculates the pressures on the length of 
body between the forward and aft lifting surface sections. 
Velocity components induced by line singularities associated with 
the axisymmetric body at the control points on the lifting surfaces aqd 
interference shell are calculated by subroutine.VELCAL. These components 
will be used in the flow tangency condition applied at points on the lift- 
ing surfaces and in the calculation of pressures at points on the liffing 
surfaces and the interference shell. 
i For cases involving bodies with elliptical cross sections, main 
routine CRFWBD calls subroutine BDYRD which reads in velocity components 
induced by the body source panels at the control points distributed over 
the lifting surfaces and interference shell. These velocities will be 
used in the flow tangency condition applied at the control points on the 
lifting surfaces and the calculation of pressures at points on the lift- 
ing surfaces and the interference shell. 
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Routine CRFWBD continues with the construction of the influence
coefficient matrix associated with the constant u-velocity panels laid
out on the lifting surfaces and the interference shell. In this process,
subroutine VELNOR performs the superposition of 4 corner solutions
associated with a trapezoidal, constant u-velocity panel. For each
corner subroutine VELO computes the influence of a semi infinite triangle.
If the flow conditions dictate symmetry in loading (w.r.t. the yB (or yw)
= 0 plane), subroutine VELNOR also accounts for the influence of the
constant u-velocity panels on the opposite side of the plane of symmetry.
Appendix A contains a discussion concerning the superposition scheme and
the symmetry account.
The aerodynamic influence matrix, designated FVN, consists of the
left-hand sides of equations (1) through (5) in section 3.4 and is
triangularised by subroutine LINEQS. The right-hand sides of these
equations are formed as a single column matrix designated RHS. For the
control points on the lifting surfaces, the latter contains contributions
from the free stream (including effect of deflection angle), body singu-
larities (line singularities or source panels) and external vortices if
applicable. For the control points on the interference shell, the right-
hand side only contains contributions from the planar source panels
modeling thickness of the lifting surfaces. These contributions are
calculated by a call to subroutine THKVEL. Note that thickness effects
are not accounted for if the lifting surfaces are interdigitated tails.
In the determination of velocity components normal to the panels on
the lifting surfaces, transformations from the reference or wing coordinate
system to the fin coordinate system are required. Subroutine ROTATE with
entry points ROTWF and ROTFW contains the rotational coordinate trans-
formation described in Appendix D. These transformations are used in the
determination of normal velocity components as indicated in Appendix E
and apply to cruciform, monoplane and interdigitated lifting surface
configurations. Likewise, velocity transformations are performed from
the reference or wing coordinate system to the local body interference
panel coordinate system. These transformations are performed in sub-
routine TRBIPW with entry points TRWBIP (for coordinates), ROTBW and
ROTWB (for velocities). The angles associated with the transformations
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are indicated in figure 3. The velocity transformations apply to both the
left- and right-hand sides of equations (1) through (5).
Main routine CRFWBD then calls subroutine SOLVE which takes the
triangulated aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix, FVN, generated by
LINEQS and the single column matrix, RHS, and proceeds to solve for the
unknown strengths of the constant u-velocity panels.
Subroutine LOADS is then called to compute forces and moments acting
on the lifting surfaces and the interference shell. Transformations from
the local fin or body interference panel coordinate system to the refer-
ence or wing coordinate system are performed for the force and moment
coefficients. For example, the force acting normal to the fins must be
resolved into the yw or y and zw or z directions associated with the
wing or body coordinate systems. The procedure is described in Appendix
F. Note that the force and moment transformations also apply to monoplane
or cruciform lifting surface configurations. The forces and moments are
calculated in the body coordinate system and then transformed into the
wind axis coordinate system in accordance with equations (18) and (19).
These equations appear in section 4.2 in connection with calculations
performed in program WDYBDY and apply to subroutine LOADS of program
DEMON2 as well.
The loads acting on the interference shell calculated by subroutine
LOADS represent only the lift carryover from the lifting surfaces to the
body and may include interference due to fin or wing thickness. The
pressures acting on the interference shell calculated by subroutine
BDYPR (through entry point BDYAFT) include effects not only from the
lifting surfaces but also include contributions from body singularities
and external vortices if applicable. As such the pressures are indicative
of the total load acting on the body over the length covered by the lift-
ing surfaces.
Subroutine LOADS calculates the fin and interference shell loads
first on the basis of linear pressure. This is followed by a call to
subroutine SPECPR from subroutine LOADS to compute pressures acting on.
the lifting surfaces using the Bernoulli pressure equation (10). The
loads acting on the lifting surfaces are then recalculated on the basis
of the Bernoulli pressures.
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If the lifting surfaces do not form an interdigitated fin configura-
tion, subroutine LOADS calls subroutine SPNLD for the purpose of calcula-
ting spanload distributions, leading- and side-edge suction distributions.
Using the span loading information, the strength and spanwise location
of the concentrated trailing-edge vortices are calculated in accordance
with Appendix B. The vorticity characteristics associated with the
leading and side edges are determined from the suction distributions as
described in Appendix C.
Program Operation
The cruciform wing-body computer program is written in the FORTRAN IV
language (029 punch) and has been run on the CDC 6600 machine belonging
to Boeing Computer Services, Inc. The main program is arranged so that a
total of 250 constant u-velocity panels is available to cover the wing
surfaces and to be used as body interference panels. A total of 100
sources and 100 doublets can be used to model the body. If the program
is to be run on a different computer with smaller core memory, dimension
statements need to be changed to permit operation on that machine.
In addition to the standard input and output tapes (TAPE5=INPUT,
TAPE6=OUTPUT), the program may require additional devices such as disc
files or tapes for storing data sets generated when certain options are
used. One data set would consist of a set of control point coordinates
and the other would contain a set of perturbation velocities. Devices
used for these purposes are TAPE4 and TAPE7. The program employs a
system-supplied subroutine REQFL which computes the actual dimension
requirement for the aerodynamic coefficient matrix FVN. This subroutine
makes use of special machine-dependent parameters. Certain other systems
may have a similar subroutine available. If no such subroutine is
available, the dimension of array FVN should be set to 62,500 and the
four calls to REQFL marked in the main program removed.
Additional system-supplied devices used by the main program are the
BUFFER OUT and BUFFER IN options. They are used as an option to save the
triangulated aerodynamic influence matrix FVN associated with the fins
and body interference shell. TAPE3 is used for this purpose. This pro-
cedure saves time when calculations are done for a given configuration
at some Mach number but with different included angles of attack or. roll.
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However, the pertinent calls should be removed from the main program if
other systems do not offer such devices.
Program DEMON2 treats one set of lifting surfaces on a body. In
order to handle complete configurations involving forward and tail lift-
ing surfaces, the program must be used in a stepwise manner in conjunction
with other programs described in this report. A detailed description of
the required procedure is given in section 5.
Running time required by program DEMON2 is governed by the number of
constant u-velocity panels laid out on the lifting surfaces. For a
pitched and rolled cruciform wing-body combination employing 192 constant
u-velocity panels and 22 sources/sinks and doublets, the running time on
the CDC 6600 is about 60 seconds for one set of flow conditions.
Program Limitations and Precautions
.There are some problems that could arise in the use of the cruciform
wing-body program. It should be noted that subroutines LOADS, BDYPR,
VRTVEL, ROTATE and TRBIPW contain entry points. The first does not employ
an argument list and should not cause any problems. However, the entry
points in the second, third, fourth and fifth may need to have the appro-
priate subroutine argument list attached to them if other computer
machines are used.
A warning is concerned with the use of system subroutine REQFL and
the BUFFER devices already mentioned above under program operation. If
the subroutine is not available, an equivalent subroutine can be called
or the calls to REQFL can be removed and the dimension on FVN set to
62,500.. Similarly, if the BUFFER devices are not system supplied, calls
to them in the main program should be removed.
In the specification of the number of constant u-velocity panels to
be distributed on the fins and body in namelist $INPUT, the following
limits must be kept in mind. For the fins, a maximum of 150 panels are
available. In the spanwise direction, the maximum number of panels is 19.
The number of body interference panels must not exceed 100. Finally, the
total number of panels on the fins and interference shell cannot exceed
250. In namelist $BODY, the number of sources/sinks and the number of.
doublets (both specified by NXBODY) cannot exceed 100.
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Care must be taken with the use of control indices NOUT and NPR. A
very large amount of additional output is generated when these indices
are set equal to one. This output should only be used for debugging
purposes employing a minimum number of constant u-velocity panels such as
two per fin and four on the circumference of the body interference shell
with two in the lengthwise direction. ••>
A maximum magnitude is set by the program for the perturbation
velocities induced by external vortices at the control points in the flow
tangency condition. Since these velocities are based on potential vortex
theory, their values could assume large magnitudes if the vortices run
close to the fins and cause undue influence. Consequently, their magnitude
is limited to 0.35. This value can be overridden by setting variable
VRTMAX in namelist $INPUT equal to the desired value.
At the present time, program DEMON2 computes pressure distributions
on the body surface and lifting surfaces of complete configurations in
conjunction with other programs as described in section 5. The program
also determines the force and moment coefficients associated with the
lifting surfaces but it does not compute the forces arid moments acting on
the body if it is circular in cross section. The latter quantities can
be determined by an integration of the program calculated pressure dis-
tributions. In this connection, the program calculated forces and
moments associated with the interference shell only represent the effects
of lift carryover from the lifting surfaces to the body although effects
of thickness may be included. The actual loads acting on the part of the
body in the lifting surface section can also be determined from the pres-
sure distributions.
Span load and suction distributions and the associated edge vorticity
characteristics are not calculated for interdigitated fins at this time.
Thickness effects are also not accounted for this type of lifting surface
configuration.
Description of Input
This section describes the input for program DEMON2 for treating one
set of lifting surfaces on a body. In the following discussion, the
content of all input cards is summarized. All possible input variables
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are listed at the end of this section in the order of appearance in the
input deck, except for the first four variables which do not appear in
the input deck but are needed for program input preparation. Sample in-
puts are discussed; .in section 6 concerned with the calculative examples.
Note that the correspondence in designation between interdigitated fins
and cruciform fins is indicated in figure 3 and also referred to in item
2 below.
Item 1
The first card serves as identification and may contain any alpha-
numeric information desired. This information is printed on the first
page of the output.
Item 2
-The second and following cards form the namelist $INPUT which spec-
ifies the geometrical parameters of the wing surfaces and interference
shell. These -parameters are the leading-edge and trailing-edge sweeps,
semispan and rootchord. For a planar wing or cruciform wing alone, the
rootchord is the wing centerline or the cruciform wing junction. In the
case of a wing-body combination, the rootchord is the line formed by the
junction of the lifting surface and the body. The semispan is measured
from the rootchord in any case.
This namelist also contains the deflection angles and the number of
chordwise and spanwise constant u-velocity panels for each lifting surface.
The spanwise number may differ from one fin to another but the chordwise
number NCW is the same for all. Similar information is specified for the
layout of planar source panels. The number of body interference panels,
NBDCR, on the. circumference are also included in this namelist. The
specification of the latter also determines whether or not a body is
present. The number of body interference panels in the axial direction
is specified by NCWB. The body can be cylindrical or elliptical in cross
section over the interference length, BIL, spanned by the lifting surfaces.
If the interference shell is .elliptical, the horizontal semi-axis RB and
vertical semi-axis RA must be specified. The ratio RB/RA must equal
ERATIO. If the interference shell is circular, set RB equals RA and
ERATIO equals 1. If the lifting surfaces are delta wings (unswept trailing
edges), length BIL equals the rootchord CRP. If the trailing edges are
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swept back, the length BIL should be extended to include the trailing edge
of the tip chord to account properly for the interference of the lifting
surfaces on the body.
The included angle of attack, ALFAC, is the angle between the free
stream and the body/wing centerline (xfi-axis in figure 1). Angle of roll,
PHI, is indicated by <J> in the sketch below. The program computes pitch
and sideslip angles in accordance with the pitch-roll transformation
mentioned in section 4 of this report.
Setting control index NDRAG equal to 1 results in the calculation of
in-plane forces (Appendix C) acting on the lifting surfaces. At the
present time, this is not possible when the lifting surfaces form an
interdigitated configuration and NDRAG should be set equal to 0 (the
default value) for this case.
In addition, more control indices, free-stream Mach number, and
reference quantities SREF and REFL are read in. Breaks in leading-edge
and/or trailing-edge sweeps are also allowed if the configuration is a
wing or cruciform wing alone at zero sideslip or if the configuration
consists of a monoplane or cruciform or interdigitated wing-body. This
option is governed by control index LVSWP. Angles SWLEP, SWTEP, SWLEV,
and SWTEV need not be specified if LVSWP ^ 0.
Indices NCPOUT, NVLIN, ITAIL, JCPT play an important part in the
procedural use of program DEMON2 as described in section 5 in this report.
Quantities FKLE and FKSE are the vortex lift factors discussed in Appendix
C. The axial location of the moment center, XM, must be specified in the
body coordinate system with origin at the nose.
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Angles PHIDIH and THETIT are indicated on figure 3 and apply to
monoplane and interdigitated lifting surface configurations. Note that
the correspondence in designation between interdigitated fins and cruci-
form fins is indicated in figure 3. It is also referred to in connection
with the fin deflection angles listed under item 2.
Item 3 •> " ' •*'
This optional input is required when there are^breaks in the wing
sweep or if the constant u-velocity panel side edges are to be laid out
with user-determined unequal spanwise spacings. This input pertains only
to a wing or cruciform wing alone at zero sideslip. Variable YR is the
distance from the rootchord to the outboard panel side edges. Therefore,
the first value for YR is zero. The last value for YR must equal wing
semispan, B2, specified in the namelist $INPUT. In effect, this specifi-
cation positions the panel outboard side edges on the right wing. The
sweep angles are positive for wings with sweptback leading and trailing
edges.
Item 4
.The optional input of this item is associated with a wing-body com-
bination with breaks in leading-edge and/or trailing-edge sweeps. Also,
this input should be used for this configuration if the constant u-veloc-
ity panel side edges are to be laid out with user-determined unequal
spacings. Variable YRT is the distance from the wing rootchord to the
outboard constant u-velocity panel edges on the'right wing or fin. The
first value should equal 0.0 and the last value for YRT equals the semi-
span, B2; the latter is specified in the namelist $INPUT. The sweep
angles are positive for right wings or fins with sweptback leading and
trailing edges.
Item 5
This optional input accompanies Item 4 and is associated with the
left wing or fin. Variable YLT is the distance from the wing rootchord
to the outboard constant u-velocity panel edges on the left wing or fin.
The first value should equal 0.0 and the last value for YLT equals the
negative semispan, -B2. The sweep angles are negative for left wings' or
fins with sweptback leading and trailing edges.
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Item 6 . -
The information in this optional item accompanies Items 4 and 5 if
the configuration is a cruciform or interdigitated wing-body combination.
Again, this input should only be used if there are breaks in the wing or
fin sweeps or if the panel side edges are to be laid out with user-
determined unequal spacings. Variable ZUT is the distance from the wing
rootchord to the outboard constant u-velocity panel edges on the upper
wing or fin. The first value should equal 0.0 and the last equals the
semispan, B2V. The latter is specified in namelist $INPUT. The sweep
angles are positive for upper wings or fins with sweptback leading and
trailing edges.
Item 7
This optional information is the last of four inputs associated with
a cruciform or interdigitated wing-body combination if there are breaks
in sweep or if the constant u-velocity panel side edges are to be laid
out with user determined spacings; see Items 4 through 6. Variable ZDT
(
is the distance from the wing rootchord to the outboard constant u-veloc-
ity panel edges on the lower wing or fin. The first value should equal
0.0 and the last value for ZDT must equal -B2V. The sweep angles are
negative for lower wings or fins with sweptback leading and trailing
edges.
Item 8
This item is concerned with the specification of the layout and
strengths of the planar source panels employed to model thickness of the
lifting surfaces. If the case at hand involves interdigitated lifting
surfaces, this item must be omitted in the input (NTDAT=0). Basically,
the planar source panels are laid out in the same manner used to layout
the constant u-velocity panels. However, in this case the distance out
to the outboard panel edge is now measured from the body centerline not
the rootchord of the lifting surface under consideration. Breaks in
sweep are handled by control index LVSWT in the same way control index
LVSWP handled breaks in sweep in the layout of constant u-velocity panels.
The strengths of the planar source panels are related directly to
the streamwise slopes and must be specified a priori. An example of such
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a specification is shown in section 6.2.. Note that quantity THET is in
fact the tangent of the thickness envelope angle, tan 6g.
Item 9
The input cards for this item form the namelist $BODY which is
required only when a body with circular cross section is part of the con-
figuration under consideration. If the integer NBDCR in namelist $INPUT
under Item 2 is specified to be nonzero, and RB equals RA, a body with
circular cross section is present. The information in this input includes
specification of body geometry parameters and is read in by subroutine
BDYGEN. The length of the nose, LNOSE, determines the body length over
which the radius is changing as a function of the body axial coordinate.
The actual nose configuration is governed by control index, BCODE, which
selects preprogrammed forebody shapes described above in this appendix.
Normally, the body length, LBODY, should at least equal the axial
distance from the body nose to the trailing edges of the lifting surfaces
under consideration. If the trailing edges are sweptback, length LBODY
should be taken to include the trailing edge of the tip chords or side
edges of the lifting surfaces at hand.
The minimum number of body modeling singularities NXBODY should be
determined as follows. Let the density (sources and doublets/unit body
length) be determined by the number of constant u-velocity panels in the
chordwise direction on the wing divided by the rootchord (or length of
wing-body junction). Then, number NXBODY equals the density times body
length.
Item 10(a)
This input is required only when variable NVRTX specified in namelist
$INPUT, Item 2, is nonzero and if the body is circular in cross section.
In fact, NVRTX is the number of external, two-dimensional vortices whose
influences are to be included in the pressure and loading calculations.
Each vortex is assumed to be infinite in length and to be parallel to the
body centerline. Therefore, with each vortex there is associated a non-
dimensional strength, GAMMA, and nondimensional crossflow plane coordi-
nate, YVRTX, ZVRTX, given in the body or wing coordinate system shown in




This input is required only when variable NVRTX specified in namelist
$INPUT, Item 2, is nonzero and if the body is elliptical in cross section.
As in item 10, each vortex is assumed infinite in length and to be paral-
lel to the body center line. In this case, the strength GAMMA is T/v^,
and YVRTX and ZVRTX are the coordinates expressed in the wing coordinate
system for each vortex. This information is read in by main routine
CRFWBD .
Items 11, 12, 13, 14
The information specified in these items pertain to leading- and
side-edge vorticity characteristics. If specified in the input, their
influence would influence the pressures and loads on the lifting surfaces
and the interference shell under consideration. Presently, it is not
recommended to include edge vorticity effects associated with a lifting
surface in the calculation of the loading acting on the same lifting
surface. Thus, a blank card can be inserted for items 11 and 13.
Item 15
This card ends the proces- of reading in data for program DEMON2.
It should only be put at the end of all data cards for the case(s) to be
run. The computer program stops the search for more data and the run is
finished.
INPUT VARIABLES, PROGRAM DEMON2












(Number of chordwise rows on right wing)
+ 1; MSWRP = MSWR + 1.
(Number of chordwise rows on left wing)
+ 1; MSWLP = MSWL + 1.
(Number of chordwise rows on upper wing)
+ 1; MSWUP = MSWU + 1.
(Number of chordwise rows on lower wing)




























Any alphanumeric information may be put on
this card for identification of the cal-•
culation.
Namelist $INPUT.
Horizontal wing rootchord, dimensional.
Horizontal wing leading-edge sweep angle
measured in wing planform, positive for
sweep back, degrees.
Horizontal wing trailing-edge sweep angle
. measured in wing planform, positive for
sweep back, degrees.
Number of chordwise constant u-velocity
panels on the wing.
Number of spanwise constant u-velocity
panels on right wing; 1 <_ MSWR <. 19.
Number of spanwise constant u-velocity
panels on left wing; 1 <. MSWL <. 19,
default is 0.
Number of spanwise constant u-velocity
panels on the upper wing; 1 <. MSWU <. 19,
default is 0.
Number of spanwise constant u-velocity
panels on the lower wing; 1 <. MSWD <. 19,
default is 0.
Note; When running symmetric case do not





Vertical wing leading-edge sweep angle
measured in wing planform positive for
sweep back, degrees, default is 0.0.
Vertical wing trailing-edge sweep angle
measured in wing planform, positive for
sweep back, degrees, default is 0.0.



























Exposed horizontal wing semispan,
dimensional.
Exposed vertical wing semispan, dimen-
sional, default is 0.0.
Vertical semi-axis for body with elliptical
cross section.
Horizontal semi-axis for body with ellip-
tical cross section.
Ratio of RB over RA
Note; If body has circular cross section
set RA = RB and ERATIO =1.0.
Length of body influenced by fins to
account for interference. For fins with







matrix FVN for debugging,
default is 0.0.
Loadings calculated on the
basis of linear pressures
only, default value.
Loadings calculated on the
basis of linear and Bernoulli
pressures.
Print large amount of output
for debugging, default is 0.0.
Same as NOUT, default is 0.0.
NDRAG = 0
NDRAG = 1
Omit calculation of in-plane
forces, default value.
Include calculation of in-plane
forces. Use default value
when treating interdigitated
tails.
Fraction of the constant pres-
sure panel chord (which
contains the centroid) where
the control point is located.
TOLFAC = 1 Multiplication factor used in
the evaluation of the toler-























NPRESS = 0 This value insures that load-
ings are also computed on the
basis of the linear pressure
relationship in addition to
the Bernoulli pressure rela-
• tionship.
Maximum magnitude of vortex induced veloc-
ities included in flow tangency condition,
default is 0.35.
NVRTPL = 0 Component of velocity parallel
to fin induced by vortices not
included in Bernoulli loading
pressure, default value.
NVRTPL = 1 Loading pressure calculated
including parallel component
• • ' • • • of vortex induced velocity.




NAGAIN = 1 Buffer out FVN array. For
succeeding runs, keep NAGAIN
= 1.
Deflection angle of horizontal right wing.
Positive: trailing edge down, degrees,
default is zero.
Deflection angle of horizontal left wing,
Positive: trailing edge down, degrees,
default is 0.0.
Deflection angle of vertical upper wing,
Positive: trailing edge to right, degrees,
default is 0.0.
Deflection angle of vertical lower wing,
Positive: trailing edge to right, degrees,
default is 0.0. - • '





applies to right upper fin, trailing
edge down is positive,
applies to left lower fin, trailing
edge down is positive,
applies to right lower fin, trailing
edge down is positive,
applies to left upper fin, trailing
edge down is positive.
Included angle of attack, measured between























Angle of roll, measured from the plane con-
taining the free-stream velocity vector
and the body/wing centerline to the upper
wing, positive clockwise looking forward,
default is 0.0.
Free-stream Mach number.
LVSWP = 0 No breaks in wing leading or
trailing edges, or equal span-
wise spacings of panel side
edges, default value.
LVSWP ^0 Up to 19 breaks in wing leading
or trailing edges or up to 19
unequal spanwise spacings.
Number of external vortices present,
NVRTX ^  10 (see Item 10 (a)).
NCRX = 0 Horizontal wing only present,
default value.
NCRX = 1 Vertical wing surfaces in
addition to horizontal wing
surfaces present.
Number of constant u-velocity panels on
the circumference of the body.
NBDCR = 0 No body present, default value.
NBDCR > 0 Body present (see Item 8).
Number of constant u-velocity panels in the
longitudinal direction on the surface of
the body over the body interference length
BIL, default is 0.0.
Reference area used in load calculations,
default is 1.
Reference length used in rolling-moment
calculations, default is 1.
ITAIL = 1 Tail fins to be considered,
default is 0. If case involves
interdigitated fins mounted
on body with elliptic cross
section set ITAIL = 0.
NBDYPR = 1 Pressures to be calculated















NTPR = 1 Print debug output from subroutine
THKVEL, default is 0.
Number of sets of thickness data to be
input. Set NTDAT=0 for cases involving
interdigitated fins.
NTDAT = 0 No thickness input data, default
value.
NTDAT = 1 For horizontal wing, symmetric
layout or for cruciform wing,
symmetric layout with layout on
vertical wings same as on
horizontal wings.
NTDAT = 2 For cruciform wing, symmetric
layout. Vertical wing layout
different from horizontal or
for horizontal wing alone
(delta wing) with asymmetric
layout.
NTDAT = 4 For cruciform wing alone (delta
wing), asymmetric layout.
Number of source panels in a chordwise row,
default is 0.
NCPOUT =0 No control point coordinates
written, default value.
NCPOUT = 1 Write coordinates (in wing
coordinate system) of control
points on fin and body inter-
ference shell in data set
(TAPE4), and continue the run.
NCPOUT = 2 Write coordinates (in wing
coordinate system) of control
points on fin and body inter-
ference shell in data set
(TAPE4) and stop the run
(STOP77).
NVLIN = 0 Do not read in velocity com-
ponents induced by moving
vortices.
NVLIN = 1 Read in velocities induced by
moving vortices (calculated
by program VPATH2 or VPATHL)
from a data set (TAPE?),
default is 0.
Axial station aft of which body pressures
are to be calculated. If case involves
interdigitated tails on body with ellip-
















Number of control points and body pressure
points calculated by subroutine BDYPR and
printed in output. This number is required
when NVLIN = 1 and ITAIL = 1, default is 0.
Fraction of leading-edge suction converted
into normal force, default is 0.5.
Fraction of side-edge suction converted
into normal force, default is 0.5.
x-coordinate of moment center in body
coordinate system, default is 0.0.
z-coordinate of moment center in body
coordinate system, default is 0.0.
Dihedral angle associated with interdigi-
tated fin, default is 0.0, 0 <. <j»p < 90°.
Location angle associated with interdigi-
tated fin, default is 0.0, 0 <. 9 < 90°.
Axial location of wing rootchord leading




VSWLER(KJ) ATI? _ (KJ)Lit. , K
VSWTER(KJ) A^E R(KJ)
Optional input for planar or cruciform wing
alone at zero sideslip.
Distance from wing rootchord to the con-
stant pressure panel outboard side edge
on right wing, 1 <. KJ <_ MSWRP,
(MSWRP <. 30), YR(1) = 0.0, YR(MSWRP) = B2.
Leading-edge sweep of wing between YR(KJ-l)
and YR(KJ), positive for sweep back,
degrees, 1 <. KJ <. MSWRP, (MSWRP <. 20) ,
VSWLER(l) =0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing between YR(KJ-l)
and YR(KJ), positive for sweep back,







Optional input for wing-body combination.
Distance from wing rootchord to the con-
stant u-velocity panel outboard side edge
on right wing, 1 <. KJ <. MSWRP,








Leading-edge sweep of wing between
(YRT(KJ-l) and YRT(KJ), positive for sweep
back, degrees, 1 i KJ <. MSWRP,
(MSWRP <. 20), VSWLER(l) = 0.0.
VSWTER(KJ) Trailing-edge sweep of wing between
(YRT(KJ-l) and YRT(KJ), positive for sweep
back, degrees, 1 <. KJ <. MSWRP,









Optional input for wing-body combination.
Distance from wing rootchord to the con-
stant u-velocity panel outboard side edge
on left wing, 1 <. KJ <. MSWLP, (MSWLP <. 20) ,
YLT(l) =0.0, YLT(MSWLP) = -B2.
Leading-edge sweep of wing between
YLT(KJ-l) and YLT(KJ), negative for sweep
back, degrees, 1 <. KJ i MSWLP,
(MSWLP <L 20), VSWLEL(l) = 0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing between
YLT(KJ-l) and YLT(KJ), negative for sweep
back, degrees, 1 <. KJ i MSWLP,
(MSWLP <. 20), VSWTEL(l) = 0.0.
Item 6 (3F10.5) Optional input for cruciform wing-body
combination.
ZUT(KJ)
VSWLEU(KJ) ATT:, T T (KJ )LiCi, U
VSWTEU(KJ) A (KJ)
Distance from wing rootchord to the con-
stant u-velocity panel outboard side edge
on upper wing, 1 i KJ <. MSWUP,
(MSWUP <. 20), ZUT(l) = 0.0,
ZUT(MSWUP) = B2V.
Leading-edge sweep of wing between
ZUT(KJ-l) and ZU(KJ), positive for sweep
back, degrees, 1 £ KJ <. MSWUP,
(MSWUP <. 20), VSWLEU(l) = 0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing between
ZUT(KJ-l) and ZUT(KJ), positive for sweep
back, degrees, 1 <. KJ <. MSWUP,












Optional input for cruciform wing-body
combination.
Distance from wing rootchord to the con-
stant u-velocity panel outboard side edge
on lower wing, 1 i KJ i MSWDP,
(MSWDP <. 20), ZDT(l) = 0.0,
ZDT(MSWDP) = -B2V.
Leading-edge sweep of wing between
ZDT(KJ-l) and ZDT.(KJ) , negative for sweep
back, degrees, 1 i KJ <. MSWDP,
(MSWDP <L 20), VSWLED(l) = 0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing between
ZDT(KJ-l) and ZDT(KJ), negative for sweep
back, degrees, 1 i KJ i MSWDP,










Optional thickness input data when
NTDAT y 0. If case involves interdigi-
tated fins, this option is not used.
Information in items 8(a), 8(b) are read
in by subroutine THKIN for the right
horizontal wing.
Number of source panels in the spanwise
direction, 1 i 19 i MSWT.
LVSWT =0 No breaks in wing leading or
trailing edges, or equal
spanwise spacings of source
panel sides, default is 0.
LVSWT =1 Up to 19 breaks in wing lead-
ing or trailing edges or up
to 19 unequal spanwise
spacings.
NUNIS = 1 Thickness distribution varies
over the span.
NUNIS = 0 Thickness distribution constant
over the span.
Optional input for LVSWT = 1.
Distance from body centerline to the
source panel outboard side edge,
















COMMENTS ' • '
Leading-edge sweep of wing between
YTH(1,J-1) and YTH(1,J), positive for
sweep back, degrees, 1 <. J .<. MSWT+1.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing between
YTH(1,J-1) and YTH(1,J), positive for
sweep back, degrees, 1 <. J <. MSWT+1.
Optional input specifying streamwise




K = 1, NWCT
K = 1, (NCWT*MSWT)
Optional input for left wing when body is
not present and if geometric yaw angle
is accounted for (skewed panels). All
input same as for right wing above,
items 8 (a)., 8 (b) , and8(c). :
Optional input for upper wing if NTDAT = 2
or 4 and NCRX = 1. Same input as for
right wing, items 8(a), 8 (b) and 8(c).
Optional input for lower wing if NCRX = 1
and body is not present and if geometric
pitch angle is accounted for (skewed
panels). All input same as for right





Namelist $BODY read in by subroutine
BDYGEN. Optional input when body with
circular cross section is present,
NBDCR ± 0.
Number of line source/sinks and line
doublet singularities distributed along
body centerline.
Length of nose part of body measured from
nose tip, dimensional (real variable).








Control index (integer) for specifying
forebody shape.
BCODE = 0 Parabolic
= 1 Sears-Haack











Optional input read by subroutine VRTVEL
when the effect of fixed external vortices
are considered, for bodies with circular
cross section only (RB = RA),
1 <. NVRTX <. 10.
Nondimensional vortex strengths, a is body
radius RB, 1 <L I <L NVRTX.
Nondimensional y-coordinate, 1 <. I <. NVRTX.
Nondimensional z-coordinate, !<.!<. NVRTX.







Optional input when the effect of fixed
external vortices are considered, for
bodies with elliptical cross section
only (RB ? RA) , 1 <. NVRTX <. 10.
Vortex strength divided by free stream
velocity, 1 i I i NVRTX.
y-coordinate in wing coordinate system of
I'th vortex, !<.!<. NVRTX.
z-coordinate in wing coordinate system of
I'th vortex, 1 <. I <. NVRTX.





Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for the right horizontal fin.
Dumber of leading-edge vortex information









Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for the upper vertical fin.
Number of leading-edge vortex information










Optional input concerning leading-edge
vorticity when MLEVR+MLEVL+MLEVU
+MLEVD = Nr.^ -7-V f 0.
Wing x-coordinate of station of fin leading
edge.
Center of gravity of the leading-edge
vorticity distribution.
Strength of the vort.:.;_jty distribution at




Number of fin side-edge vortex information










Optional input concerning side-edge
vorticity when 4(NSEV) = NSIDGE ^ 0.
Wing x-coordinate of station on fin side
edge.
Center of gravity of the side-edge
vorticity distribution.
Strength of vorticity distribution at








This section gives a summarized description of the output generated
by program DEMON2 for a typical case involving one set of lifting surfaces
on a body. Sample outputs are shown in connection with the discussion of
2 sample cases in section 6. In the following, the important items of
output are described. Note that if print control indices NOUT and NPR
are not set equal to zero in namelist $INPUT, very large output will be
generated. As such, this additional output serves to aid in debugging.
The first page identifies the run. The second and possibly the third
show the namelist $INPUT. All length dimensions in the output are the
same as in the input.
On the next page, the wing geometry and flow conditions are listed.
The quantities ALFA and BETA correspond to angle of pitch, a, and side-
slip, 3, respectively, calculated by the program, using the pitch-bank
convention'described in section 4, from the angle of incidence ALFAC and
angle of roll PHI specified in namelist $INPUT. Information concerning
the geometrical layout of the planar source panels used to model thickness
of the lifting surfaces is then shown. On the next page; the specified
streamwise slopes are printed. No thickness is accounted for for cases
including interdigitated lifting surfaces.
If the body is circular in cross section, the next page shows name-
list $B'ODY which was read in by subroutine BDYGEN. It is followed by the
program calculated cylindrical coordinates of the body definition points
and streamwise body slopes. Together with this body geometry output,
the origin of each line singularity (line sources/sinks and line doublets)
are given under the heading TX. All axial coordinates are in the body
coordinate system with origin at the nose, refer to figure 1. The
strengths of the singularities are given by T(I) for the line sources
or sinks and by TC(I) for the line doublets. On the next pages, the out-
put shows the pressures calculated on the circumference of the body with
circular cross section. This information is calculated at axial loca-
tions under the heading XB in the body coordinate system. Each circum-
ference or ring is given a BODY RING number which is written on top of the
pressure point coordinates, the velocity component involved, pressure
coefficients, body slopes, and pressure ratios. The pressures are
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calculated by subroutine BDYPR on the basis of the linear and Bernoulli
pressure-velocity relationships. The latter is given by equation (10) in
this report. If the pressures are calculated on the forebody, body nose
shed vorticity characteristics can appear in the output if the included
angle of attack is in excess of about 5°. The vorticity is represented
by 2 concentrated vortices located symmetrically with respect to the
crossflow free-stream component vector (unrolled coordinates). The
vortex coordinates are also given in the body coordinate system (rolled
coordinates) nondimensionalized by the local body radius. The calculated
pressures include effects of the body nose vortices, if present. At the
end of the print out of the pressures acting on the body, the number of
control points, JCPT, is written. This number must be noted for runs
involving the afterbody and tail fins, refer to sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4.
For bodies with elliptical cross section, the horizontal and vertical
semiaxes are printed immediately following the print out of local sur-
face slope of the thickness distribution. Pressures at points on the
surface of a body with elliptical cross section are calculated by program
WDYBDY described in Appendix K.
The next pages of output contain the velocity components induced by
external vortices, if applicable. They are calculated by program VPATH2
for axisymmetric bodies or by program VPATHL for bodies with elliptic
cross section. Both programs are described in Appendix L. These programs
compute the paths of the vortices and then proceed to calculate the vortex
induced velocity components at the control points given under the headings
XCP, YCP and ZCP.
The next page in the output lists the calculated control point
coordinates (xM,yr7,zT7) in the wing coordinate system shown in figure 1
•V n W . "
for the constant u-velocity panels distributed on the lifting surfaces.
Perturbation velocities, in the wing coordinate system, induced at these
points by the body and external vortices with their paths fixed to be
parallel to the body centerline are also shown.. The quantities BU, BV,
BW and WRTX, WVRTX, are due to body singularities and vortices specified
in Item 10(a) or 10(b) of the input. The velocity components induced by
the body singularities are calculated by subroutine VELCAL if the body is
axisymmetric. For bodies with elliptic cross section, they are computed
by program WDYBDY, stored on a data set and read in by subroutine BDYRD.
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Coordinates of the control points associated with the body interfer-
ence panels are given on the next page. They are expressed in the wing
coordinate system. Velocity components THU(J), THV(J) and THW(J) are
induced by the planar source panels on the lifting surfaces used to model
thickness.
Loading information is printed on the next pages. First, the load-
ings are based on linear pressure loadings. For each lifting surface
the force and moment coefficients, spanwise loading and suction distri-
butions and distributions along the side edge of suction force are given.
The heading specifies flow conditions and reference quantities including
the moment-center coordinates in the body system. It is followed by a
list of the deflection angle, thrust coefficient, CTHR, acting in the
negative XB (or x_J direction, force coefficient CZ in the ZB (or z..)
direction, force coefficient CY in the yB (or yw) direction, pitching
moment CM (nose up positive), yawing moment CLN (nose to right positive)
and rolling-moment CLL (right wing down positive) coefficients.
Force coefficients CZ, CY and moment coefficients CM, CLN and CLL
are also printed for the interference shell which covers the body over the
length covered by the lifting surfaces. They are only representative of
the lift carryover or interference from the lifting surfaces. If actual
loads acting on this section of body are to be computed, the pressure
distributions mentioned at the end of this section must be integrated.
So far, the loading coefficients have been expressed in the body
axis system. For convenience, the positive directions of the forces and
moments in the body coordinate system are indicated in the following
sketch together with the body and wing reference coordinate systems.
The loading information is also specified in the wind axis system, refer
to section 4.2 in this report. All force and moment coefficients are
then based on a coordinate system with its longitudinal axis aligned with
the free stream vector. Under the heading SPANWISE DISTRIBUTIONS, the
quantities of interest are the span loading CN*C/(2*B), thrust distribu-
tion CT*C/(2*B), suction distribution CS*C/(2*B) and the calculated
leading-edge vorticity strength GAMMA,LE/VINF with its spanwise location
YEAR. Quantity XLE is the axial coordinate, in the wing system, of the
leading edge. The sums of the in-plane forces in coefficient form are





given in Appendix C. Along the side edge, the distribution of suction
force per unit length divided by the dynamic head times the tip chord is
given together with the strength GAMMA,SE/VINF of the side-edge vorticity
and the spanwise location YEAR. Quantity YEAR lies along the yw coordi-
nate. Finally, for the lifting surface at hand the strength(s) and span-
wise location(s) of the concentrated trailing-edge vortex (vortices) are
printed under the heading T.E. FIN INFO.
After displaying the loading information and spanwise distributions
for all the lifting surfaces, the output of program DEMON2 proceeds to
specify pressure distributions on the lifting surfaces calculated on the
'».
basis of the Bernoulli pressure expression, equation (10). PRESSA is the
pressure coefficient acting on the upper side and PRESSB is the pressure
coefficient on the lower side of the horizontal lifting surface. For a
planar (monoplane) and cruciform fin or wing configuration, the horizontal
surfaces lie in the zw (or z ) = 0 plane. For interdigitated fins, the
horizontal fins are the right upper and left lower fins, refer also to
figure 3 and the sketch 'in Appendix D. Coordinates X(J), Y(J) and 2(J)
are in the wing coordinate system. The same pressure coefficient infor-
mation is given for the vertical fins. For a cruciform fin configuration,
the vertical surfaces lie in the yw (or yB) = 0 plane. For interdigitated
fins, the vertical fins are the right lower and left upper fins, refer to
figure 3 and the sketch in Appendix D. The loading pressures coeffi-
cients, DELTP,LIN. and DELTP,BERN., pertain to the differences in
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pressures acting on the lifting surfaces based on linear and Bernoulli
pressure expressions, respectively.
The loading calculation is then repeated using the Bernoulli loading
pressures. The next pages of output contain the same loading information
described above but all results are now based on the Bernoulli pressure
equation.
The calculation of loading information based on linear pressure load-
ings and Bernoulli pressure loadings serves the following purposes. It
should be noted first that the linear loading pressures are directly
related to the constant u-velocity panel strengths in accordance with
equation (C2) in Appendix C whereas the Bernoulli pressures are computed
from the velocity components, included angle of attack and roll angle as
indicated by equations (9) and (10). Fin forces, moments and trailing
edge vorticity characteristics (related to span load distributions as
shown in Appendix B) should be taken from the loading information calcu-
lated with Bernoulli pressures. At low angles of attack with zero roll
and in the absence of external vorticity, the loadings based on the two
pressures will be comparable. However, any loading increment due to lead-
ing- and side-edge vorticity calculated with the Polhamus analogy must be
taken from the loading information based on linear pressures. This is
based on the fact that the characteristics of the leading- and side-edge
vorticity are related to the suction distributions which is calculated
using the constant u-velocity panel strengths as described in Appendix C.
Finally, the pressures acting at the control points of the body
interference shell are printed out. They are a continuation of the pres-
sures, described at the beginning of this section, calculated at points
on the body ahead'of the wing-body section at hand. The same remarks
apply. The pressures include effects of body singularities, external
vortices, planar source panels on the lifting surfaces, and all the con-
stant u-velocity panels on the lifting surfaces and body interference
shell.
Program Listing
The wing-body program DEMON2 is written in FORTRAN IV (029 punch)
computer language for the CDC 6600 machine. The program consists of a


















































































































































PLA«J4« OR C^UCIFO** -IING-HODY P»nr,H4n, SUPERSONIC FUO»
SET UP c t n - e T ^ v * COUROIMAUS. AERODYNAMIC iNrtuFNct COEFFICIENT
M A T R I X , SDLVE FOR CUNST4NT U-VfcUJCITY PAMF.|_ STRENGTHS.




























) , YTM(20 ,« ) . THfc T A|. (100 1
CDHMnN/TMVFU'- ' /THtTA, TTLW^C, T H T S O
COMHON/JCVtL /UTCMK,VTr ;MK,«TCH<, l IT , IFT,1J
COMMON/ T3PANS/SPANR.SP4NL.3P AMU, 3P A ^ 0,S»PLE0,S*PLEL.3>'PLF.U,
1 S«PLtD.3«PTeR»3*PTEL»SwPTEU.S-»PTP1,Kf l i lO










/FI.LIPS/ "»A ,«B ,E f tAT lH













































3 16X.12HT1P CMnRO s ,
U 17x.l3"ROCjT CHl'HO a
9 1 U X . 1 6 H W I N G 3EMI3P4K. * ,F10.5//)
70? FORMAT { / / 2 0 X , ISHFL'J* C'INOI T JO*3/ /SX, 7MMACH 9
1 ,F10.5,«X, 7HPHI * ,M0.5,aX,7»ALF A a , F I 0 .5 . «'.. 7hBETA 3 , f ! O . S >
703 F O S . M A T ( l M l t 1HX.S2H PAK,tL C'lHMF.R C'VlROl'vATF S FIR -I'nG
INELSI OMOI
70U FORMAT ( 1"| , 10X, 30nCO'JTK'ni_ P n j w T COORfMN. A T F S Ffl" « I / > » 1 4 W C .-'OrtOi* ISEOMO l
123HSP*'>">'tSE 01 MUG 2 Q» L. /53*» JMANO. 12, 11H S P A K J W J S E PANELS 0*0*01.
nR U ,1X , I 2 . 5K» 2iHSPAN*ISE ON >.^G U OH 0, //
U ' SX, 1HJ, OX ,UHX( Jl .«X,«'-IY(J J ,HX.«HZ( J5 i





707 FPRXATdHl. iOX,20HlNfuut»iCE M A T R I X FVM//)
708 FORMAT{/1X,5*(I"-)tli^hinG t PANELS
70Q F'.iR«A T (/I X ,58( 1 M») , l iri-lNG 2 PAwfcLS
710 PORMATf/Ix,S9(1H«),13H*lNG 3 PANELS .S9(1H.)/)
71 1 F0BMAT(/1 X.^>9( 1
712 FORMAT (9110)
713 FORMAT(Jf10.S)
71U FORMAT («>>• 10.5)
715 FOB^ATC// .SOX,
21iX,7HHflO* » «Li» 1 2 X » f l M O E L T A a ,(_ S, 1 1 X , 9HTRMSVM a ,\_
312X,f lMunsYM " ,L3/ / / )
717 F O R M A T C IM , 10X,«>lHgLOPF3 OF PAMFL F.OGES//6X, IHJ,
1 SX,10MT,E. SLOPt/1
T \ t > F O R M A T (15*,12, 8X ,M0.5 f UX, FU'.S, 9X, F10.5)
71« F f ) R « 4 T f S x , I 3 » 5 x » F 1 0 . S » S x . F j o . S l
719 FHRMAK «x, i? lMLtAniN-G EDGE S^F.EP 3
72" F O H - A T t t M l , S X . i l M C f l N T R G U ^OI'.'TS *
• I «X ,1^ I ,U l














110X, 2<H l.f-FT »ING PART SPAM a ,F10.«>)
723 Ff!OMAT(//10X,7HC«»PT a ,F10.5)
72d FORMAT flHl,10x,75w Tin DIMENSIONAL ynRTgX ST^FNGTHS ANO FIXED
215X,5MtVOTX, 6X,
3 SHVV^TX,1ux,5HZv»TX//)























T f X / / 2 S X , JiSHKlfP726
727
72«.
7 2 V F O R M A T ( 2 X , J 3 . 2 X f t l 2 . b l
7JI f - n w M A T f Ihl » iOX ,
70} ( > F O R M A T f
COCJPD1N4TFS I N ->INC.
T SPAN s .Ftn.S/
























7.. 7X. 1 0"L .? . SKFF.P,S».





73U FOH^AT (IHl ,ax,lUHwtKi<; 1 SURFACE //)
735 f-npMAT (iHi,tjx,i<*H,iiNr, 2 SURFACE //)




t I 5 » 5 f c l 2 . S l
7lJ7 F O R M A T ( 1 H 1
UlCl 'L»TF. i ) *




Al*0 PE»Tt.'*BAT IOM VtLUCITttS
OR VPATHL,//,
<»OQ CONTINUE.































































































































S-lt va'*,". 0-01 |9Q
rjMOl 191
0*01 192
X S T A P T o O . O



















C«* *«»»»»»* *»»«* * *««*«* *« *»««««*«*«»*«*«»*»*»»»»«»«»«««»* *«*»»*«««»«««* *T )M01
C S* T Crl"»f. BF QUIBfFNT SASfO «'!» F«"v(J) " *0"U!














G f c O M E T B j r A L l v S V M M £ f B T C » I f^G3 UNL»
BEAD MF.AilEH C A P O
IF (HfAn(n,E'),oi. ' iT) STOP
REAP NA-H.IST I».PUT
BE«l> (5.T ' ;Pl lT l
AMRI f r\f A T T A C K ANO STOESI. IP *RF CAI.CHL A TF. D T^
P T T C H - B O U L T<»AnrSMJP>«»T JO*. SEE MELSE^ PAGE 5.
.-,!' M C s S T ' ( A l F
C"S»l .CsCi 'S( 'LF
H F T A o s A S T ' i ( S I S H f e T )
I.F A S A L ' 0 / f>T( )B
» 1 T M
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F I N P»'JPF«TIF3
CHECK F119 I N T E ' O K J T T A T E O TAIL. DIMpOHAL AMGLfcS
NOHJ U I f 'TFt fOIGI T4TF .Q FI'JS ARt U^DfcW CPNSir>F 04 T JO* , TH£ F>LL'.>"I'
t>IGMT
I.FFT I
FI*.. . . .WIGHT PC 1
FI* L E F T LIB 2
LKFT IjPPEH FIN.,,..LO*RR <>P OU«N LIB U
THIS ''ESI G ^ 4 T ION feSTAMLlS^FS CUWHESPO^'Ot NCt
I'lTf P . n t G T T A T f e O Ff.'uS.
JE njHFo«AL ANGLE OfFiNF.O AS THF CANT ANGLE «t»F.
iES C»'.ir.IKlRM
If ( T H F T I T . U . 0 . 0 ,0». TO ?2
3 LO»FR CA ' iT A'.fiLE, PHIFO • UPfE'« I.FFT C A N T
PHlfOB.P^IDIH
TxfT'«,THF TU
T M f T L . T H | T O
PCS.
OF P.H3 FIinS f.lM
+ V - » » 4 X I S
OF L«S FIMS H'J BODY
CIRCI IMFEBt^CE
T M E T I T
• T M E T I T
' T H f c T O s - T M f T I T
22
ELLIPSF
P A . . . V E R T I C A L S t * I - A X 1 3
IF (SA.F.0 ,0 , .AN.O .^M.t 'O.O,
IF (RA.Ff j .O. ) PA»«H/EPATrO
RU TO 2
LOGICAL VAKIA*H. t A 3 Y M GnvfBK.s L A Y O U T nF
n\iLY CAW 3p pnwF >>MF^ THFWF IS M) HOOV


























































If ( T 9 U 3 Y M )
IF (TO iJSYM ,ANO, T H f c T t T . G T . O ,
iH IPs M C < M » M SUCH










































































O M O l
C OMOl
C OMOl
C** * *»»* * * *»* * * *»»«* * *«* *»«* * * * * * * * * * * * *«* *«* * * *«* * * * *«* * * *«*«* * * *»»«* *«PMOlC UP Tn S T A T f l r W T «9 13 FCJR -ING ALljN* C A S t O M O )
C * * « » « * * * * * « « » * * » « » * « « * * » * « * * * * * « * * * * « * « » * « * » * * * « * « * * * * * * « * « » * * « * » * * « * * * 0 ' < 0 1
C Nt'Ttl Ie SORAGaU USE A M A X I M U M OF ISO PA^EL3 O'«01
C OMQ 1
IFf ASYM,riR.hOOY,UB,MCRX,NF..O) GH 10 69 OMOl










THIS CASE -tASU'tO *PU"t «!*>G OMOl
184
c;n to
SPA."""ISfc "-EL T>- f -
j i
 T H £ V -FN?
v-m =<•),>'•
Y^O'S^Pls^
D v a M 2 / " S >. 3
o" 1 IP 1-2 1 •"
A 1 = 1-1
!•>' Al> - fc«i>Y
11"
GO TO fcH
r:t, iMKri«» Li lO iii.il Btl.
.- ' OF S T « F » " » 1 5 e Pl.«~f-.
( 4
TO ' ig P( i»>-f- r> BY
'if, SOOT CHfilj Lt
IN I tHI.I'.JT on i- 'V,





O ^ O t .








0 ^  0 1 'J 0 1
DM01 UO?
0"01 ilOJ
• ! > M 0 1 '40d
D - ^ O I y i /5
OMOI uuo
0 M 0 1 U 0 7
15 MO) «0(J
' n" i) t -j o•'
D"01 010
0-01 Ul l







S ••• P T f u = S > T .- -J
S''.P(_PI.3S*I I; °
S > u T f L a S '« T f. o
77
C A S E v t " T I r . A L T, P A - t L S
i l ^ ' O l U J O











0 M 0 1
;)•*'»«
O."01 i






IF ( . M n T . & S V M ) GO TO T,




• • .CO- TC 77
7.S. S*
77 CONTINUE
IF (NCex.FfJ!") GO T-J feu
3LP>"LU3TAN(8»Pl.tU*OTno)
SL V"«L Os T A •: ( JjwPL ED *0 T{je )
64 IF (Lw8«P.iQ,0) tO TQ bS
C
C kEAD IN NO* UNIFORM DISTANCES TO PANEL OUTBOARD
C IF « I T W A boor, MfcASijpf. Fwn* FIN ROOT c^ORO. . .
c
60 PtAO (5,71$) (V»T(Kj),VS«LEH(Kj),V3»TER(KJ),i<Jsl,-'SWHP)
If (T«ijSVH.AMn. THETIT.LE.O.) bd TO 68
IF (TRUSV") GfJ TO ol
IF (MCPX.FQ.O) GO TU 66
IF T»US*M !S TRUfc »NQ I ^ T F R O I G J T A T t O TATl. IS T O E A T E O .
I ' A T A IS E X P E C T E D FQ!» THf KK,HT UPPF.W ANP l.t
61 Bf AIMS, 71 il (ZuT<Kvn,«s*LtU(KJ),wSi»TEU(t<J).Kjml,«3*H.iPl
U ( T 9 M S V M ) fjrj TU 6*4
o t A O ( 5 , 7 1 J) (ZOT(K j ) ,v3 i« t tO( '<J) ,VS-TEO(Kj ) ,K . I« l . ' «S" : OP>
'




























































SPANnISt ".IOTA'S, CONSTANT S»EEP3





IF (TBUSY* .AMD. TMfeTTT.EO.n.O) GO TO 6fl




je C q . O ) GO T :J
I-' v / E B T T C A L
97 .ZUTd lsO.O
Z U T ( M S W U P ) s S P A N U t Z U t ( l ?
t )
IF (TSUSYM) CO TU




6S C O N T I M J E
IF (L"8"'P,t?5,0) GO TQ 70
If ( ASYM.o«.80nv,Ofl .NC«X.Ne,0) GO TO 28
K (6,732)
P(J 29 K'SI ,MSiN»P






,*NP; Tu tT lT . te .O. ) GO TO 79
\f f fUiSYM) RO TO 8U
DM 81 KS1 ,M
u-RITE (6,7^
I* (NCPX.ec.O) GO TO 79
00 82 «et,»-S*i.lP
(6,735) K,ZUT(K1,VS«L^'J(«).V3*TE|.'(K)





















































































L A Y - O U T F L £ M £ N T A L PANfLS ON «
1 F ( A . S « « . HO. 31.10V, U B . N C O X . N t . O ) t»n T" 5"
CALL LAYn! jT (SLP»L f - .SL°*TF, HJ,».S»»P,CHP. » ,CT«>, i>wTF:»,Tr t t TP)
I F ( M O U T . £.•},!) " K I T ? f 6 . 7 1 S ) A 3 Y M , U B M C , L H : T , « o r > V , T e L T » . T B ' J . < m ' ,
NOSY*
GO TO 53
'«U Of-. THfc FtM,i.
1« B O D Y IS P R E S E N T
50 CHL LAVriUT(SLP*«L»'.SLP"<Tl<, 1 ,CTP,PHrFB,
.kf.O) CTPV3CTP
IF (T<?U5VM .AMD. TMLTlT.ue.0.01 GO TO (,?
IF (T^USYM) CM TU 6J
CALL LAYnUT(SLP"LL»?LP»R»Y!.T,«'S»LP.C0PT,^.CTPl. ,H"
TF (K.nuT.EO. I) *wm t
.EO.O) Gu TO AIF
63
A S V K , T L R M C , L f c l I T . S > n D Y , O M . T A , T H U S r M »
IF f T W I l S V " ) G'J Tfj <S«!
CALL L » V n u T ( S L P | " L O » S L P w T D , / O T . ^ S « U P . C < ' P T V , u , C T P V O . P H I F D , T H t T O )
IF ( N O U T . F . 0 . 1 )
C LAV-OUT HMO* iNTERFt^F^Ct
c
62 TM^'BOC&.td.O) GO TU S3
CALL LAVOt.;! (SLP»l.t.5LP»'Tt.0.o,NHOCM,HtL.S,0,,0..0.)
E (6.715) A3YM, UBNC'.LtFT.qilOY.nFLTA, T»US
55
(f.,?'.^) F » A C H , A L ^ A C . PHI, A L F A . '
{ . M O T . A S Y " ) '.a- Tn S6
C R P T v
IF ( 'OUT.vF.n GO TU 7813
w B I T F C f c . T O U
« " I T E ( 6 , 7 0 i O )
J l
( J , X L F ( . J l , Y L C ( J l , Z L F ( J ) , X L a t I1.

























































.AND. THE.TIT.LE.O.I cu TO 7i
(TUUSYM) t in TO 7J
OMOl
(J,XLF(%n,YLCCJ).ZLMJ),>aH(J),VLC<J).7.LB(J),XRF{>n, OM01 635
<*H(J), YRC(J) *£KH(J), Js^HPJ'.MHP) 0*01 636
tHNCBx.HJ.O) GL' Tn 71 OMOl 637
OMOl
73 **ITfc(6,7!0) O'MOl 639
fJ,XLF(J),YLC(J),ZLF(J),XLP(J),YI.C(J).ZLH(J),XRF(J}, Wl
I ,MJP)




71 IF.(NHDCR.KQ.O) 60 TO 72
**ITF(6,7261 . ' - OMOl 6«9
-"I TF. (6,7030) OMOl. 650
1YBCfJ)»ZtfF(J)•XPH(J),YftC(J) »ZRBCJ)»JsNPANLP,NwBP) OMOl 6S2
OMOl 655
DMOt 6S«
GO TQ 7813 . O M O l ftSS
. 0*01 6S6
(J ,SXPPLE(J) ,S«PPTE(J) .Jsl .NPANLSl OHOl
781'1 C r1.NTjNUE ' DM01
C .
 v. 0^01 659
C OMOl 66'1
C . . . OMOl 661
C f>PUT THICKNESS D A T A , PRI*JT itNPUT VALUESi AND L*Y DM01 962
C f .UT SOURCE PANELS ON FIuS. DM0) b6i •
C Si'HRfniTlMfc TWKIN .PEAOS IN STWEAM* I3E THICKWPSS SLOPES. DMOI 66«
C . . DMOt 665
TP C K T f i A T . E G . O ) GO TCJ 88 . . D'<01 666
CALL THkntlT O M O l 663
CALL T H K L Y T ( C < * P T » 0 ) . . . OMOl 669
T F ( A S Y H ) C A L L T ^ K L Y T ( C R P T , 1 ) ' 0«01 670
C OMOl 671
IF (MCPX.FQ,0 ) GU TO 8fl 0^01 672
C A L L T h K L Y T { C P P T V , 2 ) OMOl 6 7 3
IFCASYM) C A L L T H K L r T ( C « P T V , 3 ) OMOl 67U
«8 CONTINUE OMOl 675
C IJM01 676
c t^iTiALizt HOOY INDUCED VFLOCITIES AND VORTEX INDUCED VELCICITUS 0^01 677
C . 0*01 678
00 10 KM«| ,150 O M O l 679
i / V R T X f KM) so, 0 0U01 nflO
0 ^ 0 1 681
OMOl 6*2
HOvrK'i)=0,G ' 0U01 68i
10"OWfKM)sfl (0 ' OM0168U
C . DMOI 685
00 11 ICE l ,500 PMOl 686
WVE( . (T f i ) » f i , 0 ' OMOl 687
11 . -y£L( IC)«0,0 OMOl 6BB
C 0M01 6B9
C ' ' nno1 69o
C -HEM M C P O U f . N O T ZERM,. . . 0«01 691
C . PUT W J > O G O > * ' F I N CDNTBOL POINTS AND i?nflY XNTfsFf t iENCE PA.vtL OMOI 69?
C C''NTPi.lL PHI^TS IN O A T A SET ilN T A P f o, ' DMOI 694
189
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SPECIAL tJi.iuptiSE Cast M£-(.IBY ECO->iO''Y SFCTION FOP 8CS hbOO
SET COWE RF.flUIREMFNT HAgF.D ON LFL VLUS FVN[ MWHP,N»HP)
NOTE'I A L B F A O Y SET FVNO) ,
HF(_ TOTsLFL + NfcBpaNirfR***!
C^LU RtOF'LfFLtUT)
SET UP T M F L U f c N C f COEFFICIENT " A T K J X
IT IS Tnf (.*<S OF THt FL<T* T A N C - f - N C Y CONDITION.
MlTft TH^ H.C. S T A T E S T H A T V E L O C I T Y MOB^AL TO THf; P A N E L S "U3T
(if ZEM0.
THEREFORE ALL VELOCIT IES *UST BE TRANSFUSED I\TO U'OIv/IOUAL
FLAP COORDINATE S Y S T E M .
C A L C U L A T E THE INFLUENCE OF f .ACn PANEL ilk' MCH CCNTKCL PPI''T
II AMI IF ARE THE L IMITS FOP SUMMATION OF T"5 INFLUENCE -F'JNCTIUi.
IN 3UBBPI.ITIKE VELNfJS
IF II 8 IF, THE INFLUENCE OF A SINGLE PANEL AT A POINT W F S U L T S
AS IN THt COMPUTATION UF THt A B W A Y FVN. IF H»l AND IFaM-dP,
THE INFLUENCES ABE SU«HtO OVER ALL PANELS, AS JM THE C O M P U T A T I O N
f?ESULTANT VELOCITIES H.ELO*..,.
... | js THf INDEX OF THi INFLUENCING PANEL
JJ = 0
NOCPTrfl
00 <J50 lal i-'iiHf
II = T
• C _, fIf fl
J IS THf INI>E* OF THE INFLUENCED PANEL, I.E. ITS CONTROL POINT.
PO a^S Jal ,*>«HP
J8cJ«NPANL3
CALL V f L N O H t X C P T ( J ) , Y C P T ( J ) , i C P T ( J ) )
JJsJJ+1
JFf J.LE.NPANL3) GO TO "17
P'FLUF;uCEO pANFL IS OM THE BODY lKiT£RFER£,vCF. S*F.LI. .
CALL »OT*q (VCHK,«CHK, VV,«a,JB)
GO Trj uifl
P-FLUEMCF.O PANEL rs ON A FIM.
IF (J.LE.NHP) PHIf aPHIF»*pTnp
tF (J.CT.MHP.AND.J. 'LE.NPA^LS) PH IFsPH I Fl)*DTOP




PEBUG OUi-P MK THE FV* A K P A Y









D U A f**u 1
OMOt
*OH01
b A rt U A 1




























0 ^ 0 1
0*01
IJMQI





O M O l
DMOJ
OHfll










































































































SET UP SINGLt CCLUMM M A T W t x »MS FOR RIGHT MAwn SIDE
IT Rf .pppsKNTs THE E X T E R N A L L Y INDUCED VELOCIT IES AKD ANGLE u*
. PITCH AMU SIDESLIP EFFECTS AS *ELL AS FIM THICKNESS.




IF (NKLUi.tQ.O.OR.lTAtL.E'J.l) GO TO 607
•607 CHNTI\UE
CASE FDR o" ALL AT S A M E ANGLE AS »nr>v
RF*n IN VELOCITIES IHOUCS.!.' HV MOVING VORTICFS f CAL C'.'L4 TgO HV
PROGRAM VP4TH) AT ALL CD'-STANT i.^VtLOCI TV PAM»L COMTROI. POINTS,
tF(OF.LTA) fiO Tn 627
00 620 Isl^^HP
ICBl
IF (MVLI^.EO.O.OR .ITAIL,E.Q.11 CiO Tn




IF (J .GT.HPAr tLS) C»0 Tn 601
I* (I ,LE,'iHp) r,n TD 602









































































RIGHT MA»,D sioe FOR KINGS OH
CONTINUE
TILTED *ITM «egptct TO
TC«K


























Ai>0 IV P*eTU»(jl4TI{lN V e L O C r t V COf-POhENTS JMOUCKO «V
SOURCE PANELS AT TnE BOO* I^TERFEHE' Cf PAMfL CONTROL POINTS.
I f f«/TO*T.f«.( / .0 ( ? . .N'OT.««-JOV) GO TO 11





.n PANEL 13 A BI^, HESULVE
INTO HIP FPAMF,.
CALL * » O T * H ( V T C H K » W T C H K , V T . ^ T . K H )
90 CON TT 'IDE
GO TO 9?


















































• IF (NOUT.NE.O) *«ITE C6.726) .. 0«01101'4





DO 630 I»l,NinHP • .
. • ' - . : • OM011021
OM011022
.l.OE-10) OELTP(I)aO.O.




C RtOUCE RfeQ'JlRED COHt A L L O C A T I O N B A C « TO LFL SIZF
C
C A L L
C






POINT COORDINATES OF THE CO^STAMT U-Vf.LOCITV P4MFL3
f.lM THE "ING US FIN 3U«FACtS AMU TH£
vELOCITIfS AT THt CONTROL POINTS.
<J,XCPr(J),YCPT(J),ZCPT(J),8DU(J).«DV(J),Bnu'{J),
1WBTX(J),*V»TX(J)»J!»1,'JPAMLS) , .




CALCULATE LUAOING3 ON TME «ING3 0»
LOAOIMGS
IF (NPPtSS.feO.P) CALL
NON LINEAR PRESSURE LOADING CALCULATION
NVMTPLcO MtANS EXCLUOE VOPTEX IN'OUCtO VELOCITtf.S PARALLEL TO
3DRFACFS
IF (NOLINP.NE.O) CALL
CALC'JI ATION OF PWESSUBE3 UN'THE HOOV MERIDIANS IN THf
AFT OF LEADING EDGES OF FI^-HODV JUfiCTinNS.
HOVAF-T IS E''T»Y POINT 1^ SliBROUl I^-E HOYP»































C VF&Sinmr>EMON2. 0*02 i
C o .•* o 2 "
C THIS SUBROUTINE DtTEH-MMfcS STOFMGHTS Of SUPFRSHfclC LIMEABUY 0*02 S
C V A R Y I N G |_I"fc SUUSCFrS/SI^KS ANil LI*E OOHPLtTS TO MODtL A bO^Y OF 0«02 h
C REVOLUTION AT GIVEN iMCLuOEO ANGLE CF ATTAf." AND "ACH wy<*tR. OMQ? 7
-C rv'02 -ii
DIMENSION A ( I O O ) OM02 9 !
iC . " 0^0? 10:
LOGICAL A S Y ' " » O U M & O Y , 0 £ L T A ,wOSYM D'iQ2 11^
C OH02 1?
, ALi1 R, AR»IMG(82 ,DUM2(91 ,F"MACH , (?B,Ol lMi f i), 0'102 1 i'
T T P Y , i n T L H » 9 U n u ( 1 8 ) , 0"02 1^
2 A S Y M , O U M f l n Y , D E L T A , N U S Y « 0«02 16
111 1 0 1 ) »UBS t 101 ) , Vt tD( 1 0 t i , V H S C 1 C 1 ) / V T B O t 1 01 ) / 0102 17
: i o i ) , s p H o o Y ( i o i ) , o > ) r x ( i o o i , T ( i , i o ) , T C ( i ( . 5 0 ) t C U E F F .DM02 13
i*r< IUS»HFIF.UO» I ' IUM7 .i.'.V, VT .L»JOSF, ! < A C M , - ' A C M S Q , 0^02 19
S B t T A , x H E L C ) i X 2 , L b O D Y , M X 8 0 D Y b"02 20
i ( 1 2 5 ) , X * L t 0«02 21
100) •«* (100) • • D"02 21;
C DM02 ?0j
C • 0-02 2S|
• . OHQ2 27J
8CODF. 0«<02 28
C . . . • , • OM02 2 9




227 F ' ' iKMAT( iMO. f t iHVt .LnCITTFJS INDUCED UM BODY HY HOOY LIk!E STM
13 FOR , " A C H s , F 7 . « , 5 x , 6 n . A L F ~ A C s , F 7 . U / / 2 0 x , 12HRHDY 30l.'SCF.S, ?5X , I 3wf inDYOM02 37
3 2HVT, I X . S H V h / ) OM02 .49
700 F ' O R M A T f 1 x ,<* 11 H«) ,22H6nOY OEF"T' ' I T XC-M POINTS,7( 1 H»), ix, 1 0( IK") • . 0 ^ 0 2 UO
1 lUMTHNTHnL PfJTMS,9( 1 H » ) / 5 X , 1 HI ,nX ,5HXS(JPY,6X ,5H»HnDV,5X, DM0? 11
2 nHUPKnoY • 12* , 2HXF ,9>r, 2HPt ,6X ,SHHR/DX//) OMQ2 12
701 F O R M A T f J X . I i , 1 X , F I O , U , t X , F 10.U, 1X ,F 10 , '4 ,UX,F1r t .U , 1X .F10 .U .1X , DH02 «3
1 F I O . U ) • , DM02 aa
7 0 2 F n R M A T ( 2 0 X , 2 0 M * * * « E V T S F O L A Y O U T * * * / )
70U F I jRMAT ( / / , 9x,5«Ht«nDY "F WI I ' IAN^SUOY NflSF «"ACM CONF. iNTERSfeCTION A T O M 0 2 «7
1 XIs ,F - 10.5 /J OM.02 Ufl
IF'JGTMS PFPPE3F-MTING THt BODY AT MACHs ,f 7. U , >JX , 7HAI FACs ,F7,U/ 0^02 50
2 «x, IHX, 12K»1«». 1 l«',5MnR/Ox,12X,2HTx, IOX,OHT(I),10X.5HTC(I)) O.M02 51
f«01 FORMAT(Ia,F9.0, 6G15.S) ' 0«02 52
80? FOPM4T ( 1 HI , a8Hf<ODY h&DluS THO I.AST.E IN RELATION 10 HHOY Lt ^GTh//) 0*02 5i









OP 103 l a l . H X B O O Y
T C d l a O . O























HAIL (KIT I* MAC" CCJNF, K«OM NOSt TIP LIES INSIDE TW£ ENTIRE LENGTH
OF THg BODY

















SETUP f>r B O T » » T S OM HOOY A X I S HOOY UMC.TH
 I N T C J EQUAL
O M 0 2














C*LCyi .ATro\ ' O P f i c i R r P A O I I A M D S T » E A H
n f T H E A X I S P O I N T S .
V K < - - Tut COOHOlNATtS AMD SLOPE' AT TMf «nP)Y
.R f lO t>Y (n»RPBODYCTn
K>0'* r »FTtBMl* i t SLOPES r > R / O X AT TMt C n n T H O I














































C NfcXT LOOP DETEWlNfS THE LOCATIONS OF THt ORIGINS f)»- THF LIH
C V A U V I M G LlfJF SOURCES/SINKS AM) Di.iUKLt.tS.
C TMtia STARTING POINTS ARp GIVEN BY TX(I)
C
r>n IP jB i fNx^nnY
10 TXmaVct r . invm»HETA*HP.OOY( I )
c
C IF CONTROL pni\.T9 LIE uuTSIOf THE "ACH criNf WITH ITS r;.»tGlN AT
C 600Y NOSE, «tVISfc LAY-OUT OF HOUY UFFIMITIMM pni^TS ETC.
X - S T & T I O M O P nf HUOY MUSE M A C H co\*t
J7
no 37 is?,'.
t« tTA*RMI) .XMm.LT.O.n) (JO TO 58
C.AI.U
I F ( I T R Y . G 5 . 1 0 0 ) 60 Tn U
IFfF.BB.lT.0.0) GO Til 19
X T H Y o X T B Y + U E L T X
RO T(l 00
STCIP
I F ( A b S ( E i » 4 ) . l T . ( . Q l * H I ) ) . G O T O H \
U J
r,u Tn tin
X l B X T P Y
REVISE L A Y O U T OF BO'JY OEHNITTON POINTS, rnwT»nL POINTS, &NO




DO au isi .
C A L L H'_in»i»(X!H)nY(I) ) , W P H L H ) V ( I ) )
XFf 1 )sn.5*(*l»XHOl>Y(j»n
C A L L H O O Y P ' x F f 1 ) »SS(n , O H O X ( 1 ) )
on as IS? . -M
CALL anDYH ( xf ( i ) , hF { n , nwox ( I) )
CONTINUE






















































- f c ' I T f . ( • > » 7 0 1
tOMIM'f
rx( t ) = o.o
pn ub i = ^.v
«*• TX C I l S » H f i n V ( O«f:.fc. f I )
r i"\ r,f sn-JHci
CIJLM THM
If L^=»
iM.': = = f f i )
r c o x t 1 )
HSf: = Mf-. T *3f,'*»Pi
X < ? C * F JM O-L^I IO
C»u. snt'Pct (i)
AC i I = V..SLOPE«O
A T
v x i i . l O Y )
pnr'.- fs f "f-.
!) M. 0 2 t S •»
2 1 9 •
.o ui^ i ' i ?
^^o,? \ * » w
i) •« o ^  i <? -j
o M o <* 3 o c
D -1 0 ? i? 0 1
n -• o f ? n -i
0>'02 ?OS
f) x 0 ^  2 o h
( ) - « O X ?.'!T
mo? 2 o H
THE ^C.ST
XF If l _ l > s X f . (I
OP It i.. nsH
SLt'Pf 'sr^r.
or: 2os Jsi , I
I ' 1 = I . 1
Du 201 Jst . Ii|
1 P T( I ) s ( 0 « O X ( ! ) - S U « ) /*f
C
C r-CT*;
C r - E T
C
C CHC'-IHTf.lM f'F TMF.
C,








STPf- ' - J( ,TH.
TMfc HtST HF TH^. l.Mli.HUfel 3Tfifc>;r,THS.
f I '
-* f I '
0''0? 2! 7
0*02











2 1 2 A C J)eSLOPE*U«V
Od 203
203 S U M = T C ( J ) * A ( JJ + SU'1
215 T C ( 1
798. COrT!-M|jF
PPIMT OUT Of C * A « A C T e P I S T l C 3
on «oo
800 ) l , X l » O O Y ( T } , R 9 0 0 V ( I ) , SPKfjriY ( II , T X ( I) , f d ) » T C d )
>
ST'ifc.
COMPUTATT.OM UF VELOCITIES iMO'.icto DM BODY 4v HDDY SOUPCES
A T KOUY ^ f .FINITTnM POIMTSf T M T s n OfcUR, M f A " S
Q . O ) BFTUPN
COSTH, S INTM ARf ct 'siMg
flPDY 31. OPE ANGLE.
s i> ' t , ( < t3pecTTv£LY , TH?
00 ?25 let ..'•J
COSTH = SOBT(l./(BPRni)Y(n**2*l.))
lF(«PT'tLO.CT.O. TO
Tut FttLO POINT 13 0* THE AXIS, THf-n. «t SHJPT (.HIT TH AVUIO TH£





VELOCITIES 00, VO AwE CALCULATtU UM THP RIJOY
PLO» STPfAM VECTUP (lf£-ARD STDE)














































































VNS.V.MO ARE HniCMUrtS Of lEAHAGt THROUGH THE 8nnv
AT THg BOHY DEFINITION POINTS.
TNt Bt1UNO»R* is SATISFIED AT THE
PDINT3.
220




































































THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES LINE«R AND BERNOULLI PRESSURES AT POINTS DM03
PN THE BODY SURFACE. <"*ov
THE" POINTS LIE ON BODv "EBIPIANS, THEIR X-COOOOINAHS A»E A Sli8SfcTl)M03
pF THt X.COOROf'ATES nF THE BUOY CONTROL POIMTS (HF(I) ,"F(I» DMQ3
OETERMINfeO IN SUH«0'JTINE HOYGfN, DM03
THE Otf'STTY'UF THE POINT'S IS TAKEN AS HALF THg DENSITY OF D"03
THE BODY SINGULAHIT1ES, : ' OM03
is COVERED ^ITH INTERFEWENCE PANELS, THE POINTS COINCIDE »»ITH
THE PAMEL CONTROL POINTS. TMf BODY MFRIDIA»^8 ON -nHJCH THE
Lit PASS THRUL'QH TH£ CONTROL POINTS OF T^g HOOY
PANELS. THE NUMBER of BODY HERIOIANS is EQUAL TO





















































COMMHN;/avEL/HOl lC 1 5 0 ) , « D V ( IbO) ,tif>*(1 bO) , X F L O P C 1 50) • Y F L D P ( I S O ) , (V'Di
»»LE ' ' .1*03 ui
COMMON/ T « H / T x ( 101 ) ..JBnUO M ,UMS( 101) , vmif lOl ) , VHS( \C. t ) , VTM|J ( ton • OMO 4 Itn
i x *noY( io i ) , *Bnnrc io i ) . *p *noY( t c ' i ) ,u<<i>xJ( 100), Tn o o ) , TC f lovn.cnf-Ff- 0*03 as
,2 t5) , *COOE.r t tTASO,8Si i ,RAOI.US, i<Fiex i>f »Nt<SE.DUMVFLm,LNOSF. , *ACH, ' OM03 <J6
3>'4CHsg.D*RF TA, xF IELO. <2.l.ri(.inr. NX*OI>Y D''0i 07
COMMON /«HTK1/ X F U O O l , W F f 100) OM03 U8
• r X ( t i o ) , w V O T K ( 150), 'JV»TPL..N
I
. V T C H K , i « T C H K , I IT, IM,"J 0*03 S2
• v F . L ( 5 0 0 ) f JCPT,.MCP.fJUT.,NwLIH 0*03 S3
| 0 ) t Y V H T X ( 1 0 ) i Z V H T X ' ( l o ' ) . R L ' n C O ' ^OJ Ha
f P A T I O O M 0 4 5 5
C . 0*04 5t>
C . . 0*03 S7
RF.AI, LBHDY . ' ' 0*03 5B
C O'<03 i9
C . . D*0i 60
C 0'-03 fc2,
C ' 0"03 63i
C 0*03 hu!
700 FOHMAK 1H1 ,2bX', U9MPXESSU9E CUEFF I CIE UTS AT POINTS C'' BODY liftlOI ANO*0 3 **>
13//) 0*03 lyf>
701 F O W M A T (//«bX,tOHHOUY W1NR*,1X.I3/) 0*03 h7
702 Ft'RMAT(lx,l3,l?Fl0.5) . : O'<03 feS:
703 F O R W 4 T ( ? X , 1MJ ,«X ,b>THETA, , « iX .2HXS, r iX ,2HVM,8X ,2HZ8 ,«X ,UH l . l TUT ,hX , ' 0 103 *9
1 UMVT;U,< ,X ,JH*TUT,u< ,7MCP.L lN , .3x.8HCP,PFHN.. 3 X , S " O C / [ > x , 5 X , 0*03 70
2 7HP/PT.S.F , ,3X, rriP/PI.MF./HX./iHr-FG. ,97x,5*BFRN..Sx,UHl IN./) 0*03 71
70U F O R M A T ( (H I * 106 ( lH* ) / t X..17HAM OF LtAOINr, EOGF OF FT* Rt10TC*OROS) 0^03 72
70S F O R « A T f l X , I b , 3 ( 2 X , F l o . 5 ) > 2 ( 2 X . b 1 2 . S ) ) ""03 73
70IS F f l R » ' A T f / 3 u X , U f c K k I G H T V Q t f T f c X S T R E N G T H G AMK A / f 2»P 1 *H|_UC * V I NF ) 3 , 0 *OJ 7'J
1 M O . S / 0*03 75
2 aOX,« t>M«IGHT VJHTEX Y ( W O L L E D CHOROS. )/"L'JC a , 0*04 7*>
3 F10.5/ DM03 77
« unx .UbHRlGHT V O R T E X Z(R(JUtD CnriROS. 1/PLOC * , 0*03 7B
5 F10.5/ O M O i 79^
7 F10.5 / . 0.-03 81
* UPX.UbH l fFT vy t fTEX Y(H(iLlltO COOROS; ) /RLOC » , 0*03 82
9 F10.5/ . . . 0*03 P3
1 U Q X . a f c H L E F T v u R T E X Z(Rf )LLEO COHROS,)/ f i 'LOC a , n*.03 »a
2.M0.5 / ) 0"03 »5
7««; F O R M A T f i s»3Ei2 .5 ) ' n"o:i P«»
7U(j F ' ">V.AT USfSFl?.* ) ' 0M03 «7
707 F Q W H A T ( / / / 1 0 X . 3 8 H T O T A L NUfBfR uF PSfc'SSURE POINTS.JTPTc ,I«) 0>'03 8*}
7ti« MlhMAT (1"1 , 1 0 x , 7 3 H P M T ^ T C t J O H O l N A T t S ANO PF RTIJR8A T ION VELOCIT IES COM03 H9
I A L C ' . ' L A T f c O hY PRf 'GHA* V P A T H / / , . 0*03 90
? 5 X , 2 ^ I C . 5 x . 3 r i x C P , 9 X , - i H Y C P , 9 x . 3 H Z C P , e x , » j H V V € L ( I C 1 ,b * ,8w»VF.L ( IC) / ) 0*03 91
C . 0*03 92
C 0 * O S 93
C O M O J 9u
IF ( .MnT .«OOYJ RETURN . DMOi 9S
0*^0 J 9o
0*03 97







StT UP APUAV OF Ct'OWPT^iTES IM "I'JO COMPDfMAT* SVSTtM
THf PRESSURE PL'INTS Auein IJF Thf »I';fi« np FTM.H'IOV JUNCTION.
r4LC(«L»Tf V E L O C I T Y CO-PI ' M f - * T S I»< »POV
T«fM C4LCUI.4TE PKES3UB6
at to
K S Y S T E M ,
»v PBOGP.AM v«»AT"t2
TS NOT
»PPL!CAhLt T A I L 13
IF (MVLTN.fc'J.O.UH ,ITAH..E.Q.O) GO Tf? 8
7 '
(7 , ra« . ) I C . X C P ,
f » > , 7 0 S ) I C » x C ( >
I? Nkr-GnaMBT^GO+1
«l ,.t)
f T T A l L . f e U . t ) fi" Trj 5





















0^03 l f » 6
0^03 107




O H O i H 4
PMOJ 1 | <l
O M O J I I S












O M 0 3 130
'V03 131
O'(03 132
O M f t j 133























I F ( X P T . G e . O . O ) t in TO 14
«R!TF(«, ,711) I X S T A T
























T M E T D ( J O H L E ) s T H T I ( J P f i | _ A f < )
T K E T £ V s T 1 i F r O ( J D B U E ) * O E G T t l P
THF.TnOcT ' J ICT i ) ( Jp ' 4 l ) * i>EGTp; }
y P T t V = M F { ICPt ) * C G S ( T H F T t V )
YPTnrrsiiF ( ICPT1 *C'.JS( TH(; TOD)
ZPTF. V 3 « J M I C P T ) * 3 I N ( T H F T F . V 1
ZPTPOsPF ( FC p T ) *SIN( f NB Tor) j
^nTF.I X F L ^ s , v t -LUPi ZFL^P AWt I ' ! THE -«lMi CfinpDI',ATF. SYSTF ' 1 .
X F L O P C JfV'1 ) s » P T
YFL^PC J0>i 1 ) s Y P T P O
YFLPPfJOHt .EJs rp rEV
ZFLOkT JO -f 11 sZPTCH>
11 / ' ' LDPfJOHLt laZPTEV
IF TR ' iSY- " 13 TRUE. - A P R FI tLPPOIf iT At 270 OEOPEFS
T O CnORiMV,AT£ A W H A Y 3 .
IFf^nSV) to Tfj 2b
f'O 20 JS 1 . * ^ 1 *iG
JjB'JBT'vGD-J
xF(_np( jj*i )S»FLUP( JJ)
YF LOP f J J» 1 ) =YF l_ OP ( J J)
Z^LOP t JJ+ 1 )=ZFL OP ( JJ )
T " t T p f J J * 1 ) = T M E T O ( JJ )
?n Ci'"Nif fvi i f
X F L ' ) M f > i P l » G + l ) a X P T
YF LOP t N'P I Kir. + l ) si) , 0
?HETP( ( NBI T MG*! ) ) =25o i C d C P n
"
 C f )NTlN l
'
E
COMPi lTF CHNiTHIrtl.lT IO fJ TH V E L O C I T I E S pW'.'M HHOy 3 I ''GUL A W I T I f S •
f i O U . H H V | H O W f
C A L L ^ t lCAL (MJIN.GO.AI .KR.HETAR. 1 )
•Jf iTFi A H E A D 'IF TMF FiM.unnv JUNCTION, vj rNfi,uE'JCK FROM CC ' -STA ' .T .
U - V E L O C I T Y PR SOURCE PAMtLS ,
ADO C ' lNTPIbHTtHN FROM NOSE V O R T I C E S IF A P P j . T C A H L F .
THF.IR iNFl.L'tNCf IS L I M I T E O Tu T*t D I S T A N C E A l P K - G TWF HODY UP TO
T-<E ROOTCHb^f Lf. OF THE C A N A R D S .
IF ( ITA IL , tO t l 1 GO TO 19
IF ( A 4 S ( A L f - & C ) . L t . « , 0 ) G'.l in 19
X G A M M a X F f I C P T J / W H
PLOCE^F ( icpt)
f A ( _ L 8 ^ Y v T X ( * L ^ * C » T H F T A N , F I > i E f X A 1 F % ' A C K , r ; A X K : , i , x G 4 « n , y G A " ^  •
1 Z G A M V . X S A . I L )
OM03 170
0^03 171
0M0 J 1 7 4
OM03 17a
t ) v 0 3 1 7 S
0-"03 17<>
OM03 177




















D M 0 4 199
0*03 200
0*03 201
O M y 3 20^
PM03 203
0«li3 ?0t>












0 M 0 4 f 1 9
0*03 22<i
0^03 22!




IF (r, A " N t F f j ,0 ,0 ) GO Tf
227
A ( 1 ) s G A M N
0^03
204
Z V R T x U
Z V R T X ( 2
" R I T E (6 ,706) (i , Y V W T X ( l ) . Z V R T X ( n .




t . P^ESSLBL IME-AS PRESSURE C O E F F I C I E N T
C PGF-9SH = PERM)ULLl PRESSURE COEF
C
"0 t? Jsj.MttlNGO
1 *0< (J )
UTOTsHOU(J)
V T O T s r T W ( J1
»« T 0 T s H D w ( J ) » w V R T X ( J )
V v f L ( IC)
.*'*'. .0)








W "RITI.NR DATA-8FT MTH BODY PRESSURE POINTS,
APPLICABLE- 'ONLY *H£N tTAt L3l 4NQ NCPOHT.Nt ,0.








C C « L C U L A T t PRESSURE CLINIC tF.NTS AKT t,F I .F.AOJNG EOGE OF FI'.-Mi.)DY
C JUNCTION AT cO^TRf iu pnivts nf «ODY I K . T E C F E R F SICE PANELS.
C CL?\T»'.IL Pn I^T c i 'OROlMf fcS A«E ;.-<
O M 0 3 23\
O H 0 4 232
0*03 23i
















































n » I T f ( 6 , 7 0 3 )
0 ( 1 I U I M O s l , ' M 8 l P
P O D X 91 V G U 1 . 4 R I T I L S i t JOU,
lit ZFLOP(IHO)aZCPT(JHD)
COMPUTE CONTS1BUTIO"! TO VELOCITIES
MOV, •^0"'.
Jf HIIOV H«S t L L l P T I C A L CHOSS S E C T I C
^ MY P[1UTI»IF. C^^RD P»OM A D A T A S f e ' T , ( S E E SUHDn!JT I ' :f P D Y R O )
ALF«, H E T A R , 1 )JF (t»A.EQ.Hb)' CALL VfcLC*L
»00 F F T E C T S OF 2-0 T V P f V O U T J C E S IF APPL1C»BIE
TH&Y M4VK RfcEN C A L C U L A T E D ALOFAr.Y IM CRFh>30,
(3Y MtliNS UF SUBRUU'ISE V R T v f c L OW V V f L S ) -
00 1« K = l
^(. S
f R 4 . t O . V S ) GO TU
16 90V « ) s r ) D V ( X ) » W K T x ( K K )
IS HO*(
AOO C n »iT» l^UTl f i ^ FRUM S'lu&CE PA» , tL5
!«= ( N T - O A T . E O . O ) GO TIJ 3S




C A L C U L A T E C O M T R i a i J T l O N FROM C O N S T A N T U«VELOCITV P A N F L S ON BODY
I N T E B F F R E ^ C E ' SHELL Arm MN'GS OH F1M3.
ADD IN VfcL 'JCITHS T'OMCtO HY MOVING V H R T I C E S f T F A P P L I C A B L E ) ,












O M 0 3
0*03
29S:
O M 0 3
O'"03
O M 0 3
0*03
O M 0 3
OHO'3










Q M 0 3
O M 0 3
0*03
0"ii3



































O M 0 3 351
0103 352
0 X 0 3 3 b 5
DMQ3 ^50
206
X B O Y s X F l P P C
If (MOL 'T . ' - 'E .O)





, Y F L O P ( JHr) ) ,ZFLOP(IBf» .(
»• ( t so ) + - v 1 1 u c
PRESSl = »i!.l>*UTOT,
HDI.'S')SUTOT*UTOT
P R f c S S B B F A C T R l * ( A R u * * i . S . l .0)
A C T R I * t ,<>
PtteSSL / F A C T S 1*1 .0












O M 0 3 3,72
O M 0 3 3 7 3
O M O S 37(>
DMOJ J77
0*03 37S





O M O J spo;
DM03 3H*5i
HOYBO(BOU,m>v,HO. i ,N. ' .hPi i '>PANLS,NAr;AIM
C
C v t»SIO*» DE*ON2 , .
C " '
C pn'JTinf TO REAf- i ELL IPT ICAL cwoss S f - C T t c w BODY iNnucto V E L O C I T I E S
C AT wf^c; A^O BUOY I N'Tf HFF- Bf.NCt









10,«,7M Al.PHA = , F t n,<M '
C RtAO PAST CONTROL P'JIMT
C
IF INAT.AtN.LE.O) RP"IMO a























D ^  0 u 2 »j
OMOU ?7
f) M o ij 38
i)"OU 29
207
P.FAO v f l . O C I T Y
BEAO(U,7U5)
IF (
( I , f lOU(J),90V(J),«0».(J),J=l ,NWCPn
iJETUfiM
SUBROUTINE' (A(.PH4I.>, THf TAM,F I^E,X
Y(JAMK;,ZGAMN, *SA, IL1
FP& BOOIFS *1TM CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION HNI.Y
THIS SUHRHUTlNt COMPUTES STRENGTH AND POSITION IN THE CRUS3 FLO"
PLAN? Of THE 100V MJSF VORTICES A3 A FUNCTION OF A X I A L DISTANCE.




D A T A YAl/,ii5,.4t>i,.477, . 4<»2, ,SOS» 0,52, ,53« i 0 .SS. n. 56S, 0,575, 0.585/DMOS
D A T A
It
AT (//I XSH** * * * , 3 )T62MASVMMeTf f 1C OR 1 / N S T t A O VPOSSIHLF. * * * * * / / >
70? F O R M A T ( U O X , 4 l H « O O Y NpSt S E P A R A T I O N AT Xf$ /RH s ,FtO,b/
1 <Jflx, a i > i vu»T f» ST(f(t»;GTH GA i <* iA/(2*PI*S'LnC*vr* iF) s ,F to ,5 /
?. 4 0 X , 4 J H v O « T t X Y /HLOC (ONBOLLEO COORDS) * .F10.S/
701
3 4 i lK,UlHt f t ) i»TEX Z/RLOC
IF (tL.r.E.1) CU TO 16
B O Y V R T s l . O
MTARI.EBI i
COORDS)
IF ( A L P H A O . L T . 0 . 0 ) fo.1,0
]t (THETAN.LE.30.0) GO TO 10
XSASln,/(ALpMA ««,0) + 2,0
GO TO 1i
\0 XSAS52.0 •
13 JF (XSA.I.T.0.0) XSASO.O
-u,0)
^.O.O) GO TU il
IF tXSA.GE.XA) GO TO 11
CO*PUTF. UPPER SY««.4ETPIC VORTf.X
AL«T»((F T^E-liJ.O) »«<?) /3.S7 * 12,0
























f n u t\ cL» •" '/ j
OMOS
DMOS
n M (i w1









































































































If (X°AB ,(T. 0.0) GO TO M
INTERPOLATE I* OAU T A b L t S FOR ThE X-STATIo." »RA.iv«y/BH.
R»MT»r,AMMA/(2»Pl*HL' ' 'C«VlNF*SIN(ALF Al l
YA I .Y42 . /A1 Afl£ DlvlnCO BY HL^C.
CM ?0 Je l .NTAHLE
KSJ
IF (XPAR.XST(J) ) 22»2?.?0
20 COMT1MUK
23 GA"N SGA*T(K ) *S*ALP
ZGAMM s2A l (K )
Y l s Y A l ( K )
Y 2 s Y A 2 ( K )
CO Tfl 30
2? O E L T A 3 ( x e A f t • X S T ( K * l ) ) / ( x S T ( K ) a X S T ( * • ] ) )
RA"fc S G A K T ( K « 1 ) + p F L T A * ( G A M T ( « ) - r . A M T ( K . l ) )
GA"»is/;AM**SrALP
zr,A>'N 8?« I (<*1) » n t L T A * ( ^ A i r K ) » 7 4 t (K» i )>
Y l s Y A I ( K . l ) * O t L 7 A * ( Y A t ( K ) » Y A 1 CK-11)
Y2=YA2(K«1) t OF.LTA*(YA2(K)«YAiJ(K-n)
3 0 V G A M M S Y J











SMfWHI 'T ISF FfIB IhE C A L C U L A T I O N OF ^POY RAni l AMD SLOPE, THF I •• '
V A R I A B L E "COOl? CONTROLS T M F ' t Y P t OF M'3t nEF lMTTin^
C-COOESO PAWAB'JL lC 800Y




COMMr)>.i/T«0/r>U-M ( 1?1") ,HCOOE,HFTASiJ»t«Sf) |KA',)Ti i9,P' r tFLr | ,OU.M3 •'
1 L ''OSE . r;')"2 ( b ) , L«00 Y . *<HOD Y
.- c A i i t n c c i ktiinvW f e A L t -^ ' ' * t»L" l - '^T
r \i T t /* P o M^nOF"I '^* I t I.* t " -7 v U ' t
IF(X.LF.LNnSF) BO T:) 20
CYl INPBICAL S r C T J O N OF IJOOY
RaRAOHiS
SPBIMEaO.



















































0 .. M t« (1 O

















































































































































CALCULATES THE IMTCRMf o I ATr




























AYcl .0 0*07 "• 23.
1MY.LT.O,0) AYB-1.0 OM07 2<J(
AYZst .0 DM07 '25








• TURN 0^07 3U:
OM07 351
OVOB i
C ' • DMUP 2
C VFRSIONI nEHC'^i 0M08 3
C OM08 «
C SUnwnuTI\E Tn CALCl'LATt THE VfLDCITIES DUE Tfl A LINEAR I.I»:fc OuubLfT OFO«0* S
C U^'T SL'JPF WITH ORIGIN AT TX(J), 0"06 6
C ' ' OMOH 7
0"0fl <*
ret 100) ,COf-FFC>1 » DMQft 9
lPCf>nt.B!:TASi)»fiS(J,HAOIU8»*FHL'%<»>>i<.lSf: , U , V , V T , K » , X C . « D , f » E T A , X F I E L O i i OMQ« 10
C OM08 12
-100 FORMATdKOtS^MFIELn PDIMT IS «ITHlN TAIL "ACM CONE. U ANO- V SET TQMOH M
in ZER'1.) , O MO« 1"
C . • OMO* 15
r . OMQ« 17
•C IN TwE FPLLO"IMG» U A-JO V SHOULD HAVE FACTOR CUSCTHPLPH) fACTOR IN 0^ ('« 1"
C VT 3HnHLO HAVE FACTOR 3tN(THPLPH) FACTOR IM FWQMT.OMOa 20
C A^GLE T^PLPH IS MEASu»F,n CL'JCK»ISf FROM THF LKE^ABD OWCTTO-N xwf.'J OMO? 21
C VIF*'EO FOOM TME BEAR.
 D,u0(, 2?





60 Tn 10 OMOH in
21 XHftaxt/HR
 0MO»J 31
XXsSOPTf XH«*XBR-I .) 'DMO*| S2
. • 0"OB 3S
211
V c . . 5 « H E T A S O « ( 4 C 0 3 H + X X )
V T s ,b*Sf T A S O * f A C O S H « X X )







o ••> ofi at




0 M o 1 u i
COMPLEX
VERSTC1NI


























THIS BtjijTp»E C A L C U L * T E S
S-EEP ANGLE A R H A V S A»E SET tO'JAL TO CO
FOOE AMD TRAILING. EOGt VAL"fS.
Y(l ) ,S*Lf ( 1) ,'3» iTt( 1 1





COMPUTE »FFECTS *T CO'lTSOL POINTS O'J F IMS AV!5 B'JOX
OF FIN LEADING ANO Slot EOGt V n » T T C I T Y .
O H I O
OMO
ft M 1 A\) ** I '.'
DM 10
0^10
D M I O
0^10
O'i 1 0
O H I O
n ^ < l O
D M I O
D « 1 0
omo
0^10
O H I O
0»10
D"10
Q M I O
D"10
OK 10
O H I O
O M 1 0
D V 1 1
0"! 1
D^J 1
O M f «• 1 1




































<>CC3«Le ' .CnSHt T ,C ' ' ( OX.E '
& T O T L R < U . V , * . U C M K , V C M K , W C H K , * B I P , X . Y . Z , I, TF . T I , J , MS*R , MS»«L . *
S.N>ii»P, A 3 Y - M . H O G Y , D E L T A S ,
1 S O ) . ' * V W T X ( 1 5 0 ) . . \ V E T O | . , N V R T X , V < » T M A *
L / H O U ( l 5 0 ) , f l O V ( 1 5 0 ) , H O - « ( l ! J 0 1 > X F L D P ( 1 5 0 ) . V F I O
t 2 F L O P M 5 0 )




7V6 Fn»MAT f 1H1 , l5x,ttiHFl»i L.E.
t 2X, lHi( ,5
S.E. S AT CONTROL POIMTS//
717 FORMAT ( jx, u,»(
00 Si KS1 ,,\wBP
Z F L O P ( K ) a Z C P T ( K )




IF (IFIN.tO.51 GO TO 3«
IF (IFTS..E0.2) KSTARTsMLtVP+1
00 36 IF « / S K S T A R T , K U L
J y e I p w . 1
IF (IFV.FQ.l)
IF f *ePT(K).L£.XL£(IFV) ) GO TO 37
TF (xCPT«).LE.«TIPLt) GO TO
Gr) Tn ju
itt, ^OWTTCITY AT THt PIN CU^TRPL POINTS AND THE

















































O M l l



















x2 = X L E C < V ) DPMI 71
rmF = x;>-xi OMM 72
w T l = ( X 2 - X C P T ( K ) ) / 0 ( F > OMM 7 i
4 T J > a ( X C P T ( * ) v X l ) / U I F > F I) -Ml 7'J




Y V & T X ( | I s V V I N T / H H OMM 79
0^11 RO
!).'M 1 hi
C..1 Tn 31 TM 1 82
J« r ;4^HA( 1 js r .aMLEtKUD/OEf-nM QMH ai
&»MINTsG4MLt (KUL) ' DNM 1 » 'J
If ( IFI»- .FO. S. f iw. IF lN. f U.ai r.O 10 32 Oil) 85)=cr.L( ic(*uu)/BH OMU at.
GO TO 31 OMU VO
VVRTX( n=-XCPT(n)*TA\(!jeT4H)/«b DM)) 91
ZVRAQsCGLnC(KUL) O'MI <»«
11 BLOCsRH OMM 9S
TF t H n n v . A ^ n . P A . t Q . ^ B ) C A L L V O W T E " ( K . K ) OMM
0«M




1 ,0/( ( S I NTH/PA ) **2* ( CUST-t/Pfl ) *»2 ) ) OMM 10U
BO Til ?o . O'-M 105
r.O To 21 DMM 10<i
?.0 YCP = 1 .01 «»linOY*Cn3TH OMM 107
ZCPsI .01 *Rnr iOY»3 INTH OMM 10«
21 CHVTINUE OMH iu<»
IF (H .JOV.Ah. 'O .SA. ' i t .HB) CALL W t L S d t Y C P ,?CP , Y V T N T , Z VH AR , l)» M MO
1 OAMl.MT,»f l , l»». V V R T X ( K l , i V P - T X { i < ) , V r t T v A x ) OHM Ml
u P ( K 5 , Y F L n P C < ) » Z F L r i P ( K 5 , n«M 112
f 11 . Y V H T K 1) , / V » T X ( 1 ) . fc^TxCO , , / v « T X ( K ) OM 1 1 III
TO ao o«i i M u
0«M MS
DM M M7
a Y V S * A R / B b
 0>111 nf l
Z V P T X f 1 ) S Z V I M T / R B
 O.,n j j 9
CALL v n w T t x ( K , K )
SINTMss i ' J f T H f T P )
 O M J
rosTHscns(TKf rp)
 (,M,
P C P T s S Q O T f Y C P » y C P * Z C P * Z C P ) [IMI








2 3 C » N T i M i i t
If (M10Y.AHO.PA.Nf .'ftM CALL W f L S d . Y C P ,ZCP , Y V H A H ,
1 C i A « I N T , B « , S i , v V » . T X C ) n , s V » T X ( ' O 1 V R T K A X )
IP ( *OUT.Mfc ,0 ) W H I T S < b , 7 1 7 1 K,XFUUP(K),YFt.nP(IO.Zf : lOP(lO .
l G A " M A (
UO eufcTpii.it
'I 133




FFFFCTS OF Fin S,f.. VORTICITY
jMTFPFFWfeNCfc PANtLS.








P O I N T S 4NO HOOY
GO TiJ U8
IP (JSt.FCJ.l) JVSEel
TP { X C P T ( K ) . L t . x S t C J S E ) ) GO TO
I F ( x C P T C O . L t . x T I P T n G C T U
GO TO u*
' ) I P F s « 2 - X l
IP f IF r i " . fQ,3 .o» . IF t fJ . f u .a) GO rn a?





















































O M J l 17<>
O M J t 160
0*11 1«1
O.M11 1S2














N V W T X B l
IF (H'JPY.A».O.RA.tO.«8) CALL V O R T E X ( K , K )
lNO.9A.ME.4e) CALL WtLSn.YFLOPdO.ZKOPCO^YVlMT.ZVBAK
IF (NMUT.Nt.O) **ITt (e.717) *,
1 GAHMAU),YVRTX(t-) ,ZV»TX(t ),VVRTX(K),»,VHTX(X)
r.o TO an
' «5 ZviMT = wTi*CGSELC(JVSE)*''T2*CGSELC(isvsE)
.1 V VHAR = .xcPH'O*TAMHETA9/2,0)
2V»TX( 1 ) =
PLOCsPB -... ,,
 >(i
NVPTX*1 , - - «
IF (ROOV.4NO.RA.EO.OH1 CALL VOWTEX (K,K)
IF (HOnY. A.V.O.P* .•><?. ,P81 CALL VVtLSt I, YFLOP(K) ,ZFLOP(K) , YVHAH,,
I* (MOUT.fcE.OJ V.SITF (6,717) K , irFLOP(K) , YFLOP (K ) , ZFLOP(K) ,
1 G A M V A f 1) , W»TX(»»ZVOTX( 1 }, VVPT«(K) ,WVHTX(K)
ua CONTINUE
IF (IFI-;.FU.2)











































L A Y O U T < 3 L P * L E » S L P * T E » " » ' - S w P . C « P . M S , C T P , F : H l , T h f T )
THIS auSonuTlNF L*Y3 PUT AND OfcT fHMtMES r.f-0
OF THE cn» jSTAMT U-vELnCITY PANELS OM THE ^I-T. nP FIN




CfJHMnM/o^^ t /C I«^C t^50 ) , ^ELTP(2SO) ,F^ (^5n ) ,P^ .LC f?50 ) ,S l«PPL£(25o ) ,
l S « P P T F ( a s O ) , V « j n W ( 2 5 0 - / i X » A W ( 2 5 0 ) , Z 9 A t * ( 2 5 0 i ) , X f : " » T f 2 5 0 ) . Y C P T ( 2 5 0 ) .
2 < 2 5 0 ) , X L F C 2 5 0 ) , X L H ( 2 S n ) , X P F ( 2 l > 0 > , X H P ( ? « ) n } , Y i . c ( 2 5 0 1 , Y P C ( 2 5 0 ) , Z L F C 2 S O M 1
: l nO) ,XFB IP f 1 0 0 ) , A , A L F A , A L F R , A K - i l l . ! r , , P 2 , P 2 V , « E T A , H F T A P , CONST, DM 12
I K T , . S L U P F . T L H N C , T T H Y .
6TOTL»,U,V,-,UCH<<,VCHK,«<CHK,»BJP, X , OIJMV , l, \ v , T F , 11, J v , Kgnn. *S*L ,
«IOL t ^ p « N O U T ,
OMI2
.(20), .0«12












































THE BADIUS OF A* ELLIPSE TN TEP*S 0? T»T
a CHSlNt*YP*Yrt(.lO
FZBOT(YP) s
C T O R s P i / i a o .
c
C N 9 ( s l L + 1) IS " I N G n i J A O R A ' j T
C *Sal, PTG^T FIN» »2, L
C *-3 = 5. Snnv
C REFER TH MAIN, PROGRAM CRF**80 FOR COSRKSPflMDF^CE BETWEEN FIMS ON
C C-'iJCIFnUM AM) INTFRDIGlTATtO CONF 1
C
IF MS.HJ.S) GO TO 200
a ^S.E'J.2 .OP. MS,
J. UPPfP FIMS BU, LO-'t"
CSIOE(t)a
v »MO z
LEFT S T A f j R S F'lB UTKEP. LfeFT
TWEATfO IN THE SA«e "AY AS HORIZONTAL
APF IMTEKCHANGEU FOP VERTICAL *
»'ING OR FOR
f. ( Y , Z ) HF »JNG BUOY JUNCTION






CS s COS<m_T*i>Ti lR)
R A o . a F P A O ( S N . C S )
IF ( L E F T > kAU
YHPO s B4i1*CS
DIHEDRAL ANGtf .S 0*" M>-<S
.''0.0) GO Tn lOi
GO TO 103




































O M 1 2 70
D M 1 2 71
O M 1 2 72
CHI? 73
O M ) 2 7 U
D*!? 7<j
O M 1 2 7 f t







D M 1 2

























CALCULATE LENGTHS Of nUTBOAPO PANEL 5IOE,CSIDC
J IS Tut PA*EL
"lEXsd.O
00 100 1st, >'$»*>
.CRI>««-.'
VARIABLE '"ING S-EfcP OPTION
LVSwPsO, GENERATE V .
LVS-Pil. *FAO IN V*S.
IP (LVS^P.tO.OI GO TQ 00
GO TO
CASE Fntj V A - f c O K l fJG> ST"EAMwisE
IE iNTfcSSECTS -ING Tf
TP SwffcpS "AY VArfV AS A CONSEQUENCE
PASSING THROUGH
OH RIGHT HAND
U2 SLP*LF= T4N(VS«Lt° (
3LP»Tts T A M V S w T f H(
GO Tf) u«
PANELS DM LfePT MAMO
r.O To 0<i




PANELS MM U'JrfER "ING
Si
• r.o TO ai - • •. i




CALCULATE PANEL COR'''E» POINT


































































If ( &asfS*PpLtCJ)).Lt.0.non SwPPLl (J)=1.0
IF (4H8tS«-PPTt(J)).LP;'0.0<U) tS"PPTl(J)aO.'>
tF (LEFT) GO TO 50
PANiL I AY flUT FOR RIGHT SIGHT HAWO *lNC





VI. C ( J 1 a Y ( I")
Y R C f J l s Y ( I )
en TO 51
C PANEL LAY OUT FOR |.tFT HAND *!NG CORN£» POINTS,
POINYS.
X»F(J ) s A K M * C S I D f c ( I ) / A N C » * ( Y ( I } «
4PPL y TO L fcFT AND LO-fcf FINS.
S O C O N T I N U E
XL F (J )aAK«*C3 lOfc (n /»NC ' - ( Yf I ) .
XPKJUCSIOF. (T" ) /4NCw
X L H ( J ) a
Y L C ( J ) s v r i )
5t COHTI'-'UE




FIND Y.CCnWOImTf Of C«.1NTPOL POINT AK.O PANEL
HrY( I ) .Y( IM)
Y C P T f J )av
IF (IF.FT) Y M A f l B - ( a . 1 * A 2 * A l ) * H / ( 3 . 0 « ( A l » A ? ) )
V C P T f J ) = Y ( I M ) . Y H A H
Hun X-roi.iBDlNATf. fjF CONTWOL POINT Ai»0 PANPI C f N T H O T O
X P C L E « X L F ( J ) * Y H A R *S«PPLE(J)
(LEFT) XPCL* .SXRF(^M*YHAR*S« 'PPLF( J)
IF (LEFT) <PCTtB)CR(il( )M + VtUR*S*PPTF( J)










































































C.Nnr .LEFT) (,0 TO 120
IP (s«p i>T! - ( j ) .F(v ( o.o) S»PPTE( . ) )STLHNC 0*12 220
S"PPLE(J)=-3i«PPLE(J) 0*12
S*PPTF(J )B-S»PPTfc (J ) 0*12
,120 CONTIN'IJF-
c.;;
C A R E A AND "loTn O* PAfcEL IN U<->C»L
C
121 »«K""l (J )s0.b*(YWC<J>»YLC(JJ)* (XLB<J)-XLM.M*XB«<J)«) rRF (J)) 0*12 227
C 0-M;
C TRANSFORM FSQM M'-' COnHOIMATES TO Tnr *tNG RfFEREMCE COHROI^ATE 0*12 230
C SYSTEM Xw, »«>£*. 0.'M2 231
C OK 12 232
ZLF(J) a FZt»OT(YLC(J)«v(l)l 0«12 2i3
ZLHfJ) s ZLKJ) Of ' t2
ZPMJ) = F Z " J O T ( Y U C ( J ) - Y ( 1 ) ) OM12 23%
Z B H f J l a Z» f (J ) OM12 237
YRCm a FyPOT(YHC(J ) .Y ( l ) ) OM12 238
Z C P T ( J ) a / H A P ( J ) OMi;
Y C P T ( J ) e F Y K O T ( t C P r ( J ) ' - Y n ) ) OH1J
140 CONTIMUt ' 0"12
RETURN OMJ2
C OM12 2"6








a 2*MS90 OM12 25*
«S270 a. J*M3<»0 UH12 2*7
MMSWP a kSxP OM12 25?
IF (TBH3Y-M MMS*«PaMf'S<)p/2 D"12 2*)S
OTHTS a nTHTOR OV'12 261
DTwTij a oT^TOG OM12 26*
C IT 1 I T2» J T <» I TU, , , , I'JO?X OF I-vTEHFtH£fjCk PA)>/F(. IXMfOIA7ELY OM12 2e<
C PRtCEOlMG Fiv LOCATIONS O1^ BODY CIHCUMFfJHENCE, OHJP gt,'.
C 0*12 2t>'
C INITIALIZE 0-M2 2*
IT1 a 0 OM12 26*
IT2 s 0 OM12 26'
IT3 a 0 OMIJ> 27i
ITU s 0 OH12 27
I* (TMf.TIT.l5fc.90. .08. THPTIT.LF..O.) GO TO 210 0>M* 27,
C DM12 27
























0M THt 'inov CI t fCUXFERKNCt ' FOR THE WIGHT UPPFP FIN ONLY.
C S = C O S ( T H t T I T » n T ( j R )
R A O e F R A D O ' i f CS) . .
Ybr )DsRAD*C8
Z6r>r>3RAD*SN
CHfcCK 0 A T I O OF A P P R O X T " A T E ARC LE^tiTx C1N EITHER SIDE OF THljTIT,
A C C U s S ' J R T t Y*00»«2* f Zt)nO-' 'A)**2)
A ^ C S ' S P ^ T t ( ^B-VHOO) **2 + Zt)(JD**2)
r | A R C s ( A K C U f A W C S ' / ^ L 1 J 4 T { H S 9 0 )
OPTFRMl ' i f NUM9F.W OF PANELS a tT fc fc tN • Y .AX.TS. AMP FIN LOCATION ON THE
H''OY C I"C"*FERf NCt «
5
 "
T T l s « A X O ( IT 1 , 1 }
I T ISMINO ( IT \ i MS9C-1 1






















OTHTl i IS l N C R f c M £ N T BPT-Ef-N PANtLS PN Tnp AMD BOTTOM f THET I T.90 ) 0" 12 301
O T H T S a T H f T I T / l T l
nTHTU = ( 9 0 , « T H E T I T ) / f M S 9 0 - I T l )
TT2 s MS180- IT1
, I T i s > ' 3 1 P O * I T l
TTu s "S^P-JT l
CONTINUE
HfcHf « HAS O'i£ V A L U t - F O R E A C H WI^G OF HIP*S
FOR E A C H C l ^ C U M F E h t ' ^ T T A L »INGf THF. x FRONT POSITION. X F B I P C L )
IS A C O N S T A N T ..




















r>0 230 <sl • >JHIP»»"4S«ip
X S 8 v y * o x
KPSK»MM3*P«1
L IS BOO* PANEL INOF*
HO ?20 L B K « K P
X F tj I p ( L ) a X S
CO^TI 'JUE
K J E K X + 1
COh-TflUE
C A L C U L A T E THE T«IG FUMCTIOMS OF THE. ANGLES A S S O C I A T E D *ITH E A C H
MIP, THIS LUOP E X E C U T E S OMCf FOH t»CH DIFFfBF.NT HIP H R I E N T A T I U N *
SETS THE FUNCTIONS F(jR ALL HIP*S T H A T ARE AT THt 3AM£ ANGLE,
. ANT, IS THF ANfilE L'F R f l T A T l O N OF TH£ HIP w I T H RESPECT TO THt wING
C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M ,
THT IS THE PULA» ANGLK OF THE 8IP * ITH RESPECT TO THE k<ING Y - A X I S
Hnov P A N F L »>iii^Hf CI^-G b t c tNS AT z»"» YBRH »>'0 p«ncEfos
C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E IN ANGLE i THFN lNCHtMgNTF.0 IN *.
0^12 302
OM12 V03


































') H 1 2 5 3 «
0M12 35'*





























T*T IOG = Q.O
YIM1 s BH
ZlMl = o.O
I IS THE «ONNlMr, I^OE* ON THt BODY CIPCUMFFPEHCfe' .
DO 26" I = 1."S'-«P
G E N E R A T E A * G L f c TO BE. I N C R E M E N T E D B E T W E E N T A I L SF(?y£NiTS
O T H T e P T H T S
TF3T FO» UPPER o" i.o«tp. BODY pAiofu W I D T H
IF' ( .GT.Pl ,ANO. I.LE.IT21 P T n T s O T H T U
I* C , r ;T. IT3 .AND. I.I. a. ITU) O T M T s O T M T U
T H T I D G = T H T I O G + OTht l
l f C ,EQ. !"S !>0) T i * T l O G » 9 o ,
\ f t .EO. t -S ieO) IHTIDGs lBO,
IF ( ,F f j . «5270) T H T I O G = 270.
IF ( I ,F O.^S^P) THTIDGC360 ,
Cn^P'JTt GEO^ET tJY OF ELLIPTIC HQOY *WO PRESCBIHfn ANKLE.
MT T = THTI'ir.*OTOfl
CL'HPUTE PROPfTItS OF ELLIPTIC «UOY
PAQ IS T"E LOCAL BOt'Y PAOIUS AS A FUNCTION r\f T"T
T"T is TM£ "fcBlDIA.v A»)GL£ F'PH THE PAfcFL MEASU^EO COl 'MTfPCI
f ROM TMt Y ( * I K Q ) A X I S
S ' J * S I N ( T W T )
C S « C 0 3 f T M T )
Y I s r B a c ( s s , c s ) * C S
Z l s F B A n ( S f - . C S ) * S N
CMECX FOR HOOY S Y M M E T R Y
IF ( I .GT.«S90 .ANO, I.LE.»'S270 .AM). T R U S Y M 1 GO TO 250
7 '< a I K » 1
O V a V i . v i M t
O Z a Z l - z i H i
SN2 = eDZ/I5lP*O Z*O V* 'J n
A^P^pio*
J IS TWE P A M f L 1'JPPX OF *?IPS
K IS THE PAMEL IMOE" ')F *liu(i ANO RDOY P A N E L S
00 2tiO Js IKfNHIPfKM.Sup
KoJ»NiPAhLS
T K T I ( J ) s T W T I O C .
SMT ( J)oS»J
CSTU)»CS
S^T2(« l ) sS ' J2
C S T 2 ( J ) c c S 2
Y C P T ( K ) s O , i * ( Y I * Y l M l )
ZCPT(K)BO,%* (Z I *Z I M 1 )
SUPPLE (K )ao,o
S » P P T E ( K ) = 0 . 0
O M J 2 *<M
'J M 1 i" 1 <* 2
O M J 2 ? u <
0 -M !? 3 1 U
Ofl(> 315
OM12 506
'~> *• 1 2 3^7
0 H i 2 5 d 3
0 H 1 2 3 u V
PM1 ?_ 35n
U:J12 5S1





O '< 1 P i b 6
0>'i? 357
0"li> 358
0 u 1 2 5 S 9
OM12 360
0^12 361







DM l 2 370
Dv j2 372
OMl 2 371


































IM T*t *»HIP** SrSUM, VLCOO kun































«M4T *AS Df)NE TH TRI AN'JUt ATP M A T R I X A










fn u. JsKPl ,N





























































a C O N T I N U E OMH 37
5 I F ( A f K , K ) . E Q . O . ) ! P ( N l B O O M J J 38
6 CONTINUE 0*1 3 39
HfTOHM P*13 ao.
END 0*15 a).
SUBROUTINE L O A D S O^ia \ .
c • o»'iu 2^
c vtKSiQNin£Mi.iN2. OMIU 3
C ' . D«l« a
C T *J3 SUBROUTISE C A L C U L A T E S FIIRCF.S AMD "(IMfrNTS ACHhG ON Tht OMlu 5
C • -1NG3 Of FINS AM) THE IMEHf-ERENCfc SHELL. OMlu t>
C . T H E Y ARE F I R S T C A L C U L A T E D l*> THF *ING "^FEBf igCe C P O B D l M A T E S rSTE^ I>HIU 7
C ANO THEN TRAMSFORMfO TH "ISC-AXIS SVSTE". OHJU Hi
C 0«10 9
c IM«PLANE FuRcts PX ANO FTI OB KZi APE ALSO COMPUTED, Ht:Pt.fx OMJO 10
C IS PH3ITIVE FORKASO P A R A L L E L TO BODY CENTER!, iNfc . ' 'JM1U It
C IN-PLANE *0*CE ffZ IS C A L C U L A T E D IN SU8»CUiTtwp. SP^Ln. 0«l<i 12
C . O'MU 13
ni*EMSI'JN B P Y ( l O O ) ,BFZ( t O O ) 0«ia 10
DIMENSION X 8 ( 1 5 0 ) , Y C ( t S O ) , Z B ( l b O ) 0"ia J5
C DM t (I Id.
LOGICAL A S Y « » M n 8 Y M , B O O Y , O F L T A , A N Y i A \ Y M O i^ia 17!
C . . 0 » \ u 18
«H( 250)
3 0 ) i 7 R F ( 2 S O ) i l l H ( 2 5 0 ) « Z R * ( £ 5 0 ) , S N T ( 125 1 .CST ( 1 ^.S) . SNT2 ( 1 25) , C S T ? ( 1 2SQM1 a 22
T A t ? , C C ' N S T , D^l« .2 JT L W N C . T I P Y , o > - i u 2 a
. t l C H K . V C H K , « C H K , i « 8 I P , X , Y . Z f I V . I F . I I . J V . M S W R . r t S ^ L j ^ S o U f O I M a 25
»X.NCl«,NORAG,MMP,NiPP,^«P,MiP,NOCPT,K'nL^P>NOilT, ' PANLS.D* 1« 26
•^^|Pk^SS.^• 'RPlASY^",R(JOY, D E L T A , NflSYH D'MU 27
COMMO«J /S*E tPS/VS»LEW(20) , v S » ' T t H C 2 0 ) , VS>«LKL (?0) , V 3 * T F L (2'1) . L)"lfl 29
)« «S'*Tf 0(20) .LVS-P .L fe FT, F*C, i^C«B 0«la iO
D > M u 31
ISO) » HOW (150) , HOw ( ibO) , XFL3»(1 SO ) , If- LDP ( ISO) , 0»t« 32
1 Z F L O P ( t 5 0 ) 0»1« 33
cnHMf)N/spcp«s/rLTp( 150) o^iu 30
Cf lM i l lN /VPTXV/VV«TX( 150) , K V ( J T X ( 150) , *VPTPl»NV.»TX , V B T M 4 X OMlu 3S
E . 0«l« 3ft
»FX( lbO),KY(l'30),FZ(150) .Ol.TPSf 150) , ANYMriOMlU 37
VEL(500), JCPT,NCPauT,NVLlN 0"1« 3fl
COHMnN/SPSASG/SlNALC»COSALC.SINPHI»CnsPHi DMla 39
/ELLIPS/ HA,t?H,E»ATIO OMii* ao
Th£TIT, Y^OO, ZbOD, PM If.'8 , PH I ?• U OM!<| a)
C o ^ i a as
O A T A PI /S,1«1592653590X DMlii uu
C 0 '4 \4 US
C O^ ia U6
701 F O « M 6 r ( 1 w l .asx. i i lHwI^G PANEL PROPf HTUS. / / .2X. ! H j , S x , 7 H Y C P T ( J ) , 3 X , O M j « U7
1 lOM^MQ^D T H U U r a X r b ^ P A N i k L . i X , 8 M M 1 0 C H O R O , 9 X , f t k n F L T A . , 5 X , S H F h ( J ) , / DV lU 0.%
2 1 8 X , 8 M C t > : T « O I O » 6 X . U H S P A N , u x . 10HS»t tP,OKr, t , 7 x , 2 H C P » / / ) 0"ia 09
702 F D H f ' A T f / / / /2SX,21H^tMr , PAMEL PRO»fcNT iKS, / /?X , 1 H.J.5X ,7HZCPT ( J) . ix, 0»ln 50
1 lOHCHHPO T H 8 l l , U X > S M P * ^ t L » 3 X , e H H I [ ) C w n P O , 9 X , » . H O p L T A » , 5 X , 5 « F N ( J ) ,/ D"la SI
2 l dx , f lHCfMT9 i . ) i r »bx .ongPAN,ax , 1 0 M S » E E P , D E G , 7 X , 3 H C P » / / ) iV'ia S2
70S F O R M A T ( 3 X , I 4 , 7 X . F i n . s , 2 X , F 1 0 . 5 . 2 X , F i n . S , 2 X , F 1 0 . S , 2 x , F 1 0 . S , QMia 53
I2«.M0.5,2X,F1P.5) 0«1U ,.S«
l O . S ) ) 0 « l a 55
224
707 »ClBM&T<im.20X,StH(jOOV I MFLMENCF.
1 7HYC»T{ J),U
710 FOQK4T (1X.I3,<»(1X.F|01S))
7)* FfP'-UTfj*} ,,?«,», J5Hv£LnCrri63 AT PAMFL
PROP* RTItS//?X , \ "J i <>X,
, SX,
POfMTS//
2 1HV, 1 1 it, l*«,8X,UHVNnW//)
717 *npM4T(lHt ,UOX, 19MLUAOING
X 11X,1UHM4CM MjMHEM a
t 7*,lSH4«GCi OF 4TT4CK s ,M, i. 1 X , 7HOtGRI- P.S/
27X,18HSInE SLIP ASGLt s ,F8.3. 1X,7HOEGBEES/
3 13X, I2H*ING AREA
 B .FIO.S/
a B X , l 7 N R P * E » F * C f r A S f A s ,F10.S/
5 bX.l '^B^ERfcNCt LtNRTM a .P10.5/
o 3X, /?na<P( jStD «ING SPAKi (? 3 ,MO,S/
7 SX^auvn-e^T C E M T E » | X" = ,>10.5/
l ^X , 10HF1N 1 OR
1 10HFIM J PS U,8X ,10MPIS d UR 0,5* . 1
2 6X i19MofH., 4NCLt Of.G, a , 12X., u C 6 X , Ft 2.
* 1 8 X , 7 ^ C T M h • ,E. ia.5,«(6X,PU.b)/




. SHtLL , /
W I N D - A X I S
9 J O X . f a M C O I s , t . l 2 . 5 . S ( h X , E 1 2 . 5 J /
* t
* I S X . l O M C L N r f l M O a. ,E12 ,5 .5 (6X fE12 .5 ) / / / / )
FOPM4T ( / / l x ,2SHU/v lNF T Y P E
FURM4T ( / / I X , J2w fclER^OlULLl T Y P t L040IMG P R E S S U R E / / )
727 F O H M 4 T f lH l , 27X ,UOHVtLnCIT IE3 4T P4NfL DMTKCUBn AFT
726 FO»M4T( JH0 .9X, J H J » l U , « > H X K 8 ( J ) , b X , 6 H y P C ( J ) . 6 X . b M 2 H B ( J ) ,
1 1 IX, 1HV, 1 1 < ,1H»,8* .UWV.MG&/ / )
7^0 r n o M 4 T f inn,9X, i *J» I 1 x ,6HXL8 C J) » n X , 6HVtC( J) » >>X,<>HZL3( J) »
1 1 IX, iMVi 11X, ( M w , B X , O H V N O R / / J
7JO M.RM4T ( / / / J O X . b l H N l J T E t L.E. OF Lf*D P4NFL I" F IRST
1 IS

































C A L C i ' L A T f - *lNr, 4M5 Ba^V P4.-v£L IM;UC»-0 VEU'CimS 4T THF. CEMROIO
POJNTS AMD '"•(JTBOARD AFT CHR^EP 'JF MN C O N S T 4 M T U-VEI_nCITV P4NEUS
ALSO 4Dn vtLOCiTits OI.IE rn Fixto VOUTTCCS Avn/tiw "ovivr, VOKTICFS.
, Bt )V,Knw C A L -WAS ELLlpMCAL CROSS SECTtL'N, USE
CULATE [) A.T FJ* CONTROL
If fW')e4r,.fQ.O) GO TO 513 "
wOCPTs)
TIsl






















v S T A P T = 1
If (b ' lDV.A'.9.Rt. tO,»B) CALL VELCAL( *PA* I .S .A .LFS,HETA0,NSTARM
DO 510 J»t ,»- 'PAWtS
C A L L V ( - L > ; n R ( X H A H < J ) , V e P T ( J ) , / 8 A P . ( J ) 1
"CTsgCHK











!*• (NOliT.Mfe.M CO T'l 510
-RTTF (6,705) J,XH4R(,n.YCPT(J),ZBAR(J),UCT,VCT<»CT,VMD''<J>
510 CONTINUE
M*l ..... RIGHT MC1R. KIM
Ns3 ..... UtM MOB. FIN ;
>'S5.... .UPPER v f c B T . FIM
LO*F* VEPT.
.f 0. J) »«JTF (6,727)
NSO
J3TARH1
IP (Mi.iUT.E5,l,AM).C«.(i0.1,C'0.n.t0.m CO TO
IF
r.n TO
91? Od 603 J3J3TA"T»JFM>
TMM.FO.a.Of.M.f ' j .a) GO TO 908
( J)
MTTH 3I'J£
I.E. S»EkP OF CHiJPOt-lSt 00" "EAKfST TMt TIP IS SUBSONIC*
MOVt THf nU'TbOAKO COC^tS OUT "ONE PA-'-tL i^IOTM
IF (TIPCM0.LT.lOO.O*TlH*C) GO TO 60S
IF (M.FO.l.AMI.J.Gt.jriP.AMO.S-PPL.eUTlPl.GT.HF/TA.l GO TP 909








I* (TIPC"O.LT,10il.O«Tl BNC) GfJ Tn 608
(VI J 120
O H 1 U













































(K;!Fo!c!AMo!j.C.e.JTT.P.A.%n.AfcS(S»PPLMJTIPn.r,T.BfcT») GO T»j 9?ft D-la 181
226
,0* * t ' )TH( j )
r," TO
92*
I I - f r innv .A^O.UA. tO. - 'B) Ci'.L V t L C A U Jfc.-JO.'ALF-'», . J FTAP. J S T & w T )
Oi l MO . I s J S T A t J T . Jt«-0
f«LL VH.*0 '»(XH(J>
UCTslJCNH
V C T S V C M K
-•r.T=*oK
r,>! Tn
c. 0 T n 913
v»mpf.isf j i B ^ c n K t ^ o v t JI+WEL f J ) * V V « T X ( j ) • •
I> CfLl'JT,"?. t ) C.U Til 6]0
J , X B ( J ) , V C ( J ) . ^ H ( J ) , U C T , V C T . «CT,VNI1»OS(J)
Gn Tu SI 3
Tp (i^.Mt.1 ^  b'J
r,n Tn
ell I* <M.*E.?.Ok.MHP.f ^ J. GU lU o!2
TO
I N I T I A L ! / ?
C YHsO.
CZ iJ tP»" .0
r M v I P = o . o
1
. 0
C L H I P s O . O
' (.JTJP1
GO TO
F I H 4 D T * ' R 3
H " l a \ i
0-1 !T II
n-M'i I I
•Vi 1" I I
n-M u 11
i i 'MU 1'




n - t \ n 199
0••<!«" 200
O H 1 U ' 2 0 1
i)-ia 202
O M J a ? o S































































































»BTTF PUT 8TP P*NFl. 50 1
228
CONTRIBUTION FRO" «OOY I xTEKFEWfc*CF PANELS TO CZ...CNH
FPOM BODY INTERFERE NCL PANLLS TO CY...CYB
O^O) GO TO UC
IF (NPPtSS.Nt.O) GO TO 161



























































O..H }a 3 a M
CALCULATE f-HUCPS.CZFlN.CVFlN, ACTING DM THE FtN3.






t MT , CLNF , ROLL I *






















1 wtfc IN Nf.G. x«otR. TM PLAMF OF
FY ..... SIOF FI.IPCE IN Y-omcTU'»< i»» PLANK OF M
P^.....'JP"I*I<08 PiJHCt I». /«0t«, I" PI AMR OF VERTICAL WING
MPTEt AOPITIG^AL COMT«muTION3 TU I'< PLANE POBCES AHE CALCULATEO
3PNi.n,
IN-PLANF »np.ci?3 SUITABLt PUB CU'iciF'-iR* "H
F IMS OR -1^63 MNty,

































SYHMETHY COMSIOfATIONS ARC USID I Ki OIFFPBENT M*»j|gfR FOrt
THE CASF OF Ik-TtMOIOITATEO T»R FlMS ( THFTI T.ME . <» .


























































THF 420 LHOP IS USED FU« THE








































3 to IF (NniiT.ve.OJ
U»m (6, 706) J.ZCPT(.|).PK'l.C<J),«IOTH(J),SalP««r.,Ot.TPr,(J)»FN<J)
520 CONTINUE
If (IL.FO.l) GO TO 3JO
C
IF (ANY) G'l TO 381














































































OVERALL FQRCt AND MOMfNTT COEFF 1C I EMS FQH *INS AND I NTfc RF t »tNC£
0" HQOY fifFFRNCfr SYST£n.
CThfiflA . . . . . A C T S ALO'-T. N E G A T I V E X - A X I S
C y ( ' A . . . . . . .*CTS *LO"G Pnsniv? Y . A X T S
C/DA . . . . . . . A C T S ALONC POSITIVE Z - A X 1 S
C*OA.. ..... VECTOR ALONG NEGATIVE Y-AXIS, NUSF 'JP
CL^'OA ...... VECTOR ALONG PM3JTIVE Z-AXtS,NOSf TO RIGHT PHS.
CLLNOA ..... VECTOR Ato^ti POSITIVE X.AXTSI HI.-MT WI^G onww POS.
CMAOny ,cvAO i )H , . , A O O I TIO^S TIJ C Z O A . C Y M A nnp TO IN PLANE Kj»ct3,NfiT
SUCTinm c o ^ V f R S l O N TO MIHMAL FURCfc,
IN X , Y ,
CZOAsCZ* IMR»CZF INL»CZF lNU+CZF lNDtCZH IP
;. YA»ING»»OLLIMG MOMENTS COEFFICIF NT.?.
FHrtCt CUKFFICIENT8 I* S Y S T S U f ' t X C E P T
ROLLING
COI..,..»CTS HACK ALONG FRt^ STREAM 0 tHf CT IPM, X*I NO-A X t S
Cy*"§. . ..ACTS TO THE RIGHT NORMAL TO F»EF STPPAM vF.CTo«-hno'v
CL, .....ACTS UP-ARDS T1^ F&t^. STwtAM VFCTOR-HOOY CFNT? KL l^t
PLA^'t NUKfAL fi fat? STBEAM VFCTHP, Z» IMO«AnT3
,. .vECTfJR ALONG 'JEGATIVE Y^I NU-A X I 3. ^ OSE '.'P POS.

























































DM t j 616
OMIu 617
O'Mu 6tn





C O C L S s r . O T / ( C L * C L )
IMJ*CQSALC*
-RITE ALL LOADING RESULTS, '; ' .. '
SPANS?. 0*«2
"KITE («», 7 1 7 ) F M A C H , A L F A . H t T A V , ' A W E A , 8 R E F , H f Ftf SPi'Kif KM
IP (NPRFSS.EQ.O) "RITF (6 ,725)
IF (MPRFSS.tO. l ) '^RlTF (b,726) ,•







CHECK C1N 3uPtRSONIC L.E. HASEO ON U.E. SnEtP OF IM8HAP.O
' "
,0/He TA
ANGMCMof A TAMARt; TAN) )*S7.?957 795
Pl F(J)
IF (PSI^CH.GT.PSIPLE) wKITt (ft,7iu)


























































T*I3 SUBRnUTlNt MOTATfS tOCAL CUOHniNUTES RELATIVE TO CONSTANT 0*16
1.1-VEi.OCICITY .PANfC C0<n.t«<8 A^D PARALLEL TO WING CnQBTI^ATir



















If fA«*S(PHlF»Pl(12).UT.Tt«KC) CO TO 100
r,r- rr> 101
FIN TO ' »>TMG

















































SOLVE (8.A.M) OM17 1
C , OH17 2
C «K RSI ON | r>t»'U''l i}-17 J
C 0>-17 a
C 0*17 5
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES IM Tn£ TRIANGULATED HATBIX 4, RIGHT HAND DM17 6
C SIPF VECTOR 8, IT IS OPERATED UK BY IP(3001 0-M7 7





LOGICAL A8YM,(jOOY,t>EUTA,NUSYM OMIT \3
C 0117 Id
3UM(600U). IP (300), OUr.il 102),ALFW,1U"!3MH).TriTLX, 0"17 IS
I ) , M'RAG.OUMSCUl . NOCPT,HOLI*-P.NOUT,'JPANLS.NPRF3S.N-H<». ASYM, 0* 17 16
MJ3V* O'«17 17
C 0««17 18
C DM 17 19
TF(k..EO.nGa TO 9 OM17 20
My)=N«t 0^17 21





. «(K)sT . n-il? 27
01} 7 TiKPl.w . . Of 17 28
7- ft(I)sB(I)*A(I,K)*r OM17 29
C OM17 30
C HIH7 31
, 00 P <B»l,NHl D-^lT 32.
K«1=Ni-KH OM17 35
'<=(."! * 1 - . : > - . 0 ^ 1 7 3 a
'•KK)r-4(io/A(K,iO 0^17 3S
T=-B(K) DM17 3h
lf (T.fJ.O.n) GO TO 9 DM17 37





C- VFBSIONj OETJW - • 0-M8 2
C : OMIS 3
c v e s s i O N i o E " O M i O M i B o
C 0-<i* 5
C SUBROUTINE Tf) C A L C U L A T E THE VELOCITIES Ot'F TO A LINEUP. LtNE 300«CE OF OMIM 6
C U S T T 3I.OP? «lTn (1»IGIM AT T X ( J ) , ' 0^18 7
C SOLUTIll^S GIVE^ tJY «UOO»'ARn AND LARSE"-' (HOING RFOT. 06»107U 1), tOUATIONO-< l« 8
C (SV) "R ANTON TO FFHRI, "E lE"E^T3 rjF A E W n O Y M A M l C S OF SuPfeBSn'J lC FL( '*S»"0*1* 9
C EQI 'ATION (378) . 'T't* 1"
C 0-18 11
IMTEGF.R «CO»E ""t" 12COMMOM/Tu.n /TX( l01) ,Ou> i l (1 1 13) . f lCOOE.RF.TASQ,*8Q,RAnnis ,uFlELC,UNnSEOMM i \
C . n 'M8 IS
C ' • ' ')M18 16









































THIS SUBROUTINE CUMPUTtS ciERNDULLl PRF83URFS AT CONTROL POINTS
PP TH6 CONSTANT U-VEL1CITV PANELS
0» FIN 3URF4C63






2 SINALF • S l N B E T . O U M 5 C 3 ) . T O T L R » O U H b ( 3 ) , U C H K
3 v r . H K , n C M K , O U " 7 ( a ) , J, IF, II ,K,DUMPia) , \=P IP ,K)CPX,MCW,NnHAC. ,N"P»NPk,
4' j i»P>M5P,NriC?T,MnLINP,MrHJT,MPA'' i | .S f NPBESS,Wl«RP, A S Y M , r tODV, I f U T A ,
CO"«r'M/rtVEL/t i i .Hi{ l50), f lOVC lSO) ,BDi«(150)
t ZF-'LDPdhn)
CUMMON/SPCPRS/DLTPt lS f i ]
,COSALr , ,SINPHI,CUSPHI
f ) ) . « » ' » T X t l 5 0 ) » " V W T P l .








H T , 1 F T . M J
C O " f O N / V P T « V L / w v t L f b O n ) , - v t L ( ' 5 0 0 ) , JCPT, '•'CPO'JT ,
CO:-Mr)M /ELLIPSX HA.H
72f> f O O M A T n X . H . t 1^11.6)
721 F O R M 4 T ( I X , I3.6Fll.bf 1 1X.3H1 .t>)
pnp 'KATf / / / / 1 0 X , lOUHV^LOCITH S AND HtR'jOULL I PRFS3'J»F3 AT CONTROL







































HU F f < p . H A T ( / / / / 1 0 X , 107HVELOCITIES AND BERNOULLI PRESSURES AT CUNTHIJL
JOINTS IMPtl ' lATttY TD RK-HT AND LEFT OF V E R T I C A L '.I".r, SURFACE/ /
I..6X,
UbNPBEssL/)
7Jh FHRM&T (////lX,i5HP«t3Sl'«fc LOADINGS AT CO'JT^nL f
I 2X,lHJ,7».'4HX(J),7X,UMY(J),7*,«ri7. (J),ux, I OHOFL TP.L IN ., 1 X,
5 l!HOF.L,TC,Hf RN./) OM19
737 FORMAT ( lMi,77MPHESSUBE LOADINGS EXCLUDE Vf iRTFx JNDi 'Ct.O CU*P<JMtNTSO'«l o
1 P A R A L L E L 'n wJHG S U R F A C E S / / ) 0*19
758 F O R M A T f lH l ,77*PWf.SSU»E LC.UOIVGS INCLUDE VOPTM IMOOCtn COMPi lMtMTSOHi 9














Mf . O . A N O . N V R T P L . E O . P ) *P!H ft
IF f N V R T X . ' - t . O . A N D . N V R T P L . e Q . l ) "K ITE (h,7J8)
POINTS IMMEDIATELY AHnVt AMO HtL'Jw *ING SURFACE
SEPARATfLY OUE Tf.) DISCONTINUITY IN INFLUENCE fU^CTlnNS
wi£N 2 EO'JALS ZERO,
*RITE
AND 8UOY RF ERENCt PANELS CnNTRMUTION
no «05 ,lsl,MHP
X f | . O P ( J ) » x C P T ( J )
Y F L O P ( J ) a Y C P T t J )
«OS
N S T A H T a l
IF (ynpv,
1.1 LI 807
V A O V R T s W Q T K ( K )
OISCONTlMOuS
AOO TM C'JNT3I9uTIUNS
C A L L VELCAL( r >-HP,AL ( -R ,H I - . T A H , * g T A 9T)









































































































C COhTI'-nUS COMTHIHUTI (JM
C
C A L L V f lM lHCXCPI ( K ) , V C P T ( K ) , Z C P T ( K M




lw«m (f t ,? /* ) ) K , J > C P T ( K ) , y C P T ( < ) » / C P T m , L l T O T A , V T M T A , W T C I T A .
I V T 0 T « , * TO T H
IF (SHP.m.NwHP) (JU TO 801
I* FPHM V E R T I C A L HNS AMI HOOY I MTF RFf. 9fc S.C E




If ( M T O A T . F I J . O ) GO TIJ
CALL T M K V £ L ( X C P T ( K 1 . v c P T ( K ) , / C : P T ( K n
















O M J 9
OMJ9
1 - W I T F . (6,7^1) K , * C P T ( K ) , Y C P T ( K ) , Z C P T ( K ) , U T O T A , V T O T A , w T n T A , U T O T B ,
1 V T O T H , . » T n T O
H 0 * S 0 a * T O T A • w T n T A
u T n T » «



























« » I U C 6 , T ; > 0 ) K . ) c C e T ( « ) , V C P T { | i ) . Z C « > T ( * ) , l l T i l T * , V T O T A , * T O T « ,
I B W F 3 S * ( K ) , U T O T H , V T M T H , «T"TM ,HP.t SSHtK )
HOT
PfJI»T3 I«««f .OIATtLy 1H Thf •»IGfT ANW THfc LIFT 'IF
M><G 3l)«F&Ct THMieo S t ^ A H A T F L V Wit '0 niSCr.MT J n u l T V IN
J*F |_ l . i tNCF F U M C T I O ' l S H M t N V tGl.iAL3 ZF.HO.







PANLS» *LF«,Ht T AB, r»STAM T )
f M V P T X , » t ,O.AN('.,%VP.THl..Ell.O) » A U V H T a O . O
'I t f iTWa. ' i r .HK *HOUC< 1
VT'ITC*
U T H T I 5 l
IF
.Nft ,0)
I I » M H P |
I F a N P i V L S
C A L L w t L * i O « ( X C P T ( K l » Y C P T ( K l , / C P T ( K ) }
IF (NOUT.':F..O)
'-BITC (6 .72J ) K , * C P T ( K ) , y C P T ( K ) . Z C ( ' T ( K ) , l j T O T 9 , V T n T H , V . T ( l T e i . ' / T O T L ,
V T O T L , » T . 1 T L
T A I L V F L ^ f ' N ( X C P T ( K ) , y C P T ( K ) . Z C P T ( K ) )
UTHT»ai jTOT«*uCMK
V T f l T R a V T O T H t V C h K
V T O T C « V T O T L * V C M » «
«TOTL» I«TOTL + <<CHK
I F ( N O l l T . M E . O )
I x B J T C < 6 , 7 2 1 )


























0 * 1 <* ? 0 t
QM19
205


















v f ' : T W s v T i ' . T C t » \ » C M < . . . . . n'l" P 42
•. T . - jTos«TOT< j * . .C -4 o-.l<j pin
1
 0-M9 / " S o













C C 4 L C M L 4 T F - t - X G LH*I>IM;S O*. F Tn
C '
' T i JTP,» I , :T^ , "T ' JTL , D M J O ^) VT '1T( . , n T ' " T L I
flflj C' iNTT'Ji ,F. • i
C 0-| <
C S. lUHf? P4M.L C - ' I K ' T W r B U T I O f l n-U<* ^oA
c
 • n'-i<j ?u'4
!«• f ^ T 0 4 T . f 'J.O) GO TO «3S
>',J = K
c;4LL T H I T « . K L ( x C P T ( « ; i , v r . p | c<i
IF f M C - l i T . v t .0) . • •
" " " ' " 0^19
!\J1«» P
n •« i 'j
U«»9suT"TI. »C 1S4I.C-V rnT( . *STN' t tT»-T i !TL«Sp.a l F n-^1')
' " • - ' - - - - - - - - ; o i 0-19
oi i tijMI'K't • " ' • OT» 275
C n»i9 ?7s
C 0>«19 277
c C . A L C U L A T F PKtss'.'Kt >Ji fFF<»tMrEs AT CON^(?OL POINTS 0"i9 ^/ t
C 0"19 27'1
' • • • r i M T- .Mf • • " • . : • - ""i«. ,50,1
0''14 ppi
On fl?i mi.vp4>,LS ' ,,M,C










T * T S Sl'bRflUTlNf C 'WPuTES SPAN L0»0 f5 tS
T«1S 3i|HPfHiTI<jE COMPUTES SPAN LOAM ( j lSTKIP ' jT II'NS FOB -"
OB CRIJCIFMR* *I"G (1» PI* CONFIMJWATIO' -S 0*LY.
l I ^ T F B D I G I T A T e O FINS P»ESt*TLY
ALSO Anoiri'jMAL IN-PLANF f(jf»r.ts,f
AND S'lCTinN DIsmtttUTinNS 'A(.(»'G TMf I .EAOTUG fr>GP ANr> smt. K
THIS INFuHf.ATIUN, UN LEAOINf i AMO SIPt EDGE vrmid™
IONS AKE C A L C U L 4 T E O . •
IN ADDITION* FIN T R A I L I N G EDGE VU9TF.X ST»FKt;TM ANI) SPAN" ISE





SLOAn (20 ) ,CHnHDS( ISO) , F V 3 ( ISO 1 ,FZ2C 1 SO 1 ,
\ YCf , (201 ,ZCr. (20) , V A L M A X ( S 1 , Y f A X t 5 ) , v * L N | i M ( S 1 . ^ - ' ' A X ( S 1 .SUP (2i))
(250 ) ,
0^20





a). IP (300 ) . X F H I P ( 1 0 0 ) , A . A L F A , A l . F ' > , A W , . I ^ r , . r i 2 , H 2 V . « t T A , 8 t T * « « C H N S T , OM20
5COSAl.».- ,cnSBET,C^,OX,FM,FMACH,(»CI«,SlNALF,SI 'JHFT,SLOPF .'I *"C, TIPY, 0*20
>,p>iHp,»-l 'p,M«P,\:3PpMpf;pT,MI]LISP f N'M.iT , NP ANLS, 0"120
'F. SS,WBP» ASY^ .H I lOY .O f I. TA, MiJSY" 0.^20
«LEf f 20 *TF 0( 20 ) , *P,I.E»- T ,
.
 :
, O I . T P G (
OM20
C O ^ M O M / V P T H V L / V V f c L ( S O O ) . * V f L ( S O O ) . JCPT , '




COMwO'J /F IM3E /X3 t (80 ) ,CGSF.uC(80 ) ,G An.sfc ( 80) , F •<!»»• , MS lOf.iE , MSE V
70? fnRMAT(////ilx,22HSPAN«I3E 01STOIBUT IONS//1
703 FI)K*AT (2x.I2,2X,b(Fio.S,2x),Fio.5.lx,2f to.1;)
700 FiJBMAT ( i >X , I? ,2X ,F10 .5 .2X ,F tO .S ,7< iX ,F10 .5 )
706 F C B ^ A T ( t X , I i , 2 ( t X , H o . 5 ) , S ( 2 X , F t J .S)1
707 F O W A T f / / / /10X.22HSin t t06t nlST»I8UT IHM//2X. UHJTIP, 2X ,
« J M J S E . 2 X , H M O I S T A r j C F , 7 X , I 3HSUCTIOW Fn^f.E, 7X,«Hr.AHM4 , st, OX,
2 UH£HAt» ,7 * . J H X S F / 1 3 X » 7 H F O f | H L^. •«•<» 15KPFP I INTT - L E N G T H , SX.
i •>M/v i ^ / i3x ,9M/T iPCMnwn,«>x , t lM/(>J*TiPcun»o)/ )
70H FHRiAT ( / / / / |OX.22*S lnE kOGfc rl ST« IKI.IT ti>.//2X , !IHJ r IP. 2X ,
1 4 H J 5 F , 2 X , H M O I S T A . ^ C E . 7 X . J SnSUCTI'JM » f'Bf.t . 7X , «MGAMMA . SF .0*.



















































Tin FORMAT (ix, I j,9(ix,Mn.si )
7!? HJR»'4T f / / / /
1E12.S,/MX,OHSU>'M2
721 FnRMAT(iM|^o( iM.)
725 F t i » « A T f J * , tN i . 5x ,7NZ / (H /2 ) . 2X . 10nO*C / ( 2 *8 ) . 2X,
1 l X , U h C Z t * C / < 8 * B ) . l i t . l i M C Z T O T * C / < Z « 8 ) , J X , 1 0 n c S * C / < 2 * t n . 3 X .
?. SMCSlNT.Sx.aHi f iAP. , r x .9*GA»UtT< 11,Z*,\ JHGA««« . tFW I'-f- . «
7?u Hi»M»T( 3X, l« l ,Sx,7Hr/ (n /2 i , ;»X, inHO»c/(2*H1,;?x, \ O H C T » C / C 2 * H ) ,
t
= ,E12.5 /10X.
t •JK9IJ-FZ2 « »E^.5/ IOX,<JH3U»FT2 3 ,E1?.S/)
735 fOP««T ( / / / ,2SX, 17w«I'iG P"NEt H)«Cfr S / /ZX f !«.;, SX i 7HVCPT ( J ) , 4x , •
I H W O E L T A . C P . f c X . h H & A ^ M A / j f e X . a H F X , 10X,3HI=ri. q x , 3 H F V 2 /
2 32X ,UMVIHF , / / ) .
7 la K?R**T (/ /«x, iMi.ix, jMOLT.6X.3HSLP,<i«,uHiSFa, '«X, an YCHIC , Sx,
1 6HVAL I» "T , 1X.OHK.U"-. J y . f r H V A L I A X . J X o M V A L ^ U M , S X . a h Y K A X / S I X . 4 H E X T J
735 ^ - O R « A T ( / 7 X , l 2 , 2 ( l X . F n . " > . 2 X , I ? . l x . 2 ( l X . f e . « ) . 2 X , I ? , l X .
1 J t t X . F f l . U ) / )
736 f Q R ^ A T f / / / /30M****»T, t . ^1^ V C R T E X
73« FC 'P«AT ( t
73«»
2 tHx,aH| IN. , IOX.UHVIM* ,//)
F'J«MAT ( i x ,aMiv»T, i x,
FOR* AT




C A L C U L A T E LOAD
C > C « J . O / t « . 0 « B ? )
sa«» is POR W I G H T LEFT HURIZHMTAL














































D M 2 0 1 IS
OM21 118
n * 2 ( > I 17
243
\ i *
SIG"is*1.0 . 3*20 H9
nULsMS*<'P 0"?.* 120








r ' 0»'-20 130
c 0^20 1J1
SU«msn ,0 °"20 152









H O E X T 3 0 O M 2 0 1 U 5
C »LL C IB^ feT 4HE PHSIT IV f IN THE COUNTER CLne«i»!9E OIPECTION LOMKINGOM20 1«7
C F.ipniHO O H 2 0 , 1 « H
C MOTt l IM PL4ME ff)»CE FV2 » C T 8 O'l UUTBO*RO AH cnrt'ifP n.F E*CH P4NEI.D»20 tu<>
c Hfcsei ti.8" ..... HK,HT FIN |5M»" !•>•)
C IL«l ..... LtFT F1M 0«20 151
c 0''20 152




• - 0*20 l '»7
D"«20 ISS
)) 0"20 15«




V C K K « Y C P T ( . n 0«?0 165
OM20 1*6
DM20 iiS7
( T L . t Q . J ) r«0 TU «»0 '1^20 16rt
16"
IC»I OH20 171
XLEd* V)sXL»> (J)*(VCPT(J).yLC(J))*S"PPLfc(J) OM20 172







IF (I. M? . 11 GO TO 812
C I PNE I (NiKJS T )ec IfNE T {v>F RST ) -C I »C (J ) *S K,N
JAOJsJ + fiC*

















J v H 2 » F T 2 C L :
CONTINUE
C
c w i o T H t j i is PANEL SPAN-ISE O I - E N S I U N J A L W A Y S POSITIVE..
C .IT IS CALCULATED IN SUBROUTINE LAYOUT.











V A L I N T . . . . . A C C M M U L A T f o V A L U E OF THt i M T f G P A l (CNC/2«B) *OILY OVER
THt SPA>«"ISE tMHtCTlQN.
CSINT » C C U " U L A T t O V A L U E OF THt I NTF.GH AL. (CSC/2*f l ) •OtL Y O V t R
THt S p ANj» ISt
V A L l N T « V 4 t . IvT + f S L f ' A O f I ) * O C L Y )
IF ( N O P A G . N E . O ) (;P TO
IF G;? TO
SLOTIP«0.0
"PITE (6 i 70U) N
GO TO 5U2
C O N T T ^ - l l t



































































CGLQC( If V)*f. CS.
551
552
GAMLMIFV)sFHL fc * (
80 TCI 552
S t C F X K a O . O
S E C F Y 3 0 . 0







(x.NE.K'iL) GO 10 525
525
S L D T T ' s O . O
"RITE f fe ,70<O N S P A M P , Y L U C , S L O T I P , C I « M E T ( K I S P A W P 1
CONTINi j fc
IF ( I . fO. l ) CO TU 6«5
I M 1 = I • 1
SLP( « (SLOA0(
IF
IF n.EH.2) KO TO
IF (K.EfJ.KUt) GO TO
GO Tn 522
) ) / D L T










IF ( A B S t S L P ( N S p A N P ) J .I.E.HEFSLP) GO TO <j,U6
SLPCHKsSUP( I )
JF ( 3 L O C M K . E Q . O . O ) SLPCKKsSUPd- l )
IF ( S L P C M K . G T . O . O , 4 * O . S l . P C N $ P A N P 1 . L T . O . O ) f.fl Tf.l
IF (SLPCHK,LT .o .o ,AND.S t -PC«SPANP) .GT ,0 ,0 ) f.n Tp
CUNTtNUf
IF ( S L P ( I ) . L Q . O . O ) GO Tfi 6U6
IF (SLPHF.t 'J.0.0.4MO.I.r,F..<4) StP»FB3LP( I -2)
IF (SLPHF.CiT.O.O.ANO.SLPtn tLT.0 .0) GO TO 6'JJ
IF ( S L P H F . L T . O . O . A N O . S L P ( I ) .l~,T.n.O) GO TO
GH TO 6U«>
IS TH£ F.XTREME VAL'.Jt OF CMC/?*.q
1T3 VALUt IS T4KLN tQUAL TO THE ( I - t ) T H V A L U E nF CMC/28
L lKt- ISt > " A X
) IS THF VALUE OF CNC/2'J
I5f OSMUMF. XT + I
V A L H A X C 1 ) B { > L L t A O ( 1 )
) a S L O A O ( I » l
IF ( IC.En.O)
IF (IL.F-O.l) Ynl.TSDBYLCCJ-1-NOO



















































If (I.fO.l.ANO.NUUT.NF.OI "PtTF (6.73U) OH20 ill
TF (NfluT.vt.O) "BITE (6,735) I iPLT, SlPftl . IS?;!, YC"* , VAJ. IMT, «U*t XT ,i>M2o 312
1 VAL"AX(ISfc'J ),VA|.Nl.lM(ISta ),Y*AX(IStG ) 0*20 313
If (NnUT.MF.O.A^U.K.fO.KUL) W9ITE (6,7351 IP1, OLT,SIP(KSPAMP), DM20 31 'i
1 ISf Q» YCHK.i'»|.I''1T»WUMFXT,VALMAX(IStf}) , VAL*JIJM( ISC')) , YM»X(I3fcO) 0*20 US
316
9UMF xa8i i«FX/S3F. F
slot U N I T
( N O R A G . E I J . O ) an TO
(TTPOn.CT. 100.0*TLRMCi f.fi TO
(6 ,708)
JSfsn
F 4 C T P K B 1 . 0 / ( F k L E * T W O B )
<»U
JSFs.JSt*t




































































K (wn«MG.tH.<M GO TO 531
(», Tib)
T . f cU .O) GO TO S2H
I V R T s T V R T * !
G A M M A ( I VST )B (SLOAD(n*T«C i8 /2 ,0 ) *S IGM
Y C G ( I V R T l r ( W B » ( V A | _ N i j M ( i ) / S L O A O (
UPITE (6,710) IVKT, G A M M t ( l V H T ) , V C G U V 0 T )
r.U TO Sil
5 2 M . C . O N T T N U E
NLSTs.Nl.iMf- X T » 1
00 650 I S f - O S l » - M L S T
I V B T s I V H T * !
ISFOPtsISEO+1
IF C I S ? O .EQ.NLST) GO TU 53«
P l F M A X « V A ! _ M A X ( I S t . U P l ) . V A l _ K A < ( ISEQ)
G A M M A C I V P T ) » » ( T ' * O B / 2 , 0 ) * O I > H A > i * S l G N
V C G ( ! V P T ) B ( ( r M A X ( t 3 t Q P l ) * » A | . M A X ( I S t O P n
I / O I F « A X ) " ( V A L N U M ( I 3 f c O P l l / U l K M A X l * 3 I G ! M
GO TO SJ3
53"
S33 C ON T I HUE
*»1T(.. ( ( S , 7 1 0 )
650 C







ir ( "ShL.EO.O) 60 TO




























































































IF fANVMn ) ZCHK«ZCPT(J)












OUTUOAAO AFT COBMEU OF FATH PANEU









































































2 1 7 C I « * t T ( I S P M > " C l R N E T U S P N ' ) * ( C I R C < J ) - C I < » C ( J A O > T n * S I G N
215 CONTINUE
IK ( N O H A G . t l . O ) GO To 31'
I* ( I L . t O . l ) GO TO 400
CHOROS(J )3X»B( J )»XBF (J)
GO TO 301
J«o C H O B D S ( J ) e x U H ( J ) » X L f (J)
3<11 CONTINUE
If ( L .EO.^Cw) CHOR03(J)eO.S*CHO«OS(J) , ^ .. ;-, •
Tf fFX ( , l ) . LT .O .O ,OB.S3LK) GO TO J«2
3<I2 C O N T I N U E












IF (N004G.NE.O) GO TO 5M
«»ITE (6,700) IC,ZlOC,SLO*0(I).CIBkET(IM






IF (33LF.) CD TO 851




CGLOC( IFV)s (CSMf )M/C3 lNT)»SIGN
Zf XPaCGLL'CCU V)«(BA»3ICN)













































































/ ( \ 0 , 0*«i?V ) )
IF (I.FO.?) GO Ui fl<!6
IF fK .F .Q .KU) GO TO 8JM
no Tn
IF (AHSCSLPf^SP'ANPVH'l. ' t .WFFiSLP) CO TO
8uPCHKsSI.Pt I)
t^ (SLPCHi.EO.0.0) SLPCnKs-SLCd-t ) .
If (SLPCHK.GT.0 .0 .4NO.SL* ' (M3PA»<P) .LT.O.O) Gn TQ 8«3
IF (SUPCHK.UT ,0 .0 .4N0 .3LP(NSPA^P) .CT .O .O) GO TO (JU3
(SLP(n.ea.o .o) to TH
I* (SLPBF.GT.O.n .ANO.SLP 'n .UT .O.O) (JO TO
IF (SLPHF.LT.O.O.AMU,3LP(n ,GT.O.O) CO Tn
GO TO fl«6
8U'i NllMf X T a K i U M f c X T + 1
(TL . tD .O) £OOrSO»ZRB(J«I-NC")
(IL.ER.l) ZOUT30»ZLB(J" l -MC*)
BUS ZCHKBF=7rHK
.. IF (K.EQ.Ki.i.AND.MJMex.T.tQ.O) GO TO 826
GO TO
(T.CO.t.ANO.MOUT.Mg.P) .*BITt (ft,7U-Jl
f-,0) *«ITfc f«>,7J5) I tOL














































IF (NinUT.Mfe.O.ANO.K.P.fJ.KU ) iBITF
I3C»3iZCH<,


















SIDE fOPCt.,PtR. UNIT. TlPCHORi)/(g*C)




















X S E C J 3 F ) s X R M J )
CO TO 921
920








IF (NOUT.EO.O) GO TO HUH
PO USO JrJSTABTf
fh./ ' ib) J t Z C P T ( . t ) . ( ) L T P f : ( J ) , C I « C ( J ) , f
FIN TRAILING tOGE VUHTICtS CALCULATED NFXT.
GAMMA..,..GA*MA/VI^iPfJSITIVE
ZCG. ,ZBAQ,MfcAsURto.F«OM. Bony
IF (*;DWAG,EO.O) GO TO 631
(6.7S6)
'F (6.7(12)









IF (ISET.tfJ.NL3T1 GO TQ 6 JU
DIF"AX»VA!."*X{
f, A MM A( TVPT)B.{ThlJH/2.ni*01F«Ai(*Sir.(«
ZCG(
1 /OIFHAX)-(VALNUM( IStO"! ) /I) If M A X ) »3IGN
GO TO
ZCG
6 J 3 C O N T I N U E












0 "• 2 n c.uj
0"20








































































C THIS OOUTIME RKAOS THICKNESS SLOPES FOR AM ARBITRARY
c
1 NVtuT,3».LETl20,<n.S"t1ET<2<>,<n,YTH(20,lh,TWfcTAt
500 FORMATf «F 10.0)
lP(NUMS.Mb,0) GU TO 5
MN80







































T O I N P U T T H I C K N E S S 0 4 T A .
LOGICAL ASr*T
C O » M O N / T M K H A T / N T O A T , N O T . N T P P , " S i ' ' T { 0 1 , NRPT , 'IMP T , '"iPT , NTHp ,







INPUT »1GMT WING 0*TA,
RFAOfS.SOOJ *S».TU),LV( n + i
IF SK'tSLIP IS MiN-ZeP.0 ns IK LVSWTso, SPAWWISE SPACING3
APF K'OT HfcAO TN. THF.V MUST HE CALCULATfO AMD tOUALl.*
SPACED. NO BREAKS IN SwftP AWE
lF(ASVMT.nR.LVS«T.fQ.n) GO TO S
»E*or5iS10) (VTH(I,1 ),8-wUET(I, I J.
cn TO to
5 C*LL EOGES(>'S»P>SPAMR,«800,Si«iPttK,S*PTER.»TM(l , 1 ) , SM.f T ( J , 1 ) ,
1 S-TLTC1.1))
10 CONTINUE




I* (NTOAT.EO.l) G(J TO UO








INPUT UPPF" «ING D A T A IF V E R T I C A L »INI;S ARE
Ann TKf. JW GHiMeTP* IS O I F F E K f N T F90M W















































































L0'"(f» »i OATA IF SIDESLIP IS NON-ZfR'J. *!Nr, ALONE.
Iff .NPT.ASYMT) CU TO SO
R6AO(5»SOO)
CA| L EOGfcSf ^ 3
1
00 35 !»
}5 TwETALf ^ PPT + ^ LP + NUP +
QO TO 50
ALL DATA AT THIS PIJINT.
U O
SET UPPfc3 wJNC f(3UAt Tn PIGHT





































































»OUTI\t LAVS OUT 3C'U<?CE
'iOP(i)




2 ( 2 5 0 ) , x L F C a s O ) , X L H ( 2 5 0 ) . X R F ( ? 5 0 ) , x « 8 ( ? 5 n ) , Y I . C < 2 5 0 ) , Y H C ( 2 5 0 ) , Z L F ( 2 5 D M 2 J
3 i ) , Z R F ( 2 5 0 ) . Z L B ( 2 5 0 ) , Z R H ( 2 S O ) , S ' ' T < 1 2 5 ) .CSTM 2S). SM?{ J 25) . C S T 2 ( 1250-23
OM23
0^23
6 T O T L R » U > w « » i U C H K , V C H K , ^ C M i < » * H I P . X , O U M Y , 7 , 1 . IF, 11, J , MS» p., rS*L, *Swu, Df'23
COMMnN/TMKr>AT/NTOAT,NC"<T,NtPR,>'3»»T(il),NPPT,NHPT,NjPT,MTHP,ASYMTt
- t M\/FHT,S«LiT(20,'Jlf 3«TET(2n,<«),VTM(2n,iM.TWETA|. (UOO)






700 FOR«ATflMl,30X,aOHPANEL COUPES COORDINATES FOB hl*,G PANELS)
705 FORMAT(//SX,1HJ,15X.2HLF»15X,1M*,12X,;?HL«,J5X.1H»,12X.2MPF,15X,
710 FORMAT(X1X,56(JH-),17MWIGHT *ING PANELS,S7(|H«)/)
711 »ORMAT(/1X,S7(1H.),16HLEF:T «ING PANELS. 57 ( 1 w.) /)
712 H.lHM4T(/tX,56( I*-) , 17HUPPEP wI'iG P Ar.'t L3 • 57 ( 1 H« ) / )
713 FORM4T(/1X,56(1H»).17MLP*E« WING PANELS•57{1M-)/)
1 !H*,f<>,U,lX,F<».a»lX,F9.U,lH«,F9,UllX,FO.U,1X,F9.U)
VERTICAL "ING COORDINATES AHE CALCULATED IN THE SAMF WAY
AS KORI20NTAL COHROINATES, V AMP Z COOROpiATLS A"L"
THF"' INTERCHANGtO FOR VERTICAL WING.
Lfc*T STANDS FnH EITHEW L^PT *C.iaiZO>:T«l. WI-JG
OR LOER VERTICAL «INf».
NS«IL*1
M O P ( 1 ) = M O P T
NOP(3 )ahJPT
SKT C O N S T A N T S*.£EP INDICATOR.
,E0.2) GO TO IS
00 10






LAV OUT PA*tL3. INOEX I PUNS SPAN*tSF» K
CALCULATE uurmjAwn SIDE FOGE FOR A cwo
00 60


























































































* L £ X S X U F T ( J L E )
CALCULATE PANEL LEADING AMJ TPAILI^'J '>o'r.E-















( S L L t T ( J ) . t O . O . O l 9LLtT(Jla.TLBf'C
IF ( S L T K T f J ) . E Q . V . O ) 9 L T t T ( J ) = - T L W S C
*Tf PCHA»:(il V 4MJ Z.
MNS.LE.i) GO TO 50
VFPTICAI . PAMF.LS.
Z L H T t J ) B V L C T ( J )
Y L C T ( J V s n . n




































































DtBUG PRINT OF PAK'FL CC»»»i6R COORDINATES,
Q.O) RETURN
IMIL.GT.O) G'J TO 70
Ci'1 TO 90
70 U'(TL.GT.I) GO TO 75
GO TO 90





























THIS HOUTI^E PRINTS OUT THICKNESS DATA. AFTER THt
TntCKNtSS 3LOP63 AHt PRINTED. THf.Y ARE DIVIDED HV PI,
LOGICAL ASV*T
. NRPT,HHPT, N3PT A3VMT,
fcOO FORMAT(tHl , iOX,56HINpi . lT VALUE3 OF TH£ LOCAL SURFACE 3Lt)Pt OF THE
tMiCKNfcss/32Xt52HUlsn*isoTinN. FOB ncn CMOROXTSF ROW THE FIRST v*LO«2<i
2llE/37X,aiHI3 FOR THt














D A T & / / / 1 S X .
t
2
55HSPAM-ISE LOCATIONS OF PANEL SIDE






























O M 2 u
0*2«
















"BITE (6, 6 75) (I»YTH(I.2),3«(LET(I,2).SWT£T(I.2),Ia1
I»I.MG VERTICAL -«INGS
GO rn a
(I,YTM(I,J),S«LtT(I,i),SwTFT(I, J). IB 1. MSP)
"IMG ^ATA IF MO'J./eeo SIDESLIP AND
IF (.MJT.ASVT) uu in a
OUTPUT1 THICKNESS SLOPES
U CONTINUE
































































00 10 J.J«.a».RPP,>.HPT>NC"'T 0*20
10 CC*Tt*UE
UPPER
• 20 COM t HUE
IF i
D A T A IF VERTICAL WINGS P»ESEMT




C h . f c b O ) l , ( T H E T A | . ( J ) , J a J M . , M i g )
.I*-6 DATA If NON-ZERO SIDESLIP AND







c DIVIDE HIPUT SLOPES BY PI
c

















































V E R S I U M
TMI3 3'IH<»nuTP:E CA|.CUL»TES PERTUBBATION V t L O C T T I E S
Tk-t »INC THICKNESS PANELS.
suPfcRPosiTi t iM nF a cnpf'EH SOLUTIL^S is
T H K V f L RfcT' jBNS V f L O C I T l t S UT>4, VTn , «TH IN
REFERENCE
«Y .
COMM(l lg/THKPAN/X' 'FT(UOn),XLT(«0<i) , XRHT ( 400 1 , XI.HT ( <>t") ) ,
1 V R C T ( a O O ) , » L C T ( ! l O ' J ) » Z i » * " T ( f l l » 0 ) , Z L F T ( u o 0 1 « Z R « T { f l O O ) ,
























t , J X , U H Z s Fi2.5/6x,ami a ,f u.
8 5X .SHTU ^ if:i«!.5,5it.5HTV a .ei2,5.
F r j p M » T ( / / / » > H I;PT a,F.1;>,5,«jX,5MVTP * .
















X S X I . X L F T ( I )
Z " Z I - Z L F T ( I )
CALL
• •T 'JaTUtU
' f V'B T V » V
00 TO 10
(VEBP^L ) SO TO $1
vs.f V l t V L C T d ) )
C A L L
'' I , V , / . l|. V , *' , TU . T V , TW































































. IS C O N T T M ' E








T U a T ' J - U




T V s T v - V
T * B T w » K









V , Z , U » V , W , T U , T V , T W






















X S X T . X P F T ( J )












































* I i r O R . « N J . x . V , Z , U , V , w , T ' t , T V , r v
IM SDSL IP) GLI TU 20
t* (V(PPNL) GO TO 34


































- ...... OM25 l«f
0"2*> 150
OM25 1S1
GO TO 2(1 ^S f>«
C 0*25 isi












Tv = T V » V - 0M25 17<)
T«sT«i«.< DM25 in
C O N T I M U E 0*25 172
I C N R o 2 D«25 173
"NJ3M.J 0^25 ITu
GO TO 20
GO TO «i 0"25 177
C » L L V E L O T M o-»25 179
Ti.isTu*!.! ' • OM2S ISO
T v s T V » V . . DM2S J81
T^ = T '«»» , D!i£b 182
GO TO an OH2S 193
C A L L V E L O T M ' OM<JS 1**5
T I J S TU*M °M" 186
T V . T V . V ' °M25 1"7
- ~ • • S is




 C O > J T I N U E
 • OM" 15*
C******************** C O » N P « i *«*«***•*•,«.*******«*««*««***«*****««*OM25 19J!
TMF-.M2.LT.O.O) GO TO 19 W* }«*
f'i««EM? W«1 IVfi«5-»L«'»» EI; i:;
Y a Y I
-
V L C T ( n
 ' 0^2S 200Z . Z I - « L « T a i J jj f£
jSj-r" 3S !;::?;:: »•« «•
» P t T t ( b , n u I . ! C » ' « , w ' » « J » X i y » / » l J , V , * , T l . i , T W , T l ' 1 0''25 207


















CORNER 3 M ,LT. 0
IF (Vf.BPUL) GO TO 55
CALL
T'J«TU«i/



































































T U s T U + ll
T v « T v » V
T > B T • * !•
H H l T E ( o , l ) M X , IC*R» M N J .X ,Y ,Z .U ,V ,»J ,TU ,TV ,T l»
IMSOSLIP) CO TO 40
l^ (VtPPM.) 6n TO J7
r.M.L
T ' jaT l f + l'








" R I T E (6,1)
Zs7I .2RBT(I )
r P ( « t R P N L ) GO TO 57
c»tu





T I J s T I I « l l
T v s T V . V
5«
MNJSMJ
!>) on Tn oo
(V tRPML) 50 TO 07
T I J B T l l . l l
GO Tn as

















































































IM^OPR^ *RITE(6,1) Ml, K^k.MKiJ, x, Y,7,ll, V . i »TU,TV ,T»
up rO^TTNiiE
U P T s U P T » T U * T * E T A L ( I )
k P T s * P T * T » « T H E T A L ( M
100 CGKTIrtUt
IF(NpPR) K R l T t ( 6 > 2 ) UPT,vpT,«ipT
: ( • • ' • < } . .
«F. TURN
f M>
.SUBROUTINE TR6lP«(YI ,Z I .V) ,ZO,n
VERSION! OEMONt
THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS COORDINATES AKlO VELOCITIES FRO« *IN&
COORDINATE S Y S T E M TO INTERFERENCE PANEL COORDINATE SYSTH1 AND
VICE V E R S A .
LOGICAL A S Y M , « f j O Y , DELTA, NQ3VM
COnMQk, ' /nNf/OiJMi(5500),S*,T(1251»C8T(1251«8 |>iT(»(125)«CST2(125)t.
l IP (300) ,VFbIP(100) ,OU'<2(12) ,DX, r .<u > ^ !S( ( ! ) ( ! 'H tO l | i4U(12)> k ^TP>OU' 4 S( l l !
2NBIP,PljMt,( 10) , MPAMLS, MPRE3S, N^HPjASYl - jd fJOV.OELT ' , f'OSY"
'
DIMENSION Y L C ( 2 5 0 ) , Z L F ( 2 5 0 ) .
EQUIVALENCE (VLCd ) « n i | M i ( t t o O t )3, CZLM IV.IUI'M ( uSO 1 ) )
TRANSFORM FROM B1P TO fcING COORPI^ATES . .
^.Psi* >jPA.Sl.S
Y O B Y 1 * C S T 2 ( I ) + ZT*3NTi!( I) » Y tC( tNP)
/fJ = Z I *CST2( I ) • Y I *SNT2( I1 * ZLF(I*P)
RtTlJRM
T>JAMSFORH FROM *INC Tn HIP COHiJOINATES
F ^ T R Y TRWHIP
I vPs I*MPAMLS
ZC»ZI«ZLF ( INP) ?
Y C » Y I » Y L C ( I^P)
10 V*. isYC*r.3T2( I ) » ZC«3NT2(I )
Z O B Z c * C 3 T 2 ( I ) * Y C * 3 N T 2 ( I )
RETURN
VELOCITY TRANSFORM -P. HIP TO "ING
E N T R Y ROTH*
YU«y i *CST2< I ) * Z I *SNT2( I )
ZO«/ I *C3T2( I ) • V1«5NT2( I )
Rf TURN
»ING TO HIP V E L O C I T Y T R A N S F O R M
f * « T R Y ROT«H



























































































































C S'lPPO'JTINf TO C*LCUU»T? T"E VELOCIT IES F()» THt FIELO POINTS x . Y . T O U t DM27
C T" Tnf MfiOV
C
C







0 H 2 7
OiJ»M(2500) . nu'
«) .««S l«H»MS«L.Kl8wi.i, -<?
M3P.n(JM6(iS), ASVM.Hdor , OtlTA.' j
.5 ' .»5). .Ou"Z/( t t03),T( t
t t ^ I ^LO^R^OSE.U.V , V T , * » , X » , X C » X D > »»•
it ( I S O ) , wtf 1501. *1 ( ISO) , lrFUOP( 1?n 5 , v^ 'LDPC 150) ,
T '













C A L C U L A T I O N !',(• C(l'.1POIN»Te





5? C i t f i T t ^ U f :
PL'lS
nr
A O . J L L t O CPN? I R t J H A T U'N, A».l,Lt THPLP" FO«I4L8 RHLL AMf,Lt PHI














































v / S « V S * T ( J ) * V
CALL onitgLHJ)
UOal lO»U*TC(J)
v f > = v n * v » T C ( j )
110 V T O S V T n * V T » T C ( J )










C AT T M J S S T A C f c l ' l , V P . V T O Afff THE L O M G I T U O T N A L , R A O T A L AMI)
C VfUiCITY C'lMBt.NENTS IN Twf SfJOV CYLINDRICAL Cof i f fOIMATf S Y S T E M .
C M E " T i T R A N S f H S r INTO RgCTANKL 'LAR fOPY COOOINA Tf
100
VI I
If ( A ^ S f U H I J ) ,LT, 1 ,0f."061











































Y Y . 2 Z )
3U»fiOUTINE CALCULATES PfcRT'jRBATION VfLHCTTUS INDUCtD BY
T-E wIMC A^O BODY INT?RFf'.»eMCE PANELS USTMG SUPERPOSITTHM
)F « CH9NFH SOL'JTtHNS IS UStO
VELUCITH8 UP.VP.wP I
LOGICAL
MO'M/nsE /C I RC ( 250 ).OELTP(2SO).FM( 250 ),PNLC(25<n« SUPPLE (2SO),
T.C«:» OX.E".
5TL«MC»TTPY,T!lTtP,^.V,-,l.iP, VP, >P, -tH P, If .
, S'IN*LF»8IN»>F.T. SLOPE,



















1 feX,«HC,P,»15.3X,aHX a ,F.12,5»3x,aHY * ,£12,50*28
1 .3X.4MZ a E12.5/6X,ttHu a ,612.5.6X.4HV a ,f_12.5.0X.4HW z ,tl2,S/ O'i28
2 5X.SMTU s ,E12.5,5X,SHTV B ,612.5,?X,5HTi. s ,E12.5) . 0«28







V l a V Y












































IF IWFlUFNCtK IS A HODY iNTERFEkE^CE PA^ tL iS I IPFXPOSTTION IH
IN THt «IMG S Y S T E M . SAMt FOR I M T F R D I G I T A T E O FIN3,
I f lnOY INTt»»*EREWi:E PANELS IM 2'Jl). ANp aTM. Q U A R T f e H S ACT LIKE
P A V E L S iVlTH NFfJATIV fc J
60
IF ( I ,LC.NPANU8) GO Tn feO
IF ( ( T H T I f K ) . G f ,90,0,ANO,TH'TTrm,Lf .1«0,0),OR,
K ' T W T K K ) , S T . Z T O . O , A N D i T H T I ( K ) , t E . 3 6 0 , 0 ) ) CO TO 15
( I .GT.NnP.ANO.I .LE.NPAMLS)
(Ml.LT.O.Ol GO TO 15
V T B Y I . V L C ( I )
ZTa/ I -ZLMI)
IF ( A H S C X ) . I E . T L S N C ) X«n,0
IF ( A H S < Y T ) , L € . T L » M C ) Y T a o . C
IF (Aas (ZT) ,L fe . ,TL»" iC ) Z T a O . O
Y * / a Y T • ' .
Z * a Z T
. IF ( . N O T . I C T M P ) CAUL »nT«F(YT,ZT, f ,Z ,PHIF)




















































IF IwfLUfNCEB TS 4 4flf>Y Ii»ru.il*Cl%C PW\., TRAMSH.1R"!
S I V T O SI" COMKOJ^m S r S f f -SONI v N E E D TO R P T A H S
is A L H E A O Y »r mp co«»nt»









T V = T V + V
IF(NOPR) •»P.IU(0,2) 4SYM
1 F ( 4 S Y M ) GO TO lU
Y « B Y T
IF
C A L L
C4UL
C4LU «»OT-( l (Y- ,Z>* ,Y,Z t n)
V lav








1 PCR M .LT.0,0
YTaYI«YLC( I )
IF ( A H S ( X ) . L E . T L R * C )
IF (4«S(YT) .L t .TLRNC)
IF (A89(ZT) . l , fe .TLH' iC) Z T a O . O
Y.«YT
Z - « Z T



















































•!>' ( , 'JOT.IGTNPl CAUL t » U T F « ( V T . » T , V,.
.If (1GTMP)
TU»TII-U
T v a T W » v
M-WjSMJ
GU TO 17
VTr . f V T * V L C U ) )
C A L L BOT«F(v t , ZT i r , Z , PM I F )
IF (IGT«<») CALL « O T > » H ( Y * . Z w » v ,? ,K )
vs.v
CAI.L a
CALL t * t j T H « r v * ! » » « » V , * . « )
T V s T V + V




X » X I « K H F f I )
( A S S < V T ) ; L t i T L * N C )
Z T s O . O




v r B v
IF ( .NOT. IGTNPJ C A L L "ijTF* { VT, *T, V,.»»PMTF)
IF (1GTNP1 CALL
TUaTlj-'J
T V s T V . V
I C N R B 2
•IF(A9Y"M GO TO 20 , '
VTa.fYItYBCd) )
Y*aYT , '
































































V T o v
K t • W
I f ( .MOT-. IGTNP) CALL « l l T F * ( V T , ^ T , V , » , P M t F )
IF (IOTMP) CALL »nTHw(vH,*9,V,>*.K)
TLieTlUIJ




COP"it9 2 FOR H ,LT. 0
C O N T I N U E
Y T s Y I - Y R c m
V » » Y T
Y l a c . O
ZT«0.0
IP C.MDT.IGTNP) CALL U O T - . F ( Y T . Z T , Y,Z,PHIIC1
IF UGTM*» CALL
C A L L
V T » « V
U ( .MOT. IUTNP) CALL B O T F w ( V T , « T , v f * , P M l f . - )
I* ( IGTNP) C A L L
T'JoTi j»CI
T v o T V + V
t F ( » 3 Y H ) GO TO 20
Y T c . ( Y I + Y B C ( I ) )
Y ' .BYT
If (.MOT.UfTNP) CALL P O T * F ( V T , Z t , r.Z.P.HIF)




IF (.NilT.IGTNP) CALL. WTf « ( . V T » « T , V,»,PMir)
IF UGTNPVCALL «JOT«Jt»(V»r ' 'W»V,»,<)
TU»TU*U












































t (TMTItK).6T.27p,0.»''n.THTICK).Lt.$60.01) GO Tn 19







IF t.MfiT.IGTNP) CALL •J(iTtoF(YT,ZT,Y,Z,PHTF)






JFMSYM) Cd TO 30
YTo.(YI*YUC(l)»
Y-OYT
IF (.wnT.JGTMPI CALC POT«F(YT,ZT,Y,Z,PMIF)





IF (.NOT.IGTNP) CALL POTF»'(VT,*T,V,«,PHIF)










Y «i a Y T
TF (.-KlT.TfiTNP) CALL SriT»F(YT,ZT.V,Z,pHIF)

















































TF (.NnT.I^TNP) CALL BOTF>.(VT,«T,V,»,PMIF)








I* r.MOT.ir.TriP) CALL PUTi«FtYT,Z7.Y,Z,PHlFl
IF (IGTNP1 CALL «OT««iJ(Yi»,Zw,Y,/,K)

















IF (AHSm.LE.TLUNC) x a O . O
IF f A H S C Y T ) . L t . T L » N C ) Y T a O . O
IF ( A « S C Z T ) , L t . T L « N C ! Z T s O . O
Y * s Y T •
IF (.NIOT.ICTNP) CALL < » O T H F ( Y T , Z T , Y , Z , P H I F )
IF ( IGTMP) CALL R O T * B ( V w , Z i » , Y , Z , i < )
C»LL VELO '
vT«v
IF (."JOT.IGTNP) CALL BOTF'-(VT.»!T(V,«,PMtF)




IF(A3YM) GO TO 40
YT«-(YI*YRC(I)1
Ylf-sYT
IF (.f:OT.IGT'JP) CALL PUT"F(YT,ZT, Y,Z,PMIF)



















































'» T B W
U (.NnT.IRTNPI CALL »lUFw(VT.*T, V
















Wf>SH . ' .
I* (.^OT.IGTNPl CALL 3i»TFwCVTi»T,V,«.,PHm














IP f.'iOT.IGTNP) CALL BOTF-(VT."T,tf,












































UP,VP,*P 9E.LO" ABt SOB SITTING UP
HA T R I X
USE
loi UP«TU











D'128 i t JU
VEBSIONIOEWON2.
THIS S'.IHROUTINC CALCULAtfcS THt INFLUENCE OP THE BASIC
3fMi»tnjFiNlTt TRIANGLPS WHICH ARt USOFR cnnSTANiT LOADING.
MORE CORRtCTL*. THfY ARE UNDER CONSTANT U QlFFfBENCE
THF cOORniNATe SYSTEM USEO MtBt IS THF cnnROiMATt SYSTEM ASSO-
CIATED *ITH THfi TRIANGLE UNOtR CONSIOFB AT ION.
L'-'GICAL 8(lOY,r iELT4,^r)SYM
FU,F5, F7 .ARC,
H O T . A R G Y ,
O A T A
PLANAR FOPMULATION
.n B tMt*ALOC((X*tML-HT3Q*Y
t * SORT( (X*PML-»T31*Y)*(x*EHL.BT3U*Yl














































































CHECK SONIC u« SUPESSOMIC G EDGE
t* (X.L.T.ft.°> BO TO 50
if (x.to.*.u,Ai«o,Y.pQ.o,&.Ak.n,z.Ke.o.o) r.n TP s







FOR SUBSONIC, SONIC, OH LEADING EDGE
IP C»B3(AHti-l.o).UT,TL»NC) Gil Tn 25







POINT tx,y,z) tits INSIDE* HM, DB MACH
GO TO 2a
21 IMV.LT.O.O.OR.Y.GE.YeOGE'l GO TO 50
IHS OUTSIDE «iACM CONE rRUM ORIGIN HUT T*f POINT LIES
P'SIOE "ACH CONt PBIJH LEADING EDGE AT S4Hf Y A3 PfX.Y.Z)
Ip (Y.LT.YC) Gn TO 50
XLE»Y*SLOPE
.LE. (100.0*Tl.R^.Cl)
































































































SONIC LMOIMG Et'Gt CASE--
2«i CONTINUE
CHECK IF P(HNT(X,V,Z) LIES ON OH (/'UrsiOE n«CH CONE FROM ORIGIN
IF TRUE SET PERTURBATION VELOCITIES EOU*L Tn 7.FRO
IF (X.LE.R8T) GO Tf) 50
XTRNSf-oX.XLE
1^ ( X T R N S F . EO. 0.0. A-JO. Z.EQ. 0,0) P2»F2/2.0
GO TO 22
SUBSONIC Lf»OIMG EOGE CASE..
10 CONTINUE
CHECK IF POINT rx,y,Z) LU3 ON OR L'UTSIDt MACH CONE
IF TPUf. SET PtPTUR8*THtN VELOCITIES TO
so TO bo
<T( (»*E f"L
TF ( A H 3 ( A H G 2 ) . L T , T L « N C ) GO TO 26




1C (Y.EQ.O.O.ANO.Z.EO.O.O) GO TO 50
ARGVsV.YFOGt
I F ( A 9 S { A R G Y ) . L T . ( 1 0 0 . 0 * T U H N C ) , A N D . A H S C Z ) . L T . T L R N C ) RO TO 50
IP(AHS(TOP).GE.TLPNC) GO TO «3





\f (A83(F|).LT.TL»MC) Fin 0.





CALCULATE PtPTUPBATIOM VELOCITIES U/V.V/V,i/V
47 I'SFl




























































































































SUHROUTIMf CALCULATES THE INFLUENCE OF 4 SEM1





SET VELOCITIES TO ZERO F0» '-HATEVER REASON





CHECK If THE IKifLUE'iCTMG OA»JEL IS A V E R T I C A L PANfcL.
. IP S0» Y a Z T H AND ia-vrn












CHECK f-OB SPECIAL C*Sf OF US3«tPT
I^tAestEHD.LT.flOO.OtTLWSiC)) tin TO 70
YFr>Gfax/M'(.
ARGYtY.VfOGE
























































JF(AHSfSTEST).LT.TLHNe) (if! T(.i 20




































DETfcPMtNf \f PnlNT LIF.3 P'SIOK OH UUTSIOE *»CH CflNf. F«0" OB.IG1N
IF IT LIES OUTSIDE. SF T i>ERTUBB*T 10* VELOriTIfeS TO ZERO
JF(tNf)T,JN810t) GO TO 1
pniMT LIES INSIDE MAC* CnivE FPO1 OklGIN
. • • \ - •
R A C s 3 fl H T ( A (Sf G 1 1
T2B8ETA*SQ"Tf(Y*EML"X)*(Y*EML"X)*ZSG*(EHLSQ"RTSfJ))
TEST Ff1» POSSIBLE SINGULARITY I* f\ OR F2
IF (AB3(ARGY).LT.(100.fl*TLWNC).AfJO,AHS{Z).LT,TL«NC5 GO Tn t
F^sf^^L/SSRTff. ^ LSG"fTSQ) ) **LOG ( ( T 1 1 50lf T (T1#T1»T?*T2))/T2J
IF(AHSfY) ,LT.TL»NC.ANO.»B3(Z),LT.TL«NC) GO TO 1 J
F laATAN2(/*»AO,t*L* ( Y3Q+ZSQ)»Y*K) .
FS»ALOG( ( K + BAO) /{Bt TA*30RT ( YSQ*i!SO) ) )
G'J Tn 100
CASE Fpp Y AND Z BOTH SMALL
FlmO.O
VThsfl, 0
GO TO I'M . .
****** SONIC LEADING EOGf. **********
,
IF (.NHT. INSIDE) GO TO 1
RAD*3QRT(ARG1)
F2»RAO/(X-HETA*Y)
Fl AND F«> SAME AS IN SUBSONIC LtAOI^G EDGE
IF tA«sm .LT. TLRNC ,ANO..AB3(Z1 .IT. TL9^r.l GO TP 21
FinALn(5( (X*RAO)/(6ETA*SQRT(Y3Q*^3Q) 1 )
IFfAes(ARGn.LT.1LRNC.AND.A(«S(Z5.UT.TLRk'C) f.O TO 22
GO TO 100
Y AND Z BOTH SMALL
Fl»0.
'VTH B O , . .
GO TO 101
Z SMALL AND Y CLOSE Tn LEADING tDGt
FlsO.
GO Tp ion





nFTfRMfiiJE »HfTMER POINT LIES INSIOt MACH CONg FROM ORIGIN
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM WDYBDY
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the body source paneling
program. Attention is given to the program's input, its output, the
added special features to account for specified body nose shed vortices,
and its interplay with program DEMON2 described in Appendix J. In rela-
tion to the work described in this report, program WDYBDY is employed to
handle bodies in supersonic flow when they are elliptical in cross section.
Basically, the building blocks of this body modeling program have
been extracted from Woodward's improved method described in reference 9
and documented in reference 10. Existing subroutines have been modified
to account for combined angle of pitch and sideslip. Subroutines have
been added to include effects of specified body nose vorticity in the
calculation of pressures on ,the body.
This program performs the following tasks when the body of the con-
figuration of interest is elliptical in cross section. First, the
pressures acting on the forebody are calculated by this program including
effects of specified body nose vortices if applicable. Second, the pro-
gram has been arranged to compute velocity components induced by the body
source panels at the control points distributed over the forward set of
lifting surfaces (monoplane wing) and the associated body interference
shell. If the length of body between the forward and tail lifting sur-
faces is long enough to influence the overall loads, program WDYBDY should
be used to compute the pressure distributions over the afterbody. Effects
of body nose and monoplane wing vortices must first be determined by
program VPATHL which is described in Appendix L. This program computes
the vortex paths along the afterbody. By means of an exchange of data
sets with program WDYBDY, vortex induced velocity components are trans-
ferred to subroutine PRESS for inclusion in the calculation of pressures
at points on the afterbody. Finally, this program calculates the velocity
components induced by the body source panels at the control points of the
tail lifting surfaces/interdigitated tails.
Thus, program WDYBDY, together with programs DEMON2 and VPATHL, is
used repeatedly in accordance with the procedure described in Section 5.2.
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In this way, complete configurations involving bodies with elliptical
cross section are handled.
The theoretical basis of program WDYBDY and its usage will be
summarized. The calculation procedure, program operation, program limi-
tations and termination conditions are described. Special debugging
output options are discussed. Detailed descriptions of the program
input and output are then given. Program listings appear at the end of
this appendix.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A summary of the theory associated with body source panels is given
in Section 4. Body source panels are distributed over the body surface
as shown in figures 2 and 24. Panel orientation angles 6 and 6 are indi-
cated in the sketch of Section 4.1. These panels model the body with
elliptical cross section in supersonic flow.
Program WDYBDY is an adaptation of the computer program of reference
10. It has been specialized to flow model bodies with elliptic cross
section. Body geometry can be specified in terms of the horizontal and
vertical semiaxes FUSBY and FUSAZ as a function of axial distance from
the body nose XFUS. The configuration can be pitched and rolled giving
rise to angles of pitch and sideslip. The boundary condition and pressure
equations have been extended to account for angle of sideslip in addition
to angle of pitch, see Section 4. The force and moment calculations have
also been modified to include angle of sideslip. Normal force and side
force, as well as pitching moment and yawing moment are calculated in
the body- and wind-axis coordinate systems. The subroutines affected by
the changes involving the inclusion of effects of combined angle of pitch
and sideslip are SOLVE, PRESS and FORMOM.
In addition, subroutines READVX, ELBDVT and WELS have been included
to read in body nose separation vortex positions and strengths as a func-
tion of axial distance and to compute their contributions to the velocity
components used in the Bernoulli pressure expression, equation 10. In
the latter process, a slender-body theory solution is used. The solution
is concerned with the calculation of velocity components induced by a
set of vortices at specified points in the presence of a body with
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elliptical cross section. As such, the solution is a simplified version
of the general solution described in Appendix I for the case involving a
monoplane wing mounted on a body with elliptical cross section. Sub-
routine WELS makes use of function subroutines DBLU, DSDZ and Z. The
vortex induced velocity components are computed from expressions imple-
mented in these routines using complex quantities.
A certain amount of graphical display can be generated through the
use of routines PLOTG, PLOTA2, PLOTA3, PLOTA5, PLOTA6, PLOTA8 and PLOTV2.
This capability serves as an aid in checking the input parameters that
govern the geometrical layout of the body source panels. It also allows
for an initial look at the pressure distributions on the body.
Calculation Procedure
The program calculations are blocked into four parts, each of which
depends on the completion of the previous step but which do not interact
with each other. The four major partitions of the calculations are: the
generation of panel geometric properties, the calculation of the aerody-
namic influence coefficients, the solution for the strengths, pressures
and loadings and the calculation of velocities induced at specified set
of control points. All data interchanged between these blocks is either
saved in common or on external files. The basic program description is
contained in reference 10. A flow chart of the subroutine flow sequence
is shown in figure K-l.
In the geometry block of routine GEOM, the configuration is read by
CONFIG. Body paneling may be computed for a subset of the geometry used
to define the configuration. NEWRAD is used to redefine the meridional
lines describing the panel side edges and BODPAN both redefines the
x-spacing of the panels and computes the panel corner points and inclina-
tion angles 6 and 0. The geometry description is saved on TAPE 7. If
vortices are to be accounted for, the x-location at which vorticity
characteristics are given are read from READVX before calling NEWRAD. If
the control points are to be saved for use by other programs, a table of
panel control points is written on TAPE 4 at the completion of the genera-
tion of the geometry.
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The generation of the aerodynamic matrix coefficients is organized
in VELCMP. The velocity contributions and influences between panels are
computed by BODVEL and SORPAN. The aerodynamic matrix and velocities are
saved on 'files TAPE 8, 'TAPE 9, and TAPE 10. V»oi
The solution of the equations and the calculation of pressures and
forces is governed by routine SOLVE. The flow tangency boundary condition
is 'defined and the solution of the equations is computed 'by a combination
of routines DIAGIN, PARTIN, ITRATE and INVERT. The contribution to the
velocity components from external vortices is included by either inter-
polation in a vortex strength table or by directly reading the contribu-
tions computed by external programs such as program VPATHL described ih
Appendix L. The pressure coefficient on each panel and the forces and
moments acting on the body are then computed in PRESS and FORMOM, respec-
tively. If the integration of the forces and moments over the length of
body between specified x-locations XSTART and XWLE is required, .the force
and moment calculations are repeated for that length of body.
The last calculation block is performed when the calculation of
velocity components at specified control points is requested. The velocity
components in the body coordinate directions are computed using the
solution strengths obtained in the previous part. No contribution due to
vorticity is included in this calculation. The velocities are written
after the control points on TAPE 4 for transmittal to program DEMON2
described in Appendix J in accordance with the procedures given in Sec-
tion 5.2. .
Program Operation . . ,
The body modeling program using source panels on the surface, is
written in FORTRAN IV language (029 punch) and has been run on a;CDC 6600
machine. The program is an adaptation of the wing-body-tail program in
reference 10 simplified to body-only modeling. The. program is arranged
so that a total of 600 source panels are available to cover the body sur-
face. The current version requires 122000 octal core locations to run
on the CDC 6600. ,
The program requires seven disk files for operation. Because of the
input copy feature of the program, the normal program input is read
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from TAPE 5 and not the INPUT tape. The normal input file may not be re-
wound. TAPE 4 may be used for either of three functions. If NWCPT is
greater than one, specified control points are read from TAPE 4, veloci-
ties computed and written after the control points on TAPE 4. If NCPOUT
is equal to one, the control points associated with the body source panels
aft of XSTART and forward of XWLE are written on TAPE 4. If NVLIN is
equal to one, the velocity components calculated by program VPATHL for
control points aft of XSTART and forward of XWLE are read from TAPE 4.
Files TAPE 7, TAPE 8, TAPE 9, and TAPE 10 are used to store intermediate
results required for the solution of the aerodynamic matrix.
Programs Limitations
The body modeling program has several limitations due to current code
dimensions and due to the limitations inherent to the linear theory. The
code will handle up to 600 body source panels during solution. There is
a further limitation with regard to the number of panels in a given ring
and the total number of rings. The maximum number of panels on the half
body for symmetric cases and on the full body for nonsymmetric cases is
restricted to 20 panels on a single ring. Similarly, the maximum number
of rings of panels in the axial direction is limited to thirty. The flow
limitation on the code is that the angle of inclination of all panels be
less than the vertex angle of the Mach cone at supersonic speeds. No
provisions are incorporated in the program for the presence of detached
shocks. A summary of the program termination conditions that are checked
for .in the code follows. When body nose vortices are present, up to ten
vortices may be handled simultaneously. When the calculation of velocities
are performed at external field points, a maximum of 600 field point coor-
dinates may be read in at a time.
Program Termination Conditions
A number of labeled STOP conditions exist in the program. These may
exist as a result of error conditions or end-of-data checks. They are as
follows:
STOP Routine Description

























Error - body has more than 20 columns
panels around circumference.
Error - body has more than 20 meridians.
Error - body has more than 60 axial stations.
Error - number of rows of source panels in
section exceeds 30.
Error - number of rows of source panels on
body exceeds 30. < -V . .;
Termination for NCPOUT equals 2.
Panel slope exceeds Mach cone angle.
Supplementary Print from CDUMP
The routine CDUMP was written to provide additional print of vari- .,
ables in common for debugging purposes during execution. It is called at
several points within the program as.specified by the print controls IPRT.
The information is printed according to the value of the option as follows:
Value Supplementary print









Prints variables and arrays of less than 11 in length for
common blocks: JOPTNS, PARAM, NEWCOM, VELCOM, and S?EG.
Prints all .of above common blocks.
Prints variable array BLOCK in unlabelled common.
Prints variables array ARRAY in common block POINT.
Prints common block COMPS. . .
Prints common block TRAN.
Prints common block BTHET
Prints common blocks COEF, MATCOM, and ITERAT.
Note for print control IPRINT = 0, no print is output.
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Description of Configuration Geometry Input Cards
The configuration geometry input defines the external shape of the
body only. The auxiliary geometry input later defines the sequence to be
used in paneling the configuration by interpolation in the external geom-
etry. The input description used here was adapted directly from refer-
ence 10 where it is used to describe an entire configuration. In all
- ' ' . " •
cases the original definitions have been preserved. For certain options
additional meanings have been attached.
WDYBDY Program Input Data
This program was adapted from the body analysis portion of the pro-
gram detailed in reference 10. Herein, the geometric variables and their
definitions used to describe the body have been maintained wherever
possible. Several additional cards have been added to the program to
facilitate the input of new program options and the description of param-
eters associated with discrete vortex properties. An additional input
file used to exchange control points and velocities is also required.
The original description of the cards and documentation in reference 10
has been maintained for simplicity. A sample input deck is described
in Section 6.2 and shown in figure 25.
The input to the program consists of four parts: the definition of
program options associated with printing, plotting and vortex options;
the numerical description of the configuration geometry; an auxiliary
data set specifying the singularity paneling scheme and program options;
and the case cards defining the Mach number, combined angle of attack and
roll, and vortex locations and strengths.
The definition of the coordinate axes used in this program is de-
fined in figure 2. The x^ ,, y_, and zn axes in figure 2 correspond to the
D .D D
XB, yfi, and z_ axes used in program DEMON2 and shown in figure 1. The
body is considered to be viewed facing forward with the positive xR-axis
aft, the positive yfi-axis out the right and the positive zB~axis up. In




Descriptions of Input Option Cards
The options defined here control supplementary output and online
plotting not defined by. IPRINT and the specification of special control"
point and vortex options. The latter variables control the additional-5''
input to be read in later. c
Card 1 - Title card - Card 1 contains any desired identifying information
in columns 1-80.
Card 2 - Option Integers - Card 2 contains 14 integers, each punched right
justified in a 3-columnar .field (1413). Columns 73-80 may be used in any
desired manner. It is designated the IPRT card for reference. Subroutine
CDUMP referenced to in the following in connection with print control IRPT


















0 Do not print copy of input
1 Print formatted copy of input data.
. 0 No supplementary print after GEOM
>0 Call CDUMP for special print after GEOM
0 No supplementary print of. vortices
1 Print supplementary information after
calculation of vortex velocity compo-
nents
0 No supplementary print after VELCMP
>0 Call CDUMP for special print after
VELCMP
0 No supplementary print after SOLVE
>0 Call CDUMP for special print after SOLVE
0 Panel only symmetric half of configura-
tion
1 Panel full configuration symmetrically
using geometry of positive y side.
-1 Panel full configuration by reading
geometry of both sides
0 Do not plot geometry
1 Plot three orthographic projections and





























Do not plot CP
Plot CP at each control point versus x
location and versus meridional angle 0
Not available
TAPE 4 input is not
43-45 NVLIN
Not available
Do not call BDYVEL.
required
NWCPT values of I, XPT, YPT, ZPT control
points are read from TAPE 4 and veloci-
ties induced.by body source panels
computed at these coordinates
NBODY values of XPT, YPT, ZPT control
points are generated internally and
velocities computed to test routine
BDYVEL. TAPE 4 is not used. NBODY
is the total number of source panels
distributed over the body surface
No body nose vortex strengths or Y and
Z location data is read. All vortex
contributions to velocities are set to
zero
Vortex Y and Z locations, YVRTX and
ZVRTX, and strengths, T/V are read for
each of NXVTX x-stations, XV. Three
cards are read for each vortex
No body nose vortex x-station data is
read. All vortex contributions to
velocities are set to zero
Body nose vortex x-body stations are
read. These x values define the stations
at which vortex Y, Z and T/V data will
be read. One XV card is to be read.
Maximum number of x-stations is 10
No control points are output on TAPE 4
X,Y,Z body control points aft of XSTART
and forward of XWLE are written in
(15, 3E12.5) format on TAPE 4. Con-
versely, options specified by NWCPT and
NVLIN will not work
Same function as NCPOUT = 1 except pro-
gram execution is terminated at that
point
No vortex velocities are read
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Column Variable Value Description
1 Body source panel control point and V
and W data are read for each of the
x-stations aft of XSTART and forward of
XWLE from TAPE 4 as defined previously
for NCPOUT = 1. XCP, YCP, ZCP, VA and
WA are read in (15, 5E12.5) for each of
the x-stations. Conversely, options
defined by NWCPT and NCPOUT will not
work.
Card 3 - Option X-stations - Card 3 contains two real numbers punched in
a 7-column field (2F7.0). Columns 73-80 may be used to identify the card.
It is designated the XWLE card for reference. Card 3 reads the following:
Column Variable . Description
1-7 XWLE xrstation of wing root chord leading
edge. This variable has two meanings:
1) For NWCPT>0, XWLE is the reference
distance from zero of the body axis
coordinate system to the reference zero
of the lifting surfaces whose control
points are to be read from TAPE 4.. It
is added to the x-values read for the
control points.
2) For NCPOUT = 1 or NVLIN=1, XWLE is
the aft boundary of control points to
be output or read in. It would corres-
pond to the leading edge of the wing or
tail surface root chord
8-14 XSTART x-station of start of region of addi-
tional velocity influence. For NCPOUT=1
or NVLIN=1, XSTART is the forward bound-
ary of control points for which addi-
tional velocity components are computed
or read in and control points calculated
Note: The special force calculation computes the loadings acting on the
body panels with control points between x-locations XSTART and XWLE. For
this calculation to be valid between these values, the user should also
make the x-locations of appropriate panel leading or trailing edges cor-
respond to the XSTART and XWLE locations as prescribed on the XFUSK card.
The geometry of the configuration may either be symmetrical or non-
symmetrical about the y-0 plane (the plane of symmetry). The original
configuration definition, which allowed only the description of symmetric
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configurations, may be used to define only one side of the configuration
or to define a paneling sequence for both sides. The input of both sides
of the geometry is also allowed. The convention used in this program for
definition of a symmetric configuration is to present that half of the
configuration located on the positive y side of the y=0 plane. The
number'of input cards depends on the number of segments and the amount of
detail used to describe each component. In connection with the work des-
cribed in this report, disregard all references to wings, tails, and pods.
Card 4 - Control integers - Card 4 contains 24 integers, each punched
right justified in a 3-column field. Columns 73-80 may be used in any
desired manner. It is designated the JCARD in the data deck for refer-
ence. Card 4 contains the following:
Column ; Variable Value Description
1-3. JO '0 No reference area
1 Reference area to be read in
4-6 Jl 0 Wing data option - not available
7-9 J2 0 No fuselage data
1 Data for arbitrarily shaped fuselage
to be read
-1 Data for circular fuselage in form of
cross sectional areas versus XFUS to
be read
-2 Data for circular fuselage in form of
radii versus XFUS to be read
-3 Data for elliptic fuselage in form of
semi-axis in y-direction and semi-axis
in z-direction to be read (With J6=0,
fuselage will be cambered. With J6=-l,
fuselage will be symmetrical with
xy-plane. With J6=l, entire configu-
ration will be symmetrical with y=0
plane.)
10-12 J3 0 Pod data option - not available
13-15 J4 0 Fin data option - not available
16-18 . J5 ,0 Canard (horizontal tail) option -
not available
19-21 J6 0 A cambered circular or arbitrary fuse-
lage if J2 is nonzero. Read ZFUS data


































NRADX ( 3 )























Complete configuration is symmetrical ••
with respect to xy-plane, which implies
an uncambered circular fuselage
Uncambered circular fuselage with J2*
nonzero . . . .
of.
Number of airfoil sections - not
available
Number of airfoil ordinates - not
available
Number of fuselage'segments
Number of points used to represent :;
the first fuselage segment about the
circumference. If the configuration is
symmetric (IXZSYM=0,1) NRADX is input
for the half section. If the entire
configuration is input (IXZSYM= -1)
NRADX is input for the full section..
If fuselage is circular, the program
computes the indicated number of y-
ahd z-ordinates
Number of x-stations for first fuse-
lage segment
Same as NRADX(l), but for second fuse-
lage sement
Same as NFORX(l), but for second fuse-
lage segment
Same as NRADX(1), but for third fuse-
lage segment
Same as NFORX(l), but for third fuse-
lage segment
Same as NRADX(1), but for fourth fuse-
lage segment
Same as NFORX(l), but for fourth fuse-
lage segment
Number of pods - not available
Number of pod stations - not available
Number of fins - not available
Number of fin ordinates - not available
Number of canards - not available




Card 5,6,... - remaining input data cards - The remaining input data cards
contain a detailed description of the body component configuration. Each
card contains up to 10 values, each value punched in a 7-column field
with a decimal point (10F7.0 format) and may be identified in columns
73-80. The cards are arranged in the following order as required by the
above options: reference area card and fuselage data cards.
Reference area card: The reference area value is punched in columns
1-7 and may be identified as REFA in columns 73-80.
Fuselage data cards: The first card (or cards) specifies the x-values
of the fuselage stations of the first segment. There will be NFORX(l)
values and the cards may be identified in columns 73-80 by the symbols
XFUSJ where J denotes the number of the last fuselage station given on
that card. If the fuselage is cambered (J2<0, and J6=0) the z-values of
the fuselage centerline are read next. There will be NFORX(l) values of
z at the above x-stations.
If the fuselage is circular or elliptical, the next card (or cards)
is specified according to option J2. If J2=-l, the card contains
NFORX(l) values of fuselage cross-sectional areas and may be identified
in columns 73-80 by the symbol FUSARDJ where J denotes the number of the
last fuselage stations given on that card. If J2=-2, the card contains
NFORX(l) values of fuselage section radii, and may be identified in
columns 73-80 by.the symbol FUSRADJ. If J2= -3, two cards (or sets of
cards) containing the elliptic body horizontal and vertical semi-axes are
given. The first is the horizontal semi-axis and is designated by the
symbol FUSBYJ. The second contains NFORX(l) values of the vertical
semi-axis and is designated by the symbol FUSAZJ.
If the fuselage is of arbitrary shape, NRAD(l) values of the
y-ordinates for a half section are given and identified in columns 73-80
as YJ where J is the station number. Following the y-ordinates are the
NRADX(l) values of the corresponding z-ordinates for the half-section
(or full section for IXZSYM= -1) identified in columns 73-80 as ZJ. Each
station will have a set of y and z, and the convention of ordering the
ordinates from bottom to top is observed. If the full section is given,
the ordering continues from the top back to and including the bottom
point to close the section.
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For each fuselage segment a new set of cards as described must be
provided. The segment descriptions should be given in the order of
increasing values of x.
: r. j
Description of Auxiliary Input Cards
 >k
Card 1 - Identification - Card 1 contains any desired identifying infor-
mation in columns 1-80.
Card 2 - Boundary condition and control point definition - The specifica-
tion of the lifting-surface boundary conditions are not applicable in the
body alone version. This card also selects the output print options as
originally described ..in reference 10. This card contains the following:
Column Variable Value . Description
1-3 LINBC 0 Planar boundary condition - not
available
4-6 THICK 0 Thickness option - not available
7-9 IPRINT 0 Print out the pressures and the forces
and moments .
1 Print out option 0 and spanwise loads
on the wing, fins, and canards
2 Print out option 1 and the velocity
components and source and vortex
strengths
3 Print out option 2 and the steps in
the iterative solution
4 Print out option 3 and the axial and
normal velocity matrices
A negative value of print adds the panel geometry print out to the
output indicated for options 1 through 4.
LINBC, THICK, and IPRINT are punched as right justified integers.
Card 3 - Revised configuration paneling description control integers -
The contents of card 2 are punched as right-justified integers as
follows:
Column Variable Value Description
1-3 KO 0 No reference lengths





























Column Variable Value Description




No fin (vertical tail) data - not
available
No canard (horizontal tail) data -•
not available
Not used
Number of wing sections - not available
Number of wing ordinates - not available
The number of fuselage segments. The
- • program sets KFUS = NFUS
31-33- KRADX(l) 0, Number of meridian lines used to define
3-20 panel edges on first body segment.
There are three options for defining
the panel edges. If KRADX(l) = 0, the
merdian lines are defined by NRADX(l)
in the geometry input. If KRADX(l) is
positive, the meridian lines are cal-
culated at KRADX(l) equally spaced
PHIKs. If KRADX(l) is negative, the
meridian lines are calculated at speci-
fied values of PHIK. For symmetric
configurations (IXZSYM=0,1), KRADX is
the number of meridians on the half-
section. For full configurations
(IXZSYM=1), KRADX is the number of
meridians on the full section includ-
ing meridians at 0° and 360°
34-36 KFORX(l) 0, Number of axial stations used to define
2-30 leading and trailing edges of panels on
first body segment. If KFORX(l) =0,
the panel edges are defined by NFORX(l)
in the geometry input
37-39 KRADX(2) 0, Same as KRADX(1), but for second body
- 3-20 segment
40-42 KFORX(2) 0, Same as KFORX(l), but for second body
2-30 segment
43-45 KRADX(3) , 0, Same as KRADX(l), but for third body
3-20 segment




Column Variable Value Description
49-51 KRADX(4) 0, Same as KRADX(l), but for fourth body
3-20 segment
52-54 KFORX(4) 0, Same as KFORX(l), but for fourth body"
2-30 segment
The program is restricted to 600 body singularity panels. For this
program there is an additional restriction that the total number of
singularity panels in the axial direction on the body (fuselage) cannot
exceed 30. The arbitrary body (fuselage) capability of this program is
limited to those shapes for which the radius is a single-valued function
of PHIK for each cross section of the body.
Card 4,5,... - remaining input data cards - The remaining input data cards
contain a detailed description of the singularity paneling of each com-
ponent of the configuration...Each card contains up to 10 values, each
value punched in a 7-column field with a decimal point (10F7.0 format)
and may be identified in columns 73-80. The cards are arranged in the
following order as required by the above options: reference lengths,
vortex x-station card, and fuselage (body) data cards.
Reference length card: This card may be identified as REFL in
columns 73-80 and contains the following:
Column Variable Description
1-7 REFA Wing reference area. If REFA = 0, the
reference area is defined by the value
of REFA in the geometry input
8-14 REFB Wing semispan - not used
15-^ 21 REFC . Wing reference chord - not used
22-28 REFD Body (fuselage) reference diameter. If
REFD = 0, a value of 1.0 is used for
the reference diameter. This reference
length is used to non-dimensionalize all
moment coefficients
29-35 REFL Body (fuselage) reference length. If
REFL = 0, a value of 1.0 is used for
the reference length
36-42 REFX x coordinate of moment center
43-49 REFZ z coordinate of moment center
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Vortex x-station card: This card is read if NXVTX is greater than zero.
It is identified in columns 73-80 by the symbol XV. This card contains
NXVTX values (maximum is 10) of the x-stations at which vortex strength
and location will be input later, XV. These locations constitute the
table in which the strength of the vortices will be obtained for each
control point on the body in order to compute the cross flow solutions
due to the presence of discrete vortices. The first and last x-values
in this table also constitute boundaries between which vortex solutions
will be computed. Outside of this range of x-stations, the contribution
of the vortices will be set to zero. The values XV are punched in up
to ten 7-column fields (10F7.0 format). The interpolation is currently
limited by dimensions to 10 values of XV.
Fuselage (body) data cards: If KRADX(l) is negative, the first body
card,is the body meridian angle card. This card contains KRADX(l) values
of body meridian angle expressed in degrees and may be identified in
columns 73-80 as PHIKJ where J denotes the body segment number. The
convention is observed that PHIK = 0, is at the bottom of the body and
PHIK = 180, is at the top of the body. Repeat this card for each fuse-
lage segment.
If KFORX(l) is non-zero, the second body card is the body axial
station card. This card contains KFORX(l) values of the x-ordinate of
the body axial stations and may be identified in columns 73-80 as XFUSKJ
where J denotes the body segment number. Repeat this card for each
fuselage segment. If forces and moments are to be integrated between
values of XSTART and XWLE, the panel boundaries specified in XFUSK
should correspond to one or both of these values where appropriate.
If either of these cards are omitted, the program generates the
values internally from the previous configuration definition.
Description of case control cards
Card 1 - Mach number and angle of attack card - This card may be identi-










The subsonic Mach number (including the
value MACH = 0.) or the supersonic MACH
number at which it is desired to cal-
culate the aerodynamic data . /, -.
Included angle of attack at which it is
desired to calculate the aerodynamic
data, measured in degrees between the
free-stream velocity vector and the
body centerline
Angle of roll, measured in degrees from
the plane containing the free-stream
velocity vector and the body centerline
(the z-axis) positive clockwise
A value of MACH = -1 on this card signifies the termination of the
present case. Geometry cards for a new case can follow such a terminal
card.
Card 2,3,4... - Vortex strength and locations cards - If NVTX is greater
than one, three cards are read for each of NVTX number of vortices. Each
of the cards contains up to ten values punched in 7-column fields
(10F7.0 format).
The first vortex card contains the y-location of the vortex at each
of the x-stations on the XV card. There are NXVTX values on the card
which is designated by the symbol YVRTXI where I is the vortex number in
columns 73-80.
The second vortex card contains the z-location of the vortex at
each of the x-stations on the XV card. There are NXVTX values on the
card which is designated by the symbol ZVRTXI where I is the vortex
number in columns 73-80.
The third vortex card contains the vortex strength divided by free
stream velocity, T/V, of the vortex at each of the x-stations on the XV
card. There are NXVTX values on the card which is designated by the
symbol GAMI where I is the vortex number in columns 73-80.
A series of Mach number, angle of attack, and vortex card combina-
tions for the same geometry may be calculated by repeating this sequence
of case control cards with the desired values. If the case control
sequence has been terminated by MACH = -1 on the MALPHA card an attempt
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' ' . ' /
to read a new set of geometry will be made. The program will terminate /
if no cards exist by testing for the end of file.. '
Description of Output
This section describes the minimum output for the body source panel
program, WDYBDY. This output occurs .when IPRINT =-3 and IPRT(1)=1 in
the input. All primary output items are summarized here. The outputs
associated with source panel properties is described in detail in refer-
ence 10 and will only be mentioned here. A sample is given in connection
with the description of the second ,calculative example, Section 6.2 and
figure 26. For general reference the subroutine names from which the
print was made is written starting in column 110 between two asterisks
for the first occurrence of print within a routine. Wherever possible
these identifications will be used in specifying the output to be
described.
The first page of output is the list of the input cards copied
directly from TAPE 5, on which it is stored, as card images. The input
is rewound after copying to the output file (TAPE 6), and read again by
the program as needed.
The next two (or more pages) are a copy of the input data with its
mnemonic name or function as it is read from the input. The output is
in the following order: the run title and option summary read in GEOM,
the vehicle geometry cards as read by CONFIG, and the paneling title
card and options as read by GEOM. If NXVTX>0, routine READVX prints a
summary of body x-stations (XV) as read from input and the horizontal and
vertical semi-axes of an elliptic section at those stations (BY and AZ).
The horizontal and vertical axes are computed by interpolation in the
program input geometr^
The next page is a summary of the body panel corner point coordinates
as generated in BODPAN. The x,y,z coordinates of each corner point of
each panel is printed. The next page is a summary of the x, y, and z
coordinates of the body source panel centroids. The next page is a
summary of the body panel areas and inclination angles in radian and
degrees. The angle DELTA is the inclination of the source panel to the
body x-axis and the angle THETA is the angle between the leading edge
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of the panel and the body y-axis. These angle are indicated in the shock
iof Section 4.1. Additional output may be obtained for debugging purposes
at the end of the geometry calculations as specified by the print options
IPRT(2) and IPLOT(l).
The output from VELCMP is printed next summarizing the aerodynamic
velocity matrix computations. The normal output is a summary of the
numbers of panels and the CPU time required for the calculation of the
velocity matrix coefficients. Output of the coefficients may be obtained
from IPRINT=+4. If the number of panels exceeds sixty, the solution
vector is printed for intermediate iterations.
After the aerodynamic matrix has been computed a new case is begun
from WDYBDY. This consists of the solution for the source strengths for
a given Mach number, angle of attack, a , and angle of roll, <ji. If the
Mach number changes between cases, the program goes back to recompute
the aerodynamic matrix.
The output from ELBDVT, concerned with body nose vorticity, is
given next. A copy of the input y and z locations and the vortex
strength, T/V, is printed first for the I'th vortex. This print is
controlled by the option IPRT(l). A vortex interpolation table summariz-
ing the strengths and locations of each of the discrete vortices to be
used by WELS in the computation of velocities induced by the nose sepa-
ration vortices. The vortex trajectory is defined by XV, YVRTX, and
ZVRTX for an elliptic body with horizontal and vertical semi-axes, BY
and AZ. An additional debug output may be obtained for IPRT(3)=1 which
summarizes the vortex properties at each of the control points as the
velocities a r e computed. • ' • : ' • '
The next page .of output is printed from SOLVE summarizing the veloc-
ities on the body. For each of the panels the source strength, GB, and
the axial, lateral and vertical velocity components, u, v, w, and the
resultant inward normal, NB, due to only the source strength are given.
In addition the velocity contributions due to discrete external vortices
in the lateral and vertical directions, VA and WA, are printed. All
velocity components are assumed to be positive in their respective posi-
tive coordinate directions. The sum of the contributions of the veloci—




The next page of output is printed from FORMOM. It contains a sum-
mary of the forces on the panels due to the pressure acting on each of
the panels. At each control point with coordinates X, Y, Z, and polar
angle, THETP, measured positive counterclockwise from the'positive y-axis,
the pressure coefficient, CP, and the panel forces, CX, CY, and CZ acting
i
along the body coordinate axes, and the moments of these forces about the
reference center about each of the axes, CLL, CM, and CLN, are given.
The pressure coefficient, CP, has a minimum value corresponding to zero
static pressure, equation 11. The sense of the axial force, CX, is
positive acting aft on the body; the force CY is positive acting to the
right; and the force CZ is positive acting up. The pitching moment, CM,
is positive noso up about the y-axis; the yawing moment, CLN, is positive
nose right viewing downwards about the z-axis; and the rolling moment,
CLL, is positive clockwise viewing forwards about the x-axis.
The total coefficients on the body are printed on the next page.
These are the sum of the force components of the individual panels des-
cribed above. The forces in the body coordinate system, CX, CY, and CZ
are normalized bv the reference area, REFA. The moments, CM, CLN, and
CLL, have been normalized by the product of the reference area and the
reference diameter, REFD. The moments are taken about the center,
(REFX, 0, REFZ). The x-location of the center of pressure, XCP, is
printed as computed from the ratio, -CM/CZ. The force and moment coef-
ficients are also specified in the wind axis system, see Section 4.2.
If distinct values of XSTART and XWLE have been specified the next
two pages are a repeat of the previous two pages with the difference that
only the forces and moments between XSTART and XWLE are computed. The
total force coefficients are then the sum of the forces acting on panels
between the above two variables. The program only checks on the location
of control points within the x-range specified. For the integration to
be valid the user must make the leading edges of the first ring of panels
inside the range correspond to XSTART and the trailing edges of the last
ring of panels in the range must correspond to XWLE. This is necessary
since only the integration over whole panels is within the current capa-
bility of the program.
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The next page is printed when NWCPT^O. It is a summary of the cal-
culation of velocity components at specified field points. If NWCPT>0,
field points are read from TAPE 4 as created by program DEMON2. If
NWCPT<0, the control points for panels generated within WDYBDY are
In this case the velocities should reproduce the results first printed >. .-
in SOLVE. The information printed by BDYVEL for each panel are the X,
Y, Z of each field point at which the. velocities is computed, the incli-
nation angles, DELTA and THETA, and the velocity components, U, V, and
W, in the coor x»ctte axis directions, and the resultant outward normal
velocity to the panel. The inclination angles 6 and 6 are defined either
in the geometry definition. When the field points are read from TAPE 4
the angles are printed out as zero for the lack of better information.
This is the last page for a given case. The program will continue
to read additional Mach number and a "-cases or new configurations until
the end of data is reached. The output also continues to repeat as
specified. The use of TAPE 4, however, is not organized to handle multi-
ple cases at this time.
PROGRAM LISTINGS
The body modeling program is written in FORTRAN IV (029 punch) com-
puter language for the CDC 6600 computer. The program consists of a
main program, WDYBDY, and 42 subroutines. A listing of the program
subroutine names in alphabetical order follows.
PROGRAM WDYBDY
ROUTINE . ••••.. IDENTIFICATION PAGE -NO.
col 73-76
1. WDYBDY (main program) WB01 312
2. BDYVEL WB02 313
3. BODPAN WB03 317
4. BODVEL WB04 319
5. CDUMP WB05 322
6. CPUTIM WB06 324









































































































































ROUTINE ' IDENTIFICATION PAGE NO.
col 73-76
38. SCAMP4 WB38 . ' 379 ''
39. SOLVE WB39 380
40. SORPAN WB40 ' 384
41. VELCMP WB41 386
42. WELS WB42 389
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CAf .n f c - i ( - .v, 1 , J )aC« '<U g Of "^» 1 • J)
CHk'TIvut
fin Tn U?Q
C ^ . T t - y F






i» fl 0 B 2 9 fl
*H08 2"J9
i"08 $00
i" R 0 S 501
-.• « 0 H 3 0 ?
wBOf l 3 0 4
w R O H 30u
*t*oa SOS
ji u rt ft 1 n ih
" *^ i J n j I ' o
*RO« $07
« ^  o « 3 o •?
<BOH 309

















W R O H 32"
*HO« 329
•»40B 3$0





























TF ao»Tl »Rm (6 ,6701 (C*NO»I (M*,l.J),jB| ,'•!
n n < M O J s l r ' ' ' ' • • ' .
C 4 NOW ( l»* t J) & ( C A N0*0 ( NM , 1 , J ) *C AMU* 1 C *N . t . J)l /? .
. J 1 = ( C A N O R D ( M N . 1 , J l -CAMIWl (MM, 1 , J) 1/2.
C*A«iGt C A N A R D T O A C T U A L
OH 05.)




( 8 A 1 0 1 ..
f l O f - 7 . 0 1
F O P « A T ( / / / 1 0 X , 2 6 H V f . H I C L E GEOMETRY DKF INT IOM, 7flX . 1 iH* •
* . /5X, iJ'H^EFEff-Ct A P E A (Jo .GT.O l REF A s . G l 3.6)
F O C M 4 T ( / / 5 x , 4 ( 5 H X4F - <I-.G O M O l N A T f c g »-OR »IRFOH (I
* . lOH (jl..'iE.O)l
F ^ W ^ A T f /SX,a2Hi .AFnRG - MWG AJWFUlL LEADING EDGE * CHORD
* /«« , 1HI, 7X, l h X , 9 < , 1HY,9« , 1.M£,5X,5HCHriWOl . .
F O H . ' A T ( / 5 X » JHH T/ri»f) - - 'I«G CAf.HEf* . Z V.S X A F 1
Ff ) ( JM4T( /SX ,«5«» iAF i lHO - * I f G AIRFOIL O K O J N A T F ( + 3V «• , •UP/LOW )
- KUSt'L AfiE X-
- FUSELAGE Z - C A M R E R VS XFUS
F O R M A T ( /5H J X , 5 X , H 2 H Y • CUOd'il.NATE A R H T T 0 4 B Y FUSELAGE
1 ,6H(SFHS11
HiBM4T(/«,M J X , 5 X , u a M Z • C O D R O t N A T t A P B I T R A B Y FUSELAGE ^ t






































H.IP*AT(/5X,U5HFUSA9i) - CISCULA* FUSELAGE CWHSS SECTION AREA)
FOR"AT(/5X, A2HFUSRAI) . CIRCULAR FUSELAGE RAPii)
FOMi"AT(//Sx. 3BHFI»;i3rtG « vf.WTICAL UN AIRFOIL
* «5H Ik| » « F l O , i , 5 H GUT, "F 1 0 , 4 )
F O X ^ A T f / 5 X , < t U M xFf' « < - S T A r T U N FIM AIPFdll. (I CHOPO ) ,/I OF 1 0 . u )
F O R M A T ( / 5 X . U O M F 1 ^ U P I > • A I P F n j L ORDT-ATE3 VS XFI"J C S V - ) , /J OMO .*)
' / / S X ,u lHCA^r)^G • HQR12 ;1NT4L TA IL AIRFOIL ORIGIOMO
XCA: , . K - S T A T K J N T A I L A IWFOIL (« C HORO) , /1 OF 1 0 .« )
F O R - M T f / S X , MHCANdRD . *I«FOU O M O I N A T F 3 V.S X C A » J (SY« 1 ,/I OF 1 0. tl}
H.LlpTIC Fi iSELACt Sk«»I -MAJOR A X E 3 1















C FIT A CUBIC TO Two POINTS GIVfcN ?Hfc SLQPt AT EACH
C ;
10
1* (H.Vit.ft.) 60 TO 20
JB3
BE.TUPN





















THIS FUKTJCH SUB«OUTtN6 CALCULATtS Twf INTfeRMEOlATE TRANSFQ«M















































FtT A CH»I'J ClF CI.I8IC C U R V E S THW'.iUCJK A SfT nF M POINTS
COnTt»iU'.JU8 F I ^ S T A \0 SfeCPM) Ot P IV ATI VF.S AT THf INTERMEDIATE POINTS
AMD SPfcCJMf- r F IRST .OX SECOND D E R I V A T I V E AT THF fcMO POINTS
Zl (2UU)















FIND TMg F I R S T O E " l V » T I V f c OP THt Q U A O B A T I C THBH'JGH THPEE GH/fc^
pnp.-TS 4T A SPtClFIEO n^C OF TneSE POK^tg, THIS PQO«IOtS A ROOD
APPt tnu jTMATI f l ' : TO TMf SfPt O A FIJNCTT(.1M AT A Pni*T. P A M T K U L 4 H L Y
IF Tne OTHER T-*0 POIMTS USEO *«E .-
X ( 3 ) , V ( 3 ) , x i ( 3 ) » Y l ( 3 )
E (S,K)
PC 10 J=I ,3
X ( X ) a x l t f )





C 3 s ( H * E - A * « ) / ( H * C - A * U T 1
C ? s { E » C 3 « C ) / A
00 2u 1=1 ,i

















W B 1 2
» B 1 2



























O t » I V j > ( X » Y t X X )
TMf
A T P O I N T
OF THL CUt« 1C THROUGH





I F ( X ( b ) . F O . X ( ? ) )
!»• ( t ( u ) . tw. <( 1 ) )










(M31 .FT. <( 15)
fa(c . i i - r j2n/ (xr , !n»x(an







* " 13 1 "





C T O f V E I T Inf. pi A6(1"AL HLQCKS isf THf: M A T H J X
C POP « - - - -
C
lO^.^O-'i / V f c l C O * / « P O l ^ T , i ' P A r t T , I M A X , J M A X , u " . A X , E M « I P ! ' l f J T , N » T N i <
v.^«(jl (20) ,';F
31.»i v n Q
IF (i..«nOV,f. - J . O ) GO Tf) ' jO
ao MHsl. MbBL(J<
f in T A P f c ?
1^ ( M f J O O Y . G T . - i M A x J 'iO TO ?u
no IP jsj,'-Hf.ior
1 It CHNT I~:l:t
G'.1 7n }()
C T*- vMnr.YieOf USE Pt 4 ' iO'JAL
20 St AO (7) !5
3" C A L L T».^PST(H,» :CO.I., • Of)
•• « I T E ( 1 0 ) D
C ^ f c A t ) -Is-r, « A T » l C f . S AM) J ' . v f i i T rij Ai',rp.A(, rt|_nCKS --.-•----•
C
C* Ip ' (' '•fl '-1G,E'"J,u*'-6fi Tfj JOO
r IF K!".i'.rj)tii, w t A i i P A S T " ING/HU-.IY M4Tmc f .3 A^O USE
C-M30 CPvTTMje
C»LL rpt 'T i .«(Tr. fF,r>r, t )
•.•.mu \
> ^ 1 u u
•*" 1 'i S
-i R 1 (J A
10
• . H J U 1 1


















* H | U 3S
- '•>li 3o
• H l i j 37
-•Hlii 3*
*«Hi 39




















COMMOV/Cf"-"!!/"!?.^ - ' .
COMPLfcX * i »2» Dk.OZ»G 1 1 (}'f.
OS(JZsO.S* f 1.0-S1G2*"2)*( 1.0 + Gl. / f i2)*OwnZ
RETURN
END
C O M P L E X Ftl-JCTIn^ »Zi>S(8)
COMMQM/^P.MI / A 2 » 4 2 / R 2
cn^*^nM/cn^2/3ir»2jH2 -
CO»iMON/COM9/»'2,«
COMPLEX w . s , *2,G1 »32, 1, Z2
S 2 a S « S • •
Gl=i) .5*( l .O"0.2b*(A««rt2)*»2)*( l .d-«2/82)
Z=S+H2/S
Z2=**Z-u. i>*SIG2
Y S A I M A G ( Z )
Y Z s A I UAG ( Z2 )
A Y B l . O
A YV — 1 i 0
I F ( Y . L T . O . O ) A Y S . 1 .0
I F ' y Z,LT .O ,0 ) A Y ^ a » l , n
Z2sCS ' " ' ' T (Z2J*AY*AYZ
T f - ( t A ( J S ( Y ) . L t . O . O ) . * M n . ( H E A L ( Z ) . L T . O . O ) ) Z^aCf 'PLX (-R6 AL (Z2 ) ,
1 A I M A G ( Z 2 ) >
n Z n s s G t * M , o * Z / Z 2 )
ct TUR«
• ^
a«e.noTi^ F C - O V T CV....,,PT. Y.T.ZPT.^OY)
ROUTINE F.LHOVT • ELLIPTICAL MOOY M.13E SEPAKATinNi v /ORTEX C A L C U L A T I O N
•• • • . •
THIS Bni.iTj.'.'E I \T£PPUL»TES I* TAr t l tS OF V O R T E X S T R E N G T H AND LOCATION
VfHSUS <..STATl'J"i TO COMPUTE THt V C r f T f c X VtLOCITIES AT BODY CONTROL
P O I N T S
oiMtM.sioM v A ( n » ' i A ( » ) , x p T ( n . Y P T ( i ) , z p T ( n
DIVE^.SIO'4 G( 10) i VX ( 10) > VY( 1 0)
f> I -if. MS I n* W K T V ( l U f l O ) f Z V « T X ( 1 o , l U ) i G X ( 1 0 « 1 0 )
Cr-"-»".)'j / B v « » r x / N V T X , N X V T » I xvc 10). A v d o i , M V ( io )
COM^OM- /J'i*»Tf ;g/ i / i (6R) . IRUT ( S ) > IXZSY"
TF ( N V T x T L E . O ) RETURN
IF ( ^ X V T X . L t ,U1 WETi.iRN
LPRT a IP t tT fD.GT.P
t^RTJ e T P P ' ( 3 ) § G T , 0
Ft»ST SUBSCRIPT a VllKTE* NO,* SECOND SUBSCRIPT s X - S T 4 T I O N
READ V H R T f X ( Y ( Z ) LUCATIfV.S A T - E A C c S T » T I O N H V V O R T P X
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IK f i _ppT i »<J ITF «>. ivoi
nn' i jo imi . - v r x
OMD(5. t»0) < Y V » T X ( I , J ) . J B 1 , M X V T X )
f lt*n(S^".") ( / v a T X ( J, .D .JsUNj rv rx ) ' ^  '
T* (lp"T) '"»ITf (6 .2001 1, ( ^ V P T X d , J) , Js\ , M V T X )
rfEAOCi. Jfl'll {»;»( I.J) , J B t . ' i K V T X l •
Jf (U»>HT) * -» ITF (0 ,210) 1. ( G X ( t, J) » JSl , M X V T X I
CONTINUE
f 'RTEX INTFfPOL *T I(.i .« 3U'1^Ai?Y FiRLfc
t
i P I T E f t» 1 2 3 0 '
no i 45 I S I . - . V T X
• - e iTEC6 !?5c '> ( J , > V ( J ) , Y v * T X ( l . J ) , 2 V * T x ( I . J ) , r , V ( J ) . A V ( . J ) . G X ( I , J
* * .1 = 1 f *' * V I X )
f n f., T \ Ni(j F
T K f i p p T ^ l ^ ^ I T F f O j ^ T O l
« A r i j s o , r-
•»*(! ! B 0.0
IF ( X P T f I ) . L T . X V ( I ) ) GO TO 170
T* f X P T ( n , G T , X V ( N X V T x ) ) GO TO 170
r C A i f x-c0""^1*'''!. P' ;Ik 'TS [i, v i jHTE* TAHI.E
i>n i «o Ja^.^x VTX
1^ ( X P T ( I 1 . L E . X V ( J ) ) r.O TP 150
CTNTIuuE
J S S X V T x
J'-l a J-1
SLOPt s * >' ( J ) «X V ( J?! I )
!•• t SLOPfc .>;E , 0. ) SL' jPF-st "PT ( 1 1 » x v ( JMI ^  ) /Stnfg
M T £ O p p L A T £ sr.^ S T H f ' j C T M a».0 L '>CATIU>i OF E A C ^ v / H W T E X
DO 1 V) Ssl » 5 - V T x
(,(«) s r,x (x . jvj } + (r,« f !< , J).(,» (K, J M) )*SLi 'Pf
w X f * ) s v »•< Tx (K . J'< 1 ) + ( Y V H T X (n > J ) -f v i 'Tx t * > JM i ) ) 'SL^PE
WYf K ) s , £ V y T x ( K . , Jw) )»f Z V H T X f K. J ) - Z V P T X ( « , J « " 1 ) 1*SLOP(:
CP'-TIM. t
RM IS Mt'f i l iONTAC A X T 3 A ' - O «L IS V f o r t C A L A X I S
•• . - •
H I = A V f . ! " l l * ( A V ( J ) ' A V ( J t - 1 ntSLOPt • •
Bh s HV(J- ' l ) + f hv( J1«HVf J«l ) ) *SL ' 'P fc
^
'*>Tm«i»F! v A.NT z C'- 'Ooui'.AT'.s OF MOINT "N THS wnoY S U K T A C E .
L / I 'O 'U. Trif- S A ' - f c PAOT l . 'S *S P'?I ' :T » PT , YPT , /f T , TH4 T ig v. I T H THE
S A M P POI_AP Ar,f i |_f.
T H T P « A T f t » - ? U B T f l ) , Y I » T ( I ) )
cos iv f sense Th tP)
o a iisl ,0/Sn^ f f (C'-'SI >iE /'•»*!) «*2*(' i JNE/IJL)*** ' )
-Cvf POI'.T "JT 1 P F P c p ' « T f:N HniJY <JA!'.T'Jb.
"HI?


































••i H 1 7











** H 1 7
*R1 7
•.Ml 7
































































B A o s 1 . n 1 » o A i
337
C COMPUTt VELOCITY COMPONENTS IwOUCfO BY THE SPEtlFtEn y
C AT THE POIMTS CALCULATED «POVE.
c .
CALL v w E l . S C - V T » , Vfiafrf ,ZS(JVF , V X . V Y , G . R B , B t . . V A ( I 1 , - 4 ( 1 ) , 0 . 3 5 )
C
* H t T E ( 6 » 2 6 0 ) l . X P T f n.YSURF- ,ZSURF , VA {.I y, K A (11 , *B.HL
1TO CO'-'TT'lUE
HO F G > ? M A T ( 1 0 F 7 . 5)
190 F O R 1 A T ( / / / . 10* ,2SHVUHTF* L i lCATION AMI)
* 72*, I?H*« tL^'JVf *«)
200 F r j W « A T ( / , 5 H I = ,U.7w Z V R T X s , 1 OHO.fl)
210 F i ' S M A T f / , 5 h T « , 1 S . 7 H Gxa, 1 Oh 1U .4 )
2^0 frUHM*T(//SH 1 = »I.5»7V. Y V « T X S , ! 0 £ 1 1) . fl >
2jo FORMAT(//io*,2hHvoarEx INTERPOU»TIU.V TABLE)
* //5H S T A T , 7 X . 2 H X V , S X , S i « Y V K T X » 5 X , & H Z V R T X , H X , ? H 8 Y , e x » 2 " < A Z
*250
2-50 F O R « A T ( h H I = ,IS,7H XKTB,F10 . ' J ,7H YSUHF a . F 1 0 , U , 7H
* ,7H v»s,Hn.5.7M *6«,F10,5»7n ff^s . K 1 0 . •» . 7H
2i>5 Ff lH"ATf(>N K S , J 5 / 7 M VX3,F10 ,« .7H Vya.F lO.U,
* 7 H G s . F j O . U ) • • • > - • • -
270 F O « M A T ( ) H l , t O X . « j M V n H T t ) f STPEMGTM3 AND VELOCITIES AFTER V'.Vfc'LS /)
91
«M
























C FIN (VERTICAL TAIL) AS"->
C MOTE I AS
C
CHEFF lC I fNTS DN T^t BODY,
(HOVIZQ'iTAI. T»IL)
PflOY ONLV IS T R E A T E D . -
rffAO / T I T L f c 1 («) > T i T l . f c 2 ( S )
OCM(6nO)..')C«(60i. ),OCT(d)00).2Sf600),siM)(6nO),
OS^f 60 u) ,CP(60(i) ,n\j\)l 100),SlMT(600),COST(»,00).Gu(bnO),
" / C ^ * » C r » . C M * ' t C v
, / NRO!)Y. , r !« lM; .» !TArL»LHC.TMK,X"»Ch»ALP.HA,HEtA,
/vfi , CO*/ I M A X . J V A X , N M A X , E M .
:«ns /SEC,
,HTE<2 '>> . v
L. MCPT.LOCPT(?0) ,KCPT(20)
'








01 MEMS I OK X»r(*00)»*PTf*Oi>),ZPT(6nO),THET(6'10)»PtLTA(60.rt).»S'"tN(600>wP,!J»
























< x p T f
5 f Sf.L'M ' ) • A»SAY( i>< ion ) ,
J (SG •"< t ) , A P 9 4 T ( iOOl ) 1 I
S (Kl ?f. t ) "
( VPT f 1 ) , AW9AY (601
f TNgT(] ),APPAY
(XC( 1 , 11 ,AOPAY(3r'<M 1 )
I ) ."ZTOXC 1 1 1
L'-T.IC«L L
D A T A . fll7uS3292<i/
T " A T TMf *I\G, CA . iAPO. AK.-0 T A I L
THIS S'"«nOUTlNf
A>.L S Of- - .THfe
•50
COMPTSI I-'OICATES dOOV »OHCfc
= ? I ' . n i fAT fcS -ING fnsct AI,T. '•O.-E
MPASSs) f'Q Twfc t»r)OV
si Fns Tut "I'~G I)PPK» A "if) L0«£f
«.n«i»^-A9if rO'MDninM OPTJOM IS
si PC" TfE *TNG UPPfB 8"WFACt IF
CO'^OTTt i . " ; OPTIO" IS SELtCTtO
ef Ffl" THt -I'ViG LOiiF
M OfTI'iN is S




C T S T X C P
A L F A IS A L ^ - A SL:« C I*1 »A. )S,
S t * L a S T - - . ( A t > A J
COA|_scnsk(A(
T ITl. i l » T I T l . t . i >
" S I T E f h . i l O )
]P f . ' i f . T . T S T x C P ) " B I T E
I* f
• v W I T * . I ,
cn SO 1 = 1 .•'•"AN
S G - l ( T ) s l .
































« M t « 70
•-BIB" 71
»"H8 7?





* H 1 A 7R
















c CHECK wHf .TMfp Tn cu f iS>urE FURCE HFT^EEN X S T A R T AMD X-LE ONL^I *BIH 9s
I? ( . ^ O T . T S T X C P ) GO Tn ISO . aHlfl 97
O C T ( t ) s 0. *B16 90
IF (XP.LT.XSTART ,0". Xp.GT.X-'-Lfc) GO TO 160 ««P-1« 101
150 C On Tl *)UE SB 18 102
C 'I B 1 8 1 0 4
C CNO"" = POSIT IVE iUiT-.tAHO 'lOHMAL FPSCf O'i PANEL *B13 106
C CXH = P'.ISITIVt' A f - T KHIB 107
c • CYR s PHSITIVE TO SIGHT W R I S - I O S







c c«e = posnivt riost UP
C CNVAV-: s PUSITIVt MUSE RIGH1 VIE UI»JG Fn»*AR03
C CLRnLL = POSITIVE CLOCKWISE VIt*lNG FOP.«»A'?r)S
C . *»B18
DCXB 3 •C^<0!'M«8lf'OC I) I*B18
OCZB a
WHJH 117




C >iriNDlMf N3IO»vALI/F. 800Y PANEL Ct.'iMTKOL POI'.'T COO"OIHATES H«1H 127
C X CC'OSP I M A T F S twf OIVIOE1 BV T^E H'lOV «EF£«»EMCF i.E'-'GTH »HIM 128
C Y AMH z cnoon i ^ATES *"t oivioto BY THE HPOY »£>FPticE n i A M ^ T f t t *HI« 129
C "R1R 130





C' - 'YA* s C»iV./
CL»nLL = CLP.OLL»OCLRC1I. "618 143
P O L A 9 ( I ) B A T A \ ' 2 ( Y P , . Z P ) * 5 7 . 2 9 . »H18 144
C
c PLOT CP VFPSUS »
C ^619 147
IF fT3TXCP? GO "J 168 ^BIA 146
LPI.TsIPi,OT(?).GT.O »RI« jug
IF t .<-'OT.LpLT) fi(j re 168 »(?!.» 150
l'-1 *R18 151
(K^US.GT. 1) ilOMaNiPAML . »R]H 153
340
mi- 1 b<» lal , ' 'C ' lB
1 in ' K PL T ( I ) sM)P
CAI I PI l ' T A e ' ( X P T . C P . 2 , VPLT ,"I!P,NC'JO., 100, SO)
• B ITF . f 6 .SO l . l
T A L L PI f ' T4 i>Cor i L t * ,C p , ; > , ->*PlT..-:''iP, >Clji. . I nc .50)
• ' * * l TE 'n»51 0 )
168 CC^TfMj f
C
C S T O w t RH'.IY » •» • i - i> ", FO.JCFS AMD -I. IHI.--T
c • ' •
C VHSC'- '
r f f c s r r
C** = o
TF f .M'T. T J T X C P ) " U l T C ( r > , U S 9 )
]F ( T S T X C P ) ' H 1 TF (6, <J6n) * S T A R T , < *l_ f
c ' • •
C cn^PnTf «'ti«vAL AMI T A M G F MM M_ ( A X I A L ) FPSJCE, P I T T ^ I M G - U-"£^T,
C LIFT A*D 0 W 4 R C'JtFF 1C tt NTS, 4^0 CljMP'.'^t N T CE^TTH (.IF O B f S S ( J » t
c
C CMKC". FOR s» "M tTwr ( . C'1NF IGu'-^AT tn?j
SYM 3 2.0
IF ( I X Z S Y « . , f c .o ) S Y f e i . o
C "! s S Y •< * C ••.'/*•' E F A
C T r S Y M * C T / W K F A
"Cl .B( 'LL*Cl W'M.L /f>.'r F 4* W F F O )
C
C
!*• f l X / 8 Y « , f c O . O ) f. YHs. ) ,
[*• C I X / S V . " . f| n , r> ) CL"< I ILL = ''1 ,
!*• f T > Z 5 Y M . r. Ij. I.I ) C ' ' Y A r S I I .
C
C TBANSFrKJ" F - ' O C E S AMO y r j M f c M T S ( E X C E P T HilLLl^C' ^O ' ^ tMT) JMO
C »I i . -1»4)fTS S Y S T E - " ,
r.
p«itP'-.T1 ' '*"A')i)Er.
r - t i ^ .pHTssr^ i^ 1 ^ t )
C U S P M l s C i ' S C P n i )
c
C L o C k - « C r i S P " I « C n A U ' r Y H » y i M P H l * C r J A L - C T * s l A L
CYcCN«PI iPMl»CYw*COSPMI
r o s c T * r i A L - c Y « » s I A L » s T •» v *' t + c N * s I A L * r >j s " w I
c
r - •sr-'«ci'5i j ' ' i-c' r A< •«!?'->'" I
C ' . Y 4 » < . s r « i * t ' ! * L * S l ' i P H I » C * ' Y A * » C f l i L * C n S P M i « C L f < f 1 U L * b l * L
c
c
C . 'XN 18 Cfc 'V.r^ . f ' P* PutSSLHE M'C'-Tl" ' ' " F . A S ' i H f O F Prix ^OSE T.I P
C
r i x - a o .
I*' ( C ' . ' E . O . ) i*x>.s(«O/l> >*uE:FO«!^Fk
«»ITF ' /^. i - loV«lMX.'<^F2'" ' ' " * ' P e ^ 0 ' B t f L




- 4 1 H
AIM 1^
<H IP













































A M 1 *4
•HI*
-HIH
* h 1 fl
« f< 1 ••<
^« IH
























































F ' IBMAT (17, MM'. 5)
F < ) R " A T ( i H i , 4 r , 1 0 H T O T A L , 18 ( j H-) )
390
u o o
01 n FOB* AT ( / 8 « , S M " A C H 3 , F l 5 . S / e x . 7 H » L P H A C = . P 1 5 . S , 7 x , 6 H A L P K A S , F
« /8X,bHP«I< ; <s,F l5 .S,HX,S"* f T4 = ,F lb ,S, / inx ,3HCX=' . F l<5.5
* ,/ in». $ H C Y s , f )S .S, /J . . iX , 3HCZ=.f - lb .S, /10X,3KMs,Fis .5
» P t S . S , / " X , < « M ) ( C
tO 4 X 1 3 S Y S T E M ,A9t I -/ / i n x ,
aSo FJU.-AT (IOX,MMON THE
<1»)0 FPOMATf lO«,20HnN TMf HdOY F POH XST APT s , F 1 i) . <| , 9M TO X «LF« , F I 0 ,
50o FORMATf /^OX. UUCP vfRSOS X).
bto F-.i»M*Tf /^ox.^uMCP










C INiPUT COi'.F TGl 'KATIP*. GlO'^.TNY Awn cO^PnTF PANELS
C
c CH • F.LIMINATEO FOB BUOY PROGRAM VEBSIIW
C CWP • ELIMINATED FOB NM^ PLA^AB PA^^L I"-'LY
C





















H 0 D r A
tHHAY • SAVE «ri()Y
N.'OT USEO I>: BOdY
NUT I'SE.n IN
RF.AINC
-BITE Xi j ,YH,J!R - F R O M A 9 R A Y
• r/Tn PLUCK
,JO,
W R 1 9
MH19
• R19
l N , N C P " M T , X 3 T A P T , / ' U t , - ^ C P T , I P L n T f U l . I P 9 T ( S ) , I X / S Y M
/ P A I < A V , / K H O J Y , M » , J . v G , ' j T A I L , L ^ C , T i ' K , X - ' A r H , A L P « A , B F T A , A L P M A C
f^F l , W i ;FX ,9FFZ
T IT I . t 2 (8 )
/ s!SFG.MBU*f 20) , ' .CUL(2(j) , C n 3 3 ( 2 0 ) . S l N 9 ( 2 0 )
, -^T(20) .SPk'»(2'i) , XLE«(20) ,BIF. (20) ,ZLE- (20) .Z8( t>0)
r*LOCK(7Siv i )
*H1
f 6) , «u { q





























T r t A x ,
/ N V T X , , xv( 10 ). A V ( 1 m.8V( 10)
t.'. 'GICAL
I* ( I ' - ' I T . E O . l ) GO TO 9
on «i I s l .?u
< * ( I ) » 0
























l.HCs.TOUF,, FOR PLANAR =J(iijNOA«Y CON'OlTIfivt n*J ^I^GS (LI^BCsl)
L*Cs,>»LSE.- , f-"S MO>"PLAMA5i H.oij'JOArtY CQMOIT jnM ( L J M H C S O )
THK s ,Ti<ot.» ^nP "IMGS K . T T ' < T M i C X M f - 3 3 AND ' lOMPLA^AW PA^ELI^C
( T T H K ^ X O )
L'JCs.FAtS!--.
L^Ce.TPUf .
T H K S . F A L S t .
t»S'i .
A L P H A c 0.0
B E T A s O . t >













I T M A X a o
C C T e S T s O .
B fwJMO 7
Pf. *IS'I> M
PF 'A i JMO V
REhlNO 10 '
INPUT CONFIGURATION P A R A M E T E R ' S
P?AO fS,150) TJTLf l
If f tnF(5) . - j t .o . ) ' STOP ?0
^»ITf (6 ,170) T I T L f t l
^E^UG PRUfT CQ^T(JnL OPTIONS
P f - A O f 5,1 BO) IP««T, t X Z S V " , T P L O T , ^C»>1,NVTX,NXVTX,NCPOIJT,K 'VLIH
L P W T a TPRt (D.r .T.O
IF (LPPT1 "ijirt (6,?auj rP6T.I*ZSY«, tPLOT,N*CI»T,NVTX,' jXVTX l 'JCPOUT
* »M«I. IM
Vf lRT tX C A L C U L A T I O N P A P . A M F T f > < 3
WfeAD (S.160) xwLf ,«3TA^T
I* a"RT) ^ t»rTf (0,2901 ** l . f - . ,X3TA«T
G e n M F T f i v r i F ' F ' T v j T T M L i n D T r r v i o
" "- *- \ | w T '. ' r. r I • J 1 J ; I N U ^  ' 1 1 ' "• O
R f A O f 5 , l ? C ) JO»J1 .J/.J3, J t l ,J5 ,J» ,NwAF,MWAFnP,NFuS»
1 ( N » A O X ( I ) ,^Fl 'WX(l) , Jsl .<n,(*P,MPOOflH,NF,NFJKjCIP,,>iCAN,NCAI>.OR
If (L p "T> ~ ^ I T f ( r » 2 3 0 ) JO,Jt , ja ,J$, JU,JS.J6,M*Af ,v t o 4FCR,vFU3
Mai9
wU19
A 9 1 9
teHt9






































MR 1 9™ n i ^
*H19
K819































































1 , "<RAOX,'.FO»x,'^,NpfT;r jR, .-.F. ••:*•! NOR > "CAN, NC A MQR
IMPUT n tscBiPTiMN Af-o I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N
StT H'.HJMOASY CONDITION AND ^I^ 'G TH IC* % JES3 OPTIHMS
CALL CnpiFIG





w f c A O fS. Ib ' . 'J T l T L t 2
IF ( L P R T 1 »* I1E10.170) T I T L F ?
R E A P C« . , l «y1 L I ' v - B C , I T : - i I C K , I P ( J l M T > L C P A , L . C P f i . L C P C « I T M A X , C C T t 3 T
IF (i O P T ) ^HEtWO)
* L I k . M C , U t J t C K . l P P l N T , L C P A , L C P f l , L C o c , I T M A X , C C T E S T
IP (LI"iHC,'..T,0) LBCs.TPUfc.
IF C L ? C , A M " , I T H l C K , G T , 0 ) T H U S , TRUE, > .- • - • • • •
• .- v *•
JkPIJT R E V 1 S E O CONFIGURATION P A N t L l N G OF.SCHIPTIO'J CONTOf lL INTEGERS
A ^ A O f S f l ^ O ) K Q , K l , K 2 | K 3 , H 4 , K 5 f k 6 f ' l * ' - ' A F , K i t A F n R , H F U S f
1 ( K « 4 0 X ( I ) . K F O R X C I ) , I t l .O)
IF f L p R T ) "WI f£ (h,2'jO ) «''» * I • ' *2»K3,*0 , < 5 , K 6 , K W 4 F , K ^AFOR, KFUS,'
1 KRAOX,KF' . i i4X
TA ILS , FALSE.
IF ( K a . G T . C . r j H . K S . G T . o ) T A I L S , TWUE,
• C f v j i f l * . < •If ( I A IL 1
1 «FAO r5,i«0) (KF(n,<PI'vOR(l),Isl ,6},(»<A»!f D.KAMOKf I), 1 = 1,6)



























W R 1 9




















IF (KO.FO.O) GO TO 50
HMO (5,1M» 5FF4H,HFFH,KFPr , ,»F.FD,H£FL,RFF)( .WgF2
!»• ( I _ P B T ) "»ITF C h , ^ 7 0 ) H F F 4 K , K £ F B , ' . ' F F C , « E f - r > . R E F L , R F F X , < ? f c F Z
I* ( R E F A » . » <-. ,U. ) P t P A n V F F A P
IP ( R P F B . E O . O . ) wtF9»l.
IP (RtPC.F.0.0. ) w t F C a l .
IF ( P E P O . F G . O . ) «EFO«1.
IP (WEFL . t - J . 0 ,5 "»lFLsl,
GENERATE GF.nMFTBY IM nROE" "ING,- V . T A T L , H.TAIL , SOOY
CU^» T I NIJC
IF (KA40Kl l .LF.2n GO Tl) 70




R t V l S E "HOY (PUSCLAGt ) MfWIDIAN -Lilt 3PAC1HG. THfcN
PFVISF. A X I A L P*»'FL SPACING ON BODY ( F U S F L A G f c ) A V I Q
COMMUTE MEn >"ANEL GEOMETRY
C A L L vF»94o
C A L L Bf lOPAN
CALL OVE.OLAY (I.-*H,!,«J
C A L L O V E R L A Y (L»«, l.S)
IF - .CPnuT.GT.o, O ^ T C P T GF.NF.BSTES CI.ATHOI. PDI^T FO» V P A T M L
WB19iim?








w R l 9
rt *} 1 9
*B19












































































IblC IF fct'PflijT*;?, STriP A F T j p w w j T / M G PUIWS
C
IP (NCPOUT.RT .O) CALL PRTCPT(NHiH)Y)
344
PCAI.L CPDTI." c T i M t . , O T , i)
• IF- ( I P O I r : T . L T , 0 ) *B I Tf ( 6, <il " ) M.-F.OT «H19 \ „ 7
i>F.T'ik>." . »P19 i frd
C . . . w H ] 9 169
C *H ]9 173
•1UO F O f c - ' A T mS,F7.0) • :<H19 1 7 \.
ISO Fl!f l-<AT ( M A 1 < > ) ifllQ ]72
lt>0 • F H R - A T ( 1 OF 7,0) •: -. * R 1 9 17 J
I /O F U P ^ A T f / / / ' 5 X " , H A i n , 2 5 t , 12h«* GEOM **) ' . »B19 17*
(SI . pnpM»T f ?'l T J) . . ,
 v . , »«J9 1 75
<»0f> f .09"AT ( l ,<0, UoHt^^HH- BOO* H»s xij^t T M A ^ . 21 COLUMNS Pf PANELS) *H19 17*>
21.0 F U R « A T ( / / / 1 ' ) X , 16HE.-J') r.Er!,M , • T!.«F-.a,Ffn, j , 5« ,3MOTs,F i .O ,3 ) , . iHJ9 177
* ,/UJ" IK. Gbf. jv v u H T t X VfeL SPL^ IXZS' ' ^ ./*>I7 *R19 179
* ( / / s x ^ ^ o ^ P L r i T u P T i n N S C l P L ^ T ) ^ M i 9 i ^ o
* , /2S w iJtO" . . CP u/v/'.v , / U T 7 . '.-. .. «m9 J«l
* , /35n - . 'C^T * V T y N X V T X NCPOUT .NJVL I.M, /SI7) ' ' w P i 9 1^3
* . F O O M A T r / / ! • : ) / . J 7 H J - Q A T A C A f i D S BEOUl«rr> (Nn»0. *ES. 'JE,0) • • • *«19 194.
J" Jl J2 J3 JU JS J t i i / 7 1 7 ' » M 1 9 (8< i
"I ' lG GEG«! " ! - - A F s , IS , 3X , 7 M V r t A F ; i R s , IS, ««19 1 S 7
* i / f \ H . POO GE'J'HI \f>s, 15 ,3x , 7H\'pfinnpa, IS •• . * M J 9 19()
» « / < ? t - ' ' " . F T M GfcP'*! r *• = , 15,3*. 7iJMf i\iOPs, I"5 . • *«19 191
i / ( "»-»T( / /S i iH I I^'HC T H I C K IPPJNT LCPA Lr.^9 !.C^C
F ' J t » » A T ( / / 1 'i«, u u H n - O A T A CAHOS 1 , AOOI ,T ION»L C A B O S Filk PANF.LI*G *'H19 J9S
• IS, » P t 9 1 <> 9
tMl'O* P A N E L : K ^ | : S e , Ib» u x . f t H K B A O X B , s» tb »ni9 t 99
» , / <1 x ,6M"<F f i p»s , uIS) «H19 20ft
F ( 5 B " A T ( 1 ' J H V .F IN P A N F L I , ' l f tX , 7rl <Fa , (> I 5 , / 30 X , 7"KF I > n»s , fe I 5 xfl!9 201
270 F'lftA T f / / l MX, ? JH.PAMfeL "M * >VMiCfc I E^T iT^S - *R19 203
MO, 3) • *H1<» 20S
*'fl!9 20^
EV0 . »q19 207
S i » 9 H O U T I s 6 I N v f R T (A, I A,*.»f . '*Sl . ' ' » H a o 1
»H20 ?C
C M A T R I X TNVg3S10,N -•• GaL ISS-J ' iW^A,^ F L I'1 I>.'A T IHM WITVlOMT PIVOTIMC. '.H20 5
*° 2^ **
(«0) , I N D » * ( 0 0 ) , I > - ' T X C ( ' < n ) , A ( - i B f i * S , > ' B n w S ) - *H21 S
it
MS I A. " ev *
,n jg i.i .. «'«20 7
T P I V f l T f . U e O •
11)11
 '"• "p2« II
'*n , = , . « . . • - •"*" »»
( T P J V i j T f J l . e -T . I ) GO Ti) 3" , . *^2" 15
( T P T V ^ T f ' ) .t-.J, 1 ) GH T.I 20 "tin IS
I
345













T s A ( J . K )
COiTtMliE
CPHTT- 'JUE
I P I V Q T ( I C O L ) = I P l V O T ( i e O L ) * l
IF ( iRn«.FQ.KOL) GO Tf) 50
0(1 00 L=1 »'w
T = A(l»il«,L>
A( IRO* ,L )3A( IC i l l * L )
A ( I C O L , I . 5 = T
CPKTJHUt *
JMDXBUlalRT"
i f s o x c f iisicuL •'•, :r • < i ,• •
. P IVt )Ts f t (KUL. ICOL)
IF (P IVOT. fi.O.) GO TO 130
A( ICOl , ICOL)= l .
no 7o t» !»••••Adcou.L )=ACICUI. •D/PIVOT
CO^TI'ilJE
00 90 LSI,'-
IP (L.fc3.IC r. lL) GO TO 90
T = A ( L t ICt^Ll
A ( L , ICOL)=0.
on BO "sU'-i




00 l?n t s l , - j
L»M>1 •! •
TF t I - - J O X H ( L ) . E 0 . 1 w O X C ( L H GO TO 120
T"0»* INO<P(L^
I C O L = T ^ O X C ( L )
ro 110 «st ,?
T S A ( K , TPfl*1)
A ( K , I R f i * ) a A ( K , I COL)













































130 .""m (6,1"0) ""ZO
STOP «B20








SUHBOUTINE I T ° A T E
SnL«6 THE «CU'HDA«Y CanOITIt'N EOl lATIUNS HV AN ITERATIVE METHOO AND
OfTEBMiNfc THF 3r»E*G™S nF THE annv SOORrES Ann THE wI*G» 'IN
( V E R T I C A L T A I L ) , AND C A N A H O (hOPIZO^TAL TAIL) VflRTICES,
COHMO'J /P"1M / D ( 6 0 , e O ) » 0 ^ f 5 ( « « i l O ) » 0 - > J H f 6 n o ) , 76(1200)
COMMON N » > ( 6 0 n ) » - < " * f * > n n ) , N T { 6 0 0 ) » i t f c O O ) » ' » t « ( 6 0 0 ) > H * « C * 0 0 ) »
1 / 7 ( 2 t i!01 , G * ( b O O ) , G d ( S O ; > ) i ^ . T C b O O )
C ij.« MON / P A U A M / NMOOY ,;-j«t»> S, NTA IL.LHC, THK, XM*CH, ALPHA, Ht T A, ALPHAC
1 ,OMtq.9tFA,Ot».R,ytFC.tJFFn,5EFL,HFF)t , l»KF2





























































































niN.NB - INPUT MORMAL VFLUCITY , *IMG AND BODY
G».GB • OUTPUT STRfMGTH (^I^G AND BODY)
0 • PIAGONAL BLOCK MATRIX
RW.RR . RfcsiouAi. ^OHM.AL VELOCITY CHMPH^EMT
MTiGT - TE"PURAHY VECTOHS FOR L*3T ITERATION
' • ' • • .
T?*UTMA.X.S.E.<M I-«A<stT*Ax
• - • tpSsi ,(• -3
\f (CCTtST..'Je.O,) EPSaCCTEST
QF'KlMO 9
IMTIALIZ* KIMC AN(> BODY SOLUTION
IF (MBnOY.ti'j.o) GO Tn 20




IF f^^I^G.FO.U) GO Tfl 00
00 JO Mai ,N,«ING
6T(M)BO.




































on 250 T Tai • I-^AX
CALL CPUTI^C TIHK.OT, 11
\f ( TAf*S( IPRIM)




T^ (NHOPYtEOtO) GU Tn dO

















1^ (IT.FQ.l) Gu TO «P
no 7o MSI , VRCIOY
I^ (ABS(GB(M)-MT(Nn.r^.tPS) ITtSTs)
















ji U ^  \









































































70 COt 'TT»: ' lE
C
C Ci*PUT£ »IMG STRENGTHS Fori* OIAGUNAL BLOCKS - GW a 0*Rw
C
80 CO'JTINMF. . ' ' •
Crt I* » 0 ' .
C*' IF (N«I*G.fcGI.O) GU TO 120
C« JS«o
C? NHL.GK = ?.I "'HL'1*
C'* 00 10" fi.-.st .^HLOK
CM ».'RP"C w»0* (^N)
C*? KCr'Ls^PO1"
C* R E A O ( IT ) r?
C* DO 90 Isl ,N«O*
C* Irfal«+1 ! ' • ' • • ' ' '
C" GM(I<n*0. • ?• •
C* OH 90 JsJ.'-COL
C* JJs.UJS
CH ( iW(Iw)«G-( I *5+0( I ,J )«B*(J ,M
C^90 CONTIMIF
CH JS3JS*^*?0«
Cr t lOo CONTI^Ut
CHC *«T^G rOMWFHGEMCE T E S T
C* IF HT.fo.n GO TU 120
C? 00 11" '<»!»" * I UG
C? IF (Ab3(i>l !'O-GT (NJi.Gt.EPS) ITFSTsl
C^ IF MTPST. tO. l ) G'i TU 120




IF ( IAHS( IP« I k ' T ) . LT .S ) GO) TD MO
*"ITE C*.*M>) IT
I* (NBnOV. r -T .O) ^R IT f (6, i7o) > BODV, (GB(h).^sl , ' iBOOV)
TF fM ' *Ts f . ( . r 01 * k f T P f ^ i < ( A 0 1 ' ' ' r fmG^f rc r i fM l .M- l . ' J f tT i t ' f? )l r l ^ " l ^ ' ? ^ ^ ' t # l l "^" I ' t lO tJ^ 'V I ™ t * * * l \ \ * < ' 1 \ v i f f ' ^ * \ f * * ' l - l j f
liO If r iAHS(If- 'wplt) ,LT. 'n GO TCI 1«0
r» (NHrinr.r.T.O) ^PITE (6,290) N-»UOV, (WH(N) ,n*\ ,^aoov)
l^ (NN l f -G .GT .O) *R IT f c (6 ,300) NXIMG, (R* (N ) , M» j , -g*I>»G)
1-iii JF ( ITSSI .F» . ' l .AM) . lT .Mf . l ) G" Tt> 260
IF ( T T . f . e . f ' A X ) GO TO 270
C
C BOOV PAfcEC J ON UODV COWTROU POINT I
C
C-l IF (NH!10».FQ,0) GO TO 200
DO 165 lal. '. 'HOOV
' !T( I )er .Hf T >
n \- w f t ^ • rtIJ ' \OI ^ ^ ~ «
P f c A O (9 ) ( A ( J ) , J » 1 , N H O O V )
IF (NBOnY.LE,* "AX) GO TO 160
on ISO J a l . v H O O Y




C "•I'it; PANEL J ON »ony C^NTRML P«UNT i
C-^ I* (.•^ISG.FO.O) GO TO 200
C-*?.uci CONTINUE
250 OF-I - -JO 9
C




























A M 3 t 4 n t



































•VHP 1 1 (AC   J ^ J
•«21 13S
348
r.ri TO ?Sn >,Hil )3q
270 »*m f f c .32 ' 1 ) T * A X , t P . s ,y?i mo
2*0 >'«m (« ,3>0 ) *H21 \*\
IF ( M B M O Y . G T . 0 5 »RITf. (bi i70) NHOOY, ( M T ( K ' ) ,Mal , 'JdOOY) w121 1*2
(RH f N)
,: *9iM !<i7
290 FOOVUT ( 2 X , l l > M n k t ( m , M s l , , T 3 / C l X , 1 0 F 1 0 . 5 n . ! \ ' >""2I t«6
400 F O R M A T f 2 X , lUHwMM » M S 1 , , I J/(U, 1UF10.5)) ' . ' ' *H21 l«3
no F Q S M A T uMp,i»<»MTHe I T P K A T I O " cc^tucro A F T e « , T « , a x , ' '
 n«2i i«jo
1 3SWITEPAT1.HN3 * ITH A T E S T C R I T E R I O N nF,F10,7) »."»?( 151
12U F O R M A T ( IMC, 4<->*lHfr I T E R A T I O N Oil) MOT CHMvFPRfc A F T E R , I . u , 2 X . »H2I 1V2
1 3 S " I T t H A T I v ' v S ."ITn A TIST CHIT f cH IOM np,F10.7) • 1 « F » 2 ( JSJ
iJO FPPMAT ( J H O t t t l H T H t SOLl'TIUM AT THt PREVIOUS T T K H A T I O N IS) *R2l IbU
jafi F O P M A T ( IMO. i tCHTNf . 30LUTJO,., AT THE P H e g f c K j T J T 8 S A T I O M I S ) ' " *«21 155
3*0 F O B M A f ( 1 7 H O I T f " A T I U N Mij«Jt«,I«) , *182l 15^
370 M79MAT ( 2 X . tOMf iM(N) , * ,»» , , I S / ( 1 X , 10MO.S)) *H21 157











































O F 3 C . W J D 1
















E » C M
\ at
>-f. M » 0 ' » T
ICES A'" " ' /TPUT
:AL i'« IT o
v,XCiijT fPAs.v i l ,
t r 'v f.'F PA^n- ' t T
ALP^A^'J ' '?^ /C
" iUWfeBICAI . V A L
AME OK O U T P U T















, L I N3 , T PUS , I SP . MO , "0 ) >«22
»H22
*R22
UE OF PA» «H2a
M A T R I X
IN A
w8 IM
• ^Ml^'bt'< (IF P P 1 M T 1. T
• " i i i - tHEfi Of.- PH
LlMt S P A C I N G
3 SK-GLt S°AC
•>' OI«t.N.SUlMEO
" f'l "f »»S10»'tO
' tS A.\0 t>U>-:C f t
SUHR'JUTI"F t.a(-














•'tS •.•* TMfc P A R F (USUALLY bO) »M2^
SITI. ' t ' .S A f .UOSS THF. PAGE (132) «B22
i ar-'Ci.E SPACF. , t. nnup.LF. s»*r.L *«22




"• ^ C r




P W O G ^ A ^ S P t Q U T H L O *^i^
i*. hi 3 3!• *t c ^
-«2?
"H22
S T A » - ( ? » » I > L ISTT ' iP , OF ANY wr t??
V S T O R A G E "nrsf. f A T W PACl t IS M E A D t - O 1*1 TM ..w^?
• t f c M S T f n
IS AL!
•j \-,r> S T O P A G F •-'fiOi' TF THE .»«<««v , »B?J




















































































0 Ir'f MSTMN 4(^(1,^0)
nfMf>,gi'> PAW (2 )
F P R H A T f / ,5X, Afl, 107.3 ,ax.I i ,5H «(.iwS, ox. I 5, IBM COLUMNS,
* U X . O X . ' j K P A S T ,1? )
FPRMATdX. IOH9l> /COLUMN, J O d X , l J , e X ) )
FOH"ArMn )
F O R M A T dN ,17, JOG 12. 5)
. FOBMATd"0 , t7, 10612.5)
F O R M A T (»HD
J = 1
"BITE H f c A O I u G
><t*iO » IPOS/ 12-1
LEND s (LIN3/(« 'JO(ISP.1,2)*1))«2
IPAGE n t
L S T R T s \
IF ( i sp .ae .5 ) N«ITE (•,,*•)
•"" ITE(6,1)P4H, i /4 l . ,N,M t IP\r ,E
JV iT a J•»NE^O•l
JP4GE a IP4Gfc+ l
IF ( J\!T«M) 3i, si, 32
J.NT 3 «
CONTINUE
**- ' lT f f 6 , 2 ) ( JCUf? , JCU«»J , jNT )
LTE'NO o LST^T»l . f iO- l
Oil 80 l = L 8 T S T . L f t'lO
FORM OUTPUT R'J" CI»4t
D 'J 55 * » 1 • •>. £ M 0
KK e «*J»1
J T = J » K • 1
CHECK I> L A S T COLUMN. IF VtS GO TO 60
CONTINUE
END OF L l^ fc , .'<0n i«piT6
IF ( M O O T IS°-l » 2) ) 65.65,7"
"RITF. ( h , < J ) U , ( A ( L , J 1 ' ) » J ' « = J,*K)
G'l TO 75
• < O I T E ( 6 , S ) L » ( A ( L > J - i } « . I * » J « K | < )
IF F>n (iF Piii-S. GO C*EC< COLUMNS
IF (N-L) (55.85,90
CnnTI'iLII:
fun OF P A G E , MO" CntC< FOR "('WE OUTPUT
L S T R T a I.STHT+Lti- 'O
GO TU 2H
EMr> nr cnLD."M3, TMF.N ^tTUP1"
i F f J T - M ) on.9S.95



































































































































Sl.ipRf.lilT f-F - : F " O A O
C")C "VK4I. AY (I *•), 1 , U)
C















J 2 T F S T r 1,
f ?«
x j , « f * M W A * Y y,z
s o, .'S'. - Q A r > « *H»I014.M A: :GLii
! F T 1 0 » A M A \ 3 L
C»"«f t»
bnny C
T O T A L "'U^HEB OF 4"LGES "IIST Rg LESS T H A N 21.
1X7,SV M = 0, S V ' ^ f T S I C C E ' U - ^ t T W V 4NC UOA^.9 ASSI iHFn
- i, c ;E"E 0 ATfc F-IJLI syf«F.Tmc c n K - F T G U R A f i O M
3 .1, a t A U FULL Cl.i ' iFIG'.Ji'AT ION ( 2 < w A r > X - t V A L L ' E S )
f.iutiriN / j ! 'PT\S/ I Z l ( t t )
I , J3.J1 , J2. J3»J"'.J5, J<> , .M i»AF. '< ' *aMH,NF i '3 ,NpAnx(a ) ,MFr )BX(U)
- AN (
2 VP r $.->, 401 , VF
I , I
* , f x^C 1)
* , { A » , c n S ( i




M s A X J A L S T A T J u M
" e il
i ? f 3 0 , 3 0 ) ,
;
 ( • } ( ) ) , F o S A Z ( 3 i > » < J )
J C i < ( 2 u l ) ) , I ) .HLOC<d21) )i . 1 ) . B L O C K ( 4 6 1 ) )
( Z - ( l ,11
( A"SI»»( l'
I'.'d 1, A f f S A V ( 3 7 2 1
f : » T M C 5 10
'.' 1 10 - ;F lJBl
J2TEST a 3 *•••' <RAO » " iNOICATf A'. A J B J T K A P V H/SFLAGE
f-tfttOTA"! LT'JKS r>F>l'.-EO R* VPAT IN THt GfH«FT«v tMP'JT

















































P £ A O >lf.« f r tRI 'MAw ANGLeS FOK SYi-nt fTRIC HALF
If (Nt»OMl) BEAD (5,160)
IF (f£WPMI .AMD. IPHT(l).GT.O) "RITE (6.190) NFU,
00 JO KS1.KWAO
IF { " ' t ^PHt ) PHIRaPMlK(K l *RAI )0




C COMPUTE I*Tf:3f<eolATt VALUES ArtDUND CIRCUMFERENCF.
C ••jaAxiAL STATION INDEX

















I* .(M.GT.60) GO TO 120
IF (J2TP3T.CO,j) CO Tn SO
C
C CASE t, COMPUTE SECTION Y t 2 COPH^I^ATES FOR CTRCL'LAH/ELLIPTIC BODY
C







C CASE2, COMPUTE SECTION Y AND Z (JPOlNATES FOR NONCIRCULAH BODY
C BY Ll^EAP lHTtPPP|I.AT10N




IF (KTFST.t.1.1 1 (ill TO f">
««23 89


































,E9,«. ) 60 TO 80 **23 123
12*
352
T" hi) K S K ]
j t ( P - * T K ( K ) > b T > P H l K i ( N r 4 ) ) G'l T rt 7 U
Y h ( - i , K > s » f-C it- f- "I) . P"f( • •"• 1), V F ( v i M ) ,DMIN ('•(>•) ,
t<- f \ , * ) = « I - (/* ( ^M1,P «!;.(•••'"1 ) ,ZF ("<•• ' ) , PNIM(NM) ,
TO * Is*. *««> i 132
GI.' TO «0 . *H23 1 33
C *H23 13*
C C»SF S. 'JSE INPUT Y,Z V&|_u fcS -"<>25 13S
C . . . . . "H23 | 3 b
Z-» ( M, \ \ ) S S V »Sf M'-:, '•:,* 2) -»rt23 IS '?
1->0 C^Mf'Uf . <B23 )'J 1
C . *«23 I'M
C -H23 1«5
Ip MxZS» - i L f r i'') r'0 TO 106 . *H2 i lu'J
nn ip« •.»!,•- f-USiiM . "H23 lu5
K = « R A f t *°23 1U6
00 lou rs2 i * '<40 *823 1«7






"4 ASM *«23 156
* w t T F f l O ) " ^ p Y ^ . Z H . *'»2,3 ' 57
MO • C'^-'I'-'ijE -i423 15S
OF TI.IU^ . «^23 1 S3
120 - ».PI TP f 6, I MI) ' »R2< liO
, ST i iP l?o . -R?3 1M
130 -TTt ( ? i , l 7 0 ) ,K2i lo2
S T O P 130 . ' .,B£i
 16J
i so rni?M4r c t " F 7 . 0 )
170 * ' ) < J V 4 T (U.<H K^rt'JR • .HnO.Y M4S "O^f
F ' ^ - A T C ? " " (F'l»»I1 i»/7H P*Us, l ( jG l2 ,5 ,2 ( /7X , i o ( ; i 2 .5>J
EM) » H 2 $ 173
1
£ . . - . • *"«:'* 2
C pS';GP«'- cf J. K. b f - l ' T ' < Y ^ H:^ NfJ"«"PUA' '»P P4» ! £ l3
C
1 >CM'».7i. ') ,vr (J» , 2 0 ) , Z f f i O , 20 ) , ! > ( . ' -M2PO)
, •. .r.r.---.,,.. <fl f oJ in ) ,/i;f ic.2'i) "p2'J "
r,- i M'«2J 1 .'
c . *«2« 11
C SkPKDEs TM l ^>A^Eu CO"' J fco POT' .T. ' j TI. C'J->«§ SPO'jf) T.I r .E 'JTPY





K l = K - l
) = x c ( J l , K |
•*)
IP C l - . f O . l ) GO TO 10
ziNf.nszcui.Mi
Z l M ( ? ) E Z C ( . l , K i )
ZI k ( 3 ) = Z C C J , < )
ZIN«OsZCUl.MGO TO 30
Z I V ( 2 ) > Z U ( J . K J )
IF
T l
CUOSS PWOUUCT. H m T£ X Tl
T 2 X S . T 2 X
J f I )
T 2 Y B - T 2 Y
( I P . t O . J )
N X B ( ) .
IF (VN.F:U.O.) r.o TQ jo
UNIT wOPMAL vecTUB, THEN
. /V fJ
pr>I*iT
A « X a , ? 5 * ( X I M { 1) * " I M ( 2 ) * « I ^  < 3 ) * x I
PPPJtCTIf)^ PI3T»')CK
IF (T.eo.o.) r.f) TD uo
T f l B t . / T










W B 2 U 2*
«H2<l 29
WBgO 30








































sX T* ( N 1 »"X*0
v P A s Y ! •• ' • • ! )*•• r * r<
Z •> 1 F = 7. f » • 4 * Z
s r S T t M
t T A C K S f T a f <n - fT * (U )
CK. \ f c . O . J Gil Tn t>\)
GO TO 7,1
X I f = ( x T C :
l ) s » T f ! ) ->
' X t
XI ( « J ) s x l f « ) » * 10
' f T A ( « i » » - T A ( U ) « ( . T A O
« CE' T O U I O Tn
N ' P ) S 4 V » * T \ <»« 10*1 ? H « f - T40








C t ' W T w n i n 43
S Y S T E «
A N C L E
4.- Gl f HET.'!-.f. THf X . A X I S *ND I Hg LIKE n» I •'y
P A \ . f c l OF A UL*** P A S S I N G 'Mi?ij:iyM T«F K W A X I A ' j Q THfe
T.J r«(-'.
F . - J . ) Ci£
f ] .^* TP)
«p) ,ut . f1







































C OF Tsfr. PANEL «tTH THI-
 Tv£ KL-T*!-. , «82a 1«0
fto Tri i o(i ^
<10 IF (MZ.'IE.U.) TMt.T(.>.p>8ATAN2(-SP*N^.SP*MY) tcHJy <y<
•GO TU 100
 W8i>u ,aa
I* fJY.fi-J.c, ,»MO.»iZ.Etf.,). ) GO TO 10(/ *82u ,U6





C FOR ""luG-iSODY CUMULATIONS, INVERT THE MATRIX PATITIONS (PROVIDED *925 3
C THf. ORDER t)OES NOT EXCEEO *>0), -B25 «
C . «925 5
C POW ISOLATED *INGs OR HOLIES. ALSO SPLvE THE Hnu'JDARY CONDITION ,<B25 •>
C EQUAflOMS »"'0 Of.TERi'l^t T*£ "l^G vnnTEX STRF.MGTHS 0« POOY SOURCE «<?25 7




• Cn»«U'J / P A h A M / fJHOUV , \Jx,I\ 'G,NTAlL,l.^C,T l-IK , X M A C M , A L P H A , B f T A , ALPHAC t»B25 12
't .P^IP.^fcf A,«tF i?. i<EPC»v'Ef-0, I?EFL. '* t f x ,REFZ **2S 13







eouiv4L? »>.CP ((.'( i. n.A«»4Y( t j)
RfAL fi»,fjB,NT
CALl. CPUT I-"( T I*t , f'1 1 I 1
M 0 1 n s b 0
BEHIND 9
M P A M £ t_ « '•"M ."} y + ^ •" I ^  ^
IF fv«T>>!r,,Fa.O.Ot»,MHOnY.E().0) GO TO 50
IM«E«T t»no'Y INFLHSNCE .•AATWIX AMD HMJTE ON TAPIIO
kEwJMD 10
DO 10 I st. "-BUOY
OttO (9) (•->(!, J), Jet, wBHOY)
C^^.TIM|lfc



































C READ P A S T enOf/'.lKiG iNFl.ijE^CE "»'T«lCfc3 "<B25 3S
Cd OT 20 tal .Nf ioOY . "B2S 36
CB . R E A O (9) ( 0 ( I »J ) , J« l fVo lNG) "B25 37
C"20 CONTINUE WR25 39
'CB "H .10 t5l,*MNG «825 39
CB «EAO (9) (0( t. J), J» t .NHCOV) "H25 (JO
CS30 CONfr^ i f f c "H2S "I
CB 00 <»0 ISI,*.MNG • '-""2S <42
C9 R E A O (9) (0(1, J), Jai .Vrt l ' -G) »«25 i»3
. C 4 0 0 cnwTi'.nF "<H2S ua






S A T B I X IF > J P A N E L ) C I •
, -P4spt
( Af I, Ji ..1st , - iPAN F.L)
w n o t f c s
60 . CONTt--Ji . i t
. r f H 1 ' I M) <»
CALL I
r
C S l - B S T I T i J T f ~ I ' j G
C
CQNUlTiniv. S - G*
1 VO
i;n ro




C K T O
. i;n To ) 'in
C
c SUBSTITUTE gocv fsnuMUhv CONOITIU* AND COMPUTE STRENGTHS . KB
C .
90 . OP 90 1=1,
Oi:. «0 .1=1 ,'
r>* (. n =G^ f I) *s» f T . J ) *" 0 ( J )
<»0 -. C' . 'VTJ «".!?•
100 3 EM NO <»
t i f ) )














































• "(J) Vft i
C H A W A C T F P P|.nT flF MC





C A L L PI •
• T t o s
*, r
I :IPT





A B S C I S S A A i J O A Y S
T Y P F .;IF PAUF SCAI. I ' 'R
1. "St« S P f c C l ^ T P S SC*Lfc L I M I T S
a . l--.If.S\A| A M T n - A T I C = l^3T S C A L l ' C .
5. » t jT . v , 4 r i c TPIIF 3HAPF srALP'f', s ts*»a6
>• A T I > i n .oAL^K/LF. vr; B x D t ^ t / v ' j I p i





















































up ' I I >-r>NE
HOP I I o-'^E
NC I I f:0"t
L«tO I I '^-"P.
LENG I I ''O'iE
USER SUPPLIED CO>"'ON ML-1CKS
TOPT al,5»6| / • ISCALEX X*
CMMMQN X(*SC*Lt /
NA-e TYPE i/o/s or«
X M A X fl I/O NONE
XMIK' H I/:J N0«.fc
Y « A « i» t/il NC'Mfc
Y f t * R I/I) N0"i£
E X T E B M A L 9tFfcf*EMCt- S
5 r I:^PHT X H A X . K M T N J O AUTO Y - S C A L l N G »«2<>
h» I"'PUT Y M A X , Y M l S i » AUTD K -SCAL I ^G »H2h
VtCTOrf LiF Ml.tKHFR HF Pf5INTS !'•= J»TH »R2h
CUSWf.. IF NUPst. MP IS ASS!.'MtO Ef)UAL«B2f>
TO l FOP ALL CURVES. "H26
FIBS' DIMENSION OF A R R A Y S * X . Y * 1 M *H2h
C A L L I N G RQUTIMF "<R26
W'jMBtH i.F SI^ l l l .TAMtOUS PLOTS, »H2b
IK f:CJ(iJ!, CHABiCTE" SET P f P f - A T S , *8<>«
- ICTH L'F PLOTTFO RFRU;MS AT 10 «B26
CHAHAC TtPS/I^CH. Nil^^ALLYel 00, *H2h
F0» CRT rm T.I. TE«MINALS=50. »«26
-AXIM(j*^ OIMEKiSTOMEl s 100, »H2fc
NU"^EH OF LIMES IN PLOTTED REGION «H2'>
« [1(?M A L L Y a S O AT 6 L I ^fc S/I*"CH« *i?26
FOH 8,5" PAPEPaflO. wH26
t>B26
V-M26





MA*jMi.M X SC»LP VALUE AC»f)SS P«GE w«26
MINIMUM X SCALE VALUf. A C R O S S P A G t *H26
MAXIHij.M Y SCALF V A L > l t AT TC1P Up PAGE «'«26
MINI«"U'< Y SCALE VALUE (M)«N P A C K *R2*>
t»H26
W B 2 6
PLOT* Surt«OuTIME3t PLOTA7, P L O T A M «HI2*>
AOTHD"
,1036PM M'fLLE^ .'».» MH't3t
O A T F ^ i Of 'CE^BtP- / I97o
OUFM.SIHM X ( N O P , ^ C ) . Y ( N D P . N C
1-T»-.GE» SYMOLCUO)
C'lMMfjr /HPLTA2 / L lNE( l031
-826
*B2*>
N EMGlNtK^INC + 9P.SEABCH, IMC, <ie2i>
W826














































" > A T A •JY'-Ml'L/l* 1M+ 1M I*-1
*. 1-H, IHQ.IH*, IHH. 1HC,1HO, IrtK
* .1Hk l , 1 * i 0 . l > ' u « lMO,JHWi lMSt lHT
• l.-tn MAX ANQ »-I^ OF X ( Q O U I N A T E
'(PJ S 1
IF (l'jPT.I..T.l ) IC1PTS2
IF ( IOPT.efc.1) GO TO ^0
TF f IOPT, Jtl.S) GO T'J bO
X ^ < A X 3 X ( t » 1 )
X M T N s X ( 1 , 1 )
On SO Jsl.^C
IF f s O P . G T . l ) 'JPJ = ''f(J)
IF C-PJ.L'.H GO T0 SO
pn «rt T a | » * P J
X - A X I A « - A X l ( X f I,J). X M A X )
X " I f* 3 A M I b i l ( K ( l l J ) > X " I \ ' )
rONf pl(.|{.
^826
6 * ^ ^ ( O y d ^ l H C t / » 0 ^ 4 ) ) X *H2^
IMO 1H1 1H2 1^3 IHO 1H5 IHb 1H7 *826
, l n P ' » l H G , l > " M , l M T , l H J » l H K , j M L , l H r t wH2(S
, 1MU, IMV, 1 Hi«, 1H<, t H Y , 1HZX wB^b
WK2*







































tlO Y~A < S V ( 1 . 1 )
V - I • I = V f 1 , 1)
>j» 70 J s \ , \ C
l^ ( •OP.GT. l ) NPJ =
If (NPJ.I.T. i ) r.f. Tf.i ?•>
•'"• hS 1 = 1 , vPJ
v -t 4 < s A w A x i i r r i . J j . Y ' . - A X )
*<) »-. j». - Anp.l ( r ( I ,J1 . Y 'I' )
70 cn > 'TTMif
C
C r > f t f 3 M j - j f c S C A L I N G AMI; Wri.iMI f;f.'F *A» A-.n •<!»: VA f 'FS
c x. *vo Y - » J c e s ,
c;
SO C»U. p l , O T A H ( 0 « , D Y , P M 7 .L'lIOiLP.NiG, IUPT )
•JKrin'S S I E f-C« + 1
C . :
C t M T t A L i z r P i ' . ' T I - x G d* ' - '0.»(orH
C.
YU ).« a r " - .AX»n ,v , *OY




C»LL CL" 1 ' * 7 UI'-L,1»M
• * " ITE( 0 , i) (LI'Jt (I) « tsl
C I M T T 4 L I Z E » ! » • • • - • < or* nrt X - 4 X I S
C
!»• (L.»e.IxA.n.m C4LL J'Ll.'T»r (LI t
TP f L . E r c . T » 4 * T 8 ) C A L L PLOT*? ( L I '•'£. • \. -TOFFX .
C
C TEST FOW DATA IN t.*T>i ^Ox
C
. '0 ? l f l . I s l . -C
JS»'-' = ' •v.|D( J-l , <J1) + I
t> f . j ' lP.GT. 1 ) K:PJ -5 NP( J)
\* t^°.i.uT. i ) r.r rij <»i n
^n at 0 TBI . vj
T^ (Yf T ,.},} .'.T. rljP) i iO TO 210
• ! « • ' (Y ( I . J ) .U r .Yi.il") G ; ! TO 210
C
C PIK '0 X t ' l C A T i r . - : .IF PHIM - OtCK IF
C
- iO> S IPT 1 ( ( "f T . J ) . -X«T"1 /!)X + 0,51
r^ (Nnx. i . f . i ) r.u Tii a\ 'i
if (NOx.oe .L i I'-'fe) fi" TO ,»iii
'
c f»it> 11"
C pe»i».T Jn« re
 r i .TDuT • HST T'l xH lT fc 3C4LF3 *»*26 I'M
C «»2* Ml?.
1-nr> s -nrj t i . t , i P F X « l , V Y P W I *«2<> l«i
!».• (t'Llf l r |.E1J.')l " K I T P Ch > e ; l Y M j n . (i. (r fc (|), Irl
!>• f T ' - 'n .v f .(.0
C
C I « ^ C P ? k ' F - < T r -S i^ IP]
C
VIJP 3 Yl • > «
<- IO s v - T O - . l v

















































C A L L P L O T A 7 d.ine.i.11
~*ITE (n,3) (LTNfcU) . t
OIM S C A L E S
" «" = (LLlMf l f iF fV)Xv*
X P R T . N T M 1 a X^ IN + O X * ( I
OC 2UO Is}>,NXP
XPHlKTdl a xPBlNT( I - t
I* ( A H S J V P S l A i T m / O X ) .
C 'IMTtMi.lt
• « f i ITE f * ,FMT) ( X P P l N T ( T
et TURN
MiWMAf ( i * ) , i <»x , iO jA t )
Ff . 'RVAT ( l X , C l 3 . « , l X , t O
F O R M A T ( i S x i j n j A t )
6 no






11 L L' y a J \r ~ "c J
l » O X * f J X P K '
U . O . Q O t ) X f K t > i T ( r ) a O . O
l . t e t . N X P )
JA1)
' , i , ^P ,MOP,NC,THKTA,xC(5 ,XP /YP , I 3O
AN A R K I T H A H Y R Q T A T I O N IN S-SP»CE OK ( X . Y f Z )
P A T A , T-^E THREE OI*:fV3ln»lAL J A T A IS SF.OIICP TO THE ( X , Y )
PROJtCTIUN, XP .VP ,
CALLING FO»«AT
CALL PL'- 'TA3 ( x . Y » Z .
PAkA*F.TER3
v - A M f c TYPt I/O/S
x , y , z R I d





X P , Y P H 0 (»'.
ISC I I
' .P.NOP,^C,TMt T A . X C G . X P . V P . I S C )
01" OESCKlPT la^
iOP,'-'C) COi^OI'-ATE POI^T AHf iAyg
fiUMt V E C T O H OF r-'imu^H OF POINTS I* J»TH
CUKVt
'.•i)«E Fiwsr fi»f>sroM OF A S H A V * X . Y , Z « IM
CALLING «(VITINF
N>iMp .MU«rtE« OF CURVES TO HE TRANSFORMED
(11 RUTATI ITM A W G L K S - T H e T A X . T M E T A Y . T H f c T A Z
f O f c G S t E S ) . DOTATIONS ARE PgRFPHKlO
1^ K'tV^PSF: flPOfc'R,
(11 LHCiTir iN QF CE'JTER Of R l l T A T l Q N
XCR a I X C G t Y C G . Z C G I
i>P.VC) C ' l ' -JWOI fJAfES OF TPA«SFOR«tO PHIVT
•ilJTEi yp.yp .IAY flE STPRtP I.N X , Y ,
••ONE SCALING rtPTirrc
1, A( iTr jM4Ti c SCALING
f, A U T O M A T I C S f A t l w C OM OLV i
3» >'0 SCALING n» cnowniNATts
a, INPI.T 1CALIMG VECTOR • S
























• * H 2 T ?







































































USES SUPPLIED COMMON «L' 'CKS
ISC 3U.5I /48CAL2/ X ^ A X . X t - l N . Y . - A X . Y . M l N . Z M A X . Z M t N . S C S )
COf-MfJN / 9SCAL2 /
MAMf. T Y P F l /Q/3 OT" DESCRIPTION
X M & X « I/" MfV-'fc M A X I M U M OK X ° A T A VALUES
XMIH R I/O M'JVE MI^I^UM OF X i )ATi V A L U E S
Y M » X « I/O NM>iE M A X I M U M HF Y O A T A VALUES
Y*IN » I/" MIl'^E MH'I'-U1' OF Y D A T A VALUES
/ - A X s I /a ••iM.in.E « A X i M i i v np 2 O A T A V A L U E S
ZMT.N * I/-1 viifcfc ^Iv-I^U" r>F Z D A T A V A L U F S
s K I/O M 1,1 ME v tcTu^ USED FOR R E L A T I V E S C A L I N G
OK X , Y . Z COMPONENTS HEKORE H O T A ' T I O M .
• •
AUTHOR
JOSEP^ M>'LLEW. JR.. w l f L S E M ENUTNEtRlNC * RESEARCH, INC.
D A T t O J ^ECEMbEK. 1976
• ,
Ol^ENSin.M X ( N 9 P » ' J C ) » Y ( . M O P . N C ) . < Z C N i ) P . N C ) , N P ( M C ) • .
r % V k j t f * k i 0 » m k V O f M n D hlf*^ W O / u f \ Q ur*^ T H f c ' T A / 1 ^ V ^ r * / T ^OI^ENSin^ X ^ C N O ^ . f y C I » Y » l i i y u r . N i x j j i n t . T A ( i ) . X C u ( . ^ J
REAL » X ( 5 , ' n . R Y C 3 . 3 ) . B Z ( 3 , 4 1 , R ( 4 , 4 )
COMMON. / H S C * L 2 / X M A X . X . 4 l N , Y < ' A X . Y " I ' - » Z M A X , 7 « I V t 8 ( 3 )
D A T A «X. U Y , R Z / l . " . t 2 * n . (1,1.0,1 2 *0.0,1.P/
O A T A BAODKi/0.01 7i»532926/
NPJ 3 t
f lDlL? TWA»v,S*n>"JA'nON v iAT* ICfS . . - ' . . . .
c°sx s c n 3 ( T M g T A t n*RMjot.';i
SIMX s S I ^ ( T H f c T A ( 1 ) » P A O O f : G )
C O S Y = C u S ( T H t T A ( 2 1 * R A O O f c G l
SINY 3 S I N ( T H t T A ( 2 l * R A O O t ( i )
cosz 3 c r ! S ( T H ^ T A ( D*sAnr.e:uj
SI^Z 3 S l^ f T ^ E T A ( 4 ) * H A O C E G ) ' ' . '
EFlNJf X - R O T A T I O M
RXf2 , iM s C03X '
R X ( 2 , 3 l S "? !MX
B X ( 3 . 2 1 « ' S I M X
B X f 3 , 3 ) a C O S X
OfFl"'F Y - R M T A T I O N
Q v ^ f i \ . . r r iQvS ' C I t l J S L ' d * . .
WY( 1 ,4) s S INY . • •
R Y ( 3 . 1 ) s -SI^Y
R Y ( S , 3 J s COSY ' .
OEPI^E Z - H O T A T I O M
oZd.11 s C i '37
3Zd.2.1 = -SIVZ
R Z C 2 . 1 1 = SIMZ
R / C 2 . 2 ) = CMSZ .
r iRTAlN SC«L ' V ;U • F !••>"' ' A X T V A AVO VI .S IHA
r,i< Tn f irv>, loo, ISO, Ion, 1 30) , ISC
X « A X s X f t . l )

































































































































a Yd ,1 )
Y M TN s Y ( 1 , ) )
Z » A X = Z f l . l )
Z«IM s Z t l . l )
00 120 Jal.'-'C
!>• (NOP.GT. l ) NPJ a NPf.l)
If (NPJ.LT.l) GO T(1 HO
00 11-1 Icl , NPJ
X." A X a A . M A X l ( X M A X , X (
V » A X a A M A X l V C
110
120
^ a A M T M ( V M l M t V (
X s A H A X l ( Z M A X , Z (




C C«noSE SCALING • lSCsi,5, SCALE X,V,Z
C
GO TO (130.1UO,150.160,130),ISC






C ISCa2, SCALE 0*LY Z.
C •
100 0 s saRT(XUlFF«XOIFF+YOlFF*YOIKF)
8(1) - 1.0
S ( ? ) a I . 0
S ( 3 ) = ') / Z L; IF F
. GO TO 160
C . . .
C ISC = 3, U3t Nil SCALING
C1*0 sm = 1.9




160 0'.' ISO Jal,3
. r>n 160 Isl , 5
SUM s o.O
no 170 Ksl , 4









TRA.- jSFfJBX C O H W O l N A T t VA« IAHLE3 | XP = R * ( X - X C G )
DO 210 J s l . M C
It f M O P . G T . l ) ^PJ a . -> ;PfJ )
T f - f » P J . L T . l ) G ' J T O 2 1 0 . . . . . . . ' _
"0 2<)l Isl ,-iP.J
O X a X ( 1 . J ) « > C G ( 1 )
O Y r Y f l , J ) « X C G ( 2 )
















































































SUBRH'.iT I^F S'LiJTAS ( x , I fcXP. I^OHM))
PfWPOSE
pni.it i>.fc TL? RHU»IO OFF x
C iLLIhJG F;1«"«T
CALL PUTAS (X , JEXP. IROUNO)
P A R A M E T E R S
MAMF TVPt I/Q/3 01'* . OtSCHIPT-IU*
X P I/O MlNfc V 41. lit TRUNCATE! ' AT G I V E N FXPf lNgNT
J f e X P I I NiC)f"fc E X P O k f ^ T AT W M J C H TtllJfcC A T J P N UCCO"S
IRHij^o I J MjN't >JuU"<0 OfrF I ' lOICATMRI
R!1I.:NU tP (s+1), r>i"HN (80)
4'JTHnS
JOSEPH <"-JLLf.fi JR., " i l feLSEN t -(il-VF.mpiG + RESEARCH, J '*C.
D A T f e O j o?CE"i9ER» 1">7«.
MOTES
C A L L E D *v P L O T A ^ , PLnTA9, PLUTI, » IRPLOT.
Cf.MyQf1 /OMuGA / JPM
IF (x.LT.O.' .M ix s I uncivil, i
IP (X. Of. 0.0) f s l»n'J'-0
*s « ' .
X • X / U \ » « T f c X P
I< = IF IXO)
!*• C F L O * T ( I AHISf I X) ) ,LT , AHS( X ) ) Jx a IX»IB
X S F L O A T ( I x ) * l O , « * I E » P
IP C I P P . G T . n ) -i«I TF (6, I1"1) X, I* XP, IROuM), *S
F n o M ^ T ( ? ^ « ' 'LI 'TAS • oniiMi PRI^T •,!}!< x»ritjTs,r;i ?,S,









































5'.i^Wll"T I • £ O(_ .1TA6 4M29 ^
«R2<> 5
Pii^pngi. ' '• ' ' vR29 6
PnjTIvfe Ti) BI.IUNO r.FF SCALl ' iG 1 ' J V f . A R F . S T » C C E P T * 8 l . E PLuTTlNC, -H29 7




































CALL Pl.OTAs (OX, IEXP.MPRIMT)
PARAMETERS
MAHt TYPF 1/0/3 OI« OESC»I"TION
DX w i/o MU.VE VARIABLE TO ROUNOFD OFF
ItXP I f) NO^K EXPO'JE-"'T flF ROUNDED VAPIAHLE
MPPINT I 0 NUNE DUMBER OF CHARACTERS RET*Et:kl LAHtLS
AUTHOR
JOSfPM i-'.'LLFN JR., .-JIKLSEN ENGI^fct PING + PF3EARCH, I^C,
OATEOj iitCtMtfER, l'?76
MOTES
ARRAYS'XSCL ANf> NPP IN THIS RUUTlNE DKTEPMlME THF. *ACCEPTARLE*
VALUES TO BE I'Seo AS EVEf-1 I^CRfc*ENTS I** PpRFOR^lMG SCALING,
CALLED »v PtOTAfl, PL(1TA9, PLUTI. » IRPLGT.
COMMON /OBUGA / IPW
OIME'JSION «SCL (6) , "JPR (<>)
D A T A «3CL/2.,2.'3,a.,5.,H..10;/
DATA -:Ptf /25,?n,2S,20.25,i?0/ ,^3CL/'>/
D A T A OXSAVE /l.O/
AM3X 3 AB$(DX)
































FORMATC///S'2H *)»«5M wAHM'iG • ILLEGAL DATA TO HE SCALED (PLOTA6 ) HH23
« ,6H • i)"=,G2'J, 1 i,S(?H *))
Of-TfP"lNt EXPONENT . OF OX
AL = ALOG10(A83X) . . .
ifxp a AL
IF (A^SX.Lf.1.1 ItXPsTEXP-1 . .
AL S OX
36 T AHSX R^TwtEN 1 AMI) 10
ABSX s AFiSX/10.«*tEXP
CriMpAwt wtTH + LOCATt ACCtPTA^LE SCALE
DO 80 Tal ,*SCL





Pt TURN SCALE'O VALUES
OX s SI6-M(i4Sxt()X)*10.»*I(:'xP
If- (!°P,GTtO) «"ITE16,12) ilX, It XH , NPRJNT, I , A(.
H'lRMA T(23H ^LOTAb • OF.H'IG PHI^T »,SH px«nijTa , r, 12.5 , 7H IfcXPo,J5,




























































































































S(.'hf»i'] i 'TT\E M L O T A 7
PuRPpSt
ROUTt«* TfJ I» ;JTIAL, I^ fc A SO" ft- PI O T T E O Oi'TPljT. THf A R P A Y LINFJ
IS I N I T I A L I Z E D * I T H Tup. HupnfrH 4^r> *1TH x- AMO Y.4US,
C A L L I N G F O R M A T
C A L L PL"TA7 fL lMH,L» IUPT l
P A R A M E T E R S
NA-'t r*of l/r/s OI« otsc^IPTn.fi
LT* f c I 0 Nfivjg V E C T O R CPMTAlN INC. LI'^6 OF O U T P U T ,
L I I NONE L*T* «0«i n* . O U T P U T
inPT i i MI>-E npTir.Nj IUPT=I, I *TT IAL ' IZE Ll'^f AS
fJLH.^^AWY OR A X I S
IUPTS2, T M - T T I A L I Z E LINE AS BLANK
A ' l T M f l C
JOSEPH «'ULLt-N ' JR t i ^ lELSEN fNGlNFERI^G + R F S F A R C H , I^C,
O A T F . O J otCEMrts, 1076
^ !TF.S
C A L L E D -^ A R P L C T , P L O T A 1 , P L O T A a , + P L O T V 2
Ti'E O A T A VAR lA f l L t ' 3 OASH, SLASH, < J L 4 M K , . A N i O SLA3HI DETEM«lNf - TH
C H A R A C T F W S *HICH H A K ? UP THE PLOT «f iAt jnt^ AM^ T I C K " A U K S ,
THIS TS THt ONl Y S T A T £ v £ M K f e Q U I W f r TQ C"A».6E T^st C H A R A C T E R
RgPRtSf ' •TAT IO ' V S,
T V T r r , E P DASH, SLASH, ^LANK,3 ( .ASH l ,SYM, i .T N ^ ( j n 5 )
rOMMO" X H P L T A 1 / \ X P H , M Y P « , l Y A X t S i I X A X I S , I Of- F V , TOPF Y , LU I ^ t
O A T A O A S H , SLASH, B L A f ' K , SLASHI/IH. , |ni , i H ,IH!/
.« r ^ A T A O A S W f S L A S H ^ L A ^ K . S L i S H l / l H - , 1H| , (H , 1 H T /
Lvl » LLU'f-1 •
S E T Y-3C.4LF T I C K M A R K S
IF f Mnr)(L-l , ' JYPR/21 , tO.P) SY" * H A S H
Ll^F ( 1 1 a *v*
Ll~t C L L l v t ) a SVM
It- ( inPT.t fJ .2) SO TO 200
I N I T I A L I Z E ^HIJ^OARY W I T H x -SCALE TICK " A R K S
n 1 70 J = ^ ,L"1
L l N M J ) S f U 8 H
IS a «"••>( t '. 'FF-Y, 10)
!F (IS, I, F-
 (£ 1 T $ a I S + l 0
00 «n J3I.S.L"1! , 13
LI ' -ECJl a S L A S H
r.v , 90 JaflF6 Y ,L" t • """PP
LT .F(J1 3 S L A S H J
»>: T ' . IRM
I ' lTTHL IZfc "LA^K RO*




: * H j o































































































































































SUBHOUTlMf PI. OTA a (in.DV,FMT,L»lO,LEMG,IriPn
SUBROUTINE PLCTA8
PURPOSE
MO'JTTvF. TO S f c L t C T SCALES. ANrt Riji.iK-o MAX AWO * \n VALUES TO
A C C f P T A H L E VALUES, AM.' L U C A T t X» AMD Y - A X E S .
CALL^G F O R M A T
CALL PLUTAP ( D X , O * ,FMT,L« IO.LENG, IOPT)
PARAMETERS
NA*E T Y P E I /O/S OIH DESCRIPTION
OX I I/O MjMfr; X OAT A INCRF* fNT (OUTPUT)
OY I I/O rjfjMfc Y D A T A IMCRFMfcNif (OUTPUT)
f>T M I/'J (6) nHJECT T lMf F O R M A T F"R PRINTING
X - A X I S S C A L E S .
L*IO I I NOME .•aOT* of PLOT (NO. OF C H A R A C T E R S )
1. E^G I 1 *'0>E Lf'GTH OF PI.OT (*0. OF C H A R A C T E R S )
TO°T I T vj\t OPT 10* FOR TYPF OF PAGfc S C A L I N G
1, U3E.R SPECIFIES SCALt LIM ITS
2, INTF.RNAL A U T O M A T I C MEST SCALING
J, A U T O M A T I C TPUF SHAPE SCALING. UStS
K A T I O j 0.b*Li" in/L£NG = x o l F F / Y O l F F
>>i OSfc KA 'X AMO KTN V A L U E S OF L > A T A
5, I'iPuT X M A X , X » I N « AUTO Y«sCALJNC
6, INPUT Y V A X . Y M l N f l A U T O X-SCALING
E X T E 9 M A L REFERENCES
PLOTS si.'HRntjTlNE3i PLOTAS, PLOT«b
AUTMOP
JOSEPH «'JLLE^' JR.. slELSEN iwGIuEKBlNG + RESEARCH. INC.
DATEDl OtCtMSEB, 1976
NOTES
\ . POori.CES SCALI'T, C P w S I S T t M T » , T T H ARPl.OT, P L O T 4 1 , PLOTA2 , AND
PLOTV?, VALUES CO-PUTFO ntsiufs Tnt ARGUEML^T LIST AKE X * A X .
X M I N , Y ^ A X , Y M I M , M X P 3 , > . ; Y P H , 1 X A X I S , I Y A X I S , I O F F X , I O F F Y , A N D FMT.














































2. THE O A T A V A R l a m E *RATI'J* Jv T M T S ROUTIME SETS THE C H A H A C T E W i H S l
SI7K »IOTh.TO"HE(GHT ^ A T I O FOR THI^ CHAP*. S C A L I N G . TO CHAKGE
SET * R A T 1 0 * ElJUAL Tf) NO. OF CHA« AC TF.R3/ 1 -,C'< 00*N PAGE O l V I O t O
HY wn. OF C H A R A C T E R S /IMCM A C R O S S P A G E ,
oiMfiSK'*; (:> I(a j , ( !Y i (a i , I E x P ( « ) , , v P W ( a i ,FMT(»,) , F ^ <T» (27)
r(JM»0^ / "PI .TA1/ N X P S , v / p R , I Y A X t S . r X A X l S . I O F F x , I O » . F Y , L L ^ f c
COM'«OM /«SC* lE/ X M 4 * , X 1 I M . Y " A J « , V » l l N
C'JfMflM /O^'.'GA / IPR





































































«( Jt «H3! 59
bO




. T F S T rnp i
I*- (L£v
LLffi'L (^ IOTH Ar.'O LtNGT.4
ir,.LT,2) Lt» iR»40















. LT ,2 ) L » I 0 3 t O O
L»IO*3
C M KCK 0F 1N-°IJT
,|_T,j) JPRsO
' .GT. ' i ) wP I T F ( e , 10 ) IOPT ,L " IO .LP^& .LL I V ' F ,X»«AX ,XH1N, Y * A X
?<H PLOTAH • PtHur« PHJM "«7H inpTa.i5.7H L ^ T O S f i s ,
\_£>vC,s , 15, 7^ LL I^ i fcs. 15, / inx , 7n X K A X a , G i 2 , S ,
xn I^a .R iH.S, 7>4 r ^ A x r , G l ? . 5 . 7 H YMl.Ms.ni2, 5)













I X D A S a
I Y P A 3 3
t J O A M C H TO
9 &0 T') (
I ^PTSI ,<4,
0 ^XPP 8
N Y P •? s




C A L L PL
«.YPP a
; y u A X v V . ' t l ' V
IFF/L*!'I
1
 T F t / L t>J '»
. 0
.•)
A P P H ' I P W T * TE TYPt Of SCALIER P-EQUf-STgn
?an -SO -'bO 2<i.) 29 « 3 0 0 ) 1-3PT
S P f C I K Y <»Y SCALt LIMITS
20
in
( 3 A T i n « O Y / D X « t , ' . ) ) , L T , 0 , 0 1 ) f 'YPRs lJ !
3.)
voi.iTE A U T O M A T I C S C A U f O LI^IT.?
H T A * ( O X , IF X P X . N X P P l








0 i-> Y I f i )
^x I (21
OX I (.J)
nv i ( <i )
C A L L PI
C A L L PL
C A L L P|.




a r » / R A T H J
i ? T A « > f ( ; V I f 1 ), If. XP( ! ) ,»'PP( 1 J )
^T.Mj(l.iXI (2) , ! f - . X P f < ? ) ,» "PK(2 ) )














w B 3 1 7b
-«H31 77
W H 3 1 7".
«*3! 79
w H 3 1 BO
fH31 81
*B3l 82




*B 4 1 87
«"*3] 90
»l •* 3 1 91











•IR Ji t 03
k<[)5 1 1 0<J
»M3l 105
"B31 106
" f 3 1 107
*"^31 108
<"H3t 109
MH3) 1 1 .}
"H31 111
C A L L PL O T 4 f U'YI («) . Ifc xPf u) ,' 'P*(»il ) • '•'P.Jl 11?




 I f 3 )
'"* « T ( t )
.T « - 3 A
nn ??T
! e ( ') x T
T * ( 0 Y t
a - < v i { 1 ) * » A T f ij
s r x j ( 2 5 / ^ A T I , )
s ^x I c 3 V X - ' A T In
s f ' y J t t t J ' W A T t O
- A » 1 f J X I ( 11 . •'.) X I ( f. 1 , 0 X I t 3 J , '.' X f f <1 ) 1
Isl.u
f n . L r . n x ) r.M TO ^ro










IF (DX im .GT .pxH) (iO TO 270
OX* 3 nxTU i
a I
270
fit a O X I ( I H E S T )






C IPPTsS, SPECIFY x-SCALES, A U T O M A T I C Y-8CALE SFLECTIfiM
C
2<>0 MXPR s 20




C IOPTB6, SPECIFY Y.SCALtS, AUTOMATIC X«SCALE
C
300 NYPH • 10
CALL Pl.QTA6(OX, lEXPX,u
GO TO 320








IF f IYPA3.RT.1) GO TO 315
IYPAS a t
YI-IMI a Y*f N-0.5*(OY*i..E.vc»YOIKf-
CALL PLHTAe (YOIFF,
CALL PI.HTA5 tYMjNj ,
IF (YMIN1.1.E.O.) Y^
CHECK FfT? /t«0 AS A POSSIBLE MINIMUM SCALt
IF (*HSf YMi^/nyj ,LT,i),2'35 V^t^lao.O
JF (Y»-I«4.Gt .0.0)
IF (V'tTN.LT.0,0)
IF (IYPA3.fiT,2) 00 Tfl 320
CHECK FO« POSSIBLE LOSS OF DATA
IF (VHAX t ,LT, YMAX) 'JYo(V,<AX.YMlN)/Lf.Nr,
IF f V M A X I ,L f ,Y»i»X) 00 TU 240






















































*'.f-t .0.0' X - J M S A - ' A X 1 ( X « - ' I " ' t i I ' . O )
'
IF (I « P » S . ( , T . 2 ) GO T«j 33ft
OEC< ^()'^ POSSIBLE LOSS






0 » T 4
IF ( X " i X l .LT. J f f 'AO O X a ( X " A ) i . x M l x ) / L * i r >
It f x - « « 1 .1. f . x w a x ) (JO Ti
X * A X 3
IF
x . j x I S , IF
J * ( X - - 1 ' < . I . T . - . > . < M
I* ( x - I - ,f,f .0 .0)
L O C A T I O N
I F C V M I ' . L T . 0 . 0 )
I F { . ( V - J S . t t . C . ' J ) . r ! - » . ( Y " A x t l . t . O . P ) )
. Y- S C A L E WFSCT OF ZEHO PR of "LOT
If f Y ' « I k ' . I . T . o . < n K 'FFX a
!F f» - ! ' . . C - t . 3 , 0 ) I O * F x a
Cr.«P:..-TF jt..






» - A X l S
f '
IF
I F ( v i P C . F Q . l t > ! f «
C
I* C I ° O . U . O ) f-" T0
-."IT* (6 ,1? ) X " A X . X * I M
• • • I T F ( * > , ! « ) V A X . Y - I N
I F f T . I P T . F T . 3 ) ' - h l l h C
- v i T T F ( * , , ! « ) F " T
12 Fi!««<»Tf2<;w (-'L'.'141* • x
« 7w T»a,r.;i 2,'=. 'H
• X^''X,7« x - » x l = .(il2.S,7^ x
1 y F''fc-<a Tf 2;iM '•>(. 'TAti - Y.Sf.ALtS
SCAI . f.S -. <~A Xa , f, | ? . S , 7H
« T , 4X1 Sa , I (J . 7H
, P, \ 2 , 5,
V» * xa , G 1 ? . S , 7H ' V M T N s , G 1 2 . 5 i
I Y4 x I S= . I u . 7H ICJt f. Ys , I '4,
le ^ ux ' s , u r , i 2 . s .
I t X P = , ' H 1 2 ,
*R31 IflS































• r R J l 225
-R31 226
"«31 227
» H i l ?29












onuTI|Jt PLOT PANEL ' iEa-ETHY AM) K U T A T E CHNFIGIIRATJCH FOR
GEOMfr.T«?Y
PATA STORAGE
t . A R H A Y ( h O ( H I )
2. A » 9 A Y ( b O O C ) - 900*
POINTS AND
POINTS
0) , X C G C
300) , Y P ( 5 , 3 0 o r
Wf (3000)
,,10, J1 , J2, J3»J«» J5.
/ •»BnOY,N-« . i~G,N iT4 iL .L*c ,THK,XMACH, A L P H A , BETA,
'
/ x P T ( 6 n O ) , Y P T ( , , i ) 0 ) , H P T C i b O O ) , T H e T ( 6 0 P )
* , n E U T A ( 6 0 0 ) . J < C ( 3 y , ^ 0 ) , Y C ( 3 0 , ^ 0 ) , Z C ( 3 0 , 2 n ) , A B £ A ( h O O ) , X L E C 6 0 0 )
d U O C K ( 7 5 0 C )
/.\,E»COM/ Kl , K w 4 F , K u . A R l » , K R A O X ( U ) , K F n « X ( < O , KFIJ3 , »• A X , K« , K5
1 , K P C b l . X A ^ C b ) i*f I *JnH( t>) ,KAMOP(b) ,KOL,NCPT,LnCPT(20) , X C P T ( 2 0 )
COHMrjM /sf(; / NSe.G,^eaw(20) ,NCOU(201,C033f?n) ,S l» . -8 (20) '.
\
ir; /H3I2C / X Y P T ( ' j ) . J T A P F
( A R « A Y ( 1) , X P T ( 1 1 )
( Y ( t ) , H L O C K ( t S 0 1 ) ) ,
) » ( Y P ( l ) , « L a C K ( 6 0 0 1 1 )
1) 1. (51,'JPi ( J ) . X L ? ( n )
1 1) ,
C A T A X C G . A P O T / * * U . , 3*0.
r > A T A
O A T A
POINTS j r . TO ( X . Y . Z )
« £ I » I N O 7
,|P s 0
IF ( K l . E Q . O .AMD. K U . E Q . O . AMI}. KS .EO.O) GO TO 150
(7) A B B A Y . C H O S U , SLOPE r . '
1.
MX'U'T (6H XC-* ' I 'or , ,P"E,xC,30,2(. ,60,132, t, in,20)
CALL "xnuT (8M YC-»I^r,, '1NE.YC. 30, 20, oP, 132,1 ,30,21)
r»i.L '-"XnuT (8H ZC"u"I--G,!Jf- 'E,ZC.iO,i»0,eO, t 32. 1 , in, 20)
-E CLHStD C'JBVE AROi lwO BCI IWOAHY nf PANEL
TS APS ACCESSED IN THf. Ff-LLCMl^'G iJ»'DFR
t " (J- l ,K- l )« 3 - (J"l,«)
13




























































00 130 «s3,---C . **32 *>'4
(_ s L + l *"32 oS
<«l e L-l w* i i? blS
i?0 120 J = 2,^» "H32 «>x
J"t a J-ljp s je»i
C 13T COIJMFP ""332 71
x < l , J P ) s xC(jMl,K«n ««32 72
\




C 3 P O C O P N 6 P . * ^  3 2 7 0
¥ { J , J P ) s X C ( J , " > ) "«32 80
Y ( 3 , J P ) » YC(J,"O "B32 81
Z t J . J P ) a Z C ( J , K ) i*H32 ^2
" " 83
eu
y(a,JP) e yC(J" l , * l *"32 8S
CO»N6R - CU'3E. C.<j*1f. »832
x C5 ,JP ) a
r(^,JP) a
Z fb .JP) a ZC( . lMl ,K»t ) «B32 on
If (JP.Gt. l"0) GU TO ?SO »R32 qj
120 CO'-'TI \iiiK . '*H32 q2
1 3 o Cti\TI':"E ' " ! ' : »»32 ° S
I'JQ cn.\Ti>jiit *M32 94
C *H^2 05
r PE*O Mnpy PANEL DATA TOR r.op»-e» POINTS (XC.YC.ZCI ...................*Mj2 9«j
C «B3? 97
150 1^ (NFl!S.?ti.O) bfj TO 2^0 . "S32 Qfl
. H f t tO (7) At . i *AY *Ri;j qq
T
*0 « 2. *HJ2 100
C CALL -1XQUT (8H yc*BUOy.T«0,yC.'10,2u,60, 132, 1 ,30,21) «H32 103
C *RJ2 10U
c cn°y bony cnofitR POINTS T M T U cuflvea '1^32 io<5
L«l 1832 107
DO 240 IFUSst ,M^U3 wB32 10H
^C a KPA0XOHJS) '*H32 109
Kft s rfPHRXfIFUS) iH3? Ill
C . ^^32 111
r.'ii 230 fs2,-'C -"i32 112
L « L*l «H32 113
1-1 "iM32 lia
I I S
JP = JP*1 K R J 2 117
.J«l a J.I «832 11*
119
120
Y f l « - J P l • YC( J*l »*"«1) *H32 121
Z C t , J P ) a ZClJMl .xM) ^«32 122
Cr-<»«4K» >.Bi2 |23
* f2 .J p ) s X C ( J , i » M i ) -R32 12«
s yC(J,« ' i1) w«J2 12S
a ZC(J . * "1) *B32 126
371
C 3RD CUBMFR
X(3 . J ° ) = < C ( J , K )
Y ( 5 . J P ) = » C f J . M
/(3.JP) « 7C fJ , x )
c UTH ro">>E«
xru. jp) s x C ( j M i , K )
Y f t t . J P ) = Y T t J H l . K )
Z f t t . J P ) e / C ( J - l . K )
C 5T* CORNfcP - CLOSfc Cli«*VF.
x f5 .JP) a »C(jMi.Ki>n
Y ( 5 . J P ) ~ " C f J f l . K M i )
Z f 5 . J P ) S Z C ( J M l . K H l )





IP (JB.LE.O) GP TO <<OQ -
C
C TOP V T t *
C*LL °l. O T V 2 C X . Y. IQPT. MPI. r,NDP,JP»L l"ID«LENG,LlNE«NLI |O
"PITf (6 .10)
C. C*LL PL f |TI (X, Y. I 'JPT,gPLT.NOP,JP. 1 . 1 , 2HX* ,2HY«)
C
C 3IOE V IE -
CALL °LnTV2(X,Z.IOPT,'pPLt.'-OP,JP.L«IO,L(->iC.,LI'' ie,NLlN)
C C*LL PL f1TI (X, z. IOPT , MPLT,M>P, JP. 1 . 1 , 2HX* .2HZ«)
C
c PBONT V I E *
CALL pl H T V ? ( > . Z. H.iPI , 'JPI, T ,^OP, Jt».Lk IO,LENG.l.I"JE »MLI* !)
*RITE«,,12)
C CALL PLrITI ( YI I, JOPT.MPLT' .MOP, JP. 1. 1 ,<>HV*. 2^7*1
C
C PF.»SPfCTTVi \ V i e w
A * f ' T ( 2 ) a (»5.
A ^ C T ( i) a -u5.
C*tL P L O T A ^ f x, v.Z.^PLT.'iOP, JP, Ak i jT ,XCG,XP.YP,3)
CALL PLOTV2(XP,YP,IOPT,NPLT, HDP, JP.LWID.LKHG, LINE, NLIN)
C C*LL PLrJTI (XP. YP. t'JPT.v lPL ». f -JOP,JP. 1 , 1, 3HXP*, JHYP*)
K ^ I T K f h . 1 3 ) AknT
C A L L cpuTi«(TiMt .oT.n
""I TF (6. '5) T I«E.DT
10 F O R M A T f /20«.2CHTOP VIF- • Y V3 X )
11 H->RMAT( / p O X . a O M S I O f VIE" • Z VS X )
12 Fnp«A r f /20x,2f 'H>' W f M T v t E * • Z VS Y )
tJ FOW1AT ( /2Q*, 19HPF."3PFCTI V£ V l t * •
* , 7 H T H i e . T » X s , K ? . 3 , l 5 X , 7 M T H e T A Y s , i ^ 8 . 3 . S X . 7 H T H t T A Z c . l > f l , 3 )

























































































































C U S V E S ' - F
INS
CALL
P A W A M f T t P S
Gl ' JERATF; A C H A W A C T f R PI.I1T OF "-C SI Mi-'L T 4»'fUIS
Y «S x. » L I N E A R [ N T H R P O L A T I P M 13 M A ' t £
P'.'INTo.







T Y P E 1/0/3




IOPT a t , S , 6 »
TYPE.
X >•• A X
X " T M
Y-1 Al
I/ i .)
! / - •>
l/i:
E - K T F O . ' J A L -EFE.
/ A T F I J "EC I!
••••••••••••••••«
> I "Fw.«!!•", «C.OP.--
nRI'-P.ATE" * AHSCISSA ARRA Y S
OPTION FOR TYPF HF PAGE SCALING
I, USER SPECIFIES SCALE LIMITS
?., IMER'iAL AUTOMATIC HEST SCALING ""3-^
3, AUTOMATIC TPlife SNAPF SCALING, USESWB33
KATIOJ 0.fc»i;»TO/Lfc'-iG = xbUf-XYOTf
a, LJiJt MAX A«0 M!>: VALUES OF OATA
5, IMP'.'T X * A X , X M r N « AUTO Y.SCALING
6, INPUT YMAXiYHjNS AijTO X-SCALI^G
VECTOR OF MJ«BFP OP POIHT3 IN J*TH
CUPVE
FIRST .TWEMSIOM OF ARRAYS *x.v« IN
CALLING PQUTINE
NUI'HEH OF 5IMULTANFOU3 PLOTS.
IF NCX«l. CHARACTf-R SET REPEATS,
K - t o T H MF P L Q T T F O REGIONS AT 10 WHIS
J H 3 3
"M33
ns T , I . T
MAX I*',)1- ni^E^SIO'^FO s 100.
\'UfHE« OF LINES IN P L O T T E D WEUlnw
•J i jRMALLYaSO AT b L l^ES/ l^CH«
Fi'O H,SI P»pF.(JaUQ.





OF SCRATC" A R R A Y WH3J
r.REATER THAN (Lhlo + 3)«H33
TW'P EFFICIENCY u* Tut *R53
X- IN, Y " A » , y M T w
"H3S































y X SCALE VALUE ACPQSS PAGE «R33 55
MJ.VE Mi'..T>,,Jf. x SCALF VALUE ACROSS PAGE *"53 56
•"j^E -AXI-"Jf Y SCAUf WALUE AT Tf'P :|F PAGE « M 3 < S7





« » 3 \ 63
iH43 fry




























T N - T f r,F.R SVv«Ol_ (UO l >LI"F. {"•!. I'-)
fi-.p-^.i-i /r fPi T A 1 / MP-*, - .YPH. I '»* JS. IXKISi IPFFX.
D A T A F " T / 4 i - ( 7 H , U",G1 •,, UM ,41,0, UM( a « , UHC. 1 *> , , am
..J-U.lHQ.l-. l^.lHC.^P.t^.i^.i-G.IHM.i-i,,.
FT'- 'P * " A X AV r >• I M flF" X ( O P O l N A T t ) AMD Y ( A B S C I S S A )
•» P J s 1
IF ( fPT.LT , 1 ) lOPTSg
J* (T - . iPT .FO. 1 1 G'.t T-.) *u
TF ( I ' IPT.ER.S) GO TO *,•!
X •< A X • » t 1 f 1 )
x « T * a X ( i , 1 )
'•n 50 j« i « ' :C
•.PJ S K P ( - I )
t> ( VPJ.L' . I > r.-.) TO 50
i'Cl art lai,:-;PJ
X " A X 3 A M A X l ( *( 1, J> t X M A X )
X f I \ 3 A >• I -. 1 ( X ( 1 . J ) . X « I \' )
r. 'iMTi'. i!f
!>• ( t - ' P T .t'i.bi C.(> TO HP
Y " A x a Y( 1 , 1 )
Y"I^ • *( t . 1 )
Of> 70 ja| ,\C
•.PJ a -.t.(j)
\ f (vPJ. i .T . t ) GH T?] 70
-•'> bS 1 = 1 f' PJ
Y " A X C A H A X l ( Y ( l » J ) i Y u A » )
Y ^ J ^ s A v | \ l ( V ( J , J ) , T > r f l N )
fOSTI^^i f
. ^ f T ^ O M T ^ : e SC»L l ^U A'.H .iij.jso C-tf -AX ANC '« I r V A L u ^ !
X. A'.l Y - A X t S .
CM L s»t.OTA»'((ix,!JY»F:'.T.L^II..,|.{;v(i,IOPT)
\nOA.q o (. £ ' ' > + '
v;;L s - A X O C LlN/LLI '- t . l )i c^.-'L.r.T.v^.
 h
I v J T J A L T ^ t °L('P^7I'1'' f i A N O - ' l O T ^ *
V L ^ ^ a v v A y * ( 0 % S * s ' D L } * O Y
V V I 0 3 V - A X
V' ip 3 Y - i « X » O . S » l ? Y
roBH UPPtrf HOL'^OAHY
r*Lt PI -.IT A 7 (ur t» i»n
F(» , l
S T A B T LO^P ns CC^PUt Iv(i »|.U LI'-tS T H A T P A S S TnannC
• *L« 3 \Qi '3/«'OL
JF (!.-H|.««Mit«LT,s i*i -SI ' Mt^sN^L** 1
, 'SAv t s :i
•>•' J^.l J^L.S! ,\r«L^
- M 3 4 69
AM X t 71
~ J J f I
i H 4 .1 7 ?




»a ] f 7M
•HJ3 79




' '< j 3 A a
• f ' 3 « SS




















»• "•> 3 3 105
9 AV .O U f ' C A T F -«33 lO fc
"»33 107
^^33 1 08
'•« B 3 3 109
*«33 110
« H J S 111










»R33 1 ? 1
"B" !??
»H33 13«
;•< \F»T NDL LINES »^3* 185
»
B 33 1 80
-"•*3S 187
••'33 189
* " 4 A 18'
- '«3< 131
• = < 3 J 131
374
..! 3 J.SA\/f .
JK « 1
Of] 110 *<s 1 > ''"L
J 3 J*l
IP fJ.GT.':ni' i '«S) GO TO 115
IP ( J . E O . T x A X T S ) C4LL P L O T A 7




C T E S T V E C T U M O O A ~ ^ 4CPOSS LI^ES HP OUTPUT
US no tuo L = I
l .SVM s >;|/>
\f I J°I..LT.1 ) T.O TR luo
X2 a X ( l . L )
"2 s V( l , | . )
C 3 T 4 B T Lfinp nsi
C
rir i 40 K»I ,
xl s *2
V. s v ?
X2 B « f K ,1
v E C T O B S t A C H LINE
'PL
COOSStS -'LOG* LIME3
T* f (VI .GE.vuPJ.AMf ) . ( V 3 . G F . V " ) P 1 ) GO 70 130
TF
 ( ( v t . L T . ^ L n « ) . A N . i ) . ( V 2 . L T , V L r ) ' « ) ) r.n TO 150
C
C C' i"P'JTF t n T E P " E O l A T F . P ' l j v f S
C
O E L X s X 2 - X 1
a IM»(4HSf..'
c T F T X ( »HS(l ' tL
: M A X H ( I OX , I L / V ) » I
STnut I»i LINF.
a
> l \ l e : i \ i+ \
> V 3 X )
y v s v t
Oi l^S I V 3 | , . \ «














































































J«2 » 1.1. P-e
f in ISO K = 1 . . - O L
J = J * 1
M- (J.r;T.',W,l"3) r,(l Ti) 160
I"00 * «-nn(j-tr.FHi.i,
!e (T*<i ' i . f 'V.iM * < J T T E
I* (I'-'iin.M: .0) A k I T t
E M T Y .3T«IP |
ynp
 a yio,ny
Y - T n s VM i i> . i )Y
l^ ( A K S ( Y « l ' > / D Y ) . L T . O . O O l )
Y L O x s YLUK-OY











C A L L pl'l
"« lTf , (t,
> t ^ I SC«L?
HfJU'NOAPY
T 4 7 ( L I " F. , 1 . 1




(I ). IaJ«,. lK2)
ANU Yl.ip
DLi ?UO I s ^ . ^ X P
< P H I M T f 1 ) a X P p I .• i T ( t . 1 ) + 0 > * t-i X P B
IF ( A « « S ( X P i : ' t - ' « T ( ( ) /0») .LT. ' ! .o , ) l )












« 3 3 209
2U
21?
^ .H33 21 J
21S































IS C A L C U L ' T E U UHT^f. TH£ F . X A C T
Fu" il"i3» C A M A H O
|1;
''feM3 A* AL V J fO.
OPriij-.i. l^ Th*st C A S E S . THE i T"iE«*mo
'T FORMULA IS' USFO A"D THE P"FSSUWE CT'E Ff- TC IENT
v»Ci"JM petSSUWF CUf-.Ff
PPf.SSUHF C'JEFFICIMT, C R I T I C A L PSESSUPt
< PWtSSU^F (.'JtF^ KH'JT.
















(KMJ. fn .O. ) GU Til 10
Tuon.if.n MP. PANELS To C A L C ' J A L T f c PHESSU'JE
DO UO J=1 , SP
U « P ^ > ' K J ) * C O S A ( < A « « ( J ) « S I N A R A
I* (L f 'C .AMO.COnPT.C 'J .? ) RC TC.I 20
' I'-O
( X M A C H . t f l . O . ) GO T.O JO
T* (A r tR .LT ,0 . ) A W B a O ,
CPP(J )=CON*(A»G**3 . < >«1 . )
r,o in uo
20 C p Pf J)s»2.*U'( J)
C ,
C 1- CP^STR*!«• •
C * x C F € o T-(
c
IF (CPP(J) . L T . C f - ' V A C ) e ° P ( J ) B C P V A C
^Sp TO <iO
r ac? T H A T IT
IF ( X u A C H , f 0.0.)
C P S T A G s C n ^ ' C t l . *COMl)**3. '5- t . )







w R 3 « 26
27
2«




















9nUTI«.e TP PPIVT A COPY
A>,0 FO"<«AffO <1F
CDNTkOL POIMT3 AFT OF *XSTAPT*
SP 8V OTHFB
"835
-n-i /.inPTMSX Ul (595
,.»'CPr)'jT,<STA»T,*-LI- tV*CPl,TPUJT«»'l, IP9T ( 5) . I




'F ,'OJ GO TO 999


















JF f XPTm.GT.x .L fc ) G.I T.I 100
IJ a 1J*1
•*«ITF«i.7uS) T J , x P T ( n , Y P T ( . T ) , Z ° T ( n
too ro-MT.Kii.it
t.'OFIUE a




* .S9X .1?* * * P » T C P T **)











C BHUTIsE TO wfc*0 THE
c
LOCATIONS A.vO STBfeA'GTHS OF BOOV VORTICES
LOGICAL
S /HVSTX / wvrX,-;XvT*. X V( t C J , 4 V ( 1 0 ) ,BVf JO)
N 8LOCK(7SOO)
C »E4"





(xv(K).Lt.xFUS(J»NPU)) GO TO HO






























































H O V F L C V A * * * , XP t , Y P r , Z P T , " l r » O D Y , X S T 4 » T . X u L f c )
V f c L G C . t T Y C'JMfOMt'MTS 41 CONTROL POINTS n£FI*EO IN
u
IF (XPTf n.UT.X3.TA«?n (iO TQ 100





,o.) &u ro 100
I,xPT(l).VPTtll,ZPT(n.VA(n,wA(t)









































































4 SfcT iiF M Pl'I^TS wMHSt AHSCISSAf FOR" 4 STRICTLY HtlNUTONIC
StC'.'fVCCj 4wn GIVf*» A F t S S T OS SECu^O n f f l TVAT l vK AT X ( l ) AND A
PlBf tT i)Q SFCO^O O f ( * I » * T T V E AT X( i») , To PJM) TMf SMOOTHtST POSSIBLE
CUfJvP P4S3IMG HlGUfiOtjSLY TH901IGM TK£ <JTVfc 'N P O T M T 8 , S A T I S F Y I N G T«t
gp^CtFTEO «C'-'*-n*SY Ct^'-'i'T r T O ^ S » 4^.) PUSSESSING CO' iiTl-MUnU8 FfiST AND
Sfcr'".iO OF.B) VAT IV tS . TMt. C'JITtPinN OP S"n(]TM"iF.SS IS THE
n[k I ' - T Z A T t M N ''(• THt I ^ fFG^AL Mf- T"£ S( ;uAWF fiF TM|f StCOND
r i f - H l W A T I V F , «'0 THP C f M T C FOijr.O JS ACCPOOJ.MCLY 4 CHAIN OF Ci-'HICS,
T. E., A SFPASAts CU*lIC ' IM E A C H IMTEHV4I. C X ( T ) , X ( I t l ) )
IF {.-.••<€.!«) GO tn


























Jf I". 1-1, ! ) UP TO PO ""38
IF" C^.tQ.i) GO Tn UO






C(C"5. I ) a x f J*l
Cd -I.I 1«3.
C(L-3 . 1 )aZU)
























CDC O V E R L A Y (L"«tJ.3,0)
C
C SOLVE FOR THF 8T*F*;fiTH3 oF r*£ ^HOY SU'JHCES AMD
C «nirw SATISFY THP. BUO-VOA^Y CUNDIIION UF TANGENTIAL
C PA'itu CONTROL POINTS, ALSD rjETfiRfiwE TSF









THt MOST 8"LVfc A S T S T f e M OP U l ' - f A R FOHA T I0';8 OF
J?00. TMt SnLOTtOM TfeC^'JltJiJt S t L E C T P O CAM Hf O E S C R l B t O AS A
JACOHI I T E O A T I V f c MfTHUH, THE 1200 BV 1200 M A T R I X IS
C M A T ' i « A L L * »A«T lT10 f ED IMTM HfJUR hOO ttY 600 BLOCKS. E A C H P A R T I T I O N
C IS F ' . 'STMfw S'JPOIVIOEO INTO HLMCKS OF M A X I M U M SIZE 60 dY 60, TH£
C • • ' A T ^ I X Elfc5 l t 'v 'TS IM F A C » BLOCK A^E CAHE^ULLY CHflSpM TO
C SU-E "ELL r . fFI \EO >£*T'J»f OK TH£
C E»A-PL f . A MOO* m.OC* P-CPRtStATS
C PA"£L3 A«(iU'jO fnfe .800r. --KILE A *
HF c.Kfc CH'.1HO»I3eC
C
C CO°R£3 p O»OS TO t«E T'!T*L
C
r O N O I T I O M
GilH AT IOM.
Of- i^E RJ^G (JF
*iG htliC* REPSESE'JT.S Thf







C ALH-I^ THF OIA
C
C TME INITIAL TTEHATIUK- CALCULATES THE SINGULARITY 3TPFMGTNS
THIS 3TEP, O^LY THET'J tACH *L'iCK \" ISOLATION,
AHf PPfSF"T IN THE #trfn<>Y
C INITIAL APPRHXI' ATJiJN TO THF S I "tUi. A« 1 1 Y STRENGTHS IS
C THE t».TFOFFBf NCF. ^FFtCT PF EACH »Ll''C< HN ALL THP i>THf.HS IS
C CALC^'LATED «Y MATRIX "ULTTPI. 1C ATIir>. THF I NCtJF MFMT Al.
C VFloCITTtS OPT4INFD A^fc SUnTPACUD FfijH THf


































































in. TIL A cns.vEH(;ENe*. T E S T o* i*t
M 4 K i - u » H'MRFR OF mcATlO'S IS
"»ESIOO*L is SATIS^IER OR 4
9nOV L>MLY vE^SIO^I JUNE 1977
TK-)8E PO«Ttn*S C]K THE UR!GIN«L PBOGHA.M *UNAf:RO* «HICH PERTAINED






TA°E uSAGt I* SfH.Vf-
TAPE7I SOLVt, HEA.) 4WRAY
r> i A G i *, "< K A i; p
HEAD ACBAY
• CALCULATE BOUNDARY CONDITION
• INVERT DIAGONALS, M GT "S*AX
• CALCULATE VELOCITIES
I.,A,VA,*A • CALCULATE U»V,«
ME»lMO






I T R A T E ,
R t A O (
/.|fipTkj3/ 1/1 (S9) ,
• INVERT r>i4Gr«N»L BLOCKS. N LT *.MAX
• ITtSATt WITH AIC FOR SOL'''
WHJ9
• OIAGOMAL HLOCKS







1 G«(M10),OZTDX(6001 • • ' *839
/P4BAM / NBOOY.M"IWG.NTAIL.LHC,THK,XM4CH,4LPH4,8ETA,ALPMAC
/VELC'.iH/ NPOlMT.r-PABT, I M A X , J" A X> *:HA X, E^i I PR 1 »- T , M>« THU
-HJ9
CPMHHM /POI-M / AHRAYfftOOO)
/ M A T I N
*H39
2 ,C03T^(600), XPT(bOn), tPT(bOO)
(-A( ),4(1,21)).























































LOGICAL L c " C , T H <
O A T i R A O O f c G / 0 . 0 1 7 U S 3 2 < » 2 6 /
C A L L C P o T i s ( T i « t o , ' u , i )
e O S A L = C U S C » L P )
AIPHAC..,,i..iKCLUOtD ANGLE. HF ATTACK
CMI. . . . i . .• • .A*GLfc OF HQLL
AtPWA. 4^Gt.E OF PITCH
WETA..., ANGlt OF 8101 SLIP
ALL I
IF' ( l » / s v M . f a . o ) GO rn •>
ALPHAC.PHIR,ALPHA.BFTA
C
c CALCULATE MORMAL VELOCITIES »E<JUI«ED TO SATISFY BOUNDARY
C cn^nnio'-JS AT SDOY CONTROL POINTS
C
20 IF ( v a n O Y , E 9 t O ) GO TO 70
C
C Bf lUMOASY C O N O I T J O M FO* 800YiC?:i>JTHl*UT ir.l.N FROM FREE S T R F A * .
C
PEAD f 7 ) A 9 S A Y
0(1 30 1 = 1 .N^DOY
1 + C n S ( O E ( . T A ( I ) ) * { - S I N A » C 0 9 ( T n K T ( H ) - S l N B * S I N ( T H E T ( I ) ) J
C
c ....... ...........—............................................
C SPLV't ^ A T O I X fc!3uATION3 - I1IKFCT SULL'TJON IF M A T R I X LtSS T H A - M b O X f c O f
C nTnf f l» ISF T T f - W A T I v F SOL'.'TI'JN
C
70 IF (»JBnOY.LK. ' ' : M A X.ANO.N.* I» ;6 ,LF,NMAX) Gtl TO HO
IF ( V A T I M . f c l J . l ) CALL l)IAlilM
r,n TO 90
80 CH.L PA»TT.\




- If CMHnOY.ECi.n) GO TO 220
C
C CALCULATE VELOCITY COMPONENTS ON 800Y PANELS




































W H 3 9
1U9
150










fii 1 uo< lal ,'
. ' ( 1 ) 8 0 .
w ( I > S ; i .
-<M 3 0.
B f c A O (H?
OP 1 »,;> Jal , '- '(JCiOY
i ' ( I )«( l f I ) * 'JA(J1«5»(J)
v( nsvt n+vA( Ji»GiMsM
* ( n a * ( T ) »«4 <J) *<,*( J )
140 CC^TJMI*.
UO CO'TI- . 'LIE
C
C C A L C U L A T F «f(5 V E I O C I T Y co^PO.'Jt'wTS *mt ODE TO
C
C
•ir i«s 1 = 1
v » ( I ) r f > .
l'J5 - A ( T ) = u .
C
C Cn-'PliTK V O * T * X vtLiJCITItS *»Y INTF.HPuLATIO^ IK STRf .NGTMS USING
C
C A L L P L ^ O V T ( V A » « » , K P T . Y P T . ^ P I . - I H O O Y )
c
C RE'H JM v / E L O C I T Y CON'Ttf I^ijt IONS FOB CONTROL POIMTS "'JITTE'* CUT 8Y
C P a T C ^ T . vtL ' - 'ClT* CU'-'P'lNfr^.TS A^t Cn«PuT£0 BY V P A T M L
C
TP (VlVLI^-.EU.l ,»»'0, MCPHUT.LE.O)
* CALL «ov6U(vA.«»,xDT,ypT,ZPT,nriooy,xSTA9T,ywt.E)
c




If-' ( I » H 3 ( I P « I ^ T ) . C T . 2 ) G'.l T'l
f
.v-) ,
C CALCULATE PHtSSURF.S OM



























































350 FOKMAT f/xxiox, l&H</fcLOCITY ON sooY,MX.12*** SOLVfc **, -
• /XSX.sn-ACHs.F b, S» 3x,*>HAL»*HA=,h 7.3.3X.">HPHjRn-,F7,3/X)
3«0 FOS«AT tx9« CPSTAG 3,Mrt.5,3x,*HCPCt>iT s,F|..ts.3x,7KCPVAC ».FIO.!
PORMAT (flx.bHoa'.tL.3x,6HS''.HJkCfc» TX.SHAXIAL, 1 ox,7HLATE«ALilox,
1 SHVfBTlCAL,10X,fehNnB-A|. ,H<,10HLAT.VO"TEX,TX,1OHVFQ.VOWTEX
2 ,X8X,3Hf,n. ,uX,«HST5I fcNf iTM,4X,8HVELPCITY,Sf9X.«HVF.LOCITY)}
FOSHATtX/lOX^S^CO'^IvKO ANGLES OF ATT AC* , 75*, 1 2H** SOLVE **
*. »XS*.7*ALPHAC3»MO, u,5>',7k< PbI«s,Flo.a














COHPONfNTS OF VELOCITY IMQUCED AT A SPECIFIED
CONTROL PHIHT KY A CQNiSTAKiT SOURCE OI3THI8UTIOM "N A
OiUO^ILATf RAL PAMEL lAVlHg LONGI TUD I^Ai. TAPER AMD INCLI^FO 4T AN
A^GL»•. OfcLTA TCI THE F»tE ST^EA," OIRtCTION
/RQOCQK/ AiACH,SA,CX,XC(«).YC(tt).ZC(a),XI,YI,ZIf XJ.ZJ
'
; O A T A f.PS,PI/l ,
=i ,.AM.ACM«AMACH
(TA.LT.O.) GO TO 200
SM(5)=0.
• C''' 1«*0 tsl ,4
/Cf I)s/J-SA*f KJ-XCfl)) ;
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM VPATH2 AND VPATHL
This appendix is concerned with the description of the vortex chasing
programs. They are used to accompany programs DEMON2 and WDYBDY in
accordance with the procedures described in section 5 of this report.
Program VPATH2 computes the paths of external vortices along a body
with circular cross section with or without cruciform fins attached to it.
The configuration can be pitched and rolled. The cruciform fins may have
arbitrary deflection angles. Program VPATHL determines the paths of
external' vortices along a body with elliptical cross section with or with-
out a monoplane wing in the midwing position.
In what follows, the basic theoretical method is described. The
geometrical characteristics accounted for in the programs are listed.
This is followed by a description of the flow of the programs and program
operation. Program limitations and precautions are discussed and the
input and output described. Finally program listings are given for pro-
grams VPATH2 and VPATHL.
Program Description
The vortex chasing scheme implemented in programs VPATH2 and VPATHL
makes use of crossflow plane solutions obtained from slender-body theory.
Because of the linear nature of the problem it is possible to superimpose
different solutions.
Fundamentally, at given axial stations, velocity components are com-
puted in the crossflow plane at the points occupied by a finite set of
external vortices in the presence of a wing-body combination. In this
calculation, mutual interaction between the vortices, the interaction
between the vortices and the wing-body, the effects of included angle of
attack and roll, and fin deflection (if applicable) must be included.
Once the lateral velocity components are known, the vortex locations at
the next axial station downstream can be determined by means of an inte-
gration scheme. The vortices move from one axial station to the next in




Appendix I contains the crossflow plane solutions for 8 different
conditions and/or cross sectional shapes. In both programs, the calcula-
tion is started at given axial locations (starting station) with a set of
vortices with specified strengths and lateral coordinates. The geometry
in the crossflow plane is specified a priori and the programs proceed to
integrate in the downstream direction to obtain the vortex paths.
Once the vortex paths are calculated over the length of body or body-
wing of interest, the programs can calculate velocity components induced
by the set of vortices at specified points. In this process, the vortices
are taken to be in the presence of the body only, i.e., the lifting sur-
faces are not accounted for. This approach serves two purposes. First,
for wing-body combinations, the effects of the external vortices with
known paths induced in the flow tangency condition can be applied at the
control points of the constant u-velocity panels laid out over the wings
or fins in program DEMON2, Appendix J. Second, the velocity components
induced by the external vortices in the presence of the body only are
included in the calculation of pressures on the fins and the body surface.
Further discussions are given in sections 3.4 and 4.3 of this report.
Geometrical Characteristics
. This section describes the geometrical characteristics which can be
accounted for by the programs. Since the two programs were written for
different cross sections, the geometric details of the configurations .
will be listed separately for each program.
Program VPATH2
Body: axisymmetric, constant cross-sectional area
Lifting surfaces: cruciform fins, each fin planar, may have breaks in
sweep, each fin can be arbitrarily deflected
Program VPATHL
Body: elliptic in cross section, ellipticity constant, may
change size of cross section





In this section, the sequence of the calculative processes is
indicated. The description will be given for both programs simultaneously.
Important differences between programs VPATH2 and VPATHL will be pointed
out, however.
.After reading in the run title, body geometry and wing or fin geo-
metry, the programs proceed to define the side edge of the wing or fin.
Flow conditions, the permissible error used in the integration scheme and
maximum magnitude of the vortex induced velocity components are then
input to both programs. In addition, program VPATH2 reads in the fin
'• • - ' . ' . . ' ; ' ". ' ' . . . : - . - . • • . ' • ,. •. --. -.•>
deflection angles.
Both programs proceed to .read the lateral coordinates of the vortices;
at the axial .station at which
 ;they start. The geometrical characteristics.,
qf the configuration.at hand and .flow conditions are written out. Lead-
ing- and side-edge vorticity..characteristics, if applicable, are then; ,
input to both programs. Their influence will be included in the computa-,
 v
tion of the vortex paths.; Program VPATH2 expects, this information for .4, i
fins, program VPATHL expects information for both sides of the monoplane
wing. . :; ' . . - ' : . " • . . • i•"••.. 'J?:*&-
At the axial station where the vortex path integration is started,
program VPATH2 calculates the body radius, the distance-from the body '•"•"•-'•'-
centerline to the edge of the lifting surf aces--as seen in this crossflow •''-•'•
plane. For this and all subsequent-axial stations, subroutine SHAPE vbf f •->'
program VPATH2 performs this task. For bodies with elliptical cross
section (and with constant ellipticity), subroutine SHAPE of program
VPATHL computes the horizontal and vertical semiaxes in addition to the
distance out to the edge of the monoplane wing as seen in the crossflow ,
plane.
After printing the vortex strengths and the initial vortex coordi-
nates, both programs call on subroutine DASCRU to compute the flow angles
at the vortex locations and to determine the vortex locations at the
next downstream axial station. To .accomplish the former, subroutine
DASCRU calls subroutine F. The latter contains calls to subroutines
... ' •• •••implemented with the various crossflow plane solutions described in
Appendix I. The two programs are equipped with different versions of
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subroutine F on account of the different configurations and/or conditions
handled.
Consider program VPATH2 first. It treats a cruciform fin-body
combination or body alone. Subroutine F in this program first calculates
the lateral velocity components at the vortex points due to angle of
attack and roll by calling subroutine PITROL. The crossflow plane
solution programmed in PITROL is given in Appendix I, section 2. The
source term is omitted in that it leads tp unbounded potential at infinity,
If two opposite fins are symmetrically deflected, subroutine SYMFIN is
called from subroutine F to compute an additional contribution to the
velocity components at the vortex points. The crossflow plane solution
is given in Appendix I, section 3. If only one fin is deflected or if all
fins are arbitrarily deflected, subroutine CRUCI is called by subroutine
F to calculate the contribution to the velocity components at the vortex
points due to this condition. Then, if edge vorticity associated with
the lifting surfaces is specified, its contribution to the velocity
components at the vortex points is also computed. Subroutine WELS is
used to accomplish this task. The solution implemented in this subroutine
is a specialized adaptation of the solution given in Appendix I, section 1.
Finally, subroutine F calls subroutine VOTEX to compute the contributions
to the velocity components at each vortex point due to .the effect of all
vortices in the presence of the cruciform fin-body combination. The
solution for this sub problem is given in .Appendix I, section 1.
The version of subroutine F in program VPATHL treats elliptical
cross sections with or without a monoplane wing. The effects of included
angle of attack and roll are calculated by a different version of PITROL.
The crossflow plane solution is given in Appendix I, section 6. Provision
exists to account for a growing body by the use of subroutine EXPAND.
The associated solution is given in Appendix I, section 8. Contributions
from specified vorticity associated with the monoplane wing edges are
calculated with another version of subroutine WELS. It employs an
adaptation of the solution given ,in Appendix I, section 5. Finally, the
contributory effects due to all vortices, in the presence of the monoplane
wing-body, at each vortex location is computed by a call to a different
version of subroutine VOTEX. The crossflow plane solution implemented in
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t it is described in Appendix I, section 5. The solutions given in sections
\5 and 7 in Appendix I only differ by angles of pitch and sideslip effects^
With the lateral velocities determined by subroutine F at each
vortex location and passed back to subroutine DASCRU, the vortices are
moved to the next axial station in accordance with the flow angle calcu-
lated from the velocity components. The velocity calculation process is
repeated and the vortices moved to the next axial station in the down-•
stream direction. This process is repeated until' the last axial station,
specified in the input, is reached. • r
Both programs can proceed with.the calculation of velocity components
in the crossflow. plane induced by the. vortices at specified points. As
mentioned earlier in this appendix, for the purpose of inclusion in the
wing., boundary condition implemented in program DEMON2, the vortices are
considered to be in the presence, of the body only.
Program Operation ' ' '
..,,;-, Programs VPATH2 and VPATHL are written in the FORTRAN IV language
r(Q29 punch) and has been run on the CDC 6600 machine belonging to Boeing
Computer Services, Inc... Core requirement is about 60K octal words.
- ' I n addition !to the standard input (TAPES) and output (TAPE6) tapes,
the program may-require additional devices such .as-disc, files or tapes
for reading or storing data sets generated when certain options are used.
TAPE4 and TAPE7, are used f.or this purpose. One. data set would consist of
a.set of control-point coordinates and the other would contain a set of
perturbation velocities.. It should also be noted that these programs
contain complex variables.. . . . . . .
Running time required by both programs is a function of the length
over which the vortex paths are to be calculated and the permissible error
E5 specified in the input. As an example, with E5 equal to 0.0001,
running time should not exceed 5 seconds for a pitched and rolled con-
figuration with about 8 external vortices including the computation of
vortex induced velocity components at 268 field points.
As an aid in debugging and quick visual inspection, both programs
are equipped with a simplified plotting capability. They should only be
used with few vortices and over a short running length.
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Program Limitations and Precautions
There are certain limitations associated with the dimension state-
ments programmed in the vortex tracking programs VPATH2 and VP'ATHL. The
number of vortices to be tracked should not exceed 30. One fin of a
cruciform fin configuration or one half of a monoplane wing must be
.described by a maximum of 7 points in planform. This poses a limitation
on the number of allowable breaks in sweep. Some care must be exercised
-;in the choice of.the permissible error, E5. If its value is orders of
-4
magnitude smaller than 10 , computation time may become unduly long.
The .number of stations at which the vortex coordinates are printed in the
output .cannot exceed 50.
'• • " .' *"'
Subroutine DASCRU adjusts the integration interval in accordance
with the permissible error E5. If for some reason it cannot satisfy the
built in criteria for deciding whether or not given stepsize is accurate
enough, DASCRU will stop reducing the stepsize after 32 attempts. The
program will then stop and register STOP40. A faulty'orb'ss'flow plane
flow field can cause this problem. At times, the problem can be allevi-
ated by reducing the difference between the first and second stations
XIP (see input section).
At the present time, program VPATHL is limited to elliptical cross
sections with constant ellipticity. Program VPATH2 cannot handle expand-
ing or'contracting axisymmetric cross sections.
, Both programs may suffer from slight numerical errors when the
running length is very long. It is suspected to be .caused by errors
introduced by the integration scheme in subroutine DASCRU. This behavior
can be observed when chasing a set of vortices, initially symmetrically
located relative to the free stream vector in the cross flow plane, along
an axisymmetric body of considerable length (15 radii long).
A further limitation occurs when a vortex comes very close to the
leading edge of a lifting surface. The computer program will tend to
move the vortex away from the lifting surface, or it may move along the
contour in an unrealistic fashion. This constitutes a limit to the theory
used in the programs. In reality, a vortex is made up of a cloud of small
vortices with cores in which the lateral velocity components go to zero




(and under) the lifting surface in question. It is recommended in such a
case to forego the vortex chasing calculation and to assume that the vor-
tex moves back parallel to the body'centerline.
Description of Input
This.section contains a description of the input for programs VPATH2
and VPATHL. There are some differences in the input on account of the
differences in the configurations .treated by each program. The input for
program VPATH2 will be described first. Then, the description of the
input for progr.am VPATHL follows with references made to items of the -
input for program VPATH2. Listings of all input variables are given at
the end of the respective input descriptions.
Input for program VPATH2
Item 1
The first card serves as identification and may contain any alpha-
numeric information desired. This information is printed on the first
page of the output. . .. ••• • , - . ' - - • . •
Item 2
The second card contains indices concerning the body and lifting-
surface geometry, control indices governing the number of axial stations
at which information is to be printed, reading in control-point coordi-
nates, writing velocity components,' amount of output,' and the option to
print plots in the program generated output.
Item 3 . . • . . . . . ' . . - -
This card contains the endpoints for each body section for which
coefficients describing a meridian will be given (Item 4). Usually, only
one endpoint is required; that is,, one. body section will be considered.
Item 4
For each body section, a set of coefficients (7 maximum) are
specified on this card. They are members of the polynomial shown below




T V c () c3 () c5 () c6 (, (LI)
where C, through C7 are the coefficients, r is the local body radius,
and t is the body length. The body length L equals the difference of
the endpoints specified in item 3.
Item 5
The coordinates of the fin planform outline corner points are read
in if a fin or wing is present. Only one fin or one wing half needs to
be described. The XF and YF coordinates are shown in the example shown





 XF(3) , YF(3)
centerline. Note: the axial coordinate of the trailing edge of the
rootchord must be made to be slightly larger than the axial coordinate
of the trailing edge of the side edge.
Item 6
Flow conditions and fin deflection angles, if applicable, are
specified on this card. In addition, the permissible error, E5, used as
a criterion in the integration scheme programmed in subroutine DASCRU is
read in. Note: E5 must not be taken too small or the running time
required may become unduly large. This card also reads in the upper






, The number of vortices at the axial stations to be specified in
item 9 are read in by this card. This arrangement allows for the intro-
duction of additional vortices. This information must be supplied for
increasing axial location (xn-station).
D
Item 8
The starting coordinates, in the crossflow plane with y to the right
and ZB upwards (i.e. the body coordinate system shown in figure 1), and
strengths of the vortices are read in by these cards. If additional
vortices are to be accounted for, the starting coordinates and strengths
are read in at this time also. This information must be supplied for
increasing axial location in synchronization with the number of vortices
of item 7 and the axial station of item 9. Note that coordinates VX(=yn)3
and VY(=ZB) are dimensional.
Item 9
These cards contain the axial stations at which the program will
print vortex coordinates. Also, these stations are chosen such that they
coincide with the introduction of additional vortices, if applicable, see
items 7 and 8.
Item 10
This and the next three items read in specifications describing
leading- and side-edge vorticity characteristics. They are obtained from
the results calculated by program DEMON2 described in Appendix J of this
report. This card contains the number of stations in the spanwise direc-
tion at which leading-edge vorticity locations and strengths are to be
specified. This information must be supplied for all 4 fins of a cruci-
form configuration.
Item 11
If the information of item 10 is read in as nonzero, the locations
along the leading edge and the strength of the leading-edge vorticity are
read in. Note that the dimensional quantity XLE is measured in the wing
coordinate system, as calculated by program DEMON2, not the body coordinate




This optional input is specified when NCPIN of item 2 is read in as
zero. The number NCP is the number of field points at which vortex
induced velocity components are to be computed on the basis of the vor-
tices being in the presence of the body only.
Item 1 5 . . - , _ .
If the information of item 14 is nonzero, these cards contain the
coordinates, in the body coordinate system, if the fieldpoints at which
vortex induced effects are to be computed. Note: in connection with the
use of programs VPATH2 and VPATHL together with program.DEMON2, index
NCPIN is set equal to 1 and the information of items 14 and 15 is read
in by means of a data set stored on TAPE4.
INPUT VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM VPATH2
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Number of body sections for which coeffi-
cients C(I,J) are required, 1 <. NS <. 7.
Number'of corner points used to define fin
geometry, 1 <. NF <. 7.
Number of axial stations to be printed in
output; 1 ^  NIP <. 50.
NCPINJ = 1 Read in control point and body
pressure points from data set
(TAPE4).
NCPIN'"—- 0 . No input.
NVLOUT = 1 Write velocities induced by
moving vortices (and calcu-
. . lated in this program) on
data set (TAPE?).













. COMMENTS • . .
 ;
1 Print additional output. !
0 Minimum output.
= 0 No plots showing vortex
positions in the output.





Axial coordinate of the end of each body
section, 1 ^  I i NS. : ' .•"""
Item 4 (7F10.5)
Coefficients in the body meridian equation,






Optional input concerning -fin iplanfo.rm--..;;,. ,-
geometry when NF ? 0. .-•.-:., \-_--\ .'•_'. ••'•; ."^ '^ ••.•
Axial coordinate of fin. corner point,
1 <. I <. NF. "-'•'•'""-'•
Lateral coordinate of fin corner point,









ct_ Included angle of attack, measured between
free-stream velocity vector and body
centerline.
Angle of roll, positive right fin down.
Deflection angle of upper vertical fin,.,,
positive:trailing edges to right, degrees!
Deflection angle of right horizontal fin,
positive:trailing edge down, degrees.
Deflection angle of lower vertical fin,
positive:trailing edge to right, degrees.
Deflection angle of left horizontal fin,









Error allowed in integration subroutine
DASCRU. Use the value 0.0001 or less.
Maximum magnitude of vortex induced




Total number of vortices at each axial








Starting coprdinates of the vortices,
y -coordinate of vortex I.
o
z_,-coordinate of vortex I .•
o
'Vortex' strength, counterclockwise positive^
(when viewing forward) ,!<.!<. NVMAX,




Axial.-station at which output is required,







Number,;of leading-edge vortex information-"'
stations for right horizontal fin.
• • - . * • . ; • . * '":-: ^
Number'of.leading-edge vortex information
: stations for the left horizontal fin.
Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for the upper vertical fin.
Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for the lower vertical fin.





Optional input when NEDGV ^0.












Center of gravity of the leading-edge vor-
ticity distribution at x .
Strength of the yorticity distribution at
XLE(JLE).




Number of side-edge vortex information
•stations. Same for a 1=1 "fins. •










Optiohal"input when NSIDGE, ^ 0. .
Wing xr-coordinate of station on fin side
. edge .., ..' . , -."
Center of gravity of side-sdge vorticity
distribution at x
w,SE'
Strength of vorticity distribution at
XSE(JSE) i /. , .: ; -
* .. .'.. - . /
1 < JSE < NSIDGE.
Item 14
NCP
(110) Next two items are optional input for
NCPIN- = '0', only. :.::
Number of control points and body pressure
points^'br field points at which vortex ;









Optional' input when NCP ^  0 specifying
field point coordinates.
Body x-co'ordinate of field point.
Body y-coordinate of field point.
Body z-coordinate of field point.
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Input for program VPATHL
Item 1
Refer to input item 1 under program VPATH2
Refer to input item 2 under program VPATH2. Only difference is op-
tion to set optional output plot size. The bounds read in as item 4 - • - • _ '
below.
Item 3
This card specifies the inverse of the ellipticity ratio of the
elliptical cross section under consideration. This ratio is a constant
for all axial locations.
Item 4
Refer to input item 3 under program VPATH2.
ItemJ}
Refer to input item 4 under program VPATH2. The polynomial is used.
to describe the meridian associated with the horizontal semiaxis of an
elliptical cross section. , . .
Item 6
Refer to input item 5 under program VPATHL.
Item 7
If IPLT equals 1 in item 2, the maximum and minimum values of the
lateral coordinates are read in by this card. Now, XMAX and XMIN pertain
to yB coordinate and YMAX and YMIN pertain to ZB coordinate of the body
coordinate system, see figure 1.
ItemJ}
Refer to input item 6 under program VPATH2 . Omit deflection angles.
Item 9




Refer to item 8 under program VPATH2.
Item 11
Refer to item 9 under program VPATH2.
Item 12
Refer to item 10 under program VPATH2. Only MSWR and MSWL need be
specified since the lifting surface is a monoplane wing designated as
right and left "fins".
Item 13 - '
Refer to item 11 under program VPATH2. Here, leading-edge vorticity
characteristics need only be specified for the right and left "fins".
Item 14
Refer to item 12 under program VPATH2. Here NSIDGE = 2 NCW.
Item 15
Refer to item 13 under program VPATH2. In this instance, this,in-.




Refer to item 14 under program VPATH2.
Item 17
Refer to item 15 under program-VPATH2. ,.
INPUT VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM VPATHL
(Elliptical Cross Section Bodies With Monoplane Wing)' ;
PROGRAM ALGEBRAIC SYMBOL
VARIABLE (IF APPLICABLE) ' COMMENTS'


















Number of body sections for which coeffi-
cients C(I,J) are required, 1 ^  NS <_ 1.
Number of corner points used to define fin
geometry, 1 <_ NF <_ 7.
Number of axial stations to be printed in
output, 1 <_ NIP <_ 50.
NCPIN = 1 Read in control point and body
pressure points from data set
(TAPE4). •
NCPIN =0 No input.
NVLOUT = 1 Write velocities induced by
moving vortices (and calcula-
ted in this program) on data
set (TAPE7).
NVLOUT = 0 No output on data set.
NOUT = 0 • Minimum output.
NOUT = 1 Some additional debug output.
NOUT = 2,3 Large amount of debug output
containing information about
intermediate complex variables,
(use only when NIP = 2)
IPLT =0 No plots showing vortex posi-
tions in the output.
IPLT = 1 Specify maximum and minimum
x and y to be used in the
plots, also see Item 4.



















Coefficients in the body meridian equation,






Optional input concerning fin planform
geometry when NF ^  0.
Axial coordinate of fin corner point,
1 <_ I £ NF.
Lateral coordinate of fin corner point,






(8F10.5) Optional input required when IPLT = 1 in
Item 2.
Maximum x-value used in program generated
plots in output.
Minimum x-value used in program generated
plots in output.
Maximum y-value used in program generated
plots in output.








Included angle of attack, measured between
free-stream velocity vector and body
centerline.
Angle of roll, positive right fin down.
Error allowed in integration subroutine
DASCRU. Use the value 0.0001 or less.
Maximum magnitude of vortex induced





Total number of vortices at each axial














Initial vortex positions in crossflow.
plane.
yB~coordinate of vortex I.
z -coordinate of vortex I.
Vortex strength, 'counterclockwise positive
(when viewing forward) , 1 £ I <_ NVMAX,




Axial station at which output is required,














Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for right horizontal fin.
Number of leading-edge vortex information
stations for the left horizontal fin.
NEDGV = MSWR + MSWL
Optional input when NEDGV ^ 0.
Wing x-coordinate of station on fin lead-
ing edge.
Center of gravity of the leading-edge vor-
ticity distribution at x , .
W \-tLj
Strength of the vorticity distribution at
XLE(JLE). ;




Number of side-edge vortex information
stations. Same for all fins.


























Optional input when NSIDGE ^ 0.
Wing x-coordinate of station on fin side
edge.
Center of gravity of side-edge vorticity
distribution at x .
W f O.EJ •'•
Strength of vorticity distribution at
.XSE(JSE) .
1 < JSE < NSIDGE
Next two items are optional input for
NCPIN = 0, only.
Number of control points and body pressure
points or field points at which vortex
induced velocities are to be calculated.
Optional input when NCP ^  0 specifying
field point coordinates.
Body x-coordinate of field point.
Body y-coordinate of field point.
Body z-coordinate of field point.
Description of Output
This section describes the output generated by programs VPATH2 and
VPATHL. Only a few items in the output of these programs are different .
as pointed out below. The output to t>e described is generated when print
control index NOUT is set equal to zero. For nonzero values, large
amounts of additional output results. Thus, other than for debugging
purposes, index NOUT must be set equal to zero in item 2 of the input for
both programs. The results of the output plot options are self evident
and will not be discussed here.
The first page of output contains the run identification and the
geometry of the fin or wing planform. Included angle of attack and roll
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are printed. Program VPATH2 also gives the deflection angles of the fins,
if applicable. The permissible error in the integration scheme is
specified. This output is followed by a list of vortex coordinates in
the crossflow plane as a function of ..increasing axial location. Quantity
Y,VRTX is yB and Z,VRTX is z , both in the body coordinate system, refer
to figure 1. The vortex strengths divided by the free-stream velocity,
GAMMA/VINF, are also~ "indicated. This information is given for each of
the output stations,"'''XIP, specified in the input and printed as X. At
each station, the local body geometry and semispan (distance from body
centerline to edge of"fin or wing as seen in the crossflow plane) are
written. Program VPATH2 gives the local body radius for the axisymmetric
* * ' :'.
body. Program VPATHL specifies the local horizontal semiaxis and the
vertical semiaxis.
The final item ,in the output of both programs are the coordinates of
field points (or control points), read ;in by means of input or data set,
and the velocity components induced by the vortices at the points. The
coordinates and the velocity components, are given in the body coordinate
system, refer to figure 1. The vortex effects are calculated on the basis
of the vortices in the presence of the body only.
Program Listings
Programs VPATH2 and VPATHL are written.in FORTRAN IV (029 punch)
computer language for the CDC 6600 computer. Program VPATH2 consists of
a main routine, VPATH, and 12 subroutines. Program VPATHL consists of a
main routine, VPATHL, and 13 subroutines. The listings are shown on the
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T f . X L O C A T I O N S A C C O U N T t'.T, FHB
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v P A T M . f I'lPiiT.'v.iTPHT. T A P f - S s r i P t i T , T A P r . 6 a r | t j T D l J T , T A P E U , T A P f c 7 ) vPLOl
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C T H T S PrfMGHAi* C O M P O T E S TN£ P A T H S AM) v f T R T ^ x T^OUCFn CPOSSFLO
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u E A O ( S , S l f ( C ( t , J ) f J = 1 . 7 1 , I » l , » - S )
I» C^F.M"; .0) P . F A O ( 5 . 0 ) ( x K n . Y F ( I l . I * t . K H
IF ( I D LT.EQ. l ) ' f cAO fS.O) X" f tX .XM l . - J , y«AK ,
IM Sitft
,->t'TF.B-t»!f ' ' " ISTA'.-CF
AMD X - L O C A T I i i ; j S iJF
»fjlj1 CENTERLj rE TO ''I'T. TIP (sSE-U S P A M )
TIP L f c t O l N G FOGK 4»Jf) T»»ILI>-G EUGE,
lf f^P.
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1)1' SO 131 ,< i f
IF I VFf I 1 , G T . Y * - A X ) Y M A X S Y M I J VPL' tMi ' l
> C(.'';TI"l.iF . V P L O l I SI
on pi I = I.".F*I VPLOH35
IP1 = I»1 VPLOH3U
IF ( V F ( T ) , M J , Y " A X . A ' O . V F ( J P n . E Q . Y ^ A X ) GO T" f l? V P L O H 3 5
TF ( VFf I) . f . l . V n A X ) '~'n TO rt.4 v /PL^ l l ih
f.n TC! RU V P L O l 1 4«
T . - A X B ! VPL'1 ' 1 3^
1*1 v / P L O l i u o
X ) VPL iMJu?
: j "A»pn VPLOHM
y T I P T ^ B y F ( I M A X P l ) V P1.:11 1 4 1
GO Tf) (la VPL011"5
. ( I ' - A X ) . VPLfl 1 1 "1*>
V PHI 1 1 J 7
VPL r t 1 1 "i?
C V O L 0 1 1 U O
C VPLOl150
C VPL01151
C ALFiT =1 MCL 1,'Of.O ANiGLf OF ATTACK. Phl=eniL A"GLE aPT* T»i DFGPEEVPL^ 11S2




C .. "-STATinM.?, 1'JTFGWATlnM I^Ft), + INITIAL vriBT^* PHSITjnMS AVO STttEMGVPLO 1 1 S3:
C «WV B TOTAL '-u«yf.i? 0* VtJPTKFS AT FAC^ x-STATI^V VOL^Mel
C V P L 0 1 1 6 3
C
, J ( l ) ( ' V V ( I ) , t 8 1 , M l P )
C
C H>EAO TM CTisSFLO* S T A H T I ' < R _ c « i O » O I N A T K S A * ^ n sfPf. ' iGTHS VtjH ;ALL vPLOl l f r " '
C VQ9T i r . t3 BFf ;«Wi)L£S3 Of TMf. X . a T A T J H N AT "k 'TTH T M f c Y S T A P T . V P L 0 1 1 7 0
C T H J S l^tfn ;"-'ST >»t I -:PHT FHH piC"tA8IK.G X-S T A T T 0K.. V P L O l 171
C "EPF...., v X ( I ).. V -COLIPOI v« Tg V P L 0 1 1 7 2
C ( 5 m . . . l . A M M A / v I ^ F , C O I | w t F . t } C L C i C K a T S F . P O S I T I V E . > / P L 0 1 t 7 0
0 ^w^i^, V T E ^ I ' i G F i H v - A W O , V O L 0 1 1 7 5
, lal , ' . ' V M A x ) V P L 0 1 1 7 7
1M
x * J * 1 V P L O l I
M :
' VPl .n 1 1 83
H X ' i « ) a v V ( M VPLO.HSJ
c V /PLO 11 MS
C X IPs X. v A L u t S »T T* f MP * - S T » T T i - | « . S AT - ^ T T H P-J-TPIlT >«e01, VPL.^lHiin
C F I ^ST v fAL ' i t : FU« *IP C'» ^E ANY NiiMpn) |_A»GF9 T H A N 2E°0 V P L O l ! * 7
C I-Mtl G k l A T [ 0 ^ S T A W T S A T I t T P f l ) VPL^l l ' ' ' *
C I M T E G W 4 T T . V : S T t P SI/»- f.f T t S" I ^f 1) Hv nASC&U. . . - - V P L 0 1 1 8 O
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IF- fsFV'E.l')
l'.-9IT>. (*.,?"«) YMAX.CHP.XF-m.Yf-m. *TIPU ,
t xFf -JM. VF' C "M
«RITF.(6.-i 15 •*!.* »CiPH[









C NOTEl XL? AS.TI USE ««fe BEAO I* IM TMfc *I^G CGOROTUATE SYSTEM A*C
C -UST BE TSANSFHRMEO TO BODY COORDINATE SYSTF«.
c .
BE.40 *-.i"r»EWS Of *l»G LEADING tOGt VORTEX IMFn S
'IT,,




" R I T E f n . 7 , ]
00 IS JLt.31
XLt (JLF 1s>.LE(Jl.f ) * x F ( t )
15 «RITF. ( r t .7dS) JLL ,XLE(JLE) .C r .LOC(JLE5 . r ,AhLE(JL£ )
10 c "NT I •.!!{•
C
C t?<£10 MJ«-H£W nF - ING S T U E tOGf V O R T E X INFO S T A T I H M S XSfc FOP E A C H
C ^ING. ' ' ' . - • • •
C FOH F 4 C H XSf S T A T I O N . U t 4 0 I" Y B » « A-JO STRt 'NRTH OF T^F V Q ^ T I C I T Y
C OISTRI« ' lT I f "v ,
C
IF (NSioct.f a,o) GO rn
t JSf at ,NSIDGt)
oo 16 jsf'=i,..sicr,£
xSE(J3E)*xSE(.i.St J t x F C t )






























































c COYOTE *"j<m.x B A T H S
c
H S X I P ( ? ) - X 1 P ( 1 )












CALL 0»SC»'.'(4t , Bl ,H,M,XO, -*t
TF IH* C.«£ATM THAN Ji> • HAO TRHII9LF GtTTtM6 STFP SIZt,
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00 15 * I s"v 1 / >jvi"
JLs?«m- |
VPL'11289
J5 X O C < K ) 3 V V f X J ) .
.. f 'uTPi l t '/n
VPL01291
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K « J » I
v«e( I t .L. 1 > s x ' ' ( j )
v x o f n » l • 2 l s » 0 f ' < )
•BITE f« . .22)L»x i i (J ) , « O C ' < > » G ( I . )










,JCv)sxo(«) . ... VPL0132"
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c
C Pt.OT V O » T E « LOCATIONS
c
I F t I P L T . G T . U ) ' - . - • _ _ _ VPLM327























<PUTE v f L O C r
( T E R N A L VDRT
Ifl IF CO*TR
I.E. *-HE»i N









IF ( f OF ( a ^ .
G'! Tfl 73
W E A O f5i<i l
COf.iTI'Ji.!E
IF (MCP.fr g.f,
* ' ITE(h, $1 )
00 t>9 Jl| = '
IF f ^ C P l N . f
READ f<i,7-ab
C ° X = C P X * X F (
GO TU 7t
rif.s AT THF SPECiFr to
ICES AM) THfc lR IMAGtS
OL POI"T3 ARE PAS3EO
CPU' is •••OT EOU*L TO
T ALSO.
ATF OF CCi";T«OL -POINT
S Y S T E ^ .
e "FLO"'.
t .") BF»-JMJ <•
. v f - . O ) t*f -:IV!D 7
'i.Ol 60 TO 72
r. . G) Rl:».) fU ,7a5) \CP




n.oi sf! TO 7o
1 t C » C P X t C P V , C P Z
1)
V P L T 1 3 3 T
CONTROL "or^Ts r^ouceo br MV VPLOISJ I
. . - -, V P L O J 3 3 3
. ' • • ' , - ' • VPLOJ333
VPLOl 33«
TVBOUGM *» ME»M3 " f - » . - n » T » StT V P L ^ J S S S
0» INDEX KfiP 13 9EAI3 I* FROM VPL1133*
VPL01337
MUST THEN 8P TPANSFPP"EO TO BODY VPL01J38
VPLD1331 '
V P L O l S a i
VPU013«1
V C t O l S a ?
upi n 1 \ti \
















°F A r ( 5 , 6 0 1 C P X , C P Y , C P Z VPL015^<>
C'-'jTI'iUE
rTER«lNf r«t X - S T 4 T J C J N 3 A O J A C t ' J T
VPL01360
vPi.013«>t;
TO THE CONTROL POINT VPLOl J62
VPLOU65
00 61 !»!,»« J" . VPLO) Jfru
' IF C C P X . L T .
Jst-1
IF (I.FO.l)
x iPd i ) no TO 6i
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r tRMtd ' t PV J
V H R T I C t S A T
KSJ+1
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F A C ^ S T A T I O N CPX.
V P L O » 3 6 5
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• '. ''• \
C*CL SHAPE
If- (»jni!T.«t;.u) -"ITE
OL) M \S ] , \ \ I
(MH.'T.EG.O) CO TO
63
IF CWCPT.Lk~ .» t »Mnv) GO T" 6<l
C.n tn *s ; '' " r
f e S ' C ^ M T l J '
3 V fL p l CIT ! t ' 3




C*LL Vv l - I .Sf • J V . C P Y
•"^ITFC^.J?) J
IF f ' J V t n u T . t ' t J . o ) GO TO f t*
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0 » T i
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pHO.THi.if .
HPa.TRL'fc. ! ' •
RXe.TiJl ie .
c • " " • ' • • • • '
C • . CHtCK Fi»(J TKE P9npE» SIGv nf H
C
MS 3 IG ^ (A « S CH) ,H -4 )
: 5 X S a X
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HF8*T«Ut. ~ "• ' '
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C . CALC lJLATF . SOL*', AT X»H
C NOTEl A R P 4 V vK C O N T A I N S V F'!<» 000 I'iOEX.H FUR EVEN UTlF.X.
C
. c . . . . . . : . . -
00 90 S«al,S
CAUL l f XO. X ,N , i »K« V 3 T > - A X ' V ' . - . :
OH 70 IB 1 , M
r jsM**K(T)
TjKOs* l * I
IJ<|SlMl*I
Ul<?str'?»l
r,n Tn (25. 30, 35, to ,a5) ,S»
25 Bsn
•» K ( T J < 1 )>Q
r.n TC so
30 " 9«PS*(0»*K( IJKl 1 )
en Tn so
45 P s T H Q £ E * 0
VJK ( t .JH ? ) sR -
93. 37b» ( B + *K ( I J* 1 ) )
GL! TO SO
Up Re*K( IJKl )+Fn'l»*Q
V K ( IJK I 1 a"
wsnps*(^-*".( i . i*?))
Gf' Tfi S"
<I5 PaPS*((3 + wn ( I JH 1) )
. • . :58 Ar*.S(9*J« » NPS*( V+*K U JH'2) ) 1 ,
 ;
"" X ' ( T ) « » " < f T J K O ) + P .
r^ca^. '^ .S) GO TN 70 . •
.c
C AUTUM4TIC S T t P CHAMGE
C '
E=A?8( X0( I ) )
T F ( F GF F-i) oaE*F'5
'c
C TtflT A O J U S T w t M T HF T"F .STEP
C
If 'f ' i.LT.Pv..OH. C.N'iT.. M X ) ) .B-J Tfl 6S -
MSn.TSUE. ' .'^ -
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Z 2 * Z * Z
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IF
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Tp {PX.LT.XSEC«ST«PT)) r,0 TO 28
JVSEsJSE-1 . - : • . .
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-Constant u-velocity panel on
.the body interference shell
Control
points
Figure 1.- Coordinate systems and typical panel
layout shown for one fin and quarter of
the interference shell.
461
Figure 2.- Isometric view of typical layout of body source
panels on the surface of a body with elliptical
cross section, 11 rings with 16 panels each.
462
Fin 1 or R
Constant u-velocity
panel on a fin
4p - fin dihedral angle, PHIDIH "
j = dihedral angle of right'upper
1 or R
 fin, PHIFR=PHIDIH .
t = dihedral angle of left lower
fin, PHIFL=PHIDIH \ '
= dihedral angle of right
lower fin, PHIFU= -PHIDIH
* = dihedral angle of left
or
 upper fin, PHIFD=-PHIDIH
•3 or U






- polar angle of right upper
fin, THETR=THETIT
polar angle of left lower
fin, THETL=THETIT
polar angle of right lower
fin, THETI= -THETIT








these functions are used in
the transformation (rotation)
of the body interference
panel to the reference
("B. VB' ZB> or ("w yw- zw>system  w
Figure 3.- Geometrical angles associated with case involving
interdigitated tails on body with elliptical cross section
as required by program DEMON2. Force coefficients











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































j l i i i i
- 225°
_»- BODY NOSE
VORTICES \ (M^oo =1.70
INCLUDING NOSE VORTICITY
x EXCLUDING NOSE VORTICITY
6 8 10 12 M 16 18 20 22 21 26 28 30
20 30 40 50 60 70
XB, IN.
Xg, CM
Figure 7(a).- Calculated pressure distributions along
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* .EXCLUDING NOSE VORTICITY
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Figure 11(a).- Calculated pressure distributions along body
meridians through canard section; first sample case.
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Figure 14.- Calculated vortex positions,
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Figure 19.- Calculated pressure distributions along body
meridians from canard section to body base, first
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Figure 23.- Geometrical details, idealizations of configuration
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Figure 32.- Calculated span-load distribution on
monoplane wing, second sample case.
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Figure 35.- Pressure distribution on ogive cylindrical







































Pressure distribution on ogive cylindrical
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